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IAC Supp. PREFACE IAC 11/14/12

The Iowa Administrative Code Supplement is published biweekly pursuant to Iowa Code
section 17A.6. The Supplement contains replacement chapters to be inserted in the loose-leaf Iowa
Administrative Code (IAC) according to instructions included with each Supplement. The replacement
chapters incorporate rule changes which have been adopted by the agencies and filed with the
Administrative Rules Coordinator as provided in Iowa Code sections 7.17 and 17A.4 to 17A.6. To
determine the specific changes in the rules, refer to the Iowa Administrative Bulletin bearing the same
publication date.

In addition to the changes adopted by agencies, the replacement chapters may reflect objection to a
rule or a portion of a rule filed by the Administrative Rules Review Committee (ARRC), the Governor,
or the Attorney General pursuant to Iowa Code section 17A.4(6); an effective date delay imposed by
the ARRC pursuant to section 17A.4(7) or 17A.8(9); rescission of a rule by the Governor pursuant to
section 17A.4(8); or nullification of a rule by the General Assembly pursuant to Article III, section 40,
of the Constitution of the State of Iowa.

The Supplement may also contain replacement pages for the IAC Index or the Uniform Rules on
Agency Procedure.
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INSTRUCTIONS
FOR UPDATING THE

IOWA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE

Agency names and numbers in bold below correspond to the divider tabs in the IAC binders. New
and replacement chapters included in this Supplement are listed below. Carefully remove and insert
chapters accordingly.

Editor's telephone (515)281-3355 or (515)242-6873

Administrative Services Department[11]
Replace Chapter 50

Economic Development Authority[261]
Replace Analysis
Replace Chapter 1
Replace Chapter 38
Replace Chapter 68
Replace Chapters 74 and 75
Replace Chapter 165
Replace Chapters 171 to 175
Replace Chapters 187 to 189

Educational Examiners Board[282]
Replace Chapters 13 and 14
Replace Chapter 19

Public Health Department[641]
Replace Analysis
Replace Chapter 36
Remove Reserved Chapters 57 to 66
Insert Chapters 57 to 60 and Reserved Chapters 61 to 66

Volunteer Service, Iowa Commission on[817]
Replace Chapter 8
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TITLE IV
HUMAN RESOURCES

CHAPTER 50
HUMAN RESOURCES DEFINITIONS
[Prior to 11/5/86, Merit Employment Department[570]]

[Prior to 1/21/04, see 581—Ch 1]

11—50.1(8A) Definitions.
“Absence without leave” means any absence of an employee from duty without specific

authorization.
“Agency” means a department, independent agency, or statutory office.
“Appointing authority” means the appointed or elected chief administrative head of a department,

commission, board, independent agency, or statutory office or that person’s designee.
“Base pay” means a fixed rate of pay for an employee that is exclusive of shift or educational

differential, special or extraordinary duty pay, leadworker pay, or any other additional special pay.
“Call back pay”means extra pay for eligible employees who are directed by the appointing authority

to report back to work outside of their regular scheduled work hours that are not contiguous to the
beginning or the end of their scheduled work hours.

“Certification”means the referral of qualified names from an eligible list to an agency for the purpose
of making a selection in accordance with these rules.

“Certified disability program”means that program covering persons with disabilities who have been
certified by the vocational rehabilitation division of the department of education or the department for
the blind as being able to perform the duties of a job class without participation in examinations used for
the purpose of ranking qualified applicants on nonpromotional eligible lists.

“Class” or “job classification” or “job class” means one or more positions so similar in duties,
responsibilities, and qualifications that each may be assigned to the same job title and pay plan.

“Classification plan”means the published list of job classifications and the related elements assigned
to each. The classification plan is published annually by the department and revised as necessary.

“Compensatory leave” means leave accrued as a result of overtime, call back, holidays, or holiday
work.

“Confidential employee” means, for purposes of merit system coverage, the personal secretary of:
an elected official of the executive branch or a person appointed to fill a vacancy in an elective office, the
chair of a full-time board or commission, or the director of a state agency; as well as the nonprofessional
staff in the office of the auditor of state, and the nonprofessional staff in the department of justice except
those reporting to the administrator of the consumer advocate division. “Confidential employee” also
means an employee who is in a confidential relationship with a director, chief deputy administrative
officer, a division administrator, or a similar position, and at the same time is a part of the management
team, legal team, or both of said director, chief deputy administrative officer, a division administrator,
or similar position. For purposes of this rule, a confidential relationship means a relationship in which
one person has a duty to the other not to disclose information.

“Confidential employee” means for purposes of collective bargaining coverage, a representative
of the employer who, as a major function of the job, determines and effectuates employment relations
policy for the appointing authority, exercises independent discretion in establishing such policies, or is
so closely related to or aligned with management as to potentially place the employee in a position of
conflict of interest between the employer and coworkers. It also means any employee who works for
the department, who has access to information subject to use in collective bargaining negotiations, or
who works in a close continuing relationship with representatives associated with negotiating collective
bargaining agreements on behalf of the state, as well as the personal secretary of: an elected official of
the executive branch or a person appointed to fill a vacancy in an elective office, the chair of a full-time
board or commission, or the director, deputy director, or division administrator of a state agency.

“Demotion” means the change of a nontemporary employee from one class to another having a
lower pay grade. Demotions of permanent employees may be disciplinary, in lieu of layoff, or voluntary.
Demotions of probationary employees may be disciplinary or voluntary.
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“Department” means the Iowa department of administrative services.
“Director” means the director of the Iowa department of administrative services or the director’s

designee.
“Examination” means the screening of persons who meet the qualifications for job classifications.
“Grievance” means a written complaint alleging a specific violation of these rules or of Iowa Code

chapter 8A, subchapter IV.
“In loco parentis” means in the place of a parent and charged with the same rights, duties, and

responsibilities as a parent.
“IRC” means Internal Revenue Code.
“Lead work” means a responsibility assigned to an employee by management to direct (instruct,

answer questions, distribute and balance work load, accept, modify or reject completed work, maintain
attendance records, report infractions and provide input on staffing decisions) the work of two or more
employees (federal, state, county, municipal and private employment organization, volunteers, inmates
or residents).

“Long-term disability” means a condition of an employee who is determined by the state of Iowa’s
long-term disability insurance carrier to be unable to work because of illness or injury.

“Merit system” means the system of human resource administration based on merit principles and
scientific methods to govern the appointment, compensation, promotion, welfare, development, transfer,
layoff, removal, and discipline of its civil employees and other instances of state employment established
pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 8A.

“Minimum qualifications”means the minimum education, experience, or other background required
to be considered eligible to apply for, or otherwise perform the duties of a particular job classification.

“Nonpay status”means that period of time when an employee does not work during scheduled work
hours and the work absence is not covered by any kind of paid leave. This includes employees who do
not supplement workers’ compensation payments with paid leave.

“Overtime” means those hours that exceed 40 in a workweek for which an eligible employee is
entitled to be compensated unless otherwise specified in a collective bargaining agreement.

“Overtime covered class, employee, or position” means a class, employee, or position determined
to be eligible for premium overtime compensation.

“Overtime exempt class, employee, or position”means a class, employee, or position determined to
be ineligible for premium overtime compensation.

“Pay increase” means an increase in pay within the pay range.
“Pay plan”means one of the various schedules of pay grades and salaries established by the director

to which classes in the classification plan are assigned.
“Permanent employee”means any executive branch employee (except board of regents employees)

who has completed at least six months of continuous nontemporary employment. When used in
conjunction with coverage by the merit system provisions referred to in Iowa Code section 8A.411,
“permanent employee” further means those employees who have completed the period of probationary
status provided for in Iowa Code section 8A.413. For peace officers employed by the department of
public safety, “permanent employee” means a peace officer who has completed a 12-month probationary
period after appointment.

“Permanent employment” means any period of full-time or part-time executive branch service
(except board of regents employment) in a nontemporary position for which the person is eligible to
accrue leave and participate in the health and dental insurance programs administered by the department
pursuant to 11—64.1(8A) or 11—64.2(8A).

“Position” means the grouping of specific duties and responsibilities assigned by an appointing
authority that comprise a job to be performed by one employee. A position may be part-time or
full-time, temporary or permanent, occupied or vacant, eligible or not eligible to be covered by a
collective bargaining agreement, or covered or not covered by merit system provisions. Each position
in the executive branch of state government shall be assigned one of the job classifications published in
the classification plan.
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“Position classification review” means the process of studying the kind and level of duties and
responsibilities assigned to a position by comparing those duties and responsibilities to classification
descriptions, classification guidelines, or other pertinent documents in order to determine the proper job
classification to which a position will be assigned.

“Premium overtime rate of compensation”means compensation equal to one and one-half hours for
each hour of overtime.

“Probationary employee” means any executive branch employee (except board of regents
employees) who has completed less than six months of continuous nontemporary employment. When
used in conjunction with coverage by the merit system provisions referred to in Iowa Code section
8A.411, “probationary employee” further means those employees who have not completed the period
of probationary status provided for in Iowa Code section 8A.413. For peace officers employed by the
department of public safety, “probationary employee” means a peace officer who has completed less
than 12 months of continuous nontemporary employment following appointment to a peace officer
classification.

“Promotion” means the acceptance by a nontemporary employee of an offer by an appointing
authority to move to a position in a class with a higher pay grade and may involve movement between
positions covered by merit system provisions and positions not covered by merit system provisions.

“Reassignment” means the movement of an employee within the same organizational unit or to
another organizational unit at the discretion of the appointing authority. A reassignment may include a
change in duties, work location, days of work or hours of work and may be temporary or permanent. A
reassignment may result in a change from the employee’s previous job classification.

“Reclassification”means the change of a position from one job classification to another based upon
changes in the kind or level of the duties and responsibilities assigned by an appointing authority.

“Red-circled salary” means an employee’s salary that exceeds the maximum for the pay grade in
the pay plan to which the employee’s class is assigned.

“Regular rate of pay” means the total compensation an employee receives including base pay, shift
or educational differential, special or extraordinary duty pay, leadworker pay, or any other additional
special pay.

“Same pay grade” means those pay grades in the various pay plans having the same pay grade
number.

“Service in the uniformed services” means the performance of duty on a voluntary or involuntary
basis in a uniformed service under competent authority and includes active duty, active duty for training,
initial active duty for training, inactive duty training, full-time national guard duty, or examination to
determine the fitness of the person to perform such duty.

“Shift”means one segment of a 24-hour period in the work schedule of an appointing authority (e.g.,
day, evening, night shift).

“Shift differential”means extra pay for eligible employees who work shifts other than the day shift.
“Special duty assignment” means the temporary assignment of a permanent employee to a position

in another class.
“Standby” means those times when eligible employees are required by the appointing authority to

restrict their activities during off-duty hours so as to be immediately available for duty.
“Supervision” means a responsibility assigned to an employee by management to direct the work

of two or more employees and to hire, evaluate, reward, promote, transfer, lay off, recall, respond to
grievances and discipline those employees.

“Temporary” means nonpermanent employment for a limited period of time.
“Temporary services” means staffing provided by an outside vendor under an authorized contract,

such as a temporary employment service, for a limited period of time.
“Transfer” means the movement of an employee from a position in a job class to a vacant position

for which the employee qualifies in the same or different job class in the same pay grade. A transfer may
include a change in duties, work location, days of work or hours of work. A transfer may be voluntary
at the request of the employee, or involuntary at the discretion of the appointing authority.

“Uniformed services” means service as defined in 29 CFR Part 1002.
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“Veteran” means any person honorably separated from active duty with the armed forces of the
United States who served in any war, campaign, or expedition during the dates specified in Iowa Code
section 35C.1.

“Work time” means all hours spent performing the duties of an assigned job; travel between job
sites during or after the employee’s regular hours of work (where no overnight expenses are involved);
rest periods allowed during the employee’s regular hours of work; and meal periods when less than 30
consecutive minutes is provided.

“Workweek” means a regularly recurring period of time within a 168-hour period of seven
consecutive 24-hour days.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 8A.401 to 8A.439.
[ARC 8265B, IAB 11/4/09, effective 12/9/09; ARC 0401C, IAB 10/17/12, effective 11/21/12; see Objection note at end of chapter;
ARC 0460C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
[Filed 6/9/70; amended 1/15/75, amended IAC Supp. 7/28/75—published 9/22/75, effective 10/27/75]

[Filed 8/2/78, Notice 6/28/78—published 8/23/78, effective 9/27/78]
[Filed 10/12/79, Notice 8/22/79—published 10/31/79, effective 12/5/79]
[Filed 2/28/80, Notice 12/26/79—published 3/19/80, effective 4/23/80]
[Filed 11/7/80, Notice 6/25/80—published 11/26/80, effective 12/31/80]
[Filed 1/2/81, Notice 10/1/80—published 1/21/81, effective 2/25/81]
[Filed 8/14/81, Notice 6/24/81—published 9/2/81, effective 10/7/81]

[Filed 12/3/82, Notice 10/13/82—published 12/22/82, effective 1/26/83]1

[Filed emergency 7/15/83—published 8/3/83, effective 7/15/83]
[Filed 10/21/83, Notice 8/3/83—published 11/9/83, effective 12/14/83]
[Filed 2/24/84, Notice 1/4/84—published 3/14/84, effective 4/18/84]
[Filed 3/22/85, Notice 10/24/84—published 4/10/85, effective 5/15/85]
[Filed 7/26/85, Notice 5/22/85—published 8/14/85, effective 9/18/85]
[Filed 12/13/85, Notice 10/9/85—published 1/1/86, effective 2/5/86]
[Filed 4/4/86, Notice 1/15/86—published 4/23/86, effective 5/28/86]
[Filed emergency 7/1/86—published 7/30/86, effective 7/1/86]2

[Filed 10/17/86, Notice 8/13/86—published 11/5/86, effective 12/10/86]3

[Filed 7/24/87, Notice 6/17/87—published 8/12/87, effective 9/16/87]
[Filed 9/29/89, Notice 8/23/89—published 10/18/89, effective 11/24/89]
[Filed 5/25/90, Notice 4/18/90—published 6/13/90, effective 7/20/90]
[Filed 2/1/91, Notice 12/12/90—published 2/20/91, effective 3/29/91]
[Filed 11/20/91, Notice 8/21/91—published 12/11/91, effective 1/17/92]
[Filed 3/26/93, Notice 2/17/93—published 4/14/93, effective 5/19/93]

[Filed emergency 8/5/93—published 9/1/93, effective 8/5/93]
[Filed 12/12/96, Notice 10/23/96—published 1/15/97, effective 2/19/97]
[Filed 12/23/98, Notice 11/4/98—published 1/13/99, effective 2/17/99]
[Filed 8/12/99, Notice 6/16/99—published 9/8/99, effective 10/13/99]

[Filed emergency 6/29/00—published 7/26/00, effective 7/1/00]
[Filed emergency 5/31/02 after Notice 4/3/02—published 6/26/02, effective 7/1/02]

[Filed 12/31/03, Notice 11/26/03—published 1/21/04, effective 2/25/04]
[Filed 10/22/04, Notice 9/15/04—published 11/10/04, effective 12/15/04]

[Filed ARC 8265B (Notice ARC 8115B, IAB 9/9/09), IAB 11/4/09, effective 12/9/09]
[Filed ARC 0401C (Notice ARC 0180C, IAB 6/27/12), IAB 10/17/12, effective 11/21/12]
[Filed ARC 0460C (Notice ARC 0327C, IAB 9/5/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

1 Effective date of 1.1(13), 1.1(31), 1.1(32), 1.1(35), and 1.1(54) delayed 70 days by the Administrative Rules Review Committee.
Delay lifted by Committee on 2/8/83. See details following chapter analysis.

2 See IAB Personnel Department.
3 Objection to Personnel Department rule 581—1.1(19A), definition of “confidential employee,” was imposed by the Administrative

Rules Review Committee and was filed on December 2, 1986. This definition was amended in ARC 7009A, IAB 1/15/97, effective
2/19/97. The objection was lifted by the Committee at its meeting held October 9, 2012.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY[261]
[Created by 1986 Iowa Acts, chapter 1245]

[Prior to 1/14/87, see Iowa Development Commission[520] and Planning and Programming[630]]
[Prior to 9/7/11, see Economic Development, Iowa Department of[261];

renamed Economic Development Authority by 2011 Iowa Acts, House File 590]

PART I
DEPARTMENT STRUCTURE

CHAPTER 1
ORGANIZATION

1.1(15) History and mission
1.2(15) Definitions
1.3(15) Economic development authority board
1.4(15) Authority structure
1.5(15) Information

CHAPTERS 2 and 3
Reserved
PART II

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT COORDINATION

CHAPTER 4
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM

4.1(15) Purpose
4.2(15) Compilation of information

CHAPTER 5
IOWA INDUSTRIAL NEW JOBS TRAINING PROGRAM

5.1(15,260E) Authority
5.2(15,260E) Purpose
5.3(15,260E) Definitions
5.4(15,260E) Agreements
5.5(15,260E) Resolution on incremental property tax
5.6(15,260E) New jobs withholding credit
5.7(15,260E) Notice of intent to issue certificates
5.8(15,260E) Standby property tax levy
5.9(15,260E) Reporting
5.10(15,260E) Monitoring
5.11(15,260E) State administration
5.12(15,260E) Coordination with communities
5.13(15,76GA,SF2351) Supplemental 1½ percent withholding

CHAPTER 6
Reserved

CHAPTER 7
IOWA JOBS TRAINING PROGRAM

7.1(260F) Authority
7.2(260F) Purpose
7.3(260F) Definitions
7.4(260F) Program funding
7.5(260F) Funding for projects which include one business
7.6(260F) Funding for projects which include multiple businesses
7.7(260F) Funding for high technology apprenticeship programs
7.8(260F) Matching funds requirement
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7.9(260F) Use of program funds
7.10(260F) Use of 260F earned interest
7.11(260F) Application fee
7.12(260F) Separate account
7.13(260F) Eligible business
7.14(260F) Ineligible business
7.15(260F) Eligible employee
7.16(260F) Ineligible employee
7.17(260F) Entrepreneurial training
7.18(260F) Agreement of intent
7.19(260F) Project commencement date
7.20(260F) Application process
7.21(260F) Application scoring criteria
7.22(260F) Training contract
7.23(260F) Special requirements for community college consortium projects
7.24(260F) Special requirements for community college-sponsored business network projects
7.25(260F) Special requirements for department-sponsored business network projects
7.26(260F) Special requirements for community college-sponsored high technology

apprenticeship projects
7.27(260F) Special requirements for department-sponsored high technology apprenticeship

projects
7.28(81GA,HF868,HF809) Special requirements for job retention program projects
7.29(81GA,HF868,HF809) Special requirements for projects funded through the grow Iowa values

fund
7.30(260F) Events of default
7.31(260F) Options and procedures on default
7.32(260F) Remedies upon default
7.33(260F) Return of unused funds
7.34(260F) Open records
7.35(260F) Required forms

CHAPTER 8
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT FUND

8.1(15,76GA,ch1180) Purpose
8.2(15,76GA,ch1180) Definitions
8.3(15,76GA,ch1180) Workforce development fund account
8.4(15,76GA,ch1180) Workforce development fund allocation
8.5(15,76GA,ch1180) Workforce development fund reporting
8.6(15,76GA,ch1180) Training and retraining programs for targeted industries
8.7(15,76GA,ch1180) Projects under Iowa Code chapter 260F
8.8(15,76GA,chs1180,1219) Apprenticeship programs under Iowa Code section 260C.44 (including

new or statewide building trades apprenticeship programs)
8.9(15,76GA,chs1180,1219) Innovative skill development activities
8.10(15,76GA,ch1180) Negotiation and award
8.11(15,76GA,ch1180) Administration
8.12(15,76GA,ch1180) Training materials and equipment
8.13(15,76GA,ch1180) Redistribution of funds

CHAPTER 9
WORKFORCE TRAINING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FUNDS

9.1(15G,260C) Purpose
9.2(15G,260C) Definitions
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9.3(15G,260C) Funds allocation
9.4(15G,260C) Community college workforce and economic development plan and progress report
9.5(15G,260C) Use of funds
9.6(15G,260C) Approval of projects
9.7(15G,260C) Community college workforce and economic development plan
9.8(15G,260C) Reporting
9.9(15G,260C) Annual progress report approval
9.10(15G,260C) Options upon default or noncompliance

CHAPTER 10
Reserved

CHAPTER 11
CERTIFIED SCHOOL TO CAREER PROGRAM

11.1(15) Purpose
11.2(15) Definitions
11.3(15) Certified program work site agreement
11.4(15) Payroll expenditure refund

CHAPTERS 12 to 19
Reserved

CHAPTER 20
ACCELERATED CAREER EDUCATION (ACE) PROGRAM

DIVISION I - GENERAL PROVISIONS
20.1(260G) Purpose
20.2(260G) Definitions
20.3(260G) ACE program eligibility and designation
20.4(260G) Funding allocation
20.5(260G) Eligible and ineligible business
20.6(260G) Program agreements
20.7(260G) Administration
20.8(260G) Customer tracking system
20.9(260G) Program costs recalculation

DIVISION II - CAPITAL COSTS COMPONENT
20.10(260G) Threshold requirements
20.11(260G) Application procedures
20.12(260G) Evaluation criteria for competitive awards—capital costs projects

DIVISION III - PROGRAM JOB CREDITS
20.13(260G) Threshold requirements—program job credits
20.14(260G) Job credits allocation
20.15(260G) Determination of job credits, notice, and certification
20.16(260G) Evaluation criteria for quality assurance—program job credits
20.17(260G) Committed funds
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DIVISION IV - ACCELERATED CAREER EDUCATION GRANTS COMPONENT
20.18(260G) ACE program serving demand occupations

DIVISION V - WORKFORCE TRAINING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM OPERATING COSTS
20.19(81GA,HF868,HF809) Grow Iowa values fund assistance

PART III
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIVISION

CHAPTER 21
DIVISION RESPONSIBILITIES

21.1(15) Mission
21.2(15) Division responsibilities

CHAPTER 22
Reserved

CHAPTER 23
IOWA COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT PROGRAM

23.1(15) Purpose
23.2(15) Definitions
23.3(15) Eligible applicants
23.4(15) Allocation of funds
23.5(15) Common requirements for funding
23.6(15) Requirements for the competitive program
23.7(15) Requirements for the economic development set-aside fund
23.8(15) Requirements for the public facilities set-aside fund
23.9(15) Requirements for the career link program
23.10(15) Requirements for the contingency fund
23.11(15) Requirements for the housing fund program
23.12(15) Interim financing program
23.13 Reserved
23.14(15) Disaster recovery fund
23.15(15) Administration of a CDBG award
23.16(15) Requirements for the downtown revitalization fund

CHAPTER 24
EMERGENCY SHELTER GRANTS PROGRAM

24.1(PL100-628) Purpose
24.2(PL100-628) Definitions
24.3(PL100-628) Eligible applicants
24.4(PL100-628) Eligible activities
24.5(PL100-628) Ineligible activities
24.6(PL100-628) Application procedures
24.7(PL100-628) Application review process
24.8(PL100-628) Matching requirement
24.9(PL100-628) Grant awards
24.10(PL100-628) Restrictions placed on grantees
24.11(PL100-628) Compliance with applicable federal and state laws and regulations
24.12(PL100-628) Administration

CHAPTER 25
HOUSING FUND

25.1(15) Purpose
25.2(15) Definitions
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25.3(15) Eligible applicants
25.4(15) Eligibility and forms of assistance
25.5(15) Application review
25.6(15) Minimum application requirements
25.7(15) Application review criteria
25.8(15) Allocation of funds
25.9(15) Administration of awards

CHAPTER 26
VARIANCE PROCEDURES FOR TAX INCREMENT

FINANCING (TIF) HOUSING PROJECTS
26.1(403) Goals and objectives
26.2(403) Definitions
26.3(403) Requirements for benefit to low- and moderate-income families
26.4(403) Ability to request a variance
26.5(403) Variance request procedure
26.6(403) Criteria for review

CHAPTER 27
NEIGHBORHOOD STABILIZATION PROGRAM

27.1(15) Purpose
27.2(15) Definitions
27.3(15) Program eligibility
27.4(15) Allocation of funding
27.5(15) Application procedures
27.6(15) Plan and application review process
27.7(15) Award process
27.8(15) Project management

CHAPTER 28
LOCAL HOUSING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

28.1(15) Purpose
28.2(15) Definitions
28.3(15) Eligible applicants
28.4(15) Eligible activities and forms of assistance
28.5(15) Application procedure
28.6(15) Minimum application requirements
28.7(15) Application review criteria
28.8(15) Allocation of funds
28.9(15) Administration of awards

CHAPTER 29
HOMELESS SHELTER OPERATION GRANTS PROGRAM

29.1(15) Purpose
29.2(15) Definitions
29.3(15) Eligible applicants
29.4(15) Eligible activities
29.5(15) Ineligible activities
29.6(15) Application procedures
29.7(15) Application review process
29.8(15) Matching requirement
29.9(15) Grant awards
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29.10(15) Compliance with applicable federal and state laws and regulations
29.11(15) Administration

CHAPTER 30
JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR

PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES PROGRAM
30.1(76GA,SF2470) Purpose
30.2(76GA,SF2470) Definitions
30.3(76GA,SF2470) Eligible applicant
30.4(76GA,SF2470) Project awards
30.5(76GA,SF2470) Eligible and ineligible use of grant funds
30.6(76GA,SF2470) General guidelines for applications
30.7(76GA,SF2470) Review and award process
30.8(76GA,SF2470) Program management

CHAPTER 31
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT REGION INITIATIVES

31.1(81GA,HF868,HF809) Purpose
31.2(81GA,HF868,HF809) Types of assistance
31.3(81GA,HF868,HF809) Financial assistance
31.4(81GA,HF868,HF809) Definitions

DIVISION I
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT REGION INITIATIVE—FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

31.5(81GA,HF868,HF809) Uses of funds under the economic development region initiative
31.6(81GA,HF868,HF809) Application process
31.7(81GA,HF868,HF809) Reporting requirements

DIVISION II
ECONOMIC ENTERPRISE AREAS

31.8(81GA,HF868,HF809) Description
31.9(81GA,HF868,HF809) Funding
31.10(81GA,HF868,HF809) Eligible use of funds
31.11(81GA,HF868,HF809) Application process
31.12(81GA,HF868,HF809) Reporting requirements

DIVISION III
BUSINESS ACCELERATORS

31.13(81GA,HF868,HF809) Description and purpose
31.14(81GA,HF868,HF809) Definitions
31.15(81GA,HF868,HF809) Requirements and qualifications for business accelerator entities
31.16(81GA,HF868,HF809) Other considerations
31.17(81GA,HF868,HF809) Application procedures
31.18(81GA,HF868,HF809) Reporting

DIVISION IV
SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTERS

31.19(81GA,HF868,HF809) Small business development center assistance
DIVISION V

IOWA BUSINESS RESOURCE CENTERS
31.20(81GA,HF868,HF809) Iowa business resource centers

CHAPTER 32
TAX CREDITS FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT REGION REVOLVING LOAN FUND

32.1(81GA,HF868,HF809) Purpose
32.2(81GA,HF868,HF809) Definitions
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32.3(81GA,HF868,HF809) Allocation of funds
32.4(81GA,HF868,HF809) Credit amount
32.5(81GA,HF868,HF809) Eligible contributions
32.6(81GA,HF868,HF809) Requests for tax credits

CHAPTER 33
IOWA WINE AND BEER PROMOTION GRANT PROGRAM

33.1(15) Purpose
33.2(15) Definitions
33.3(15) Application and review processes

CHAPTER 34
WELCOME CENTER PROGRAM

34.1(72GA,HF540) Purpose
34.2 and 34.3 Reserved
34.4(72GA,HF540) Pilot projects

CHAPTER 35
REGIONAL TOURISM MARKETING GRANT PROGRAM

35.1(82GA,SF302) Purpose
35.2(82GA,SF302) Definitions
35.3(82GA,SF302) Eligible applicants
35.4(82GA,SF302) Use of funds
35.5(82GA,SF302) Application procedures and content
35.6(82GA,SF302) Application review and approval procedures
35.7(82GA,SF302) Funding of grants; contracting

CHAPTER 36
FILM, TELEVISION, AND VIDEO PROJECT PROMOTION PROGRAM

36.1(15) Purpose
36.2(15) Definitions
36.3(15) Request for registration of a film, television, or video project
36.4(15) IDED list of registered film, television, or video projects
36.5(15) Contract administration
36.6(15) Benefits available
36.7(15) Qualified expenditure tax credit
36.8(15) Qualified investment tax credit
36.9(15) Reduction of gross income due to payments received from qualified expenditures

in registered projects

CHAPTER 37
CITY DEVELOPMENT BOARD

37.1(368) Expenses, annual report and rules
37.2(17A) Forms

CHAPTER 38
REGIONAL SPORTS AUTHORITY DISTRICTS

38.1(15E) Definitions
38.2(15E) Program description
38.3(15E) Program eligibility and application requirements
38.4(15E) Application scoring and certification of districts
38.5(15E) Contract administration
38.6(15E) Expenses, records, and reimbursements
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CHAPTER 39
IOWA MAIN STREET PROGRAM

39.1(15) Purpose
39.2(15) Definitions
39.3(15) Program administration
39.4(15) Eligible applicants
39.5 Reserved
39.6(15) Selection
39.7(15) Selection criteria
39.8 Reserved
39.9(15) Performance reviews
39.10(15) Noncompliance
39.11(15) Forms

CHAPTER 40
IOWA JOBS MAIN STREET PROGRAM

40.1(83GA,SF2389) Authority
40.2(83GA,SF2389) Purpose
40.3(83GA,SF2389) Definitions
40.4(83GA,SF2389) Highest-priority list
40.5(83GA,SF2389) Funding
40.6(83GA,SF2389) Financial management
40.7(83GA,SF2389) Reports
40.8(83GA,SF2389) Signs
40.9(83GA,SF2389) Noncompliance
40.10(83GA,SF2389) Great places consideration

CHAPTER 41
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT FUND

41.1(79GA,HF718) Purpose
41.2(79GA,HF718) Program eligibility
41.3(79GA,HF718) General policies for applications
41.4(79GA,HF718) Application procedures
41.5(79GA,HF718) Application contents
41.6(79GA,HF718) Review process
41.7(79GA,HF718) Award process
41.8(79GA,HF718) Project management
41.9(79GA,HF718) Performance reviews

CHAPTERS 42 and 43
Reserved

CHAPTER 44
COG ASSISTANCE

44.1(28H) Purpose
44.2(28H) Definitions
44.3(28H) Eligibility
44.4(28H) Eligible activities
44.5(28H) Application procedure
44.6(28H) Grant awards
44.7(28H) Funding
44.8(28H) Financial management standards
44.9(28H) Record keeping and retention
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44.10(28H) Progress reports
44.11(28H) Noncompliance
44.12(28H) Grant closeouts
44.13(28H) Compliance with state laws and regulations

CHAPTER 45
Reserved

CHAPTER 46
ENDOW IOWA GRANTS PROGRAM

46.1(81GA,HF868) Purpose
46.2(81GA,HF868) Definitions
46.3(81GA,HF868) Program procedures
46.4(81GA,HF868) Eligible applicants
46.5(81GA,HF868) Application and review criteria
46.6(81GA,HF868) Reporting requirements

CHAPTER 47
ENDOW IOWA TAX CREDITS

47.1(15E) Purpose
47.2(15E) Definitions
47.3(15E) Authorization of tax credits to taxpayers
47.4(15E) Distribution process and review criteria
47.5(15E) Reporting requirements

CHAPTERS 48 and 49
Reserved
PART IV

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT DIVISION

CHAPTER 50
DIVISION RESPONSIBILITIES

50.1(15) Mission
50.2(15) Division responsibilities

CHAPTER 51
SELF-EMPLOYMENT LOAN PROGRAM

51.1(15) Transition

CHAPTER 52
Reserved

CHAPTER 53
COMMUNITY ECONOMIC BETTERMENT ACCOUNT (CEBA) PROGRAM

53.1(15) Purpose and administrative procedures
53.2(15) Definitions
53.3 Reserved
53.4(15) Eligible applicants
53.5(15) Provision of assistance
53.6(15) Application for assistance
53.7(15) Selection criteria
53.8(15) Small business gap financing
53.9(15) New business opportunities and new product development components
53.10(15) Venture project components
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53.11(15) Modernization project component
53.12(15) Comprehensive management assistance and entrepreneurial development
53.13 to 53.17 Reserved
53.18(15,83GA,SF344) Applicability of CEBA program after July 1, 2009

CHAPTER 54
IOWA TARGETED SMALL BUSINESS PROCUREMENT PROGRAM

54.1(73) Purpose
54.2(73) Definitions
54.3(73) Preliminary procedures
54.4(73) Identification of targeted small businesses
54.5(73) IDED administration
54.6(73) Certification
54.7(73) Request for review of certification denial
54.8(73) Certification review board
54.9(73) Decertification
54.10(73) Notice of solicitation for bids
54.11 Reserved
54.12(73) Determination of ability to perform
54.13(73) Other procurement procedures
54.14(73) Reporting requirements
54.15(73) Maintenance of records

CHAPTER 55
TARGETED SMALL BUSINESS FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

55.1(15) Targeted small business financial assistance program (TSBFAP)
55.2(15) Definitions
55.3(15) Eligibility requirements
55.4(15) Loan and grant program
55.5(15) Loan guarantee program
55.6(15) Award agreement
55.7(15) Monitoring and reporting for loan, grant, and loan guarantee programs

CHAPTER 56
Reserved

CHAPTER 57
VALUE-ADDED AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS AND PROCESSES

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (VAAPFAP)
57.1(15E) Purpose and administrative procedures
57.2(15E) Definitions
57.3(15E) General eligibility
57.4(15E) Program components and eligibility requirements
57.5(15E) Ineligible projects
57.6(15E) Awards
57.7(15E) Application procedure
57.8(15E) Review process
57.9 Reserved
57.10(15E) Evaluation and rating criteria
57.11 to 57.15 Reserved
57.16(15E,83GA,SF344) Applicability of VAAPFAP program after July 1, 2009
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CHAPTER 58
NEW JOBS AND INCOME PROGRAM

58.1(15) Purpose
58.2(15) Definitions
58.3(15) Agreement prerequisites
58.4(15) Program benefits
58.5(15) Limitation on incentives
58.6(15) Application
58.7(15) Eligibility requirements
58.8(15) Ineligibility
58.9(15) Application
58.10(15) Department and board action
58.11(15) Agreement
58.12 Reserved
58.13(15) Compliance monitoring; notice of noncompliance and penalties
58.14(15) Repayment
58.15(15) Amendments
58.16(81GA,HF868) Applicability of new jobs and income program after July 1, 2005

CHAPTER 59
ENTERPRISE ZONE (EZ) PROGRAM

59.1(15E) Purpose and administrative procedures
59.2(15E) Definitions
59.3(15E) Enterprise zone certification
59.4(15E) Enterprise zone commission
59.5(15E) Eligibility and negotiations
59.6(15E) Eligible business
59.7 Reserved
59.8(15E) Eligible housing business
59.9 Reserved
59.10(15E) Commission review of businesses’ applications
59.11(15E) Other commission responsibilities
59.12(15E) Department action on eligible applications

CHAPTER 60
ENTREPRENEURIAL VENTURES
ASSISTANCE (EVA) PROGRAM

60.1(15) Purpose and administrative procedures
60.2(15) Definitions
60.3(15) Eligibility requirements
60.4(15) Financial assistance
60.5(15) Technical assistance
60.6(15) Application process
60.7(15) Review criteria
60.8 and 60.9 Reserved
60.10(15,83GA,SF344) Applicability of EVA program after July 1, 2009

CHAPTER 61
PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (PIAP)

61.1(15E) Purpose and administrative procedures
61.2(15E) Eligible activities
61.3(15E) Eligibility requirements
61.4(15E) Application procedures
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61.5(15E) Application review criteria, performance measures
61.6 Reserved
61.7(15E) Forms of assistance available; award amount
61.8 Reserved
61.9(15E) Applicability of PIAP program after July 1, 2009

CHAPTER 62
COGENERATION PILOT PROGRAM

62.1(80GA,HF391) Purpose
62.2(80GA,HF391) Eligible activities
62.3(80GA,HF391) Eligibility requirements
62.4(80GA,HF391) Application procedures
62.5(80GA,HF391) Application review
62.6(80GA,HF391) Award process
62.7(80GA,HF391) Annual progress report

CHAPTER 63
UNIVERSITY-BASED RESEARCH UTILIZATION PROGRAM

63.1(80GA,HF692,HF683) Purpose
63.2(80GA,HF692,HF683) Definitions
63.3(80GA,HF692,HF683) Business eligibility
63.4(80GA,HF692,HF683) Program benefits
63.5(80GA,HF692,HF683) Funding appropriation to the regents university
63.6(80GA,HF692,HF683) Business application
63.7(80GA,HF692,HF683) Application and award process
63.8(80GA,HF692,HF683) Program administration

CHAPTER 64
NEW CAPITAL INVESTMENT PROGRAM

64.1(80GA,HF677) Purpose
64.2(80GA,HF677) Definitions
64.3(80GA,HF677) Applying for benefits
64.4(80GA,HF677) Benefits
64.5(80GA,HF677) Agreement, compliance, and repayment provisions
64.6(80GA,HF677) Amendments
64.7(80GA,HF677) Other benefits
64.8(81GA,HF868) Applicability of new capital investment program after July 1, 2005

CHAPTER 65
BROWNFIELD AND GRAYFIELD REDEVELOPMENT

65.1(15) Purpose
65.2(15) Definitions
65.3(15) Eligible applicants
65.4(15) Eligible forms of assistance and limitations
65.5(15) Repayment to economic development authority
65.6(15) Application and award procedures
65.7(15) Application
65.8(15) Application forms
65.9(15) Application review criteria
65.10(15) Administration of awards
65.11(15) Redevelopment tax credit
65.12(15) Review, approval, and repayment requirements of redevelopment tax credit
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CHAPTER 66
ASSISTIVE DEVICE TAX CREDIT

66.1(78GA,ch1194) Purpose
66.2(78GA,ch1194) Definitions
66.3(78GA,ch1194) Eligibility criteria
66.4(78GA,ch1194) Application process
66.5(78GA,ch1194) Review, decision and award process
66.6(78GA,ch1194) Certification
66.7(78GA,ch1194) Monitoring and misuse of funds
66.8(78GA,ch1194) Tax credit

CHAPTER 67
LIFE SCIENCE ENTERPRISES

67.1(78GA,ch1197) Purpose
67.2(78GA,ch1197) Definitions
67.3(78GA,ch1197) Filing of notice of intent
67.4(78GA,ch1197) Filing of life science enterprise plan
67.5(78GA,ch1197) Review by board
67.6(78GA,ch1197) Life science enterprise land ownership exemption
67.7(78GA,ch1197) Amendment of plan
67.8(78GA,ch1197) Successor enterprise
67.9(78GA,ch1197) Filing

CHAPTER 68
HIGH QUALITY JOBS PROGRAM (HQJP)

68.1(15) Administrative procedures and definitions
68.2(15) Eligibility requirements
68.3(15) Application process and review
68.4(15) Tax incentives
68.5(15) Project completion assistance

CHAPTER 69
LOAN AND CREDIT GUARANTEE PROGRAM

69.1(15E,81GA,HF868) Purpose
69.2(15E,81GA,HF868) Definitions
69.3(15E,81GA,HF868) Application and review process
69.4(15E,81GA,HF868) Application approval or rejection
69.5(15E,81GA,HF868) Terms and conditions
69.6(15E,81GA,HF868) Administrative costs and program fees
69.7(15E,81GA,HF868) Administration of guarantees
69.8(15E,83GA,SF344) Applicability of LCG program after July 1, 2009

CHAPTER 70
PORT AUTHORITY GRANT PROGRAM

70.1(81GA,HF2782) Purpose
70.2(81GA,HF2782) Definitions
70.3(81GA,HF2782) Program procedures
70.4(81GA,HF2782) Eligibility
70.5(81GA,HF2782) Application and review criteria
70.6(81GA,HF2782) Monitoring, reporting and follow-up
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CHAPTER 71
TARGETED JOBS WITHHOLDING TAX CREDIT PROGRAM

71.1(403) Definitions
71.2(403) Eligibility requirements
71.3(403) Application process and review
71.4(403) Withholding agreements
71.5(403) Project approval
71.6(403) Reporting requirements

CHAPTER 72
IOWA EXPORT TRADE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

72.1(78GA,ch197) Purpose
72.2(78GA,ch197) Definitions
72.3(78GA,ch197) Eligible applicants
72.4(78GA,ch197) Eligible reimbursements
72.5(78GA,ch197) Applications for assistance
72.6(78GA,ch197) Selection process
72.7(78GA,ch197) Limitations
72.8(78GA,ch197) Forms

CHAPTER 73
Reserved

CHAPTER 74
GROW IOWA VALUES FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

74.1(83GA,SF344) Purpose and administrative procedures
74.2(83GA,SF344) 130 percent wage component
74.3(83GA,SF344) 100 percent wage component
74.4(83GA,SF344) Entrepreneurial component
74.5(83GA,SF344) Infrastructure component
74.6(83GA,SF344) Value-added agriculture component
74.7(83GA,SF344) Disaster recovery component
74.8(15) Applicability of the grow Iowa values financial assistance program on or after

July 1, 2012

CHAPTER 75
OPPORTUNITIES AND THREATS PROGRAM

75.1(83GA,SF344) Purpose
75.2(83GA,SF344) Administrative procedures
75.3(83GA,SF344) Eligible applicants
75.4(83GA,SF344) Review criteria
75.5(83GA,SF344) Award criteria
75.6(15) Applicability of the opportunities and threats program on or after July 1, 2012

CHAPTER 76
AGGREGATE TAX CREDIT LIMIT FOR

CERTAIN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
76.1(83GA,SF483) Authority
76.2(83GA,SF483) Purpose
76.3(83GA,SF483) Definitions
76.4(83GA,SF483) Amount of the tax credit cap
76.5(83GA,SF483) Programs subject to the cap
76.6(83GA,SF483) Allocating the tax credit cap
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76.7(83GA,SF483) Exceeding the cap
76.8(83GA,SF483) Reporting to the department of revenue

CHAPTER 77
SITE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

DIVISION I
GENERAL PROVISIONS

77.1(15E) Purposes
77.2(15E) Authority
77.3(15E) Definitions
77.4 to 77.10 Reserved

DIVISION II
CERTIFICATE OF READINESS

77.11(15E) Eligibility
77.12(15E) Application; review; approval
77.13(15E) Evaluation criteria
77.14(15E) Certificate of readiness
77.15 to 77.20 Reserved

DIVISION III
CONSULTATION

77.21(15E) Consultation

CHAPTER 78
SMALL BUSINESS DISASTER RECOVERY FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

DIVISION I
2008 NATURAL DISASTER SMALL BUSINESS DISASTER RECOVERY

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
78.1(15) Purpose
78.2(15) Definitions
78.3(15) Distribution of funds to administrative entities
78.4(15) Eligible business
78.5(15) Eligible program activities; maximum amount of assistance
78.6(15) Allowable types of assistance to eligible businesses
78.7(15) Program administration and reporting
78.8 to 78.10 Reserved

DIVISION II
2010 IOWANS HELPING IOWANS BUSINESS ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

78.11(15) Purpose
78.12(15) Definitions
78.13(15) Eligible business
78.14(15) Eligible program activities; maximum amount of assistance
78.15(15) Distribution of funds; application
78.16(15) Form of assistance available to eligible businesses
78.17(15) Grants to administrative entities
78.18(15) Award; acceptance

CHAPTER 79
DISASTER RECOVERY BUSINESS RENTAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

79.1(15) Purpose
79.2(15) Definitions
79.3(15) Eligible business; application review
79.4(15) Eligible program activities; maximum amount of assistance
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79.5(15) Distribution of funds to administrative entities
79.6(15) Program administration; reporting requirements

CHAPTER 80
IOWA SMALL BUSINESS LOAN PROGRAM

80.1(83GA,SF2389) Purpose
80.2(83GA,SF2389) Authority
80.3(83GA,SF2389) Definitions
80.4(83GA,SF2389) Administrator
80.5(83GA,SF2389) General loan terms
80.6(83GA,SF2389) Eligibility
80.7(83GA,SF2389) Application
80.8(83GA,SF2389) Application review
80.9(83GA,SF2389) Recommendation; loan agreement
80.10(83GA,SF2389) Repayment
80.11(83GA,SF2389) Default

CHAPTERS 81 to 100
Reserved
PART V

INNOVATION AND COMMERCIALIZATION DIVISION

CHAPTER 101
DIVISION RESPONSIBILITIES

101.1(15) Mission
101.2(15) Division responsibilities

CHAPTER 102
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY JOINT VENTURE FUND

102.1(82GA,HF829) Authority
102.2(82GA,HF829) Purpose
102.3(82GA,HF829) Definitions
102.4(82GA,HF829) Program funding
102.5(82GA,HF829) Matching funds requirement
102.6(82GA,HF829) Eligible applicants
102.7(82GA,HF829) Ineligible applicants
102.8(82GA,HF829) Application and review process
102.9(82GA,HF829) Application selection criteria
102.10(82GA,HF829) Contract and reporting

CHAPTER 103
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY TRAINING PROGRAM

103.1(15,83GA,SF142) Authority
103.2(15,83GA,SF142) Purpose
103.3(15,83GA,SF142) Definitions
103.4(15,83GA,SF142) Program funding
103.5(15,83GA,SF142) Matching funds requirement
103.6(15,83GA,SF142) Use of program funds
103.7(15,83GA,SF142) Eligible business
103.8(15,83GA,SF142) Ineligible business
103.9(15,83GA,SF142) Eligible employee
103.10(15,83GA,SF142) Ineligible employee
103.11(15,83GA,SF142) Application and review process
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103.12(15,83GA,SF142) Application scoring criteria
103.13(15,83GA,SF142) Contract and reporting

CHAPTER 104
TARGETED INDUSTRIES INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

104.1(15) Authority
104.2(15) Purpose
104.3(15) Definitions
104.4(15) Program funding
104.5(15) Eligible business
104.6(15) Ineligible business
104.7(15) Eligible students
104.8(15) Ineligible students
104.9(15) Application submittal and review process
104.10(15) Application content and other requirements
104.11(15) Selection process
104.12(15) Application scoring criteria
104.13(15) Contract and reporting

CHAPTER 105
DEMONSTRATION FUND

105.1(82GA,HF829) Authority
105.2(82GA,HF829) Purpose
105.3(82GA,HF829) Definitions
105.4(82GA,HF829) Project funding
105.5(82GA,HF829) Matching funds requirement
105.6(82GA,HF829) Eligible applicants
105.7(82GA,HF829) Ineligible applicants
105.8(82GA,HF829) Application and review process
105.9(82GA,HF829) Application selection criteria
105.10(82GA,HF829) Contract and reporting

CHAPTER 106
COMMUNITY COLLEGE EQUIPMENT AND TRAINING FUND

106.1(82GA,HF829) Authority
106.2(82GA,HF829) Purpose
106.3(82GA,HF829) Definitions
106.4(82GA,HF829) Program funding
106.5(82GA,HF829) Eligible applicants
106.6(82GA,HF829) Application and review process
106.7(82GA,HF829) Application selection criteria
106.8(82GA,HF829) Contract and reporting

CHAPTER 107
TARGETED INDUSTRIES NETWORKING FUND

107.1(82GA,ch122) Authority
107.2(82GA,ch122) Purpose
107.3(82GA,ch122) Definitions
107.4(82GA,ch122) Program funding
107.5(82GA,ch122) Eligible applicants
107.6(82GA,ch122) Application and review process
107.7(82GA,ch122) Application selection criteria
107.8(82GA,ch122) Contract and reporting
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CHAPTER 108
TARGETED INDUSTRIES STUDENT COMPETITION FUND

108.1(82GA,ch122) Authority
108.2(82GA,ch122) Purpose
108.3(82GA,ch122) Definitions
108.4(82GA,ch122) Program funding
108.5(82GA,ch122) Eligible applicants
108.6(82GA,ch122) Application and review process
108.7(82GA,ch122) Application selection criteria
108.8(82GA,ch122) Contract and reporting

CHAPTER 109
TARGETED INDUSTRIES CAREER AWARENESS FUND

109.1(82GA,ch122) Authority
109.2(82GA,ch122) Purpose
109.3(82GA,ch122) Definitions
109.4(82GA,ch122) Program funding
109.5(82GA,ch122) Matching funds requirement
109.6(82GA,ch122) Eligible applicants
109.7(82GA,ch122) Application and review process
109.8(82GA,ch122) Application selection criteria
109.9(82GA,ch122) Contract and reporting

CHAPTER 110
Reserved

CHAPTER 111
SUPPLY CHAIN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

111.1(15,83GA,SF142) Authority
111.2(15,83GA,SF142) Purpose
111.3(15,83GA,SF142) Definitions
111.4(15,83GA,SF142) Program funding
111.5(15,83GA,SF142) Matching funds requirement
111.6(15,83GA,SF142) Eligible applicants
111.7(15,83GA,SF142) Ineligible applicants
111.8(15,83GA,SF142) Application process
111.9(15,83GA,SF142) Application selection criteria
111.10(15,83GA,SF142) Intellectual property
111.11(15,83GA,SF142) Contract and reporting

CHAPTER 112
MANAGEMENT TALENT RECRUITMENT PROGRAM

112.1(15,83GA,SF142) Authority
112.2(15,83GA,SF142) Purpose
112.3(15,83GA,SF142) Definitions
112.4(15,83GA,SF142) Program funding
112.5(15,83GA,SF142) Matching funds requirement
112.6(15,83GA,SF142) Eligible applicants
112.7(15,83GA,SF142) Ineligible applicants
112.8(15,83GA,SF142) Application process
112.9(15,83GA,SF142) Application selection criteria
112.10(15,83GA,SF142) Intellectual property
112.11(15,83GA,SF142) Contract and reporting
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CHAPTER 113
COMMUNITY MICROENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION

GRANT PROGRAM
113.1(15) Purpose
113.2(15) Definitions
113.3(15) Program funding
113.4(15) Matching funds requirement
113.5(15) Eligible applicants
113.6(15) Application and review process
113.7(15) Application selection criteria
113.8(15) Contract and reporting

CHAPTER 114
IOWA INNOVATION COUNCIL

114.1(83GA,HF2076) Authority
114.2(83GA,HF2076) Purpose
114.3(83GA,HF2076) Definitions
114.4(83GA,HF2076) Iowa innovation council funding
114.5(83GA,HF2076) Council membership
114.6(83GA,HF2076) Responsibilities and deliverables
114.7(83GA,HF2076) Executive committee
114.8(83GA,HF2076) Application and review process for board-appointed council members
114.9(83GA,HF2076) Voting
114.10(83GA,HF2076) Meetings and commitment of time
114.11(83GA,HF2076) Nonattendance
114.12(83GA,HF2076) Council work groups
114.13(83GA,HF2076) Reporting

CHAPTER 115
TAX CREDITS FOR INVESTMENTS IN QUALIFYING BUSINESSES AND

COMMUNITY-BASED SEED CAPITAL FUNDS
115.1(84GA,SF517) Tax credits for investments in qualifying businesses and community-based

seed capital funds
115.2(84GA,SF517) Definitions
115.3(84GA,SF517) Cash investments required
115.4(84GA,SF517) Applying for an investment tax credit
115.5(84GA,SF517) Verification of qualifying businesses and community-based seed capital funds
115.6(84GA,SF517) Approval, issuance and distribution of investment tax credits
115.7(84GA,SF517) Claiming the tax credits
115.8(84GA,SF517) Notification to the department of revenue
115.9(84GA,SF517) Rescinding tax credits
115.10(84GA,SF517) Additional information

CHAPTER 116
TAX CREDITS FOR INVESTMENTS IN CERTIFIED INNOVATION FUNDS

116.1(84GA,SF517) Tax credit for investments in certified innovation funds
116.2(84GA,SF517) Definitions
116.3(84GA,SF517) Verification of innovation funds
116.4(84GA,SF517) Application for the investment tax credit
116.5(84GA,SF517) Approval, issuance and distribution of investment tax credits
116.6(84GA,SF517) Claiming the tax credits
116.7(84GA,SF517) Notification to the department of revenue
116.8(84GA,SF517) Additional information
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CHAPTER 117
SSBCI DEMONSTRATION FUND

117.1(84GA,HF590) Authority
117.2(84GA,HF590) Purposes, goals, and promotion
117.3(84GA,HF590) Definitions
117.4(84GA,HF590) Project funding
117.5(84GA,HF590) Leverage of financial assistance required
117.6(84GA,HF590) Eligible applicants
117.7(84GA,HF590) Ineligible applicants
117.8(84GA,HF590) Application and review process
117.9(84GA,HF590) Application selection criteria
117.10(84GA,HF590) Contract and reporting

CHAPTERS 118 to 162
Reserved
PART VI

ADMINISTRATION DIVISION

CHAPTER 163
DIVISION RESPONSIBILITIES

163.1(15) Mission
163.2(15) Structure

CHAPTER 164
USE OF MARKETING LOGO

164.1(15) Purpose and limitation
164.2(15) Definitions
164.3(15) Guidelines
164.4(15) Review and approval of applications
164.5(15) Licensing agreement; use of logo
164.6(15) Denial or suspension of use of logo
164.7(15) Request for hearing
164.8(15) Requests for information

CHAPTER 165
ALLOCATION OF GROW IOWA VALUES FUND

165.1(15G,83GA,SF344) Purpose
165.2(15G,83GA,SF344) Definitions
165.3(15G,83GA,SF344) Grow Iowa values fund (2009)
165.4(15G,83GA,SF344) Allocation of annual appropriation for grow Iowa values fund

moneys—$50M
165.5(15G,83GA,SF344) Board allocation of other moneys in fund
165.6(15G,83GA,SF344) Annual fiscal year allocations by board
165.7(15) Applicability of the grow Iowa values financial assistance program on or after

July 1, 2012

CHAPTERS 166 to 170
Reserved
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PART VII
ADDITIONAL APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES

CHAPTER 171
SUPPLEMENTAL CREDIT OR POINTS

171.1(15A) Applicability
171.2(15A) Brownfield areas, blighted areas and distressed areas
171.3(15A) Good neighbor agreements
171.4(82GA,HF647) Iowa great places agreements

CHAPTER 172
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW COMPLIANCE; VIOLATIONS OF LAW

172.1(15A) Environmental law compliance
172.2(15A) Violations of law

CHAPTER 173
STANDARD DEFINITIONS

173.1(15) Applicability
173.2(15) Definitions

CHAPTER 174
WAGE, BENEFIT, AND INVESTMENT REQUIREMENTS

174.1(15) Applicability
174.2(15) Qualifying wage threshold calculations
174.3(15) Qualifying wage threshold requirements—prior to July 1, 2009
174.4 Reserved
174.5(15) Qualifying wage threshold requirements—on or after July 1, 2009, and on or

before June 30, 2012
174.6(15) Qualifying wage threshold requirements—effective on or after July 1, 2012
174.7(15) Job obligations
174.8(15) Benefit requirements—prior to July 1, 2009
174.9(15) Sufficient benefits requirement—on or after July 1, 2009
174.10(15) Capital investment, qualifying investment for tax credit programs, and investment

qualifying for tax credits

CHAPTER 175
APPLICATION REVIEW AND APPROVAL PROCEDURES

175.1(15) Applicability
175.2(15) Application procedures for programs administered by the authority
175.3(15) Standard program requirements
175.4(15) Review and approval of applications
175.5(15) Local match requirements for project awards

CHAPTERS 176 to 186
Reserved
PART VIII

LEGAL AND COMPLIANCE

CHAPTER 187
CONTRACTING

187.1(15) Applicability
187.2(15) Contract required
187.3(15) Project completion date and maintenance period completion date
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187.4(15) Contract and award amendment approval procedures
187.5(15) Default

CHAPTER 188
CONTRACT COMPLIANCE AND JOB COUNTING

188.1(15) Applicability
188.2(15) Contract compliance
188.3(15) Job counting and tracking
188.4(15) Business’s employment base
188.5(15) Job counting using base employment analysis
188.6(15) Wage determination for contract compliance purposes

CHAPTER 189
ANNUAL REPORTING

189.1(15) Annual reporting by businesses required (for period ending June 30)
189.2(15) January 31 report by authority to legislature

CHAPTERS 190 to 194
Reserved
PART IX

UNIFORM PROCEDURES: RECORDS, RULE MAKING, DECLARATORY ORDERS, RULE WAIVERS

CHAPTER 195
PUBLIC RECORDS AND FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES

195.1(17A,22) Statement of policy, purpose and scope of chapter
195.2(17A,22) Definitions
195.3(17A,22) Requests for access to records
195.4(17A,22) Access to confidential records
195.5(17A,22) Requests for treatment of a record as a confidential record and its withholding

from examination
195.6(17A,22) Procedure by which additions, dissents, or objections may be entered into certain

records
195.7(17A,22) Consent to disclosure by the subject of a confidential record
195.8(17A,22) Notice to suppliers of information
195.9(17A,22) Disclosures without the consent of the subject
195.10(17A,22) Routine use
195.11(17A,22) Consensual disclosure of confidential records
195.12(17A,22) Release to subject
195.13(17A,22) Availability of records
195.14(17A,22) Personally identifiable information
195.15(17A,22) Other groups of records

CHAPTER 196
DEPARTMENT PROCEDURE FOR RULE MAKING

196.1(17A) Applicability
196.2(17A) Advice on possible rules before notice of proposed rule adoption
196.3(17A) Public rule-making docket
196.4(17A) Notice of proposed rule making
196.5(17A) Public participation
196.6(17A) Regulatory analysis
196.7(17A,25B) Fiscal impact statement
196.8(17A) Time and manner of rule adoption
196.9(17A) Variance between adopted rule and published notice of proposed rule adoption
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196.10(17A) Exemptions from public rule-making procedures
196.11(17A) Concise statement of reasons
196.12(17A) Contents, style, and form of rule
196.13(17A) Department rule-making record
196.14(17A) Filing of rules
196.15(17A) Effectiveness of rules prior to publication
196.16(17A) Review by department of rules
196.17(17A) Written criticisms of department rules

CHAPTER 197
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING

197.1(17A) Petition for rule making
197.2(17A) Briefs
197.3(17A) Inquiries
197.4(17A) Department consideration

CHAPTER 198
PETITION FOR DECLARATORY ORDER

198.1(17A) Petition for declaratory order
198.2(17A) Notice of petition
198.3(17A) Intervention
198.4(17A) Briefs
198.5(17A) Inquiries
198.6(17A) Service and filing of petitions and other papers
198.7(17A) Consideration
198.8(17A) Action on petition
198.9(17A) Refusal to issue order
198.10(17A) Contents of declaratory order—effective date
198.11(17A) Copies of orders
198.12(17A) Effect of a declaratory order

CHAPTER 199
UNIFORM WAIVER AND VARIANCE RULES

199.1(ExecOrd11) Applicability
199.2(ExecOrd11) Director/board discretion
199.3(ExecOrd11) Requester’s responsibilities in filing a waiver or variance petition
199.4(ExecOrd11) Notice
199.5(ExecOrd11) Department responsibilities regarding petition for waiver or variance
199.6(ExecOrd11) Public availability
199.7(ExecOrd11) Voiding or cancellation
199.8(ExecOrd11) Violations
199.9(ExecOrd11) Defense
199.10(ExecOrd11,17A) Appeals

PART X
VISION IOWA BOARD

CHAPTERS 200 to 210
Reserved
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CHAPTER 211
COMMUNITY ATTRACTION AND

TOURISM DEVELOPMENT (CATD) PROGRAMS
DIVISION I

GENERAL PROVISIONS
211.1(15F) Purpose
211.2(15F) Definitions
211.3(15F) Program components
211.4(15F) Eligible applicants
211.5(15F) Eligible projects and forms of assistance
211.6(15F) Ineligible projects
211.7(15F) Threshold application requirements
211.8(15F) Application review criteria
211.9(15F) Application procedure
211.10(15F) Administration
211.11 to 211.49 Reserved

DIVISION II
COMMUNITY ATTRACTION AND TOURISM (CAT) FUND

211.50(15F) Applicability
211.51(15F) Allocation of funds
211.52 to 211.100 Reserved

DIVISION III
RIVER ENHANCEMENT COMMUNITY ATTRACTION AND TOURISM (RECAT) FUND

211.101(15F) Applicability
211.102(15F) Allocation of funds

DIVISION IV
CAT AND RECAT WAIVERS

211.103(15F) Procedures for waiver of local or private matching moneys

CHAPTER 212
VISION IOWA PROGRAM

212.1(15F) Purpose
212.2(15F) Definitions
212.3(15F) Allocation of funds
212.4(15F) Eligible applicants
212.5(15F) Eligible projects and forms of assistance
212.6(15F) Ineligible projects
212.7(15F) Threshold application requirements
212.8(15F) Application review criteria
212.9(15F) Application procedure
212.10(15F) Administration of awards

CHAPTER 213
VISION IOWA BOARD: UNIFORM WAIVER

AND VARIANCE RULES
213.1(17A,ExecOrd11) Applicability
213.2(17A,ExecOrd11) Board discretion
213.3(17A,ExecOrd11) Requester’s responsibilities in filing a waiver or variance petition
213.4(17A,ExecOrd11) Notice
213.5(17A,ExecOrd11) Board responsibilities regarding petition for waiver or variance
213.6(17A,ExecOrd11) Public availability
213.7(17A,ExecOrd11) Voiding or cancellation
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213.8(17A,ExecOrd11) Violations
213.9(17A,ExecOrd11) Defense
213.10(17A,ExecOrd11) Appeals

CHAPTERS 214 to 299
Reserved
PART XI

RENEWABLE FUEL INFRASTRUCTURE BOARD

CHAPTERS 300 to 310
Reserved

CHAPTER 311
RENEWABLE FUEL INFRASTRUCTURE BOARD—ORGANIZATION

311.1(15G) Definitions
311.2(15G) Renewable fuel infrastructure board

CHAPTER 312
RENEWABLE FUEL INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAM FOR

RETAIL MOTOR FUEL SITES
312.1(15G) Purpose
312.2(15G) Eligible applicants

CHAPTER 313
RENEWABLE FUEL INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAM FOR

BIODIESEL TERMINAL GRANTS
313.1(15G) Purpose
313.2(15G) Eligible applicants

CHAPTER 314
RENEWABLE FUEL INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

314.1(15G) Allocation of awards by congressional district
314.2(15G) Form of award available; award amount
314.3(15G) Application process
314.4(15G) Review process
314.5(15G) Contract administration

CHAPTERS 315 to 399
Reserved
PART XII

ENERGY DIVISION

CHAPTER 400
RULES APPLICABLE TO PART XII

400.1(84GA,HF590) Definitions
400.2(84GA,HF590) Purpose, administrative information, and implementation

CHAPTER 401
ADMINISTRATION OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

401.1(84GA,HF590) Purpose
401.2(84GA,HF590) Appropriations
401.3(84GA,HF590) Control of fund assets
401.4(84GA,HF590) Allocation of fund moneys
401.5(84GA,HF590) Eligible applicants
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401.6(84GA,HF590) Eligibility criteria for financial assistance
401.7(84GA,HF590) Forms of assistance
401.8(84GA,HF590) Application process
401.9(84GA,HF590) Confidentiality
401.10(84GA,HF590) Contents of full application
401.11(84GA,HF590) Selection criteria
401.12(84GA,HF590) Contract administration

CHAPTER 402
ENERGY EFFICIENCY COMMUNITY GRANT PROGRAM

402.1(84GA,HF590) Purpose
402.2(84GA,HF590) Definitions
402.3(84GA,HF590) Requests for applications
402.4(84GA,HF590) Geographic distribution
402.5(84GA,HF590) Criteria for review
402.6(84GA,HF590) Project approval and award of funds

CHAPTERS 403 to 409
Reserved
PART XIII

IOWA BROADBAND DEPLOYMENT GOVERNANCE BOARD

CHAPTER 410
BOARD STRUCTURE AND PROCEDURES

410.1(83GA,SF376) Purpose
410.2(83GA,SF376) Definitions
410.3(83GA,SF376) Iowa broadband deployment governance board
410.4(83GA,SF376) Board duties
410.5(83GA,SF376) Board and committee procedures
410.6(83GA,SF376) Conflicts of interest

CHAPTER 411
IOWA BROADBAND DEPLOYMENT PROGRAM

411.1(83GA,SF376) Purpose
411.2(83GA,SF376) Definitions
411.3(83GA,SF376) Eligible applicants
411.4(83GA,SF376) Forms of assistance
411.5(83GA,SF376) Threshold application requirements
411.6(83GA,SF376) Application process
411.7(83GA,SF376) Application review procedures
411.8(83GA,SF376) Administration of awards

CHAPTER 412
FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES, WAIVER AND VARIANCE,

AND PETITION FOR RULE MAKING
412.1(83GA,SF376) Fair information practices
412.2(83GA,SF376) Waiver and variance
412.3(83GA,SF376) Petition for rule making
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PART I
DEPARTMENT STRUCTURE

CHAPTER 1
ORGANIZATION

261—1.1(15) History and mission. The Iowa department of economic development was established in
1986 pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 15. The authority delegated to the department had previously been
delegated to the Iowa development commission and the office for planning and programming. In 2011,
the general assembly reorganized the delivery of economic development services to the state of Iowa by
creating a formal collaboration between the public and private sectors. As part of this reorganization,
the department was eliminated and the economic development authority was created as the successor
entity to the department. All existing duties, responsibilities, and obligations of the former department
are assumed by the authority.

The mission of the authority is to foster the economic vitality of the state by working in
focused partnerships with businesses, entrepreneurs, communities and educational entities. The
authority’s primary responsibilities are in the areas of finance, marketing, local government and service
coordination, exporting, tourism, job training and entrepreneurial assistance, and small business.
[ARC 0441C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

261—1.2(15) Definitions. As used in these rules, unless the context otherwise requires:
“Authority” means the economic development authority created in Iowa Code section 15.105.
“Authority’s Web site” means the information and related content found at

http://www.iowaeconomicdevelopment.com/ and may include content at affiliated sites whose content
is integrated with that site, including http://www.traveliowa.com/.

“Board”means the members of the economic development authority appointed by the governor and
in whom the powers of the authority are vested pursuant to Iowa Code section 15.105.

“Committee” means a committee established by the board and includes any standing committees
established by rule or ad hoc committees created as necessary.

“Corporation” or “IIC” means the Iowa innovation corporation created pursuant to Iowa Code
section 15.107.

“Director” means the director of the authority or the director’s designee.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09; ARC 0441C, IAB 11/14/12, effective
12/19/12]

261—1.3(15) Economic development authority board.
1.3(1) Composition.
a. The authority’s powers are vested in a board composed of 11 voting members appointed by

the governor. These 11 members include 2 members from each of the four United States congressional
districts in the state and 3members selected at large. In addition, the appointedmembers represent certain
industry sectors and have certain business expertise as described in Iowa Code section 15.105(1)“a”(2).

b. The board also includes 4 ex officio, nonvoting legislative members and 3 ex officio,
nonvoting members from institutions of higher education in the state as described in Iowa Code section
15.105(1)“b” and “c.”

1.3(2) Terms. Members of the board are appointed for staggered terms of four years beginning and
ending as provided in Iowa Code section 69.19. A person appointed to fill a vacancy serves only for
the unexpired portion of the term. A member is eligible for reappointment. A member of the board
may be removed from office by the governor for misfeasance, malfeasance, or willful neglect of duty or
other just cause, after notice and hearing, unless the notice and hearing is expressly waived in writing.
Members of the board cannot serve as directors of the corporation.

1.3(3) Quorum and voting requirements. Seven or more voting members of the board constitute a
quorum. The affirmative vote of a majority of the quorum is necessary for any action taken by the
authority’s board members.
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1.3(4) Board officers. Members of the board elect a chairperson and vice chairperson annually
and may elect other officers as and when the members of the board determine. The director, with the
assistance of authority staff, serves as secretary to the authority.

1.3(5) Meetings.
a. Meetings of the authority are held at the call of the chairperson or when two members of the

board request a meeting. The board generally meets monthly at the authority’s offices located at 200 East
Grand Avenue in Des Moines, Iowa. By notice of the regularly published meeting agendas, the board
and its committees may hold regular or special meetings at other locations within the state. Meeting
agendas are available on the authority’s Web site.

b. Meetings of the board and any committee it may establish are conducted in accordance with the
provisions of Iowa Code chapter 21. Any person may attend and observe the proceedings of the board
and committee meetings except for those portions of the meetings conducted in closed session pursuant
to Iowa Code section 21.5. Persons observing may use cameras or recording devices during the meeting
so long as the use of such devices does not interfere with the proceedings. The chairperson may order
any person to discontinue the use of such a device if the chairperson believes it is causing an interference
with the proceedings. The chairperson may have any person excluded who fails to comply with such an
order. The chairperson may also exclude any person generally causing a disruption of the proceedings.

1.3(6) Functions. The board will perform any duty required of it by law and may perform any other
function authorized under the authority’s general powers under Iowa Code chapter 15.

1.3(7) Committees.
a. A due diligence committee is established to assist the board in making awards of incentives and

assistance under the authority’s programs.
(1) The due diligence committee is an advisory body comprised of voting members of the board

who are selected annually by the voting members of the board. The membership and size of the
committee as well as the terms of committee members will be established annually by the board.

(2) The members of the due diligence committee will elect a member to serve as chairperson.
The chairperson may appoint members of the due diligence committee to serve on a due diligence
subcommittee if necessary. Such a subcommittee is advisory only and may perform such duties as may
be assigned by the chairperson and members of the due diligence committee.

(3) The duties of the due diligence committee may include reviewing applications for financial
assistance, conducting a thorough review of proposed projects, making recommendations to the board
regarding the size and conditions of awards, and any other duty assigned by the board in relation to the
programs administered by the authority.

(4) A majority of committee members constitutes a quorum. Nonvoting, ex officio members of the
board may be appointed by the chairperson of the due diligence committee to serve on the due diligence
committee as nonvoting, ex officio members.

b. A technology commercialization committee is established to assist the board in making
awards of incentives and assistance under those programs that relate to innovation, commercialization,
and early-stage industries including those programs that focus on information technology, advanced
manufacturing, and biosciences.

(1) The technology commercialization committee is an advisory body comprised of persons
selected annually by the voting members of the board. The membership and size of the committee as
well as the terms of committee members will be established annually by the board. At least one member
of the board shall serve on the technology commercialization committee.

(2) The members of the technology commercialization committee will elect a member to serve as
chairperson. The chairperson may appoint members of the technology commercialization committee to
serve on a technology commercialization subcommittee if necessary. Such a subcommittee is advisory
only and may perform such duties as may be assigned by the chairperson and members of the technology
commercialization committee.

(3) The duties of the technology commercialization committee may include reviewing applications
for financial assistance, conducting a thorough review of proposed projects, making recommendations
to the board regarding the size and conditions of awards, and any other duty assigned by the board in
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relation to the programs administered by the authority to the extent such programs relate to the areas and
industry sectors described in this paragraph.

(4) An organization designated by the authority, composed of members from both the public and
private sectors and composed of subunits or subcommittees in the areas of already identified bioscience
platforms, education and workforce development, commercialization, communication, policy and
governance, and finance, will provide funding recommendations to the technology commercialization
committee.

(5) A majority of committee members constitutes a quorum. Nonvoting, ex officio members of the
board may be appointed by the chairperson of the technology commercialization committee to serve on
the technology commercialization committee as nonvoting, ex officio members.

c. A finance committee is established to assist the board in the financial management of the
authority and its programs.

(1) The finance committee is an advisory body comprised of voting members of the board who are
selected annually by the voting members of the board. The membership and size of the committee as
well as the terms of committee members will be established annually by the board.

(2) The members of the finance committee will elect a member to serve as chairperson. The duties
of the finance committee may include meeting periodically with authority staff to review the authority’s
regularly maintained financial records and other financial information as may be requested by the board.

(3) The finance committee may make recommendations to the board, and members of the finance
committee may also attend audit entrance and exit interviews conducted by the auditor of state with
authority staff.

d. The director may appoint ad hoc committees to serve in an advisory capacity to the authority
whenever the director deems them necessary to accomplish the work of the authority. The size of such
committees and the terms of committee members will be established by the director. Such committees
may be dissolved as deemed appropriate by the director, and other committees may from time to time
be established for specific purposes.
[ARC 0441C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

261—1.4(15) Authority structure.
1.4(1) General. The authority’s organizational structure consists of the board, the director, and such

divisions as the director may from time to time create.
1.4(2) Director. The authority is administered by a director who is appointed by the governor,

subject to confirmation by the senate, and who serves for a four-year term beginning and ending as
provided in Iowa Code section 69.19. An appointment by the governor to fill a vacancy in the office of
the director is for the balance of the unexpired four-year term. The director is the chief administrative
officer of the authority and in that capacity oversees the administration of the authority’s programs and
services, ensuring their compliance with applicable federal and state laws, rules, and regulations. The
responsibilities of the director are as described in Iowa Code section 15.106C and include preparing
a budget subject to board approval, establishing an internal administrative structure and employing
personnel, reviewing and submitting legislative proposals to the board, recommending rules to the
board and ensuring their progression through the rule-making process, reporting to the board on grants
and contracts awarded by the authority, and other actions reasonably necessary to administer and direct
the programs of the authority.

1.4(3) Chief designee. The director may designate an employee to administer the authority in the
director’s absence. Such employee may bear the title of deputy director, chief operating officer, chief
of staff, or other similar title as long as the director has executed an instrument clearly delegating the
director’s authority to that employee.

1.4(4) Divisions. The director may from time to time reorganize the authority into administrative
divisions in order to most efficiently and effectively carry out the authority’s responsibilities. This
reorganization may include creating new divisions, eliminating existing divisions, or combining
divisions as the director deems necessary. Such divisions may include, but are not limited to, the
following:
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a. Administration division;
b. Business development division;
c. Energy division;
d. Community development division; and
e. Small business division.
1.4(5) Attachment for administrative purposes; board support. The staff and employees of the

authority provide office space and support to the city development board pursuant to Iowa Code sections
368.9 and 15.108(3)“a”(2). The authority provides administrative support to the vision Iowa board
pursuant to Iowa Code section 15F.104.
[ARC 0441C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

261—1.5(15) Information. The general public may obtain information about the Iowa economic
development authority by contacting the authority at its offices located at 200 East Grand Avenue, Des
Moines, Iowa 50309; telephone (515)242-4700; or through the authority’s Web site.
[ARC 0441C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 15.
[Filed emergency 12/19/86—published 1/4/87, effective 12/19/86]
[Filed emergency 6/10/88—published 6/29/88, effective 7/1/88]

[Filed 6/26/95, Notice 5/10/95—published 7/19/95, effective 8/23/95]
[Filed 1/22/99, Notice 9/9/98—published 2/10/99, effective 3/17/99]
[Filed 6/20/03, Notice 5/14/03—published 7/9/03, effective 8/13/03]

[Filed emergency 7/7/05—published 8/3/05, effective 7/7/05]
[Filed 10/21/05, Notice 8/3/05—published 11/9/05, effective 12/14/05]

[Filed emergency 6/15/07—published 7/4/07, effective 6/15/07]
[Filed 8/22/07, Notice 7/4/07—published 9/26/07, effective 10/31/07]
[Filed 2/22/08, Notice 12/19/07—published 3/12/08, effective 4/16/08]

[Filed Emergency ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09]
[Filed ARC 8145B (Notice ARC 7971B, IAB 7/15/09), IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]
[Filed ARC 0441C (Notice ARC 0279C, IAB 8/22/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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CHAPTER 38
REGIONAL SPORTS AUTHORITY DISTRICTS

261—38.1(15E) Definitions. For purposes of this chapter unless the context otherwise requires:
“Actively promote” or “active promotion”means to regularly undertake specific identifiable actions

that encourage greater participation in an activity or that make an activity more visible and accessible.
Active promotion includes the planning, organizing, advertising, marketing, managing, hosting, and
sponsoring of a nonprofessional sporting event.

“Applicant” means a CVB that has submitted an application to the authority for certification of a
proposed district. For purposes of this chapter, “applicant” may include more than one CVB and one or
more area communities located within the proposed district.

“Authority” means the economic development authority.
“Board” means a regional sports authority district governing board consisting of members of the

local communities served by an applicant.
“Convention and visitors bureau” or “CVB” means an organization engaged primarily in the

marketing and promotion of a local community or communities to businesses and to leisure travelers
interested in the area’s facilities. Such organizations are typically engaged in a wide range of activities
including but not limited to assisting businesses and leisure travelers in identifying meeting locations
and convention sites; providing maps and other travel information; providing information on local
attractions, lodging, and restaurants; and organizing tours of local historical, recreational, and cultural
attractions.

“District”means a regional sports authority district certified by the authority pursuant to this chapter.
“Nonprofessional” means an activity typically engaged in by amateurs and primarily for pleasure

rather than for pecuniary benefit or other reasons indicating a professional interest in the activity.
“Program”means the regional sports authority district program authorized under Iowa Code section

15E.321 and the rules in this chapter.
“Sporting event” means an athletic activity requiring skill or physical prowess, usually competitive

in nature and governed by a set of rules provided by a nationally recognized sanctioning body or by a
local organization engaged in the development and active promotion of the athletic activity. A sporting
event typically includes the placing of competitors into a fixed order of finish, depending upon their
respective athletic performance within the rules provided for that activity. For purposes of this chapter,
“sporting event” includes but is not limited to youth sports, high school athletic activities, the Special
Olympics, and other nonprofessional athletic activities.
[ARC 0440C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

261—38.2(15E) Program description.
38.2(1) Each fiscal year in which funding is available, the authority will certify up to ten districts.

The authority will certify the districts on a competitive basis. Certification will be based on the criteria
described in subrule 38.4(1), and the authority will certify districts in a manner designed to prioritize
those events that provide the greatest total benefit to the state as a whole.

38.2(2) The authority will award an equal amount of grant funds to each certified district. Funds
will be awarded as reimbursement for expenditures that are directly related to the active promotion of
one or more nonprofessional sporting events.

38.2(3) A district certified in one fiscal year retains its certification only for the duration of that fiscal
year and must reapply for certification in each subsequent fiscal year.

38.2(4) The certification of districts and the awarding of grant funds are contingent upon the
appropriation by the general assembly of moneys for such purposes.
[ARC 0440C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

261—38.3(15E) Program eligibility and application requirements.
38.3(1) Eligibility. To be eligible under the program, an applicant shall meet all of the following

requirements:
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a. The applicant shall propose to operate a regional sports authority district that is governed by a
board.

b. The board shall consist of sevenmembers named by the applicant, of whom at least onemember
shall be a city council member of a city located in the proposed district.

c. The board shall propose, and be responsible for overseeing, a program of activities designed
to foster the active promotion of one or more nonprofessional sporting events in the district during the
fiscal year for which the applicant is applying for funding.

d. The applicant shall demonstrate an amount of local match equal to at least 50 percent of the
amount of grant funds to be received by the applicant under the program. The local match shall be in
the form of cash.

e. The applicant shall submit a completed application including all of the information described
in subrule 38.3(2).

f. The applicant shall submit the application on or before the application deadline established in
subrule 38.3(3).

38.3(2) Application requirements. When submitting an application for grant funds under the
program, an applicant shall include all of the following information:

a. The applicant’s name, mailing address, e-mail address, telephone number, contact person, and
federal employer identification number.

b. A detailed description of the nonprofessional sporting events the applicant intends to actively
promote using funds received under the program.

c. The date each proposed nonprofessional sporting event will be held and the location at which
the event will be held.

d. Written documentation establishing the amount and source of the required local cash match.
e. Names and contact information of the board and an indication as to which of the board members

are city council members as required under this rule.
f. Detailed information and projections sufficient to enable the authority to accurately assess the

economic impact of the nonprofessional sporting events described in the application. Such information
shall include the estimated number of participants and the estimated number of spectators expected to
attend the event. If the applicant has previously held substantially similar events, the information shall
include actual attendance figures from past events.

38.3(3) Deadlines. The authority will only consider applications received on or before the applicable
deadline. The deadline shall be 4:30 p.m. on September 1 of each fiscal year unless the authority, at
its sole discretion, provides a different deadline for the submission of applications. The authority may
provide a different deadline for the program as a whole, but the authority will not change the deadline
at the request of any individual applicant. The authority will develop an application process and post all
relevant application information, including deadline changes, on its Internet site at www.traveliowa.com.
[ARC 0440C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

261—38.4(15E) Application scoring and certification of districts.
38.4(1) Scoring criteria. The authority will not review or score an application unless it meets the

requirements and deadlines of rule 261—38.3(15E). An application that meets the requirements and
deadlines of rule 261—38.3(15E) will be given a numerical score between 0 and 100. The higher an
application’s numerical score, the more likely it will receive funding under the program. The criteria
used to score the applications and the maximum number of points that may be attributed to each criterion
are as follows:

a. Economic impact: 30 points. The authority will consider the amount of economic impact
represented by the proposed nonprofessional sporting events and will view favorably events that have
a greater economic impact. Economic impact will be determined based on the information required
under subrule 38.3(2), and the authority will use that information in combination with the average
daily spending data from the Iowa tourism office’s most recent marketing follow-up survey to calculate
the estimated economic impact of the nonprofessional sporting events proposed in the application.
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Intentionally inflated estimates of attendance or a history of providing inaccurate estimates will
negatively affect the scoring of an application and may result in noncertification of a district.

b. Leveraged funds ratio: 20 points. The authority will consider the proportion of state funds to
total funds in the application and will view favorably a greater rate of financial participation from entities
other than the state of Iowa.

c. Novelty and quality: 20 points. The authority will consider the novelty and quality of an event
and will view favorably nonprofessional sporting events that are new to Iowa or that have been recently
improved, enhanced, or enlarged.

d. Event size and scope: 15 points. The authority will consider the size of an event and will view
favorably a project with a larger total budget.

e. Need: 10 points. The authority will consider the financial need of an applicant and will
recognize the importance of funding events that would not take place without assistance under the
program. The authority will also recognize the importance of funding nonprofessional sporting events
that have never before been funded under the program or under another state program.

f. Geographic diversity: 5 points. The authoritywill consider the geographic diversity represented
by the pool of applicants.

38.4(2) Certification process. The authority will certify not more than ten districts each fiscal year in
which funding is available for the program. The director of the authority will establish a regional sports
authority district review committee within the authority consisting of authority staff. The committee will
score all completed applications according to the criteria described in subrule 38.4(1). The authority may
certify fewer than ten districts in a fiscal year if fewer than ten completed applications are timely received
or if fewer than ten completed applications meet the minimum threshold for certification. The minimum
threshold for certification is the accumulation of 50 or more points out of 100 total points on the scoring
criteria described in subrule 38.4(1). If, after all of the completed applications have been initially scored,
fewer than ten districts would be certified, the authority may allow one or more additional rounds of
applications to be submitted and scored. For each additional round of applications, the authority will
follow the same eligibility requirements and use the same scoring criteria as used in earlier rounds. The
authority may accept as many rounds of applications for certification as it deems appropriate. After the
conclusion of all application rounds, the authority will award grant funds to each of the certified districts
in equal amounts.

38.4(3) Reallocation of award amounts. If a certified district fails to hold a nonprofessional sporting
event described in the application, then that district may reallocate the proposed expenses allocated for
that event to another event provided such other event is also included on the application. If there are
no other events included on the application to which the proposed expenses may be allocated, then
the district shall forfeit the amount of proposed expenses and the authority may award that amount
to other applicants or districts. The authority may rescore the application of any applicant seeking to
reallocate award amounts, and if the failure to hold a nonprofessional sporting event as described in the
initially scored application would cause a material change in the application’s overall quality in relation
to other applications, the authority may allow an additional round of applications as described in subrule
38.4(2). No applicant may reallocate award amounts, even after a rescoring, without executing a contract
amendment as described in rule 261—38.5(15E).
[ARC 0440C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

261—38.5(15E) Contract administration.
38.5(1) Notice of approval. The authority will notify successful applicants in writing of approved

requests for certification. Such a notification may include the terms or conditions under which approval
is granted.

38.5(2) Contract required. Each successful applicant shall enter into a contract with the authority.
The contract will describe the nonprofessional sporting events that the applicant will actively promote
as part of the certified district and will include the terms and conditions under which the grant funds will
be disbursed. The contract will also include the terms and conditions under which grant funds must be
repaid or penalties incurred in the event the district does not fulfill all obligations under the contract.
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38.5(3) Contract amendments. All requests by a district for an amendment to the contract will
require the approval of the director of the authority. The director will review each such request
and approve or deny it. If a request is approved, the district and the director will execute a written
amendment to the contract. Only a written amendment duly executed by both parties to the contract
will be valid and binding.

38.5(4) Reports required. Each certified district shall submit a written report to the authority within
90 days of the end of the performance period specified in the contract.

38.5(5) Record keeping. Each certified district shall maintain all records necessary for the
verification and validation of the proper use of grant funds under the contract and shall submit such
records to the authority upon request.
[ARC 0440C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

261—38.6(15E) Expenses, records, and reimbursements.
38.6(1) General. Each certified district shall at all times incur expenses and be reimbursed for such

expenses by the authority only as described in this chapter or in a contract executed hereunder. The
authority may deny reimbursement for any expenditure not directly related to the active promotion of a
nonprofessional sporting event.

38.6(2) Eligible expenses. Only expenditures directly related to the active promotion of a
nonprofessional sporting event will be reimbursed under the program. Items that will be considered
eligible expenses include but are not limited to bid fees, rights fees, sponsorships, payments to vendors,
advertising, marketing, venue rental, equipment rental, promotional materials, production costs, and
fees and costs for officiants.

38.6(3) Ineligible expenses. Expenses that are not directly related to the active promotion of a
nonprofessional sporting event are not eligible for reimbursement. Ineligible expenses include but
are not limited to travel costs of applicant staff, solicitation efforts, lobbying fees, meals or dining on
occasions other than the dates of the nonprofessional sporting events described in the application, items
that are purchased for resale, prizes given to participants, and alcoholic beverages.

38.6(4) Required records and reimbursements. A district shall submit any records requested by the
authority as documentation of the expenditures incurred for purposes of the grant funds awarded under
the program. Such records may include invoices, original receipts, or check copies. The authority will
only accept records submitted in the name of the district that has executed a contract. If a district pays
an expense using a credit card, the district shall submit a copy of a check register or bank statement
indicating that the credit card invoice was paid. The authority will not reimburse any expenses included
on a receipt that includes both eligible expenses and ineligible expenses. The authority will not reimburse
expenses included on a nonitemized receipt.

38.6(5) Repayments of certain funds. If the authority reimburses a district for the cost of a refundable
bid fee and the applicant is unsuccessful in the effort to win the right to hold that event, then the district
shall return the amount of such reimbursement to the authority.

38.6(6) Reallocation of funds. If, at the time of a district’s final reporting of expenses, the district
cannot adequately document eligible expenses or documents an amount that is less than the awarded
amount, the authority may award additional funds to other certified districts, open additional rounds
of certification, or revert the moneys to the general fund. If the authority awards additional funds to
already certified districts, such districts shall submit documentation establishing how such funds will
be expended, and the authority will execute contract amendments providing for the expenditure of the
additional funds.
[ARC 0440C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code section 15E.321.
[Filed 9/20/07, Notice 8/15/07—published 10/10/07, effective 11/14/07]
[Filed 9/18/08, Notice 7/16/08—published 10/8/08, effective 11/12/08]

[Filed ARC 0440C (Notice ARC 0280C, IAB 8/22/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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CHAPTER 68
HIGH QUALITY JOBS PROGRAM (HQJP)

261—68.1(15) Administrative procedures and definitions.
68.1(1) Administrative procedures. The HQJP is subject to the requirements of the authority’s rules

located in 261—Part VII, additional application requirements and procedures, and 261—Part VIII, legal
and compliance. Part VII and Part VIII include standard definitions; standard program requirements;
wage, benefit and investment requirements; application review and approval procedures; contracting;
contract compliance and job counting; and annual reporting requirements.

68.1(2) Definitions. In addition to the standard definitions located in 261—Chapter 173, the
following definitions apply to the HQJP:

“Annual base rent”means the business’s annual lease payment minus taxes, insurance and operating
or maintenance expenses.

“Biotechnology-related processes” means the use of cellular and biomolecular processes to solve
problems or make products. For purposes of this definition, farming activities shall not be included.

“Community” means a city, county, or other entity established pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 28E.
“Contractor or subcontractor” means a person who contracts with the eligible business or

subcontracts with a contractor for the provision of property, materials, or services for the construction
or equipping of a facility of the eligible business.

“Eligible business” means a business meeting the conditions of Iowa Code section 15.329.
“High quality jobs” means created or retained jobs that meet the wage requirements established in

subrule 68.2(4) and subrules 68.2(7) and 68.2(8) when applicable.
“Program”means the high quality jobs program created pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 15, part 13.
“Project” means the activity, or set of activities, proposed in the application by the business which

will result in accomplishing the goals of the program and for which the business is requesting tax
incentives and assistance. A project shall include the start-up, location, expansion, or modernization
of a business.

“Project completion assistance” means financial assistance or technical assistance provided to an
eligible business in order to facilitate the start-up, location, modernization, or expansion of the business
in this state and provided in an expedient manner to ensure the successful completion of the start-up,
location, modernization, or expansion project.

“Retail business” means any business engaged in the business of selling tangible personal property
or taxable services at retail in this state. Retail business includes a business obligated to collect sales or
use tax under Iowa Code chapter 423.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09; ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective
12/19/12]

261—68.2(15) Eligibility requirements.
68.2(1) Community approval. If the qualifying investment is $10 million or more, the community

in which the business’s project is or will be located shall approve by ordinance or resolution the start-up,
location, expansion, or modernization of the business for purposes of receiving tax incentives and
assistance under this program.

68.2(2) Relocations and reductions in operations.
a. The business shall not be solely relocating operations from one area of the state while seeking

state or local incentives. A project that does not create new jobs or involve a substantial amount of new
capital investment shall be presumed to be a relocation. In determining whether a business is solely
relocating operations for purposes of this subrule, the authority will consider whether a letter of support
for the move has been provided from the affected local community.

b. The business shall not be in the process of reducing operations in one community while
simultaneously applying for assistance under the program. For purposes of this subrule, a reduction in
operations within 12 months before or after an application for assistance is submitted to the authority
will be presumed to be a reduction in operations while simultaneously applying for assistance under
the program.
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c. This subrule will not be construed to prohibit the business from expanding its operations in a
community if existing operations of a similar nature in this state are not closed or substantially reduced.

68.2(3) No retail or service businesses. The business shall not be a retail or service business. For
purposes of this subrule, a service business is a business providing services to a local consumer market
which does not have a significant proportion of its sales coming from outside the state.

68.2(4) Created and retained jobs. The business shall create or retain jobs as part of a project.
a. The business shall pay the qualifying wage threshold for HQJP as established in 261—Chapter

174.
b. If the business is creating jobs, the business shall demonstrate that the jobs will pay at least

100 percent of the qualifying wage threshold at the start of the project completion period, at least 120
percent of the qualifying wage threshold by the project completion date, and at least 120 percent of the
qualifying wage threshold until the maintenance period completion date.

c. If the business is retaining jobs, the business shall demonstrate that the jobs retained will pay
at least 120 percent of the qualifying wage threshold throughout both the project completion period and
the maintenance period.

d. Notwithstanding paragraphs “b” and “c” of this subrule, a business located in an economically
distressed area shall demonstrate that the jobs will pay at least 100 percent of the qualifying wage
threshold throughout the applicable contract period.

68.2(5) Determination of sufficient benefits. The business shall provide a sufficient package of
benefits to each employee holding a created or retained job. The business shall offer a sufficient benefits
package to its employees as defined in 261—Chapter 173.

68.2(6) Sufficient fiscal impact. The business shall demonstrate that the jobs created or retained will
have a sufficient impact on state and local government revenues as determined by the authority after
calculating the fiscal impact ratio of the project.

68.2(7) Violations of law. If the authority finds that a business has a record of violations of law over
a period of time that tends to show a consistent pattern as described in 261—Chapter 172, the business
shall not qualify for tax incentives and assistance under this program.

68.2(8) Competition. The authority shall consider the impact of the proposed project on other Iowa
businesses in competition with the business that is seeking tax incentives and assistance. The authority
shall make a good faith effort to identify existing Iowa businesses within an industry in competition with
the business that is seeking tax incentives and assistance. The authority shall make a good faith effort
to determine the probability that the proposed financial assistance will negatively impact other existing
Iowa businesses including but not limited to displacing employees of the existing business.

68.2(9) Other benefits. A business may seek benefits and assistance for its project from other
applicable federal, state, and local programs in addition to those provided in this program. However, a
business which has received assistance for its project from the wage-benefit tax credit program or the
enterprise zone program shall not be eligible for tax incentives and assistance under this program. A
business which has received assistance for its project from the new jobs and income program or the new
capital investment program shall not be eligible for tax incentives and assistance under this program for
the same project. However, the business may receive tax incentives and assistance under this program
for subsequent projects.

68.2(10) Ineligibility—no high quality jobs created or retained. If a project is creating or retaining
jobs, but none are high quality jobs, then the project is not eligible to receive benefits and assistance
under this program.
[ARC 7557B, IAB 2/11/09, effective 3/18/09; ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective
10/28/09; ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

261—68.3(15) Application process and review.
68.3(1) Application. The authority shall develop a standardized application and make it available to

a business applying for tax incentives and assistance. The application procedures are as follows:
a. The project shall not be initiated prior to application. The authority will accept applications

only for projects proposed to begin after application and board approval.
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b. A signature from an official authorized to represent the affected local community is required on
the application as an indication that the community is aware of and supports the project. For a project with
a qualifying investment of $10 million or more, the application shall include an ordinance or resolution
of the community’s governing body approving the project.

c. Each application will be reviewed by the authority. The authority may request additional
information from the business that is applying for tax incentives and assistance or may use other
resources to obtain the needed information.

d. If the business meets the eligibility requirements, the authority will prepare a report which
includes a summary of the project and a recommendation on the amount of tax incentives and assistance
to be offered to the business.

68.3(2) Wage waiver. Rescinded IAB 7/4/07, effective 6/15/07.
68.3(3) Benefit values. Rescinded IAB 7/4/07, effective 6/15/07.
68.3(4) Negotiations. The authority may negotiate with the business regarding the amount of tax

incentives and assistance the business is to receive under the program. All forms of tax incentives and
assistance available under the program are subject to negotiations. The authority shall consider all of the
following factors in negotiating with the business:

a. Level of need. The following factors will determine the authority’s assessment of need:
(1) Whether the business can raise only a portion of the debt and equity necessary to complete the

project. The existence of a gap between the financing required and the financing on hand indicates that
tax incentives or assistance may be needed to fill the gap.

(2) Whether the likely returns of the project are inadequate to motivate a company decision maker
to proceed with the project even if sufficient debt or equity can be raised to finance the project. The
existence of such a condition indicates that the project’s risks may outweigh its rewards and that tax
incentives or assistance may be needed to reduce the project’s risks.

(3) Whether the business is deciding between a site in Iowa (“Iowa site”) and a site in another
state (“out-of-state site”) for its project and the cost of completing the project at the out-of-state site
is demonstrably lower. Such a condition indicates that tax incentives or assistance may be needed to
equalize the cost differential between the two sites. The authority will attempt to quantify the cost
differential between the sites.

(4) Whether the project has already been initiated. Initiation of a project indicates that additional
financing is not necessary to complete the project, and the authority will not provide incentives or
assistance to a project that has been initiated prior to application.

b. Quality of the jobs. The authority shall place greater emphasis on projects involving created or
retained jobs that:

(1) Have a higher wage scale. Businesses that have wage scales substantially higher than those of
existing Iowa businesses in that industry shall be considered as providing the highest quality of jobs.

(2) Have a lower turnover rate.
(3) Are full-time or career-type positions.
c. Percentage of created jobs defined as high quality jobs. The authority will consider the number

of high quality jobs to be created versus the total number of created jobs in determining what amount of
tax incentives and assistance to offer the business.

d. Economic impact. In measuring the economic impact to this state, the authority shall place
greater emphasis on projects which demonstrate the following:

(1) A business with a greater percentage of sales out of state or of import substitution.
(2) A business with a higher proportion of in-state suppliers.
(3) A project which would provide greater diversification of the state economy.
(4) A business with fewer in-state competitors.
(5) A potential for future job growth.

[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09; ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective
12/19/12]
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261—68.4(15) Tax incentives.
68.4(1) Sales and use tax refund. Pursuant to Iowa Code section 15.331A, the approved business

may claim a refund of the sales and use taxes paid under Iowa Code chapter 423 for gas, electricity,
water, or sewer utility services, goods, wares, or merchandise, or on services rendered, furnished, or
performed to or for a contractor or subcontractor and used in the fulfillment of a written contract relating
to the construction or equipping of a facility of the approved business. Taxes attributable to intangible
property and furniture and furnishings shall not be refunded.

a. Filing a claim. To receive the refund, the approved business shall file a claim with the
department of revenue as follows:

(1) The contractor or subcontractor shall state under oath, on forms provided by the department
of revenue, the amount of sales or goods, wares, or merchandise, or services rendered, furnished, or
performed, including water, sewer, gas, and electric utility services upon which sales or use tax has been
paid prior to the project completion, and shall file the forms with the approved business before final
settlement is made.

(2) The approved business shall, not more than 12 months following project completion, make
application to the department of revenue for any refund of the amount of the sales and use taxes paid
pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 423 upon any goods, wares, or merchandise, or services rendered,
furnished, or performed, including water, sewer, gas, and electric utility services.

(3) The eligible business shall inform the department of revenue in writing within two weeks of
project completion.

b. Racks, shelving, and conveyor equipment. If the project is the location, expansion, or
modernization of a warehouse or distribution center, the approved business may be entitled to a
refund of sales and use taxes attributable to racks, shelving, and conveyor equipment. The approved
business shall, not more than 12 months following project completion, make written application to the
department of revenue for a refund. The application must include the refund amount being requested
and documentation such as invoices or contracts which substantiate the requested amount. The
department of revenue will validate the refund amount and issue the refund.

The aggregate combined total amount of refunds and tax credits attributable to sales and use taxes
on racks, shelving, and conveyor equipment issued by the department of revenue to businesses approved
for high quality jobs program and enterprise zone program benefits shall not exceed $500,000 during a
fiscal year. Tax refunds and tax credits will be issued on a first-come, first-served basis. If an approved
business’s application does not receive a refund or tax credits due to the $500,000 fiscal year limitation,
the approved business’s application shall be considered in the succeeding fiscal year.

68.4(2) Corporate tax credit for certain sales taxes paid by third-party developer. Pursuant to Iowa
Code section 15.331C, the approved business may claim a corporate tax credit up to an amount equal to
the sales and use taxes paid by a third-party developer under Iowa Code chapter 423 for gas, electricity,
water, or sewer utility services, goods, wares, or merchandise, or on services rendered, furnished, or
performed to or for a contractor or subcontractor and used in the fulfillment of a written contract relating
to the construction or equipping of a facility of the approved business. Taxes attributable to intangible
property and furniture and furnishings shall not be refunded.

Any tax credit in excess of the tax liability for the tax year may be credited to the tax liability for
the following seven years or until depleted, whichever occurs earlier. An approved business may elect
to receive a refund of all or a portion of an unused tax credit.

a. Filing a claim. To receive the tax credit, the approved business shall file a claim with the
department of revenue as follows:

(1) The third-party developer shall state under oath, on forms provided by the department of
revenue, the amount of sales and use taxes paid and submit the forms to the approved business.

(2) The approved business shall, not more than 12 months following project completion, submit
the completed forms to the department of revenue.

(3) The department of revenue shall issue a tax credit certificate in an amount equal to all or a
portion of the sales and use taxes paid by a third-party developer under Iowa Code chapter 423 for
gas, electricity, water, or sewer utility services, goods, wares, or merchandise, or on services rendered,
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furnished, or performed to or for a contractor or subcontractor and used in the fulfillment of a written
contract relating to the construction or equipping of a facility of the approved business.

(4) The approved business shall not claim the tax credit provided in this subrule unless a tax credit
certificate issued by the department of revenue is attached to the approved business’s tax return for the
tax year in which the tax credit is claimed. A tax credit certificate shall contain the approved business’s
name, address, tax identification number, the amount of the tax credit, and other information required by
the department of revenue.

b. Racks, shelving, and conveyor equipment. If the project is the location, expansion, or
modernization of a warehouse or distribution center, the approved business may claim a corporate tax
credit up to the amount of sales and use taxes paid by a third-party developer and attributable to racks,
shelving, and conveyor equipment. The approved business shall, not more than 12 months following
project completion, make written application to the department of revenue for a tax credit. The
application must include the tax credit amount being requested and documentation from the third-party
developer such as invoices or contracts which substantiate the requested amount. The department of
revenue will confirm the tax credit amount and issue a tax credit certificate in an amount equal to all
or a portion of the sales and use taxes attributable to racks, shelving, and conveyor equipment. The
approved business shall not claim the tax credit provided in this subrule unless a tax credit certificate
is attached to the approved business’s tax return for the tax year in which the tax credit is claimed. A
tax credit certificate shall contain the approved business’s name, address, tax identification number, the
amount of the tax credit, and other information required by the department of revenue. Any tax credit
in excess of the tax liability for the tax year may be credited to the tax liability for the following seven
years or until depleted, whichever occurs earlier. An approved business may elect to receive a refund
of all or a portion of an unused tax credit.

The aggregate combined total amount of refunds and tax credits attributable to sales and use taxes on
racks, shelving, and conveyor equipment approved by the authority for businesses under the high quality
jobs program and enterprise zone program shall not exceed $500,000 during a fiscal year. Tax refunds
and tax credits will be issued on a first-come, first-served basis. If an approved business’s application
does not receive a refund or tax credits due to the $500,000 fiscal year limitation, the approved business’s
application shall be considered in the succeeding fiscal year.

68.4(3) Value-added property tax exemption. Pursuant to Iowa Code section 15.332, the community
may exempt from taxation all or a portion of the actual value added by improvements to real property
directly related to jobs created or retained by the location or expansion of the approved business and used
in the operations of the approved business. The exemption may be allowed for a period not to exceed 20
years beginning the year the improvements are first assessed for taxation. For purposes of this subrule,
improvements include new construction and rehabilitation of and additions to existing structures. The
exemption shall apply to all taxing districts in which the real property is located. The community shall
provide the authority and the local assessor with a copy of the resolution adopted by its governing body
which indicates the estimated value and duration of the authorized exemption.

68.4(4) Investment tax credit.
a. Claiming the investment tax credit. Pursuant to Iowa Code section 15.333, the approved

business may claim an investment tax credit equal to a percentage of the new investment directly
related to jobs created or retained by the start-up, location, expansion, or modernization of the approved
business under the program. The tax credit shall be earned when the qualifying asset is placed in service.

(1) Five-year amortization period. The tax credit shall be amortized over a five-year period. The
annual amounts that may be claimed by the business during that period are subject to negotiations. The
final five-year amortization period and the negotiated annual amounts will be specified in a contract
entered into with the authority. The tax credit shall be allowed against taxes imposed under Iowa Code
chapter 422, division II, III, or V and against the moneys and credits tax imposed in Iowa Code section
533.24.

(2) Flow-through of tax credits. If the business is a partnership, S corporation, limited liability
company, cooperative organized under Iowa Code chapter 501 or 501A and filing as a partnership for
federal tax purposes, or estate or trust electing to have the income taxed directly to the individual, an
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individual may claim the tax credit allowed. The amount claimed by the individual shall be based upon
the pro rata share of the individual’s earnings of the partnership, S corporation, limited liability company,
cooperative organized under Iowa Code chapter 501 or 501A and filing as a partnership for federal tax
purposes, or estate or trust.

(3) Seven-year carryforward. A tax credit in excess of the tax liability for the tax year may be
credited to the tax liability for the following seven years or until depleted, whichever occurs first.

b. Investment qualifying for the tax credit. For purposes of this subrule, new investment directly
related to jobs created or retained by the start-up, location, expansion or modernization of the approved
business under the program means all of the following:

(1) The cost of machinery and equipment, as defined in Iowa Code section 427A.1, subsection 1,
paragraphs “e” and “j,” purchased for use in the operation of the approved business.

(2) The purchase price of real property and any buildings and structures located on the real property.
(3) The cost of improvements made to real property which is used in the operation of the approved

business.
(4) The annual base rent paid to a third-party developer by an approved business for a period equal

to the term of the lease agreement but not to exceed the maximum term specified in a contract entered
into with the authority, provided the cumulative cost of the base rent payments for that period does not
exceed the cost of the land and the third-party developer’s costs to build or renovate the building for the
approved business. Annual base rent shall be considered only when the project includes the construction
of a new building or the major renovation of an existing building. The approved business shall enter into
a lease agreement with the third-party developer for a minimum of five years.

The approved business shall not claim a tax credit above the amount defined in the final award
documentation or the amount specified in a contract entered into with the authority.

68.4(5) Insurance premium tax credit. Pursuant to Iowa Code section 15.333A, the approved
business may claim an insurance premium tax credit equal to a percentage of the new investment
directly related to jobs created or retained by the start-up, location, expansion, or modernization of the
approved business under the program.

a. Claiming the tax credit. The tax credit shall be earned when the qualifying asset is placed in
service. The tax credit shall be amortized equally over a five-year period which the authority will, in
consultation with the eligible business, define. The five-year amortization period shall be specified in
a contract entered into with the authority. The tax credit shall be allowed against taxes imposed under
Iowa Code chapter 432. A tax credit in excess of the tax liability for the tax year may be credited to the
tax liability for the following seven years or until depleted, whichever occurs first.

b. Investment qualifying for the tax credit. For purposes of this subrule, new investment directly
related to jobs created or retained by the start-up, location, expansion or modernization of the approved
business under the program means all of the following:

(1) The cost of machinery and equipment, as defined in Iowa Code section 427A.1, subsection 1,
paragraphs “e” and “j,” purchased for use in the operation of the approved business.

(2) The purchase price of real property and any buildings and structures located on the real property.
(3) The cost of improvements made to real property which is used in the operation of the approved

business.
(4) The annual base rent paid to a third-party developer by an approved business for a period equal

to the term of the lease agreement but not to exceed the maximum term specified in a contract entered
into with the authority, provided the cumulative cost of the base rent payments for that period does not
exceed the cost of the land and the third-party developer’s costs to build or renovate the building for the
approved business. Annual base rent shall be considered only when the project includes the construction
of a new building or the major renovation of an existing building. The approved business shall enter into
a lease agreement with the third-party developer for a minimum of five years.

The approved business shall not claim a tax credit above the amount defined in the final award
documentation or the amount specified in a contract entered into with the authority.
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68.4(6) Research activities credit. Pursuant to Iowa Code section 15.335, the approved business may
claim a corporate tax credit for increasing research activities in Iowa during the period the approved
business is participating in the program.

a. Calculation. The credit equals the sum of the following:
(1) Six and one-half percent of the excess of qualified research expenses during the tax year over

the base amount for the tax year based upon the state’s apportioned share of the qualifying expenditures
for increasing research activities.

(2) Six and one-half percent of the basic research payments determined under Section 41(e)(1)(A)
of the Internal Revenue Code during the tax year based upon the state’s apportioned share of the
qualifying expenditures for increasing research activities.

The state’s apportioned share of the qualifying expenditures for increasing research activities is
a percent equal to the ratio of qualified research expenditures in this state to total qualified research
expenditures.

b. Alternate calculation. In lieu of the credit amount computed in subparagraph 68.4(6)“a”(1),
the approved business may elect to compute the credit amount for qualified research expenses incurred
in Iowa in a manner consistent with the alternative incremental credit described in Section 41(c)(4) of
the Internal Revenue Code. The taxpayer may make this election regardless of the method used for
the taxpayer’s federal income tax. The election made under subrule 68.4(6) is for the tax year and the
taxpayer may use either the method outlined in paragraph “a” or in this paragraph for any subsequent
year.

For purposes of this alternate credit computation method, the credit percentages applicable to the
qualified research expenses described in clauses (i), (ii), and (iii) of Section 41(c)(4)(A) of the Internal
Revenue Code are 1.65 percent, 2.20 percent, and 2.75 percent, respectively.

c. Additional research activities credit. The credit allowed in this subrule is in addition to the
credit authorized in Iowa Code sections 422.10 and 422.33(5). However, if the alternative credit
computation method is used in Iowa Code section 422.10 or 422.33(5), the credit allowed in this subrule
shall also be computed using that method.

d. Flow-through of tax credits. If the eligible business is a partnership, S corporation, limited
liability company, or estate or trust electing to have the income taxed directly to the individual, an
individual may claim the tax credit allowed. The amount claimed by the individual shall be based
upon the pro rata share of the individual’s earnings from the partnership, S corporation, limited liability
company, or estate or trust.

e. Definitions. For purposes of this subrule, “base amount,” “basic research payment,” and
“qualified research expense” mean the same as defined for the federal credit for increasing research
activities under Section 41 of the Internal Revenue Code except that, for the alternative incremental
credit, such amounts are for research conducted within Iowa. For purposes of this subrule, “Internal
Revenue Code” means the same as defined in Iowa Code section 15.335.

f. Refunds. Any credit in excess of the tax liability for the taxable year shall be refunded with
interest computed under Iowa Code section 422.25. In lieu of claiming a refund, a taxpayer may elect to
have the overpayment shown on its final, completed return credited to the tax liability for the following
year.

g. Renewable energy generation components. For purposes of this subrule, “research activities”
includes the development and deployment of innovative renewable energy generation components
manufactured or assembled in Iowa. A renewable energy generation component will no longer be
considered innovative when more than 200 megawatts of installed effective nameplate capacity has
been achieved. Research activities credits awarded under this program and the enterprise zone program
for innovative renewable energy generation components shall not exceed the amount specified in Iowa
Code section 15.335.

68.4(7) Maximum tax incentives available. Tax incentives awarded under this program are based
upon the number of jobs created or retained that pay the qualifying wage threshold for HQJP as
established in 261—Chapter 174 and as defined in 261—Chapter 173 and the amount of qualifying
investment. The maximum possible award is based on the following schedule:
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a. No high quality jobs are created or retained but economic activity is furthered by the qualifying
investment. For purposes of this paragraph, “economic activity” means a modernization project which
will result in increased skills and wages for the current employees or a project involving retained jobs.

(1) Less than $100,000 in qualifying investment.
1. Investment tax credit or insurance premium tax credit of up to 1 percent.
2. Reserved.
(2) $100,000 to $499,999 in qualifying investment.
1. Investment tax credit or insurance premium tax credit of up to 1 percent.
2. Sales and use tax refund or corporate tax credit for certain sales taxes paid by third-party

developer, or both, if applicable.
(3) $500,000 or more in qualifying investment.
1. Investment tax credit or insurance premium tax credit of up to 1 percent.
2. Sales and use tax refund or corporate tax credit for certain sales taxes paid by third-party

developer, or both, if applicable.
3. Research activities credit.
b. 1 to 5 high quality jobs are created or retained.
(1) Less than $100,000 in qualifying investment.
1. Investment tax credit or insurance premium tax credit of up to 2 percent.
2. Reserved.
(2) $100,000 to $499,999 in qualifying investment.
1. Investment tax credit or insurance premium tax credit of up to 2 percent.
2. Sales and use tax refund or corporate tax credit for certain sales taxes paid by third-party

developer, or both, if applicable.
(3) $500,000 or more in qualifying investment.
1. Investment tax credit or insurance premium tax credit of up to 2 percent.
2. Sales and use tax refund or corporate tax credit for certain sales taxes paid by third-party

developer, or both, if applicable.
3. Research activities credit.
c. 6 to 10 high quality jobs are created or retained.
(1) Less than $100,000 in qualifying investment.
1. Investment tax credit or insurance premium tax credit of up to 3 percent.
2. Reserved.
(2) $100,000 to $499,999 in qualifying investment.
1. Investment tax credit or insurance premium tax credit of up to 3 percent.
2. Sales and use tax refund or corporate tax credit for certain sales taxes paid by third-party

developer, or both, if applicable.
(3) $500,000 or more in qualifying investment.
1. Investment tax credit or insurance premium tax credit of up to 3 percent.
2. Sales and use tax refund or corporate tax credit for certain sales taxes paid by third-party

developer, or both, if applicable.
3. Research activities credit.
d. 11 to 15 high quality jobs are created or retained.
(1) Less than $100,000 in qualifying investment.
1. Investment tax credit or insurance premium tax credit of up to 4 percent.
2. Reserved.
(2) $100,000 to $499,999 in qualifying investment.
1. Investment tax credit or insurance premium tax credit of up to 4 percent.
2. Sales and use tax refund or corporate tax credit for certain sales taxes paid by third-party

developer, or both, if applicable.
(3) $500,000 or more in qualifying investment.
1. Investment tax credit or insurance premium tax credit of up to 4 percent.
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2. Sales and use tax refund or corporate tax credit for certain sales taxes paid by third-party
developer, or both, if applicable.

3. Research activities credit.
e. 16 to 30 high quality jobs are created or retained.
(1) Less than $100,000 in qualifying investment.
1. Investment tax credit or insurance premium tax credit of up to 5 percent.
2. Reserved.
(2) $100,000 to $499,999 in qualifying investment.
1. Investment tax credit or insurance premium tax credit of up to 5 percent.
2. Sales and use tax refund or corporate tax credit for certain sales taxes paid by third-party

developer, or both, if applicable.
(3) $500,000 or more in qualifying investment.
1. Investment tax credit or insurance premium tax credit of up to 4 percent.
2. Sales and use tax refund or corporate tax credit for certain sales taxes paid by third-party

developer, or both, if applicable.
3. Research activities credit.
f. 31 to 40 high quality jobs are created or retained.
(1) $10 million or more in qualifying investment.
1. Investment tax credit or insurance premium tax credit of up to 6 percent.
2. Sales and use tax refund or corporate tax credit for certain sales taxes paid by third-party

developer, or both, if applicable.
3. Research activities credit.
4. Value-added property tax exemption.
(2) Reserved.
g. 41 to 60 high quality jobs are created or retained.
(1) $10 million or more in qualifying investment.
1. Investment tax credit or insurance premium tax credit of up to 7 percent.
2. Sales and use tax refund or corporate tax credit for certain sales taxes paid by third-party

developer, or both, if applicable.
3. Research activities credit.
4. Value-added property tax exemption.
(2) Reserved.
h. 61 to 80 high quality jobs are created or retained.
(1) $10 million or more in qualifying investment.
1. Investment tax credit or insurance premium tax credit of up to 8 percent.
2. Sales and use tax refund or corporate tax credit for certain sales taxes paid by third-party

developer, or both, if applicable.
3. Research activities credit.
4. Value-added property tax exemption.
(2) Reserved.
i. 81 to 100 high quality jobs are created or retained.
(1) $10 million or more in qualifying investment.
1. Investment tax credit or insurance premium tax credit of up to 9 percent.
2. Sales and use tax refund or corporate tax credit for certain sales taxes paid by third-party

developer, or both, if applicable.
3. Research activities credit.
4. Value-added property tax exemption.
(2) Reserved.
j. 101 or more high quality jobs are created or retained.
(1) $10 million or more in qualifying investment.
1. Investment tax credit or insurance premium tax credit of up to 10 percent.
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2. Sales and use tax refund or corporate tax credit for certain sales taxes paid by third-party
developer, or both, if applicable.

3. Research activities credit.
4. Value-added property tax exemption.
(2) Reserved.

[ARC 7557B, IAB 2/11/09, effective 3/18/09; ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective
10/28/09; ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

261—68.5(15) Project completion assistance.
68.5(1) Statutory authority. In 2012 Iowa Acts, House File 2473, the HQJP was amended to allow

for the provision of project completion assistance in addition to the tax incentives already available under
the program. Project completion assistance is defined in subrule 68.1(2) and includes loans, forgivable
loans, and other forms of direct financial assistance.

68.5(2) Awards and negotiations. The authority may award project completion assistance to a
business that meets the eligibility requirements of the HQJP. All award determinations are subject to the
requirements of Iowa Code section 15.335B(3). The board, with the assistance of authority staff, will
attempt to determine the amount of project completion assistance that will ensure successful completion
of a project, and the board will make a good-faith effort to provide only the amount of incentives and
assistance necessary to facilitate the project’s successful completion. The amount, type, and terms of
the assistance provided typically vary according to the needs of each project, and each award is subject
to negotiation. The board and the authority will attempt to treat similarly situated applicants similarly;
however, the amount, type, and terms of project completion assistance most appropriate for a given
project are necessarily dependent on many factors, and awards of project completion assistance shall
be entirely at the discretion of the board.

68.5(3) Factors affecting the amount, type, and terms of project completion assistance. When
determining an award of project completion assistance, the board, with the assistance of authority staff,
typically considers many factors, including the following:

a. The fiscal impact ratio of the project.
b. Whether the amount of assistance to be awarded is appropriate to the number of jobs that will

be created.
c. The availability of funding.
d. Whether other forms of assistance, including tax incentives, are available.
e. The project’s level of need, including whether the local community and the private sector are

also contributing to the success of the project.
f. The total amount of funds from other sources that can be leveraged.
g. The quality of the project.

[ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 15, part 13.

[Filed emergency 7/7/05—published 8/3/05, effective 7/7/05]
[Filed 10/21/05, Notice 8/3/05—published 11/9/05, effective 12/14/05]

[Filed emergency 7/19/06—published 8/16/06, effective 7/19/06]
[Filed 9/22/06, Notice 8/16/06—published 10/11/066, effective 11/15/06]

[Filed emergency 6/15/07—published 7/4/07, effective 6/15/07]
[Filed 8/22/07, Notice 7/4/07—published 9/26/07, effective 10/31/07]
[Filed emergency 10/16/08—published 11/5/08, effective 10/16/08]

[Filed ARC 7557B (Notice ARC 7315B, IAB 11/5/08), IAB 2/11/09, effective 3/18/09]
[Filed Emergency ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09]

[Filed ARC 8145B (Notice ARC 7971B, IAB 7/15/09), IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]
[Filed ARC 0442C (Notice ARC 0293C, IAB 8/22/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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CHAPTER 74
GROW IOWA VALUES FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

261—74.1(83GA,SF344) Purpose and administrative procedures.
74.1(1) Purpose. The department shall establish and administer a grow Iowa values financial

assistance program for purposes of providing financial assistance from the fund to applicants. The
financial assistance shall be provided from moneys credited to the grow Iowa values fund and not
otherwise obligated or allocated pursuant to 2009 Iowa Acts, Senate File 344.

74.1(2) Program funding components. The program shall consist of the following components:
a. 130 percent wage component.
b. 100 percent wage component.
c. Entrepreneurial component.
d. Infrastructure component.
e. Value-added agriculture component.
f. Disaster recovery component.
74.1(3) Fiscal impact. In making awards of financial assistance from the 130 percent wage

component and the 100 percent wage component, the department shall calculate the fiscal impact ratio.
In reviewing each application to determine the amount of financial assistance to award, the board shall
consider the appropriateness of the award to the fiscal impact ratio of the project and to other factors
deemed relevant by the board.

74.1(4) Administrative procedures. The grow Iowa values financial assistance program is subject to
the requirements of the department’s rules located in 261—Part VII, additional application requirements
and procedures, and 261—Part VIII, legal and compliance. Part VII and Part VIII include standard
definitions; standard program requirements; wage, benefit and investment requirements; application
review and approval procedures; contracting; contract compliance and job counting; and annual reporting
requirements.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]

261—74.2(83GA,SF344) 130 percent wage component.
74.2(1) Eligibility. In order to qualify for financial assistance under this component of the program,

a business shall meet all of the following requirements:
a. The business shall create or retain jobs as part of a project, and the jobs created or retained shall

meet one of the following requirements:
(1) If the business is creating jobs, the business shall demonstrate that the jobs will pay at least

100 percent of the qualifying wage threshold at the start of the project completion period, at least 130
percent of the qualifying wage threshold by the project completion date, and at least 130 percent of the
qualifying wage threshold until the maintenance period completion date.

(2) If the business is retaining jobs, the business shall demonstrate that the jobs retained will pay
at least 130 percent of the qualifying wage threshold throughout both the project completion period and
the maintenance period.

b. The business shall provide a sufficient package of benefits to each employee holding a created
or retained job.

c. The business shall demonstrate that the jobs created or retained will have a sufficient impact on
state and local government revenues as determined by the department after calculating the fiscal impact
ratio of the project.

d. The business shall not be a retail business or a business where entrance is limited by a cover
charge or membership requirement.

74.2(2) Sufficient benefits credit. A business providing a sufficient package of benefits to each
employee holding a created or retained job shall qualify for a credit against any of the 130 percent
qualifying wage threshold requirement.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]
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261—74.3(83GA,SF344) 100 percent wage component. In order to qualify for financial assistance
under this component of the program, a business shall meet all of the following requirements:

74.3(1) The business shall create or retain jobs as part of a project, and the jobs created or retained
shall meet one of the following qualifying wage thresholds:

a. If the business is creating jobs, the business shall demonstrate that the jobs created will pay at
least 100 percent of the qualifying wage threshold at the start of the project completion period, by the
project completion date, and until the maintenance period completion date.

b. If the business is retaining jobs, the business shall demonstrate that the jobs retained will pay
at least 100 percent of the qualifying wage threshold throughout both the project completion period and
the maintenance period.

74.3(2) The business shall provide a sufficient package of benefits to each employee holding a
created or retained job.

74.3(3) The business shall demonstrate that the jobs created or retained will have a sufficient impact
on state and local government revenues as determined by the department after calculating the fiscal
impact ratio of the project.

74.3(4) The business shall not be a retail business or a business where entrance is limited by a cover
charge or membership requirement.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]

261—74.4(83GA,SF344) Entrepreneurial component.
74.4(1) Purpose. The purpose of this component is to encourage the development of early-stage

businesses in conjunction with the delivery of a financial assistance program.
74.4(2) Definitions. In addition to the standard definitions in 261—Chapter 173, the following

definitions shall apply to this component:
“Early-stage business” means a business that has been competing in a particular industry for three

years or less.
“Eligible applicant” means a business that has consulted with and obtained a letter of endorsement

from either a business accelerator approved by the department or from an entrepreneurial development
organization recognized by the department.

“Eligible business” means an early-stage business that is developing a new product or technology.
74.4(3) Eligibility. In order to qualify for financial assistance under the entrepreneurial component

of the program, a business shall meet all of the following requirements:
a. In order to be eligible for assistance, the business, or proposed business, must be located in the

state of Iowa.
b. The business shall be an early-stage business.
c. If the business is a sole proprietorship or a partnership, all applicable business owners must

apply. If the business is a limited liability company, a limited liability partnership, or a corporation, the
application must be submitted and signed by an individual who has been authorized by the business to
do so.

d. The business owner or owners (or appropriate individual(s) in a limited liability company,
limited liability partnership or corporation) must consult with and obtain a letter of endorsement from
either a business accelerator approved by the department or from an entrepreneurial development
organization recognized by the department.

e. The individual or business must have a business plan which details the business’s growth
strategy, management team, production/management plan, marketing plan, financial plan, and other
standard elements of a business plan.

74.4(4) Local match not required. A business applying for financial assistance under the
entrepreneurial component is eligible for financial assistance regardless of whether the business has
received matching funds from a city or county.

74.4(5) Funding priorities. In awarding financial assistance under the entrepreneurial component of
the program, the department and the board shall give priority to businesses in those sectors of the Iowa
economy with the greatest potential for growth and expansion. Sectors having such potential include but
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are not limited to biotechnology, recyclable materials, software development, computer-related products,
advanced materials, and advanced manufacturing.

74.4(6) Financial assistance. An applicant may apply to the department for financial assistance to
assist with the applicant's early-stage business growth. The applicant may request up to $250,000 for
early-stage growth activities to be used for business expenses and to leverage conventional financing
from commercial lenders or private investors. Assistance will generally be made in staged investments
with amounts to be determined by company development, growth, and defined milestones. The
assistance under this program is limited to 50 percent or less of the total original capitalization, if a
new business, or total project costs, if an existing business. Funds may be used to purchase machinery,
equipment, or software or for working capital needs or other business expenses deemed reasonable and
appropriate by the department. Awards will be in the form of a loan, royalty agreement, or other form
of an equity-like investment. A single recipient is limited to $250,000 in total financial assistance.

74.4(7) Technical assistance. Applicants may apply for assistance in paying for consulting or
other third-party technical assistance either in conjunction with the request for financial assistance
or in a separate application. Applications submitted that are not in conjunction with a request for
financial assistance must demonstrate financial need for the technical assistance. Financial need will
be determined by the department based on review of the applicant’s financial statements, narrative
submitted by the applicant outlining the financial need, and other documentation as requested by
the department. Awards will be in the form of a grant, loan, royalty agreement, or other form of an
equity-like investment. Technical assistance of this nature is limited to no more than $25,000 per
applicant.

74.4(8) Application process. Applications must be submitted in the format required by the
department. Applications, the business plan, and related material shall be submitted online or by mail
to the department at the address listed in 261—subrule 175.2(7).

74.4(9) Review criteria.
a. Applications will first be reviewed for completeness. If additional information is required, the

program staff shall send the applicant notice to submit the additional needed information. The applicant
shall submit the requested information within a reasonable time period in order to ensure further action
on the request.

b. Applicationswill then be reviewed for content of the business plan and to evaluate the business’s
viability and potential for growth. The department may consult with the business accelerators or other
knowledgable agencies or individuals as a part of the review process.

c. The following items will be reviewed:
(1) Type of business.
1. Highest priority will be given to businesses in sectors of the Iowa economy with the greatest

start-up and growth potential for Iowa, including but not limited to:
● Biotechnology (including drugs and pharmaceuticals and value-added agricultural products);
● Recyclable materials;
● Software development and computer-related products;
● Advanced materials; and
● Advanced manufacturing.
2. Assistance may be provided to industries other than those listed in paragraph “1” above;

however, the applicant shall provide strong rationale regarding how that industry diversifies, strengthens
or otherwise enhances Iowa’s economy. Eligibility may be established by an industry other than those
listed if that industry can provide rationale regarding the industry’s benefit to Iowa’s economic base.
Rationale that is provided will be reviewed by the department staff to determine eligibility as a targeted
industry. Factors that will be considered in determining an industry’s benefit to Iowa’s economic base
include:

● The majority of the products produced by the industry are exported out of Iowa;
● The inputs for the products produced in the industry are raw materials available in Iowa or are

provided by Iowa suppliers;
● The goods produced by the industry diversify Iowa’s economy;
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● The goods produced by the industry resulted in, or will result in, a decrease in the importation
of foreign-made goods into the United States;

● The industry shows potential for future growth; and
● The functions of the industry do not produce harmful effects for Iowa’s natural environment.
Businesses engaged in retail sales, personal services, consulting, franchises, the provision of health

care or other professional services, or the distribution of products or services will not be considered
targeted industries and are not eligible for the program.

(2) Management team and management expertise. Factors considered for this criterion are whether
the applicant(s) has a background (including education, training, work experience, and other factors) that
will be helpful and useful in the business in question. The department will also consider the degree to
which the applicant’s background is fully documented.

(3) Business capitalization. Factors considered for this criterion are the original sources of
financing for the business. Although all projects must have at least 50 percent of their financing
from sources other than the entrepreneurial component, the department will give preference to those
applications in which the other sources of financing are higher than 50 percent.

(4) Strength of business plan. The strength of the business plan is the most important factor in the
evaluation of applications. Factors considered for this criterion are the quality of the business plan and
how well it addresses all elements of the business, such as:

1. A description of the company and the overall industry;
2. The product and production plan;
3. The market, competition, and the marketing strategy;
4. The management team and business operation;
5. A well-defined project time line;
6. Patent issues (if applicable), critical risks and problems; and
7. Financial information and plan.

[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]

261—74.5(83GA,SF344) Infrastructure component.
74.5(1) Eligibility. In order to qualify for financial assistance under the infrastructure component of

the program, a business or community shall be engaged in a physical infrastructure project. For purposes
of this component, “physical infrastructure project” means a project that creates necessary infrastructure
for economic success throughout Iowa, provides the foundation for the creation of jobs, and involves
the investment of a substantial amount of capital. Physical infrastructure projects include but are not
limited to projects involving any mode of transportation; public works and utilities such as sewer, water,
power, or telecommunications; physical improvements thatmitigate, prevent, or eliminate environmental
contamination; and other similar projects deemed to be physical infrastructure by the department.

74.5(2) Local match not required. A business applying for financial assistance under the
infrastructure component is eligible for financial assistance regardless of whether the business has
received matching funds from a city or county.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]

261—74.6(83GA,SF344) Value-added agriculture component.
74.6(1) Purpose. The purpose of this component is to encourage the increased utilization of

agricultural commodities produced in this state. The component shall assist in efforts to revitalize
rural regions of this state by committing resources to provide financial assistance to new or existing
value-added production facilities.

74.6(2) Definitions. In addition to the standard definitions located in 261—Chapter 173, the
following definitions apply to the value-added agriculture component:

“Agricultural biomass industry” means businesses that utilize agricultural commodity crops,
agricultural by-products, or animal feedstock in the production of chemicals, protein products, or other
high-value products.

“Agricultural biotechnology industry” means businesses that utilize scientifically enhanced plants
or animals that can be raised by producers and used in the production of high-value products.
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“Agriculture”means the science, art, and business of cultivating the soil, producing crops and raising
livestock.

“Alternative energy industry” means businesses involved in the production of ethanol, including
gasoline with a mixture of 70 percent or more ethanol, biodiesel, biomass, or hydrogen or in the
production of wind energy.

“Committee” means the renewable fuels and coproducts advisory committee established pursuant
to Iowa Code section 159A.4.

“Coordinator” means the administrative head of the office of renewable fuels and coproducts
appointed by the department of agriculture and land stewardship as provided in Iowa Code section
159A.3.

“Coproduct” means a product other than a renewable fuel which at least in part is derived from the
processing of agricultural commodities andwhichmay include corn gluten feed, distillers grain, solubles,
or a feed supplement, or can be used as livestock feed.

“Farming” means the cultivation of land for the production of agricultural crops, the raising of
poultry, the production of eggs, the production of milk, the production of fruit or other horticultural
crops, grazing or the production of livestock. “Farming” shall not include the production of timber,
forest products, nursery products, or sod; and “farming” shall not include a contract where a processor
or distributor of farm products or supplies provides spraying, harvesting or other farm services.

“Fund” means the renewable fuels and coproducts fund established pursuant to Iowa Code section
159A.7.

“Innovative” means a new or different agricultural product or a method of processing agricultural
products which is an improvement over traditional methods in a new, different, or unusual way.

“Livestock production operations” means the production, feeding and marketing of livestock,
poultry and aquaculture. “Livestock production operations” includes, but is not limited to, beef
and dairy cattle, swine, sheep, goat, poultry, turkey and equine operations. “Livestock production
operations” also includes nontraditional agricultural operations such as ostrich, fallow deer, rabbit, fish
and other aquaculture.

“Office” means the office of renewable fuels and coproducts created pursuant to Iowa Code section
159A.3.

“Organic products” means Iowa-grown or Iowa-raised agricultural products as defined by
21—Chapter 47, Iowa organic program.

“Person” means individual, corporation, limited liability company, government or governmental
subdivision or agency, business trust, estate, trust, partnership or association, or any other legal entity.

“Producer-owned, value-added business” means a person who holds an equity interest in the
agricultural business and is personally involved in the production of crops or livestock on a regular,
continuous, and substantial basis.

“Renewable fuel”means an energy source at least in part derived from an organic compound, capable
of powering machinery, including an engine or power plant. “Renewable fuel” includes but is not limited
to ethanol-blended or soydiesel fuel.

“Renewable fuels and coproducts activities” means either of the following:
1. The research, development, production, promotion, marketing, or consumption of renewable

fuels and coproducts.
2. The research, development, transfer, or use of technologies which directly or indirectly

increases the supply or demand of renewable fuels and coproducts.
“Rural region” means any geographic area which is predominantly rural in nature, that is, having a

relatively low population density and where agriculture is the predominant economic activity.
“Soydiesel fuel” means a fuel made of processed soybean oil which is mixed with diesel fuel, the

mixture being a minimum of 20 percent processed soybean oil.
“Value-added product” means a product which, through a series of activities or processes, can be

sold at a higher price than its original purchase price.
74.6(3) Eligibility. In order to qualify for financial assistance under the value-added agriculture

component of the program, a business shall be a production facility engaged in the process of adding
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value to agricultural products. Projects considered eligible under this component include but are
not limited to innovative agricultural products and processes, innovative and new renewable fuels,
agricultural biotechnology, biomass and alternative energy production, and organic products and
emerging markets. Financial assistance is available for project development as well as project creation.

a. Innovative agricultural products and processes. An application based on this component shall
be considered if either of the following applies:

(1) The business will produce a product derived from an agricultural commodity, if the product is
not commonly produced in Iowa from an agricultural commodity; or

(2) The business will utilize a process to produce a product derived from an agricultural commodity,
if the process is not commonly used in Iowa to produce the product.
For purposes of this paragraph, a product is “not commonly produced” and a process is “not commonly
used” if the product or process is not usually, generally, or ordinarily produced or processed in Iowa.

b. Innovative and new renewable fuels. Applications for renewable fuel and ethanol production
shall be considered by the department for funding. Applications based on ethanol fuel production must
meet the following criteria to be considered for funding:

(1) All fermentation, distillation, and dehydration of the ethanol occurs at the proposed facility.
(2) The ethanol produced at the proposed facility is at least 190 proof and is denatured. However, if

the facility markets the ethanol for further refining, the facility must demonstrate that the refiner produces
at least 190 proof ethanol from the ethanol purchased from the facility.

c. Agricultural biotechnology, biomass and alternative energy. Agricultural business facilities in
the agricultural biotechnology industry, agricultural biomass industry, and alternative energy industry
are eligible for program assistance.

d. Organic products and emerging markets. Facilities that add value to Iowa agricultural
commodities through further processing and development of organic products and emerging markets
are eligible for program assistance.

e. Project development assistance. The department, at its discretion, may also provide funding for
project development related to targeted industries or proposed projects under this program. Feasibility
studies and basic research are not eligible for assistance under this program.

f. Project creation assistance. This option is for projects that eventually could be eligible for
funding within other value-added agriculture component funding areas.

(1) Any person is eligible to apply, except educational or research institutions. However, an
educational or research institution may be a partner to an eligible applicant.

(2) The evaluation process will focus on the application of new technology and knowledge to
agricultural products and processing and will be based upon the degree to which:

1. The resulting business has potential to increase utilization of agricultural commodities in this
state; and

2. The resulting business has potential to increase value-added economic activities within this
state.

74.6(4) Ineligible projects.
a. The department shall not provide financial assistance to support a value-added production

facility if the facility or a person owning a controlling interest in the facility has, in the previous five
years, demonstrated a continuous and flagrant disregard for the health and safety of its employees or the
quality of the environment.

b. The department shall not approve an application for assistance under this component to
refinance an existing loan.

c. The department shall not directly award financial assistance to support an activity directly
related to farming as defined in Iowa Code section 9H.1, including the establishment or operation of a
livestock production operation, regardless of whether the activity is related to a renewable fuel production
facility.

d. An applicant may not receive more than one award under this program for a single project.
However, previously funded projects may receive an additional award(s) if the applicant demonstrates
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that the funding is to be used for a significant expansion of the project, a new project, or a project which
results from previous project development assistance.

e. The board and the department shall not award financial assistance under the value-added
agriculture component in an amount exceeding 50 percent of the total capital investment in a project.

74.6(5) Review process.
a. Applications will be reviewed by staff for completeness and eligibility. If the applicant had

previously consulted with the coordinator in completion of the application, the department may refer the
application to the coordinator for further feasibility studies if deemed necessary. Applications will be
reviewed as described in 261—Chapter 175.

b. The department may consult with other state agencies regarding any possible future
environmental, health, or safety issues linked to technology related to the biotechnology industry.

c. The department reserves the right to informally consult with external resources to assist in the
evaluation of projects or to contract with outside consultants, in an amount not to exceed $20,000 per
project, for the same purpose.

74.6(6) Evaluation criteria. The department shall evaluate applications based on the following
criteria:

a. Feasibility. The company must submit a feasible business plan which demonstrates managerial
and technical expertise.

b. Priority components. The department will review the degree to which the proposed project
meets one of the component elements which include:

(1) Innovative agricultural products and processes.
(2) Innovative and new renewable fuels.
(3) Agricultural biotechnology, agricultural biomass and alternative energy.
(4) Organic products and emerging markets.
c. Utilization. The department will review the degree to which the facility will add value to and

increase the utilization of agricultural commodities in this state.
d. Producer ownership. The level of producer ownership will be given additional consideration.
e. Rural region. The department will review the extent to which the existing or proposed facility

is located in a rural region of the state.
f. Local match. A business applying for financial assistance under the value-added agriculture

component is eligible for financial assistance regardless of whether the business has received matching
funds from a city or county.

g. Need. The department will review the level of need of the region where the existing facility is
located or the proposed facility is to be located.

h. Coproducts. The department will review the degree to which the facility produces a coproduct
which is marketed in the same locality as the facility.

i. In-state suppliers. The department will review the extent to which the facility utilizes in-state
suppliers of inputs and feedstocks for processing and manufacturing.

j. Sales. The department will review the extent to which the facility sells its products outside the
state.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]

261—74.7(83GA,SF344) Disaster recovery component.
74.7(1) Eligibility—for businesses affected by a disaster occurring before July 1, 2009.
a. Eligibility requirements. In order to qualify for financial assistance under the disaster recovery

component of the program, a business shall meet all of the following conditions:
(1) The business is located in an area declared a disaster area by a federal official before July 1,

2009.
(2) The business must document that it has sustained substantial physical damage related to the

natural disaster. For purposes of this rule, “substantial physical damage” means damage of any origin
sustained by a structure whereby the cost of restoring the structure to its before-damaged condition would
equal or exceed 50 percent of the market value of the structure before the damage occurred.
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(3) The business must commit to bring its employment level up, within six months of the award
date, to at lest 90 percent of its base employment prior to the closure of the business due to the natural
disaster in a federally declared disaster area. The business shall submit payroll records to establish the
business's employment base prior to the date of the federal disaster declaration.

(4) The business must commit to paying wages, within six months of the award date, that are no
less than the wages paid prior to the closure of the business due to the natural disaster in a federally
declared disaster area. The business shall submit payroll records to establish the wages that were paid
prior to the date of the federal disaster declaration.

(5) The business must apply for assistance by July 31, 2009.
b. Project initiation. The board may elect to fund applications under this component for projects

which have been initiated.
c. Local match. The board will determine if local match will be needed and what level of local

match will be acceptable.
74.7(2) Eligibility—for businesses affected by a disaster occurring on or after July 1, 2009.
a. Eligibility requirements. In order to qualify for financial assistance under the disaster recovery

component of the program, a business shall meet all of the following conditions:
(1) The business is located in an area declared a disaster area by a federal official on or after July

1, 2009.
(2) The business has sustained substantial physical damage and has closed as the result of a natural

disaster. For purposes of this rule, “sustained substantial physical damage” means damage of any origin
sustained by a structure or the machinery and equipment contained within whereby the cost of restoring
the structure to its before-damaged condition or replacing the machinery and equipment would exceed 50
percent of the market value of the structure or machinery and equipment before the damage occurred. If
the business is located in a multitenant building, the market value of the structure before the damage
occurred may be prorated based on the percentage of space within the building which the business
occupies.

(3) The business must commit to bringing its employment level up, within six months of the award
date, to at least 90 percent of its base employment prior to the closure of the business due to the natural
disaster in a federally declared disaster area. The business shall submit payroll records to establish the
business's employment base prior to the date of the federal disaster declaration.

(4) The business must commit to paying wages, within six months of the award date, that are no
less than the wages paid prior to the closure of the business due to the natural disaster in a federally
declared disaster area. The business shall submit payroll records to establish the wages that were paid
prior to the date of the federal disaster declaration.

(5) The businessmust apply for assistancewithin 12months of the date of the declaration of disaster
by a federal official.

b. Local match not required. A business applying for financial assistance under this disaster
recovery component is eligible for financial assistance regardless of whether the business has received
matching funds from a city or county. This paragraph only applies to businesses eligible for assistance
under subrule 74.7(2).
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 7978B, IAB 7/29/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective
10/28/09]

261—74.8(15) Applicability of the grow Iowa values financial assistance program on or after July
1, 2012.

74.8(1) Effective as of July 1, 2012, the grow Iowa values fund and financial assistance program as
amended by 2009 Iowa Acts, Senate File 344, and elsewhere in these rules referred to as IVF(2009), was
repealed by 2011 Iowa Acts, chapter 133. The repeal took effect on June 30, 2012.

74.8(2) For awardsmade on or after July 1, 2009, and on or before June 30, 2012, the rules applicable
to the IVF(2009) shall be applicable for purposes of contract administration and closeout of projects.
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74.8(3) A contract amendment will not be allowed if such an amendment would increase the amount
of assistance to be provided under the contract.
[ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

These rules are intended to implement 2011 Iowa Code Supplement chapter 15G, subchapter I.
[Filed Emergency ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09]
[Filed Emergency ARC 7978B, IAB 7/29/09, effective 7/1/09]

[Filed ARC 8145B (Notice ARC 7971B, IAB 7/15/09), IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]
[Filed ARC 0442C (Notice ARC 0293C, IAB 8/22/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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CHAPTER 75
OPPORTUNITIES AND THREATS PROGRAM

261—75.1(83GA,SF344) Purpose. The purpose of the opportunities and threats program is to fund
projects that present a unique opportunity for economic development in the state of Iowa or projects that
address a situation constituting a threat to continued economic prosperity in Iowa.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]

261—75.2(83GA,SF344) Administrative procedures. The opportunities and threats program is
subject to the requirements of the department’s rules located in 261—Part VII, additional application
requirements and procedures, and 261—Part VIII, legal and compliance. Part VII and Part VIII include
standard definitions, standard program requirements, application review and approval procedures,
contracting, contract compliance and job counting, and annual reporting requirements.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]

261—75.3(83GA,SF344) Eligible applicants. An eligible applicant may be a business, an individual,
a development corporation, a nonprofit organization, a council of government as defined in Iowa Code
section 28H.1, or a political subdivision in the state of Iowa.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]

261—75.4(83GA,SF344) Review criteria. When applications are reviewed, the following shall apply:
75.4(1) A project shall not be eligible for financial assistance under another state program. If a

project is eligible for assistance under another state program, then the project shall not be eligible for
funding under this program.

75.4(2) The project must represent a unique economic development opportunity or involve a unique
threat to economic development in the state of Iowa.

75.4(3) An applicant must demonstrate that any financial assistance received under this program
leverages additional public or private funds.

75.4(4) An applicant must demonstrate that the project will lead to a positive economic impact for
the state of Iowa.

75.4(5) An applicant must demonstrate financial need for assistance. Financial need may be
demonstrated with financial statements, narrative statements outlining the financial need, and any other
documentation that demonstrates financial need or that is requested by the department.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]

261—75.5(83GA,SF344) Award criteria. An award made under this program shall not exceed 50
percent of the total project cost. The minimum award amount is $25,000. The maximum award amount
is $250,000 per fiscal year. The board may award an amount in excess of $250,000 if that award is
made over multiple fiscal years and the amount committed for each fiscal year within the multiyear
award does not exceed $250,000.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]

261—75.6(15) Applicability of the opportunities and threats program on or after July 1, 2012.
75.6(1) Effective as of July 1, 2012, the grow Iowa values fund and financial assistance program as

amended by 2009 Iowa Acts, Senate File 344, and elsewhere in these rules referred to as IVF(2009), was
repealed by 2011 Iowa Acts, chapter 133. The repeal took effect on June 30, 2012.

75.6(2) For awardsmade on or after July 1, 2009, and on or before June 30, 2012, the rules applicable
to the opportunities and threats program shall be applicable for purposes of contract administration and
closeout of projects.

75.6(3) A contract amendment will not be allowed if such an amendment would increase the amount
of assistance to be provided under the contract.
[ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

These rules are intended to implement 2011 Iowa Code Supplement chapter 15G, subchapter I.
[Filed Emergency ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09]
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[Filed ARC 8145B (Notice ARC 7971B, IAB 7/15/09), IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]
[Filed ARC 0442C (Notice ARC 0293C, IAB 8/22/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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CHAPTER 165
ALLOCATION OF GROW IOWA VALUES FUND

[Prior to 7/4/07, see 261—Ch 2]

261—165.1(15G,83GA,SF344) Purpose. The purpose of the grow Iowa values fund is to provide
financial assistance for business incentives, marketing efforts, and other programs and activities
designed to spur the economy and improve the quality of life of Iowans. Moneys in the grow Iowa
values fund provide financial assistance for allowable departmental purposes; for state parks pursuant
to a plan from the department of natural resources (DNR); for the cultural trust fund; for workforce
training and economic development funds of the community colleges; for economic development
region initiatives; and for financial assistance to the regents for the University of Northern Iowa, Iowa
State University, the University of Iowa, a bioscience organization, and private universities. The rules
in this chapter apply to financial assistance awarded from the grow Iowa values fund by the board.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]

261—165.2(15G,83GA,SF344) Definitions. The definitions located in 261—Chapter 173 apply to this
chapter.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]

261—165.3(15G,83GA,SF344) Grow Iowa values fund (2009). The grow Iowa values fund (2009)
refers to the fund established by Iowa Code chapter 15G as amended by 2009 Iowa Acts, Senate File
344. The fund includes moneys appropriated to the department by the general assembly for the fund,
payments of interest, repayments of moneys loaned, and recaptures of grants and loans made pursuant to
the fund, and all moneys accruing to the department from the department’s administration of preexisting
programs. Pursuant to Iowa Code section 15G.111 as amended by 2009 Iowa Acts, Senate File 344,
section 2, the fund is under the control of and administered by the department.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]

261—165.4(15G,83GA,SF344) Allocation of annual appropriation for grow Iowa values fund
moneys—$50M. Pursuant to Iowa Code section 15G.111 as amended by 2009 Iowa Acts, Senate File
344, section 2, $50 million is appropriated from the grow Iowa values fund to the department each fiscal
year for the fiscal period beginning July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2015. If the full $50 million is
appropriated in a fiscal year, the fund moneys are allocated as described below. If less than $50 million
is appropriated in a fiscal year, then the amount available will be reduced on a pro-rata basis. The fund
moneys are allocated as follows:

1. $32M—For:
● Departmental administrative costs,
● Awards of financial assistance from the grow Iowa values financial assistance program

established in 2009 Iowa Acts, Senate File 344, section 3,
● Marketing,
● A statewide labor shed study,
● Responding to opportunities and threats,
● Technical assistance and information technology,
● Guarantees in existence as of July 1, 2009, under the loan and credit guarantee program,
● Renewable fuels infrastructure program for FY 2010 ($2M), and
● $1M for FY 2010 for research and development related to renewable energy pursuant to 2009

Iowa Acts, House File 817.
2. $3M—For deposit in the innovation and commercialization fund created by 2009 Iowa Acts,

Senate File 142.
3. $5M—To the state board of regents for institutions of higher learning under the control of the

state board of regents, for specific activities.
4. $1M—For projects in targeted state parks, state banner parks and destination parks.
5. $1M—For the cultural trust fund administered by the department of cultural affairs.
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6. $7M—For workforce training and economic development funds of the community colleges.
7. $1M—For economic development region initiatives.
165.4(1) Board allocation of appropriation to fund for departmental purposes—$32M. Of the

annual appropriation to the fund, the board may allocate $32 million (or a pro-rata amount if the annual
appropriation to the fund is less than $50 million) for the following activities:

a. Departmental administrative costs. The board may allocate a portion of the funds to cover
administrative costs. No more than $600,000 may be allocated for administrative costs.

b. Awards of financial assistance from the grow Iowa values financial assistance program
established in 2009 Iowa Acts, Senate File 344, section 3. The grow Iowa values financial assistance
fund consists of six components. The rules for the six components may be found in 261—Chapter 74.

c. Marketing. The board may allocate a portion of the amount available for departmental purposes
for marketing proposals pursuant to Iowa Code section 15G.109.

d. Statewide labor shed study. The board may allocate a portion of the funds available to authorize
a statewide labor shed study in coordination with the department of workforce development.

e. Responding to opportunities and threats. A portion of the funds may be allocated by the board
to respond to opportunities and threats. The rules for this activity are found in 261—Chapter 75.

f. Technical assistance and information technology. The board may allocate a portion of the funds
available for procuring technical assistance from either the public or private sector and for information
technology purposes.

g. Loan guarantees in existence as of July 1, 2009, under the loan and credit guarantee program.
h. Renewable fuels infrastructure fund established in Iowa Code section 15G.205. For fiscal year

2010, $2 million shall be allocated to the renewable fuels infrastructure fund established in Iowa Code
section 15G.205.

i. Renewable energy research and development. For fiscal year 2010, $1 million for research and
development related to renewable energy pursuant to 2009 Iowa Acts, House File 817.

165.4(2) Funding to the state board of regents for institutions of higher learning under the control
of the state board of regents for specific activities—$5M.

a. Use of funds. Five million dollars (or a pro-rata amount if the annual appropriation to the fund
is less than $50 million) is available for financial assistance to institutions of higher learning under the
control of the state board of regents (Iowa State University (ISU), University of Iowa (U of I), University
of Northern Iowa (UNI)). These funds must be used for capacity building infrastructure in areas related
to technology commercialization, for marketing and business development efforts in areas related to
technology commercialization, entrepreneurship, and business growth, and for infrastructure projects
and programs needed to assist in the implementation of activities under Iowa Code chapter 262B.

(1) In allocating moneys to institutions under the control of the state board of regents, the state
board of regents shall require the institutions to provide a one-to-one match of additional moneys for the
activities funded with moneys provided under this subrule.

(2) The state board of regents may allocate moneys available under this subrule for financial
assistance to a single biosciences development organization determined by the department to possess
expertise in promoting the area of bioscience entrepreneurship. The organization must be composed
of representatives of both the public and the private sector and shall be composed of subunits or
subcommittees in the areas of existing identified biosciences platforms, education and workforce
development, commercialization, communication, policy and governance, and finance. Such financial
assistance shall be used for purposes of activities related to biosciences and bioeconomy development
under Iowa Code chapter 262B and to accredited private universities in this state.

b. Annual state board of regents report. Each fiscal year, the state board of regents shall report
how the funds were used and allocated among ISU, U of I, UNI, a bioscience organization, and private
universities. The report shall be submitted to the department by July 31. In order to determine the
impact of the funding applied to accelerate research leading to commercial products/processes and
to measure activities that demonstrate successes, the annual report shall include, at a minimum, the
following information:
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(1) Research and development commercialization agreements executed with Iowa companies (the
number, the dollar amount).

(2) Corporate sponsored funding for R&D by Iowa companies (the number, the dollar amount).
(3) University centers and institutes: core laboratory equipment utilized and services provided

(hours, samples, dollar amount).
(4) License and option agreements executed with Iowa companies (the number).
(5) New Iowa companies formed and jobs created from the result of licensed technologies (the

number).
(6) Revenue to Iowa companies (based on sales) as a result of licensed technologies (the dollar

amount).
c. Board action. The board shall review the annual report from the state board of regents and

accept, or request additional information regarding, the use of the $5 million allocation from the grow
Iowa values fund to the state board of regents. The board will include in its annual grow Iowa values fund
report that is required to be submitted by January 31 each year pursuant to Iowa Code section 15.104(9)
an evaluation of the annual report received from the state board of regents.

165.4(3) Funding for projects in targeted state parks, state banner parks and destination
parks—$1M.

a. Use of funds. One million dollars (or a pro-rata amount if the annual appropriation to the
fund is less than $50 million) is available for purposes of providing financial assistance for projects
in targeted state parks, state banner parks, and destination parks. For purposes of this subrule, “state
banner park” means a park with multiple uses and which focuses on the economic development benefits
of a community or area of the state.

b. Annual DNR plan. The department of natural resources shall submit a plan to the department
for the expenditure of moneys allocated under this subrule. The plan shall focus on improving state
parks, state banner parks, and destination parks for economic development purposes.

c. Board action. The board shall approve, deny, modify, or defer proposed expenditures under the
proposed plan for use of the $1 million allocation from the grow Iowa values fund for state parks. Upon
approval of the plan, a contract shall be executed between the department and the department of natural
resources to provide financial assistance to the department of natural resources for support of state parks,
state banner parks, and destination parks.

165.4(4) Funding for the cultural trust fund administered by the department of cultural
affairs—$1M. One million dollars (or a pro-rata amount if the annual appropriation to the fund is less
than $50 million) shall be allocated by the department for deposit in the Iowa cultural trust fund created
in Iowa Code section 303A.4 and administered by the department of cultural affairs. The department
shall transfer the moneys allocated from the grow Iowa values fund for this purpose to the treasurer of
state.

165.4(5) Funding for workforce training and economic development funds of the community
colleges—$7M. Seven million dollars (or a pro-rata amount if the annual appropriation to the fund is
less than $50 million) is allocated for deposit into the workforce training and economic development
funds of the community colleges created pursuant to Iowa Code section 260C.18A. The department
shall transfer the moneys allocated from the grow Iowa values fund to the workforce training and
economic development fund.

165.4(6) Funding for economic development region initiatives—$1M.
a. Funds available. One million dollars (or a pro-rata amount if the annual appropriation to the

fund is less than $50 million) is available for providing assistance to economic development regions.
These moneys are allocated as follows:

$350,000—To ISU, for establishment of small business development centers in certain areas of the
state.

$50,000—To the department, for assistance to Iowa business resource centers authorized in Iowa
Code section 15G.111 as amended by 2009 Iowa Acts, Senate File 344, section 2.

$600,000—To the department, for financial assistance to economic development regions, for the
establishment of a regional economic development revenue-sharing pilot project.
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b. Allocation of $600,000 for economic development region initiatives. The board shall annually
allocate the $600,000 available under this subrule for economic development region initiatives. The
$600,000 is available for the following:

(1) Financial assistance to economic development regions. A portion of the $600,000 may be
allocated for financial assistance to economic development regions. An economic development region
may apply for:

1. Financial assistance for physical infrastructure needs;
2. Financial assistance to assist an existing business threatened with closure due to the potential

consolidation of an out-of-state location;
3. Financial assistance to establish and operate an entrepreneurial initiative.
(2) Regional economic development revenue-sharing pilot project. The department may establish

and administer a regional economic development revenue-sharing pilot project for one or more regions.
The department shall take into consideration the geographical dispersion of the pilot projects. The
department shall provide technical assistance to the regions participating in a pilot project.

(3) Designation as an economic enterprise area. An economic development regionmay apply to the
department for approval to be designated as an economic enterprise area. The department shall approve
no more than ten regions as economic enterprise areas.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]

261—165.5(15G,83GA,SF344) Board allocation of other moneys in fund.
165.5(1) Allocation for administrative and operations costs. In addition to the moneys appropriated

to the fund for departmental purposes pursuant to Iowa Code section 15G.111 as amended by 2009 Iowa
Acts, Senate File 344, section 2, the board may allocate other moneys credited to the fund pursuant to
Iowa Code section 15G.111 as amended by 2009 Iowa Acts, Senate File 344, section 2, for department
administrative and operations costs. The board may allocate a portion of the moneys accruing to the fund
resulting from preexisting programs that were repealed by 2009 Iowa Acts, Senate File 344: CEBA,
EVA, VAAPFAP, PIAP, and LCG. Funds may be allocated by the board in an amount necessary to fund
administrative and operations costs of the department. This allocation is in addition to any allocations
the board makes pursuant to subrule 165.4(1).

165.5(2) Allocation of other moneys for fund purposes. The board may allocate for other allowable
fund purposes a portion of the moneys accruing to the fund resulting from preexisting programs that were
repealed by 2009 Iowa Acts, Senate File 344: CEBA, EVA, VAAPFAP, PIAP, and LCG. This allocation
is in addition to any allocations the board makes pursuant to subrule 165.4(1).
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]

261—165.6(15G,83GA,SF344) Annual fiscal year allocations by board.
165.6(1) Annual fiscal year allocations. At the first scheduled meeting of the board after the start of

a fiscal year, the board shall take action on each of the following:
a. Board allocation of appropriation to fund for departmental purposes—$32M. The board shall

review the department’s recommendation for the annual allocation of the $32 million (or of such lesser
amount if the annual appropriation to the fund is less than $50 million) for departmental purposes
described in subrule 165.4(1).

b. Board allocation of other moneys in the fund. The board shall review the department’s
recommendation for the annual allocation of other moneys in the fund as described in rule
261—165.5(15G,83GA,SF344).

c. Board allocation among the six components of the grow Iowa values financial assistance
program. The board shall review the department’s recommendation for the annual allocation among the
six components of the grow Iowa values financial assistance program described in 261—Chapter 74.

165.6(2) Reallocation during fiscal year. The board may adjust each of the allocations described in
subrule 165.6(1) during the fiscal year as necessary.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]
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261—165.7(15) Applicability of the grow Iowa values financial assistance program on or after July
1, 2012.

165.7(1) Effective as of July 1, 2012, the grow Iowa values fund and financial assistance program
as amended by 2009 Iowa Acts, Senate File 344, and elsewhere in these rules referred to as IVF(2009),
was repealed by 2011 Iowa Acts, chapter 133. The repeal took effect on June 30, 2012.

165.7(2) For awards made on or after July 1, 2009, and on or before June 30, 2012, the rules
applicable to the IVF(2009) shall be applicable for purposes of contract administration and closeout
of projects.
[ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

These rules are intended to implement 2011 Iowa Code Supplement chapter 15G, subchapter I.
[Filed emergency 7/7/05—published 8/3/05, effective 7/7/05]

[Filed 10/21/05, Notice 8/3/05—published 11/9/05, effective 12/14/05]
[Filed emergency 7/19/06—published 8/16/06, effective 7/19/06]

[Filed 9/22/06, Notice 8/16/06—published 10/11/06, effective 11/15/06]
[Filed emergency 6/15/07—published 7/4/07, effective 6/15/07]

[Filed 8/22/07, Notice 7/4/07—published 9/26/07, effective 10/31/07]
[Filed 2/22/08, Notice 12/19/07—published 3/12/08, effective 4/16/08]

[Filed Emergency ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09]
[Filed ARC 8145B (Notice ARC 7971B, IAB 7/15/09), IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]
[Filed ARC 0442C (Notice ARC 0293C, IAB 8/22/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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PART VII
ADDITIONAL APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES

CHAPTER 171
SUPPLEMENTAL CREDIT OR POINTS

[IAB 7/4/07, 261—Ch 171 renumbered as 261—Ch 197]
[Prior to 7/4/07, see 261—Ch 168, div I, III]

261—171.1(15A) Applicability. Pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 15A, the authority will give additional
consideration or additional points in the application of rating or evaluation criteria in providing a loan,
grant, or other financial assistance for economic development-related purposes to a business or person
that meets the requirements of this chapter. Unless prohibited by state or federal law or rule, authority
programs using a point system will provide supplementary credit of up to a maximum of ten points for
applicants meeting the requirements of this chapter.
[ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

261—171.2(15A) Brownfield areas, blighted areas and distressed areas. To be eligible to receive the
extra credit points, the person or business shall be located in an area that meets one of the following
criteria:

1. The area is a brownfield site as defined in Iowa Code section 15.291.
2. The area is a blighted area as defined in Iowa Code section 403.17.
3. The area is located in a city or county that meets the distress criteria provided under the

enterprise zone program in Iowa Code section 15E.194, subsection 1 or 2.

261—171.3(15A) Good neighbor agreements. Pursuant to Iowa Code section 15A.4, for any program
providing financial assistance for economic development in which the assistance is provided on
a competitive basis, a business which enters into a good neighbor agreement shall receive extra
consideration of at least ten points or the equivalent.

171.3(1) Definition. Agood neighbor agreement is an enforceable contract between the business and
a community group or coalition of community groups which requires the business to adhere to negotiated
environmental, economic, labor, or other social and community standards.

171.3(2) Noncompliance. A business which fails to abide by the good neighbor agreement shall
repay all financial assistance received under the program.

261—171.4(82GA,HF647) Iowa great places agreements. Notwithstanding any restriction,
requirement, or duty to the contrary, in considering an application for a grant, loan, or other financial
or technical assistance for a project identified in an Iowa great places agreement developed pursuant to
Iowa Code section 303.3C as amended by 2007 Iowa Acts, House File 647, sections 1 and 2, a state
agency shall give additional consideration or additional points in applying the rating or evaluation
criteria to such applications.

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 15A and 2007 Iowa Acts, House File 647.
[Filed emergency 6/15/07—published 7/4/07, effective 6/15/07]

[Filed 8/22/07, Notice 7/4/07—published 9/26/07, effective 10/31/07]
[Filed ARC 0442C (Notice ARC 0293C, IAB 8/22/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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CHAPTER 172
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW COMPLIANCE; VIOLATIONS OF LAW

[IAB 7/4/07, 261—Ch 172 renumbered as 261—Ch 198]
[Prior to 7/4/07, see 261—Ch 168, div II]

261—172.1(15A) Environmental law compliance. Iowa Code section 15A.1(3) provides that a state
agency shall not provide a grant, loan, or other financial assistance to a private person or on behalf
of a private person unless the business for whose benefit the financial assistance is to be provided
makes a report detailing the circumstances of its violations, if any, of a federal or state environmental
protection statute, regulation, or rule within the previous five years. The state agency shall take into
consideration before allowing financial assistance this report of the business. If the business generates
solid or hazardous waste, the business must conduct and submit documentation of in-house audits and
must submit a copy of the management plan developed to reduce the amount of the waste and to safely
dispose of the waste.

172.1(1) Environmental report submitted. Any individual or business applying for assistance
through the authority shall report on the application for assistance any cited violation(s) of federal or
state environmental statutes, regulations or rules within the past five years and detail the circumstances
of the violation(s). If the individual or business fails to report a violation(s) and the authority discovers
such violation(s), the individual or business shall be declared ineligible to receive assistance until such
time as the report is submitted.

172.1(2) Ineligibility for assistance. Any individual or business which has been referred by the
department of natural resources to the attorney general for an environmental violation(s) shall be
ineligible to receive assistance from the authority until such time as the violation(s) has been determined
to be corrected.

172.1(3) In-house audit. If the individual or business generates solid or hazardous waste, that
individual or business shall be required to conduct an in-house audit and have management plans
to reduce the amount of waste and to safely dispose of the waste. If the individual or business has
conducted an in-house audit and developed a management plan within the last three years, submission
of a copy of the audit and management plan will fulfill this requirement. If the individual or business
has not conducted an audit within the past three years, the individual or business must initiate the audit
prior to the authority’s disbursement of financial assistance and submit a copy of the completed audit
within 90 days of disbursement of the financial assistance.

172.1(4) External audit. In lieu of an in-house audit, the individual or businessmay elect to authorize
the department of natural resources or the Iowa waste reduction center established under Iowa Code
section 268.4 to conduct the audit. A copy of the authorization for the department of natural resources
or the Iowa waste reduction center to conduct the audit shall be submitted to the authority prior to the
authority’s disbursement of financial assistance. Within 30 days of receipt of the audit, the individual
or business must submit to the authority a copy of the completed audit conducted by the department of
natural resources or by the Iowa waste reduction center.
[ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

261—172.2(15A) Violations of law. Financial assistance applications shall be reviewed by the authority
to determine if the business has a record of violations of the law over a period of time that tends to show
a consistent pattern. The business shall provide the authority with a report detailing violations of law
within the most recent consecutive three-year period prior to application. If the authority finds that a
business has a record of violations of the law that tends to show a consistent pattern, the business shall
not be eligible to receive financial assistance unless the authority finds that the violations did not seriously
affect public health or safety or the environment, or if the authority did find that the violations seriously
affected public health or safety or the environment, that there were mitigating circumstances. In making
the findings and determinations regarding violations, mitigating circumstances, and whether the business
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is disqualified for tax incentives and assistance under the program, the authority shall be exempt from
Iowa Code chapter 17A.
[ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code section 15A.1.
[Filed emergency 6/15/07—published 7/4/07, effective 6/15/07]

[Filed 8/22/07, Notice 7/4/07—published 9/26/07, effective 10/31/07]
[Filed ARC 0442C (Notice ARC 0293C, IAB 8/22/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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CHAPTER 173
STANDARD DEFINITIONS

[IAB 7/4/07, 261—Ch 173 renumbered as 261—Ch 199]
[Prior to 7/4/07, see 261—Ch 168, div V]

261—173.1(15) Applicability.
173.1(1) Current programs. Effective July 1, 2012, this chapter shall apply to the following

programs and funding sources:
a. EDSA (economic development set-aside) program (261—Chapter 23).
b. EZ (enterprise zone) program (261—Chapter 59).
c. HQJP (high quality jobs program) (261—Chapter 68).
173.1(2) Prior programs—transition provision. The programs listed in paragraphs “a” to “f” were

repealed by 2009 Iowa Acts, Senate File 344, effective July 1, 2009. The rules in effect on June 30,
2009, under this chapter shall apply to the following prior programs until such time as the contracts for
these prior programs are closed by the authority:

a. VAAPFAP (value-added agricultural products and processes financial assistance program)
(261—Chapter 57).

b. CEBA (community economic betterment account) program (261—Chapter 53).
c. EVA (entrepreneurial ventures assistance) program (261—Chapter 60).
d. TSBFAP (targeted small business financial assistance program) (261—Chapter 55).
e. PIAP (physical infrastructure assistance program) (261—Chapter 61).
f. LCG (loan and credit guarantee) program (261—Chapter 69).
173.1(3) Grow Iowa values fund (IVF(2009))—transition provision. The grow Iowa values fund and

financial assistance program as amended by 2009 Iowa Acts, Senate File 344, was repealed by 2011 Iowa
Acts, chapter 133. The repeal took effect on June 30, 2012. The rules pertaining to the grow Iowa values
fund and financial assistance program that were in effect upon the repeal of the program shall apply to all
awards made and all contracts entered into under the program after July 1, 2009, and on or before June
30, 2012, and shall continue to apply until such time as all such contracts, including all amendments to
such contracts, reach the end of their effective contract periods and are closed by the authority.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09; ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective
12/19/12]

261—173.2(15) Definitions. As used in these rules unless the context otherwise requires:
“Authority” means the economic development authority created in Iowa Code section 15.105.
“Award date”means the date the board or the director approved an application for project completion

assistance, other direct financial assistance, or tax incentives.
“Base employment level” means the number of full-time equivalent positions at a business, as

established by the authority and a business using the business’s payroll records, as of the date a business
applies for tax incentives or project completion assistance. The number of jobs the business has pledged
to create and retain shall be in addition to the base employment level.

“Benefits” means nonwage compensation provided to an employee. Benefits include medical and
dental insurance plans, pension, retirement, and profit-sharing plans, child care services, life insurance
coverage, vision insurance coverage, and disability insurance coverage. Benefits may include other
nonwage compensation as determined by the board.

“Board”means the members of the economic development authority appointed by the governor and
in whom the powers of the authority are vested pursuant to Iowa Code section 15.105.

“Business”means a sole proprietorship, partnership, corporation, or other business entity organized
for profit or not for profit under the laws of the state of Iowa or another state, under federal statutes, or
under the laws of another country.

“Created job” means a new, permanent, full-time equivalent (FTE) position added to a business’s
payroll in excess of the base employment level at the time of application for tax incentives or project
completion assistance.

“Director” means the director of the authority.
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“Due diligence committee” or “DDC” means the due diligence committee organized by the board
pursuant to 261—Chapter 1.

“Employee” means:
1. An individual filling a full-time position that is part of the payroll of the business receiving

financial assistance from any of the programs identified in rule 261—173.1(15).
2. A business’s leased or contract employee, provided all of the following elements are satisfied:
● The business receiving the tax incentives or project completion assistance has a legally binding

contract with a third-party provider to provide the leased or contract employee.
● The contract between the third-party provider and the business specifically requires the

third-party provider to pay the wages and benefits at the levels required and for the time period required
by the authority as conditions of the award to the business.

● The contract between the third-party provider and the business specifically requires the
third-party provider to submit payroll records to the authority, in form and content and at the frequency
found acceptable to the authority, for purposes of verifying that the business’s job creation/retention
and benefit requirements are being met.

● The contract between the third-party provider and the business specifically authorizes the
authority, or its authorized representatives, to access records related to the funded project.

● The business receiving the tax incentives or project completion assistance agrees to be
contractually liable to the authority for the performance or nonperformance of the third-party provider.

“Equity investment” means common or preferred corporate stock or warrants to acquire such
stock, membership interests in limited liability companies, partnership interests in partnerships, or near
equity. Equity is limited to securities or interests acquired only for cash and does not include securities
or interests acquired at any time for services, contributions of property other than cash, or any other
non-cash consideration.

“Equity-like assistance” means assistance provided in such a manner that the potential return on
investment to the provider varies according to the profitability of the company assisted. Equity-like
assistance includes but is not limited to: royalty arrangements; success payments; warrant arrangements;
or other similar forms of investments. Equity-like assistance does not include equity investments.

“Financial assistance” means assistance provided only from the funds, rights, and assets legally
available to the authority. Financial assistance includes assistance provided in the form of grants, loans,
forgivable loans, float loans, equity-like assistance, and royalty payments and other forms of assistance
deemed appropriate by the board, consistent with Iowa law.

“Fiscal impact ratio” or “FIR” means a ratio calculated by estimating the amount of taxes to be
received by the state from a business and dividing the estimate by the estimated cost to the state of
providing certain project completion assistance and tax incentives to the business, reflecting a ten-year
period of taxation and incentives and expressed in terms of current dollars. “Fiscal impact ratio” does
not include taxes received by political subdivisions.

“Full-time equivalent job” or “full-time” means the employment of one person:
1. For 8 hours per day for a 5-day, 40-hour workweek for 52 weeks per year, including paid

holidays, vacations and other paid leave; or
2. The number of hours or days per week, including paid holidays, vacations and other paid leave,

currently established by schedule, custom, or otherwise, as constituting a week of full-time work for
the kind of service an individual performs for an employing unit, provided that the number of hours per
week is at least 32 hours per week for 52 weeks per year including paid holidays, vacations, and other
paid leave.

For purposes of this definition, “employment of one person” means the employment of one natural
person and does not include “job sharing” or any other means of aggregation or combination of hours
worked by more than one natural person.

“Grant” means an award of assistance with the expectation that, with the fulfillment of the
conditions, terms and obligations of the contract with the authority for the project, repayment of funds
is not required.

“ICF” means the innovation and commercialization fund created in Iowa Code section 15.412.
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“IVF(2009)”means the grow Iowa values fund and financial assistance program established by Iowa
Code section 15G.111 as amended by 2009 Iowa Acts, Senate File 344, section 2, and as repealed by
2011 Iowa Code Supplement section 15G.107. IVF(2009) does not include programs funded under the
grow Iowa values fund prior to 2009. Rule 261—173.1(15) applies in determining which rules apply to
which programs.

“Laborshed area” means the geographic area surrounding an employment center from which the
employment center draws its commuting workers. The Iowa department of workforce development
(IWD) determines the employment centers and defines the boundaries of each laborshed area.
IWD defines laborshed areas by surveying commuters within the various zip codes surrounding an
employment center, combining the zip codes into as many as three zones, and determining how many
people commute from a zip code to the employment center from each zone. The zones reflect the fact
that as the distance from an employment center increases, the number of people willing to commute to
the employment center decreases. When determining the applicable laborshed wage, the authority will
use the closest laborshed area, as determined by road distance between the employment center and the
zip code of the project location.

“Laborshed wage” means the same as defined in Iowa Code section 15.327. The authority will
calculate the laborshed wage as follows:

1. The most current covered wage and employment data available from IWD will be used.
2. The wage will be computed as a mean wage figure and represented in terms of an hourly wage

rate.
3. Only the wages paid by employers for jobs performed within the first two zones of a laborshed

area will be included.
4. The wages paid by employers in the following categories will be excluded from the calculation:

government, retail trade, heath care and social assistance, and accommodations and food service. The
wages paid by employers in all other categories will be included in the calculation.

5. To the extent that a laborshed area includes zip codes from states other than Iowa, the wages
paid by employers in those zip codes may be included if IWD has finalized a data-sharing agreement
with the state in question and has received the required data.

6. Only those wages within two standard deviations from the mean wage will be included.
“Loan” means an award of assistance with the requirement that the award be repaid with term,

interest rate, and other conditions specified as part of the conditions of the award. “Loan” includes
deferred loans, forgivable loans, and float loans. A “deferred loan” is one for which the payment for
principal, interest, or both, is not required for some specified period. A “forgivable loan” is one for
which repayment is eliminated in part or entirely if the borrower satisfies specified conditions. A “float
loan” means a short-term loan (not to exceed 30 months) made from obligated but unexpended moneys.

“Maintenance period” means the period of time between the project completion date and the
maintenance period completion date.

“Maintenance period completion date” means the date on which the maintenance period ends.
The specific date on which the maintenance period ends will be established by contract between the
authority and the business. The maintenance period completion date will be a date on or after the project
completion date and will be used to establish the period of time during which the project, the created
jobs, and the retained jobs must be maintained. Rule 261—187.3(15) provides standard durations for
project completion and maintenance periods.

“Project completion,” in the case of the EZ program and HQJP, for purposes of reporting to the Iowa
department of revenue that a project has been completed, means:

1. For new manufacturing facilities, the first date upon which the average annualized production
of finished product for the preceding 90-day period at the manufacturing facility is at least 50 percent of
the initial design capacity of the facility.

2. For all other projects, the date of completion of all improvements necessary for the start-up,
location, expansion or modernization of a business.

“Project completion assistance” means financial assistance or technical assistance provided to an
eligible business in order to facilitate the start-up, location, modernization, or expansion of the business
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in this state and provided in an expedient manner to ensure the successful completion of the start-up,
location, modernization, or expansion project.

“Project completion date”means the date by which a recipient of incentives or assistance has agreed
to meet all the terms and obligations contained in an agreement with the authority. The specific date on
which the project completion period ends will be established by contract between the authority and the
business. The project completion date will be a date on which the project must be completed, all incented
jobsmust be created or retained, and all other applicable requirementsmust bemet. Rule 261—187.3(15)
provides standard durations for project completion and maintenance periods.

“Project completion period” means the period of time between the date financial assistance is
awarded (the “award date”) and the project completion date.

“Project initiation” means, for all programs and funding sources except EDSA, any one of the
following:

1. The start of construction of new or expanded buildings;
2. The start of rehabilitation of existing buildings;
3. The purchase or leasing of existing buildings; or
4. The installation of new machinery and equipment or new computers to be used in the operation

of the business’s project.
The purchase of land or signing an option to purchase land or earth moving or other site development

activities not involving actual building construction, expansion or rehabilitation shall not constitute
project initiation. The costs of any land purchase and site development work incurred prior to the award
are not eligible qualifying investment expenses.

“Qualifying wage threshold” means the laborshed wage for an eligible business. The qualifying
wage thresholds for the authority’s programs are described in 261—Chapter 174.

“Retained job”means a full-time equivalent permanent position in existence at the time an employer
applies for financial assistance which remains continuously filled or authorized to be filled as soon as
possible and which is at risk of elimination if the project for which the employer is seeking assistance
does not proceed. The authority may require a business to verify that a job is at risk. Such verification
may include the signed statement of an officer of the business, documentation that the business is actively
exploring other sites for the project, or any other information the authority may reasonably require during
the application review process to establish that a job is at risk.

“Sufficient benefits”means that the employer applying for financial assistance offers to each full-time
equivalent permanent position a benefits package that meets one of the following:

1. The employer pays 80 percent of the premium costs for a standard medical and dental plan for
single employee coverage with a $750 maximum deductible; or

2. The employer pays 50 percent of the premium costs for a standard medical and dental plan for
employee family coverage with a $1,500 maximum deductible; or

3. The employer provides medical coverage and pays the monetary equivalent of paragraph “1”
or “2” above in supplemental employee benefits. Benefits counted toward monetary equivalent could
include medical coverage, dental coverage, vision insurance, life insurance, pension, retirement (401k),
profit sharing, disability insurance, child care services, and other nonwage compensation approved by
the board.

“Technology commercialization committee” means the committee organized by the board pursuant
to 261—Chapter 1.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09; ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective
12/19/12]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapters 15 and 17A and 2011 Iowa Code
Supplement chapter 15G, subchapter I.

[Filed emergency 6/15/07—published 7/4/07, effective 6/15/07]
[Filed 8/22/07, Notice 7/4/07—published 9/26/07, effective 10/31/07]

[Filed Emergency ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09]
[Filed ARC 8145B (Notice ARC 7971B, IAB 7/15/09), IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]
[Filed ARC 0442C (Notice ARC 0293C, IAB 8/22/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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CHAPTER 174
WAGE, BENEFIT, AND INVESTMENT REQUIREMENTS

[Prior to 7/4/07, see 261—Ch 168, div IV]

261—174.1(15) Applicability. This chapter is applicable to the programs identified in 261—173.1(15).
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09; ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective
12/19/12]

261—174.2(15) Qualifying wage threshold calculations.
174.2(1) Annual updates. The authority will update the qualifying wage thresholds described in this

chapter annually each fiscal year. The thresholds will take effect on July 1 of each fiscal year and remain
in effect until the end of the fiscal year.

174.2(2) Applicability to applications.The qualifying wage threshold applicable to a project is the
threshold in effect on the date the fully completed project application for the applicable program is
received by the authority. If such an application is received but not acted upon by the board before
the qualifying wage thresholds are updated, the thresholds in effect on the date the application was
received will remain in effect for a period of three months notwithstanding that the thresholds are
subsequently updated. The authority shall have sole discretion in determining whether an application is
fully completed.

174.2(3) Phase-in of large increases. Notwithstanding the definition of laborshed wage in
261—Chapter 173, if the authority updates qualifying wage thresholds pursuant to subrule 174.2(1) and
determines that, after calculation by IWD, the laborshed wage of a laborshed area would increase by
more than one dollar per hour, the authority will limit the amount of that laborshed area’s increase for
that annual update to one dollar per hour. This subrule will be applied at each annual update pursuant
to subrule 174.2(1) and will be applied by measuring the result of the calculation described in the
definition of laborshed area against the most recent qualifying wage threshold published pursuant to
subrule 174.2(1). Thus, this subrule will be applied in such a manner as to phase in the full amount
of an earlier increase over more than one subsequent update. For example, if, at one annual update, a
laborshed wage would increase by three dollars per hour over the current qualifying wage threshold,
the authority will limit the amount of the increase in that first annual update to one dollar. But if, at the
second annual update, the laborshed wage calculation performed pursuant to 261—Chapter 173 remains
what it was at the time of the first annual update, then the authority will apply up to one additional
dollar at the second annual update, and so on.

174.2(4) Effective date and applicability. The laborshed-based qualifying wage thresholds adopted
in 2012 Iowa Acts, House File 2473, are effective beginning on July 1, 2012, and the authority will apply
the provisions of this rule to all qualifying wage threshold calculations made or updated on or after that
date.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09; ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective
12/19/12]

261—174.3(15) Qualifying wage threshold requirements—prior to July 1, 2009. 2009 Iowa Acts,
Senate File 344, became effective on July 1, 2009. 2009 Iowa Acts, Senate File 344, repealed a number
of programs administered by the department, established IVF(2009), and transferred moneys from prior
programs to the IVF(2009). This resulted in a simplification of state financial assistance programs. The
following subrules regarding qualifying wage thresholds apply to awards made on or before June 30,
2009. This rule shall apply to the prior programs and funding sources until such time as the contracts
for these prior programs are closed by the department.

174.3(1) Qualifying wage threshold requirement—projects receiving IVF(FES) assistance. Awards
funded during the time period beginning July 1, 2003, but before June 16, 2004, from IVF(FES) shall
meet the wage requirements in effect at that time as reflected in the contract between the department
and the business. Awards funded after June 16, 2004, using IVF(FES) moneys shall meet the qualifying
wage thresholds for the programs through which funding is sought.

174.3(2) Qualifying wage threshold requirement—projects receiving IVF (2005) assistance. In order
to receive financial assistance from the IVF (2005), applicants shall demonstrate that the annual wage,
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including benefits, of project jobs is at least 130 percent of the average county wage. If an applicant is
applying for IVF (2005) moneys, the department will first review the application to ensure that the IVF
(2005) wage requirement is met. The department will then review the application for compliance with
the requirements of the department program from which financial assistance is to be provided.

174.3(3) Qualifying wage threshold requirement—projects funded by program funds (“old
money”). Prior to July 1, 2003, direct financial assistance programs administered by the department
were funded through state appropriations. After the creation of IVF(FES) and IVF (2005), these
programs no longer received separate state appropriations. These programs were funded with IVF(FES)
and IVF (2005) moneys. Moneys remaining, recaptured or repaid to these program funds remain
available for awarding to projects. The department will review an application for compliance with the
requirements of the department program from which financial assistance is to be provided.

174.3(4) Qualifying wage threshold requirement—projects receiving EDSA funds. EDSA is the
job creation component of the federal CDBG program. The department will review an application for
compliance with the federal CDBG EDSA requirements.

174.3(5) Qualifying wage thresholds, by funding source and by program.
a. IVF (2005). Projects that are funded with IVF (2005) moneys through the following programs

shall meet the qualifying wage threshold listed below:

Funding Source:
IVF (2005)

Qualifying Wage
Threshold Requirement

Can benefits value be
added to the hourly wage
to meet the qualifying

wage threshold?

CEBA: Small business gap
financing component 130% of average county wage Yes

New business
opportunities and new
product development
components

130% of average county wage Yes

Venture project
component 130% of average county wage Yes

Modernization project
component 130% of average county wage Yes

VAAPFAP 130% of average county wage Yes

PIAP

130% of average county wage,
unless funded through special
allocation of PIAP funds, up
to $5 million, established in
subrule 61.5(12)

Yes

EVA 130% of average county wage Yes

b. IVF(FES) and program funds. Projects that are funded with IVF(FES) through the following
programs or directly from available program fund moneys shall meet the qualifying wage thresholds
listed below:
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Funding Source:
IVF(FES) or Program Funds

Qualifying Wage
Threshold Requirement

Can benefits value be
added to the hourly wage
to meet the qualifying

wage threshold?
CEBA: Small business gap

financing component
100% of average county wage
or average regional wage,
whichever is lower

130% for awards over
$500,000

No

New business
opportunities and new
product development
components

100% of average county wage
or average regional wage,
whichever is lower

130% for awards over
$500,000

No

Venture project
component

100% of average county wage
or average regional wage,
whichever is lower

No

Modernization project
component

100% of average county wage
or average regional wage,
whichever is lower

130% for awards over
$500,000

No

VAAPFAP No statutory requirement Not applicable
PIAP No statutory requirement Not applicable
EVA No statutory requirement Not applicable

c. EDSA. Projects that are funded with EDSA moneys shall meet the following wage threshold:

Program Source:
CDBG Wage Threshold Requirement

Can benefits value be
added to the hourly wage to
meet the wage threshold?

EDSA 100% of average county wage
or average regional wage,
whichever is lower

No

d. EZ and HQJC. Tax credit program projects shall meet the following wage thresholds:

Tax Credit Program Wage Threshold Requirement
Can benefits value be

added to the hourly wage to
meet the wage threshold?

EZ 90% of average county wage
or average regional wage,
whichever is lower

No

HQJC 130% of average county wage

More benefits are available
if the wage rate is 160% or
higher

Yes

[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09; ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective
12/19/12]

261—174.4(15) IVF (2005) wage waivers; HQJC eligibility requirement waivers. Rescinded IAB
11/5/08, effective 10/16/08.
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261—174.5(15)Qualifyingwage threshold requirements—on or after July 1, 2009, and on or before
June 30, 2012.

174.5(1) Projects that are funded through one of the IVF(2009) financial assistance program
components shall meet the following qualifying wage thresholds:

Funding Source: IVF(2009)
Grow Iowa Values Financial Assistance Program

Qualifying Wage Threshold
Requirement

Credit for sufficient
benefits?

130% wage component 130% of county wage or regional
wage, whichever is lower Yes

100% wage component 100% of county wage or regional
wage, whichever is lower No

Entrepreneurial component No qualifying wage threshold Not applicable
Infrastructure component No qualifying wage threshold Not applicable
Value-added agriculture
component No qualifying wage threshold Not applicable

Program
Component:

Disaster recovery component No qualifying wage threshold Not applicable

174.5(2) HQJP and EZ. Projects funded through the HQJP or EZ tax credit program shall meet the
following qualifying wage thresholds:

Tax Credit Program Qualifying Wage Threshold Requirement Credit for sufficient benefits?
HQJP 130% of county wage or regional wage,

whichever is lower Yes

EZ 90% of county wage or regional wage,
whichever is lower No

174.5(3) EDSA. Projects that are funded with EDSA moneys shall meet the following wage
threshold:

Program Source: CDBG Qualifying Wage Threshold Requirement Credit for sufficient benefits?
EDSA 90% of county wage or regional wage,

whichever is lower No

174.5(4) Higher wage threshold applies if multiple programs are used in a project. Notwithstanding
the qualifying wage threshold requirements for each program, if a business is a recipient of financial
assistance frommore than one program administered by the authority and the qualifying wage thresholds
are not the same, the business shall be required to pay the higher qualifying wage for the project.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09; ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective
12/19/12]

261—174.6(15) Qualifying wage threshold requirements—effective on or after July 1, 2012. 2012
Iowa Acts, House File 2473, (“the Act”) became effective on July 1, 2012. Among other things, the Act
changed the qualifying wage thresholds applicable to HQJP and the EZ program. As of July 1, 2012,
the qualifying wage thresholds described in this rule shall be in effect.

174.6(1) Enterprise zone (EZ) program. The qualifying wage threshold requirement applicable to
the EZ program is 90 percent of the laborshed wage.

174.6(2) High quality jobs program (HQJP). The qualifying wage threshold requirement applicable
to HQJP is 120 percent of the laborshed wage.

174.6(3) HQJP projects in distressed areas.
a. Notwithstanding subrule 174.6(2), the qualifying wage threshold requirement applicable to an

HQJP project may be lowered to 100 percent of the laborshed wage if the eligible business is located in
an economically distressed area.

b. For purposes of this subrule, “economically distressed area” means a county that ranks among
the bottom 25 of all Iowa counties, as measured by either the average monthly unemployment level
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for the most recent 12-month period or the average annualized unemployment level for the most recent
five-year period.

c. The authority will update the list of economically distressed areas according to the same
schedule as the qualifying wage thresholds are updated pursuant to subrule 174.2(1) and will apply the
provisions of subrule 174.2(2) to the list of economically distressed areas in the same manner.

174.6(4) Economic development set aside (EDSA) program. The qualifying wage threshold
requirement applicable to the EDSA program is 90 percent of the laborshed wage.
[ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

261—174.7(15) Job obligations. Jobs that will be created or retained as a result of a project’s receiving
state or federal financial assistance, project completion assistance, or tax incentives from the authority
shall meet the qualifying wage threshold requirements. Jobs that do not meet the qualifying wage
threshold requirements will not be counted toward a business’s job creation or job retention obligations
contained in the contract between the authority and the business. A business’s job obligations shall
include the business’s base employment level and the number of new jobs required to be created above
the base employment level.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09; ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective
12/19/12]

261—174.8(15) Benefit requirements—prior to July 1, 2009. This rule regarding benefit requirements
applies to awards made on or before June 30, 2009. This rule shall apply to the prior programs and
funding sources until such time as the contracts for these prior programs are closed by the department.

Program Benefit Requirement Deductible
Requirements

Is a monetary equivalent
to benefits allowed?

Benefits Counted Toward Monetary
Equivalent

EZ 80% medical and
dental coverage,
single coverage only
OR the monetary
equivalent

$750 maximum for
single coverage/
$1500 maximum for
family coverage

Yes -Medical coverage (family portion)
-Dental coverage (family portion)
-Pension/401(k) (company’s average
contribution)
-Profit-sharing plan
-Life insurance
-Short-/long-term disability insurance
-Vision insurance
-Child care

HQJC No benefit
requirement
(If, however, the
company does not
provide 80% medical
and dental coverage
for a single employee,
the award will be
reduced by 10%.)

$750 maximum for
single coverage/
$1500 maximum for
family coverage

No

(Providing 80% medical
and dental coverage for a
single employee is one of
eight qualifying criteria
the company may use to
qualify for the program.
Monetary equivalent
of other benefits is not
considered.)

Not applicable

EDSA 80% medical and
dental for single
employees OR 50%
medical and dental
for family coverage
OR the monetary
equivalent

$750 maximum for
single coverage/
$1500 maximum for
family coverage

Yes -Medical coverage (family portion)
-Dental coverage (family portion)
-Pension/401(k) (company’s average
contribution)
-Profit-sharing plan
-Life insurance
-Short-/long-term disability insurance
-Vision insurance
-Child care
-Other documented benefits offered

to all employees (i.e., uniforms,
tuition reimbursement, etc.)
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Program Benefit Requirement Deductible
Requirements

Is a monetary equivalent
to benefits allowed?

Benefits Counted Toward Monetary
Equivalent

CEBA 80% medical and
dental for single
employees OR
50% medical and
dental for family
coverage OR the
monetary equivalent

$750 maximum for
single coverage/
$1500 maximum for
family coverage

Yes -Medical coverage (family portion)
-Dental coverage (family portion)
-Pension/401(k) (company’s average
contribution)
-Profit-sharing plan
-Life insurance
-Short-/long-term disability insurance
-Vision insurance
-Child care
-Other documented benefits offered

to all employees (i.e., uniforms,
tuition reimbursement, etc.)

VAAPFAP Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

PIAP Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

EVA Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

TSBFAP Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09; ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective
12/19/12]

261—174.9(15) Sufficient benefits requirement—on or after July 1, 2009.
174.9(1) Requirement. To be eligible to receive state financial assistance, project completion

assistance, or tax incentives, applicants shall offer sufficient benefits to each FTE permanent position.
The term “sufficient benefits” is defined in rule 261—173.2(15). The board may consider alternative
benefits packages or may adjust the requirement described in this rule to reflect the most current benefits
package typically offered by employers.

174.9(2) Options. An employer meeting one of the following options will be found to meet the
sufficient benefits requirement:

Option 1
80% Single Coverage

Option 2
50% Family Coverage

Option 3
Monetary Equivalent

Pay 80% of premium costs for
a standard medical and dental
plan, single coverage.

$750 maximum deductible

Pay 50% of premium costs for
a standard medical and dental
plan, family coverage.

$1,500 maximum deductible

Provide medical and pay
the monetary equivalent
of Option 1 or Option 2 in
supplemental employee
benefits.

Benefits Counted Toward
Monetary Equivalent
● Medical coverage
● Dental coverage
● Vision insurance
● Life insurance
● Pension
● 401(k) (company’s

average
contribution)

● Short-/long-term
disability insurance

● Child care services
● Other nonwage

compensation

[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09; ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective
12/19/12]

261—174.10(15) Capital investment, qualifying investment for tax credit programs, and
investment qualifying for tax credits.

174.10(1) Capital investment. The authority reports on the amount of capital investment involved
with funded projects. This rule lists the categories of expenditures that are included when the authority
determines the amount of capital investment associated with a project.

174.10(2) Qualifying investment for tax credit programs. For the tax credit programs (EZ and
HQJP), there are statutorily required minimum investment thresholds that must be met for the project to
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be considered to receive an award. Not all expenditures count toward meeting the investment threshold.
This rule identifies the categories of expenditures that can be included when the amount of investment
is calculated for purposes of meeting program eligibility threshold requirements.

174.10(3) Investment qualifying for tax credits. Not all of the expenditures categories used to
calculate the investment amount needed to meet program threshold requirements qualify for purposes
of claiming the tax credits. The following table identifies the expenditures that do not qualify for tax
credits.

Capital Investment1 Qualifying Investment2 Investment Qualifying
for Tax Credits3

Land acquisition Yes Yes Yes
Site preparation Yes Yes Yes
Building acquisition Yes Yes Yes
Building construction Yes Yes Yes
Building remodeling Yes Yes Yes
Mfg. machinery & equip. Yes Yes Yes
Other machinery & equip. Yes No No
Racking, shelving, etc. Yes No No
Computer hardware Yes Yes Yes
Computer software No No No
Furniture & fixtures Yes Yes No
Working capital No No No
Research & development No No No
Job training No No No
Capital or synthetic lease No Yes Yes
Rail improvements4 Yes Yes Yes
Public infrastructure5 Yes Yes Yes

1 “Capital investment” is used to calculate project investment on depreciable assets.
2 “Qualifying investment” is used to determine eligibility for EZ and HQJC programs.
3 “Investment qualifying for tax credits” is used to calculate the maximum available tax credit award for a project.
4 “Rail improvements” includes hard construction costs for rail improvements. (These costs are included as part

of construction or site preparation costs.)
5 “Public infrastructure” includes any publicly owned utility service such as water, sewer, storm sewer or

roadway construction and improvements. (These costs are included as part of construction costs.)

[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09; ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective
12/19/12]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapters 15 and 15E and 2011 Iowa Code
Supplement chapter 15G, subchapter I.

[Filed emergency 6/15/07—published 7/4/07, effective 6/15/07]
[Filed 8/22/07, Notice 7/4/07—published 9/26/07, effective 10/31/07]
[Filed emergency 10/16/08—published 11/5/08, effective 10/16/08]

[Filed 9/18/08, Notice 8/13/08—published 10/8/08, effective 11/12/08]
[Filed emergency 10/16/08—published 11/5/08, effective 10/16/08]

[Filed ARC 7557B (Notice ARC 7315B, IAB 11/5/08), IAB 2/11/09, effective 3/18/09]
[Filed Emergency ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09]

[Filed ARC 8145B (Notice ARC 7971B, IAB 7/15/09), IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]
[Filed ARC 0442C (Notice ARC 0293C, IAB 8/22/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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CHAPTER 175
APPLICATION REVIEW AND APPROVAL PROCEDURES

261—175.1(15) Applicability. This chapter shall apply to the programs listed in rule 261—173.1(15)
and to other state and federal programs identified in this chapter. This chapter describes the application
review and approval procedures and the role of the advisory groups or board committees and identifies
the final decision maker for each program.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09; ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective
12/19/12]

261—175.2(15) Application procedures for programs administered by the authority.
175.2(1) Financial assistance programs. The authority administers a number of programs that

provide direct financial assistance of various types for approved projects. This includes ongoing
administration of agreements executed under certain prior programs, such as the grow Iowa values fund
and the power fund, that have been repealed. The authority will receive applications for direct assistance
under current programs and will continue to receive amendment requests for contracts entered into
under former programs. Beginning on July 1, 2012, most new applications for direct assistance will be
received as requests for project completion assistance under HQJP.

175.2(2) IVF (2005). Rescinded IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09.
175.2(3) Projects funded by program funds (“old money”). Rescinded IAB 7/15/09, effective

7/1/09.
175.2(4) Tax credit programs. The authority administers tax credit programs that provide tax

incentives for approved projects. The authority will review an application to ensure that the project
meets the requirements for the tax credit programs through which an applicant is applying.

175.2(5) Federal programs. The authority administers federal programs including, but not limited
to, the CDBG program. EDSA is the job creation component of the CDBG program. The authority will
review an application to ensure that the project meets the requirements for the programs through which
an applicant is applying.

175.2(6) Other state programs. In addition to the programs described herein, the authority
administers other state programs. The authority will review an application to ensure that the project
meets the requirements for the tax credit programs through which an applicant is applying.

175.2(7) Application required. A business or community seeking financial assistance or tax credit
benefits from an authority program shall submit an application to the authority. The applicant shall
comply with the authority’s application procedures, processes, rules, and, as applicable, the wage and
benefit requirements for that program and its funding source. Application forms and directions for
completing the forms are available online at the authority’s Web site at www.iowalifechanging.com or
at the authority’s offices located at 200 East Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50309.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09; ARC 9754B, IAB 9/21/11, effective
10/26/11; ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

261—175.3(15) Standard program requirements. In addition to the eligibility requirements of the
individual programs applicable to the financial assistance sought, an applicant shall be subject to all of
the following requirements which the authority shall also incorporate into each agreement as continuing
obligations and conditions for the receipt of incentives or assistance under the program:

175.3(1) Environmental and worker safety. The applicant shall submit to the authority with its
application for financial assistance a report describing all violations of environmental law or worker
safety law within the last five years. If, upon review of the application, the board finds that a business
has a record of violations of the law, statutes, rules, or regulations that tends to show a consistent
pattern, the board shall not make an award of financial assistance to the business unless the board finds
either that the violations did not seriously affect public health, public safety, or the environment or,
if such violations did seriously affect public health, public safety, or the environment, that mitigating
circumstances were present.
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175.3(2) Sustained operations. The applicant shall comply with the provisions of 261—subrule
68.2(2) regarding relocations within the state and reductions in operations.

175.3(3) Competition. The proposed project shall not negatively impact other businesses in
competition with the business being considered for assistance. The authority shall make a good faith
effort to identify existing Iowa businesses within an industry in competition with the business being
considered for financial assistance. The authority shall make a good faith effort to determine the
probability that the proposed financial assistance will displace employees of the existing businesses. In
determining the impact on businesses in competition with the business being considered for financial
assistance, jobs created or retained as a result of other jobs being displaced elsewhere in the state shall
not be considered direct jobs created or retained.

175.3(4) Legally authorized employment. The applicant shall only employ individuals legally
authorized to work in this state. In addition to any and all other applicable penalties provided by current
law, all or a portion of the assistance received by a business which has received financial assistance
under the program and is found to knowingly employ individuals not legally authorized to work in this
state is subject to recapture by the authority.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09; ARC 9754B, IAB 9/21/11, effective
10/26/11; ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

261—175.4(15) Review and approval of applications.
175.4(1) Staff review for eligibility. Applications received by the authority will be reviewed by

program staff to ensure that documentation of minimum program eligibility requirements has been
submitted by the applicant. Complete applications will be forwarded to the appropriate decision maker
for action.

175.4(2) Additional review factors. In addition to reviewing an application for eligibility, the
authority and the board may consider additional factors. Upon review of these additional factors, the
board may determine that the applicant is ineligible to receive assistance until such time as the pending
resolution of any outstanding issues identified by the board. Additional factors to be considered include:

a. Applicant’s past or current performance. If an applicant has received a prior award(s) from the
authority, the authority and board will take into consideration the applicant’s past or current performance
under the prior award(s).

b. Results of due diligence review. This review will include, but is not limited to, lien searches,
reports of violations, lawsuits and other relevant information about the applicant.

c. Report on environmental law compliance. This report is required by rule 261—172.1(15A) and
applicable program statutes.

d. Report on violations of law. This report is required by rule 261—172.2(15A) and applicable
program statutes.

175.4(3) Negotiations. Authority staff may negotiate with the applicant concerning dollar amounts,
terms, collateral requirements, conditions of award, or any other elements of the project. The board
or director may offer an award in a lesser amount or that is structured in a manner different from that
requested. Meeting minimum eligibility requirements does not guarantee that assistance will be offered
or provided in the manner sought by the applicant.

175.4(4) Application approval procedures.
a. Approval. Application approval procedures must comply with the statutory requirements for

each individual program or funding source and the applicable administrative rules. In general, the
approval process begins with review of a completed application by authority staff. After review by
staff, the application may be sent to a committee for further recommendation followed by final action
on the application by the board or by the director, as the case may be. The director may take action on
any application or activity that is not specifically identified as requiring board action. The authority’s
various programs and the application procedures are described in paragraph “c,” which contains the
applicable recommending and approving entities by funding source and program.

b. Key to table.
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ACE – The accelerated career education program job credits authorized under Iowa Code chapter
260G.

ASSISTIVE – The assistive device tax credits authorized in Iowa Code section 422.33.
BRN – The brownfield redevelopment advisory council established in Iowa Code section 15.294.
BROWN – Redevelopment tax credits for brownfield and grayfield sites and the brownfield

redevelopment fund as established in Iowa Code chapter 15.
CDBG – Federal community development block grant funded programs.
DDC – Due diligence committee organized by the board pursuant to 261—Chapter 1.
EDSA – The economic development set aside component of the CDBG program established in

261—Chapter 23.
ETAP – The export trade assistance program established in 261—Chapter 72.
EZ – Enterprise zone program as established in Iowa Code chapter 15E, including both the business

and housing development tax credits.
HQJP – High quality jobs program as established in Iowa Code chapter 15, including both tax

incentives and project completion assistance.
INNOVATION – Programs related to innovation, commercialization, and targeted industries

development, including the programs described in Iowa Code section 15.411 and the program rules in
261—Part V.

NSP – Neighborhood stabilization program as established in 261—Chapter 27.
TCC – Technology commercialization committee organized by the board pursuant to 261—Chapter

1.
TJWTC – Targeted jobs withholding tax credit program for pilot project cities established in Iowa

Code section 403.19A.
TSB – Targeted small business advisory council established in Iowa Code section 15.247(8).
TSB LOAN – The targeted small business financial assistance program established in Iowa Code

section 15.247.
c. Recommendation and approval entities for state and federal programs. The application

approval process for applications for tax incentives, project completion assistance, other financial
assistance, or other benefits under the authority’s various programs is as follows:

PROGRAM STATE/FEDERAL RECOMMENDATION BY FINAL DECISION BY
HQJP State DDC Board
EZ (Business) State DDC Board
EZ (Housing) State Director
INNOVATION State TCC Board
ASSISTIVE State Director
EDSA Federal DDC Board
CDBG Federal Director
NSP Federal Director
BROWN State BRN Director
TSB LOAN State TSB Director
ETAP State Director
ACE State Director
TJWTC State Director

[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09; ARC 9754B, IAB 9/21/11, effective
10/26/11; ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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261—175.5(15) Local match requirements for project awards.
175.5(1) Requirements. An applicant seeking tax incentives or assistance under one of the programs

subject to this chapter shall include a local match for the project. The amount of the local match shall
be as follows:

a. For projects seeking direct assistance under any program except EDSA, the amount of the local
match shall be 20 percent of the amount of direct financial assistance requested. For projects seeking
direct financial assistance under EDSA, the amount of the local match shall be 10 percent of the amount
requested.

b. For projects seeking tax incentives, the local match shall be one of the following:
(1) A tax abatement or exemption for the project as provided under Iowa Code chapter 427B. The

amount of such a local abatement or exemption will be determined according to the period of partial
exemption described in Iowa Code section 427B.3.

(2) Any other acceptable form of local match, as described in this rule, provided the amount of such
match is equal to or greater than the value of the tax abatement or exemption described in subparagraph
(1).

c. For projects seeking both direct assistance and tax incentives, the amount of local match will
be based on the amount required for the direct assistance.

175.5(2) Entities that may provide a local match. When a local match is required, the match may
come from a local government entity, a local development organization or chamber of commerce, a
utility company, a local nonprofit entity such as a foundation, institution, or endowment, or a council of
government.

175.5(3) Acceptable forms of local match. The following types of contributions to a project qualify
as acceptable forms of local match:

a. Cash contributions such as grants, loans, forgivable loans, gifts, and endowments.
b. Revolving loan funds provided that if a revolving loan fund is the only form of local match the

interest rate and term match the terms of the direct assistance to be provided by the authority.
c. Tax abatement or exemption.
d. Industrial property tax exemption.
e. Tax increment financing, including rebates.
f. Bond financing, including general obligation bonds, tax increment financing bonds, and revenue

bonds.
g. Direct investment in infrastructure that supports a business such as water and sewer extensions,

gas and electric service, or street improvements.
h. Differentials in space or building costs such as subsidized building acquisitions or lease costs.
i. Differentials in rates provided by service providers, including water and sewer service, electric

service, and gas or other services.
175.5(4) Exception. If a project is seeking only tax incentives and the project will not increase local

tax revenues, then a local match is not required.
[ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapters 15 and 15E and 2011 Iowa Code
Supplement chapter 15G, subchapter I.

[Filed emergency 6/15/07—published 7/4/07, effective 6/15/07]
[Filed 8/22/07, Notice 7/4/07—published 9/26/07, effective 10/31/07]
[Filed emergency 10/16/08—published 11/5/08, effective 10/16/08]

[Filed ARC 7557B (Notice ARC 7315B, IAB 11/5/08), IAB 2/11/09, effective 3/18/09]
[Filed Emergency ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09]

[Filed ARC 8145B (Notice ARC 7971B, IAB 7/15/09), IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]
[Filed ARC 9754B (Notice ARC 9617B, IAB 7/13/11), IAB 9/21/11, effective 10/26/11]
[Filed ARC 0442C (Notice ARC 0293C, IAB 8/22/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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PART VIII
LEGAL AND COMPLIANCE

CHAPTER 187
CONTRACTING

[Prior to 7/4/07, see 261—Ch 168, div VI]

261—187.1(15) Applicability. This chapter is applicable to the programs identified in 261—173.1(15).

261—187.2(15) Contract required.
187.2(1) Notice of award. Successful applicants will be notified in writing of an award of assistance,

including any conditions and terms of the approval.
187.2(2) Contract required. The authority shall prepare a contract, which includes, but is not limited

to, a description of the project to be completed by the business; the jobs to be created or retained; length
of the project completion period and maintenance project completion period; the project completion
date and maintenance period completion date; conditions to disbursement; a requirement for annual
reporting to the authority; and the repayment requirements of the business or other penalties imposed on
the business in the event the business does not fulfill its obligations described in the contract and other
specific repayment provisions (“clawback provisions”) to be established on a project-by-project basis.

187.2(3) Contract-signing deadline. Successful applicants will be required to execute an agreement
with the authority within 120 days of the authority’s or board’s approval of an award. Failure to do so
may result in action by the entity that approved the award (the authority or the board) to rescind the
award. The 120-day time limit may be extended by the final decision maker that approved the award
(the authority or the board) for good cause shown.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09; ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective
12/19/12]

261—187.3(15) Project completion date and maintenance period completion date.
187.3(1) Projects shall be completed by the project completion date and maintained through the end

of the maintenance date. The contract will establish the duration of the project period and maintenance
period. Requests to change the project completion date and the maintenance period completion date
shall follow the process for an amended award or contract as described in rule 261—187.4(15).

187.3(2) Projects receiving assistance from programs covered by this chapter shall conform to the
time periods established by this rule.

187.3(3) By the project completion date, a recipient shall have completed the project as required
by the contract. The jobs and project shall be maintained through the end of the maintenance period
completion date. The project completion date is calculated by the authority from the end of the month
during which an award is made. For example, if an award is made on June 13, 2007, the three-year
project completion date will be calculated from June 30, 2007. The project completion date for this
award would be June 30, 2010. The maintenance period completion date would be June 30, 2012.

187.3(4) The following table describes, by program, the length of the project completion period and
the maintenance period:

Program Project Completion
Period

Maintenance Period Total Contract Length

Grow Iowa Values Financial
Assistance Program (all
components)

3 years 2 more years 5 years

High Quality Jobs Program 3 years 2 more years 5 years

Enterprise Zone Program 3 years 2 more years 5 years

187.3(5) Notwithstanding the standard project completion period and maintenance period lengths
described in subrule 187.3(4), the authority may vary the length of the periods provided that the project
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completion period will not be less than three years and the total contract length will not be less than five
years.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09; ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective
12/19/12]

261—187.4(15) Contract and award amendment approval procedures.
187.4(1) General rule. Generally, the final decision maker that approved the initial award shall

approve any amendments or changes to that award.
187.4(2) Contract amendments.
a. General. In general, the amendment process for both awards and contracts mirrors the

application process. That is, the same entity that recommended the initial application will also
recommend the amendment, and the same entity that had final approval of the initial application will
have final approval of the amendment. As with awards, contract amendments must comply with the
statutory requirements for each individual program or funding source and the applicable administrative
rules. In general, the amendment process begins with review of an amendment request by authority staff.
After review by staff, the amendment may be sent to a committee for further recommendation followed
by final action on the amendment by the board or by the director, as the case may be. The director
may take action on any amendment that is not specifically identified as requiring board action. The
authority’s various programs and the amendment procedures are described in paragraph 187.4(2)“c,”
which contains the applicable recommending and approving entities by funding source and program.

b. Key to table.
ACE – The accelerated career education program job credits authorized under Iowa Code chapter

260G.
ASSISTIVE – The assistive device tax credits authorized in Iowa Code section 422.33.
BRN – The brownfield redevelopment advisory council established in Iowa Code section 15.294.
BROWN – Redevelopment tax credits for brownfield and grayfield sites and the brownfield

redevelopment fund as established in Iowa Code chapter 15.
CDBG – Federal community development block grant funded programs.
DDC – Due diligence committee organized by the board pursuant to 261—Chapter 1.
EDSA – The economic development set aside component of the CDBG program established in

261—Chapter 23.
ETAP – The export trade assistance program established in 261—Chapter 72.
EZ – Enterprise zone program as established in Iowa Code chapter 15E, including both the business

and housing development tax credits.
FILM – The film and video project promotion program tax credits available under the now repealed

Iowa Code section 15.393.
GIVF – The grow Iowa values fund and financial assistance program established pursuant to the now

repealed Iowa Code chapter 15G, including all prior versions and funding sources of the program.
HQJP – High quality jobs program, as established in Iowa Code chapter 15, including both tax

incentives and project completion assistance.
INNOVATION – Programs related to innovation, commercialization, and targeted industries

development, including the programs described in Iowa Code section 15.411 and the program rules in
261—Part V.

LCG – Loan and credit guarantee program as established in the now repealed Iowa Code chapter
15E, division XX.

NSP – Neighborhood stabilization program as established in 261—Chapter 27.
TCC – Technology commercialization committee organized by the board pursuant to 261—Chapter

1.
TJWTC – Targeted jobs withholding tax credit program for pilot project cities established in Iowa

Code section 403.19A.
TSB – Targeted small business advisory council established in Iowa Code section 15.247(8).
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TSB LOAN – The targeted small business financial assistance program established in Iowa Code
section 15.247.

c. Recommendation and approval entities for state and federal programs. The contract
amendment process for tax incentives, project completion assistance, other financial assistance, or other
benefits under the authority’s various programs is as follows:

PROGRAM STATE/FEDERAL RECOMMENDATION BY FINAL DECISION BY
HQJP State DDC Board
GIVF State DDC Board
EZ (Business) State DDC Board
EZ (Housing) State Director
INNOVATION State TCC Board
LCG State DDC Board
FILM State Director
ASSISTIVE State Director
EDSA Federal DDC Board
CDBG Federal Director
NSP Federal Director
HOME Federal Director
BROWN State BRN Director
TSB LOAN State TSB Director
ETAP State Director
ACE State Director
TJWTC State Director

d. Exception. Notwithstanding paragraph 187.4(2)“c,” the director may approve contract
amendments for the targeted industries internship program consistent with Iowa Code section 15.106C
without board approval.

187.4(3) Amendments and other requests the authority is authorized to implement. The authority
is authorized by the board to take action on nonsubstantive changes, including but not limited to the
following:

a. Recipient name, address and similar changes.
b. Collateral changes that are the same or better security than originally approved by the board or

director (e.g., securing a letter of credit to replace a UCC blanket filing) or collateral changes that do not
materially and substantially impact the authority’s security.

c. Line item budget changes that do not reduce overall total project costs.
d. Loan repayment amounts or due dates that do not extend the final due date of a loan.

[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09; ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective
12/19/12]

261—187.5(15) Default.
187.5(1) Events of default. The authority may, for cause, determine that a recipient is in default

under the terms of the contract. The reasons for which the authority may determine that the recipient is
in default of the contract include, but are not limited to, any of the following:

a. Any material representation or warranty made by the recipient in connection with the
application that was incorrect in any material respect when made.

b. A material change in the business ownership or structure that occurs without prior written
disclosure and the permission of the authority.

c. A relocation or abandonment of the business or jobs created or retained through the project.
d. Expenditure of funds for purposes not described in the application or authorized in the

agreement.
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e. Failure of the recipient to make timely payments under the terms of the agreement, note or other
obligation.

f. Failure of the recipient to fulfill its job obligations.
g. Failure of the recipient to comply with wage or benefit packages.
h. Failure of the recipient to perform or comply with the terms and conditions of the contract.
i. Failure of the recipient to comply with any applicable state rules or regulations.
j. Failure of the recipient to file the required annual report.
187.5(2) Layoffs or closures. If a recipient experiences a layoff within the state or closes any of its

facilities within the state prior to receiving the incentives and assistance, the authority may reduce or
eliminate all or a portion of the incentives and assistance. If a business experiences a layoff within the
state or closes any of its facilities within the state after executing a contract to receive the incentives
and assistance, the authority may consider this an event of default and the business may be subject to
repayment of all or a portion of the incentives and assistance that it has received.

187.5(3) Authority actions upon default—direct financial assistance programs.
a. The authority will take prompt, appropriate, and aggressive debt collection action to recover

any funds misspent by recipients.
b. If the authority determines that the recipient is in default, the authority may seek recovery of

all program funds plus interest, assess penalties, negotiate alternative repayment schedules, suspend or
discontinue collection efforts, and take other appropriate action as the board deems necessary.

c. Determination of appropriate repayment plan. Upon determination that the recipient has not
met the contract obligations, the authority will notify the recipient of the amount to be repaid to the
authority. If the enforcement of such penalties would endanger the viability of the recipient, the board
may extend the term of the loan to ensure payback, stability, and survival of the recipient. In certain
instances, additional flexibility in a repayment plan may be necessary to ensure payback, stability, and
survival of the recipient. Flexibility in a repayment plan may include, but is not limited to, deferring
principal payments or collecting monthly payments below the amortized amount. In these cases, review
and approval by the board, committee or director, as applicable, are necessary before the authority may
finalize the repayment plan with the recipient.

d. The authority shall attempt to collect the amount owed. Negotiated settlements, write-offs or
discontinuance of collection efforts is subject to final review and approval by the board, committee or
director, as applicable, and described in paragraph 187.5(3)“f.”

e. If the authority or board refers defaulted contracts to outside counsel for collection, then the
terms of the agreement between the authority and the outside counsel regarding scope of counsel’s
authorization to accept settlements shall apply. No additional approvals by the board, committee or
director shall be required.

f. The table below describes the approval procedures that shall be followed for all negotiated
settlements, write-offs or discontinuance of collection efforts for state direct financial assistance
programs, federal programs, and other programs administered by the authority.

PROGRAM STATE/FEDERAL RECOMMENDATION BY FINAL DECISION BY
HQJP State DDC Board
GIVF State DDC Board
EZ (Business) State DDC Board
EZ (Housing) State Director
INNOVATION State TCC Board
LCG State DDC Board
FILM State Director
ASSISTIVE State Director
EDSA Federal DDC Board
CDBG Federal Director
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NSP Federal Director
HOME Federal Director
BROWN State BRN Director
TSB LOAN State TSB Director
ETAP State Director
ACE State Director
TJWTC State Director

187.5(4) Authority actions upon default—tax credit programs. Collection efforts for tax credit
programs are handled by the local community that approved the local tax incentive and the Iowa
department of revenue, the state agency responsible for the state tax incentives.

a. Repayment. If an eligible business or eligible housing business has received incentives or
assistance under the EZ program or the HQJP and fails to meet and maintain any one of the requirements
of the program or applicable rules, the business is subject to repayment of all or a portion of the
incentives and assistance that it has received.

b. Calculation of repayment due for a business. If the authority, in consultation with the city or
county, determines that a business has failed in any year to meet any one of the requirements of the
tax credit program, the business is subject to repayment of all or a portion of the amount of incentives
received.

(1) Job creation. If a business does not meet its job creation requirement or fails to maintain the
required number of jobs, repayment shall be calculated as follows:

1. If the business has met 50 percent or less of the requirement, the business shall pay the same
percentage in benefits as the business failed to create in jobs.

2. If the business has met more than 50 percent but not more than 75 percent of the requirement,
the business shall pay one-half of the percentage in benefits as the business failed to create in jobs.

3. If the business has met more than 75 percent but not more than 90 percent of the requirement,
the business shall pay one-quarter of the percentage in benefits as the business failed to create in jobs.

4. If the business has not met the minimum job creation requirements for the tax credit program,
the business shall repay all of the incentives and assistance that it has received.

(2) Wages and benefits. If a business fails to comply with the wage or benefit requirements for the
tax credit program, the business shall not receive incentives or assistance for each year during which the
business is not in compliance.

(3) Capital investment. If a business does not meet the capital investment requirement, repayment
shall be calculated as follows:

1. If the business has met 50 percent or less of the requirement, the business shall pay the same
percentage in benefits as the business failed to invest.

2. If the business has met more than 50 percent but not more than 75 percent of the requirement,
the business shall pay one-half of the percentage in benefits as the business failed to invest.

3. If the business has met more than 75 percent but not more than 90 percent of the requirement,
the business shall pay one-quarter of the percentage in benefits as the business failed to invest.

4. If the business has not met the minimum investment requirement for the tax credit program, the
business shall repay all of the incentives and assistance that it has received.

c. Department of revenue; county/city recovery. Once it has been established, through the
business’s annual certification, monitoring, audit or otherwise, that the business is required to repay all
or a portion of the incentives received, the department of revenue and the city or county, as appropriate,
shall collect the amount owed. The city or county, as applicable, shall have the authority to take action
to recover the value of taxes not collected as a result of the exemption provided by the community to
the business. The department of revenue shall have the authority to recover the value of state taxes
or incentives provided under Iowa Code section 15E.193A or 15E.196. The value of state incentives
provided under Iowa Code section 15E.193A or 15E.196 includes applicable interest and penalties.
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d. Layoffs or closures. If an eligible business experiences a layoff within the state or closes any
of its facilities within the state prior to receiving the incentives and assistance, the authority may reduce
or eliminate all or a portion of the incentives and assistance. If a business experiences a layoff within
the state or closes any of its facilities within the state after receiving the incentives and assistance, the
business shall be subject to repayment of all or a portion of the incentives and assistance that it has
received.

e. Extensions. If an eligible business or eligible housing business fails to meet its requirements
under the Act, these rules, or the agreement described in rule 261—187.2(15), the authority, in
consultation with the city or county, may elect to grant the business a one-year extension period to meet
the requirements.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09; ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective
12/19/12]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapters 15 and 15E and 2011 Iowa Code
Supplement chapter 15G, subchapter I.

[Filed emergency 6/15/07—published 7/4/07, effective 6/15/07]
[Filed 8/22/07, Notice 7/4/07—published 9/26/07, effective 10/31/07]

[Filed Emergency ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09]
[Filed ARC 8145B (Notice ARC 7971B, IAB 7/15/09), IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]
[Filed ARC 0442C (Notice ARC 0293C, IAB 8/22/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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CHAPTER 188
CONTRACT COMPLIANCE AND JOB COUNTING

261—188.1(15) Applicability. This chapter is applicable to the programs identified in 261—173.1(15).

261—188.2(15) Contract compliance. The authority shall provide oversight and contract
administration to ensure that funded projects are meeting contract requirements. On-site monitoring
will be conducted at the project completion date and the end of the maintenance period.
[ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

261—188.3(15) Job counting and tracking. Projects awarded on or after July 1, 2003, shall follow
the job counting and tracking procedures described in this chapter. Only jobs that meet or exceed the
qualifying wage thresholds will count toward the business’s contract job obligations.

261—188.4(15) Business’s employment base. “Business’s employment base” means the number of
jobs that the business and the authority have established as the job base for a project. The number of
jobs the business has pledged to create and retain shall be in addition to the business’s employment base.

188.4(1) The business’s employment base shall be project-specific. In most situations, this will
include the number of full-time employees working at the facility receiving funding.

188.4(2) There are projects where the funded activity occurs at more than one physical location. If
this is the case, the total number of full-time employees working at the identified locations constitutes
the business’s employment base.

188.4(3) If there are multiple awards made in different years to the same location, the business’s
employment base will be calculated by using the payroll document from the oldest award that is open.
Over time, the job obligations from each new award will be added to this base.

EXAMPLES:
Company X receives award 1 on 5/1/06. The authority has verified that the business’s employment

base is 100 FTEs. Award 1 obligates company X to create 10 jobs and retain 30 jobs; there are 10
other jobs in the project (the 10 other jobs are created jobs that do not meet the qualifying wage). The
qualifying wage for this award is $16.50/hr and the benefit value is $4.00/hr. The award is made from
the IVF (2005) program.

Company X receives award 2 on 9/1/06. After the payroll is reviewed, the actual number of FTEs at
the facility is 107, but 120 (original base + award 1 obligations) will be used as the business’s employment
base for this award. Award 2 obligates company X to create an additional 25 jobs.

Company X receives award 3 on 3/1/07. After the payroll is reviewed, the actual number of FTEs
at the facility is 140, but 145 (original base + award 1 obligations + award 2 obligations) will be used as
the business’s employment base for this award.

188.4(4) The business’s employment base is calculated as part of the application process and is
determined before an award is made. The following data points will be verified regarding a business’s
employment base:

a. The total number of FTEs at the funded facility (the business’s employment base).
b. The average wage of all FTEs.
c. The qualifying wage used in the award.
d. The benefit value used in the award.
e. The total number of FTEs at the funded facility that are currently at or above the qualifying

wage.
f. The average wage of the FTEs identified in paragraph “e.”
g. The total number of FTEs at the funded facility that are currently at or above the qualifying

wage after the benefit value has been added.
h. The average wage of the FTEs identified in paragraph “g.”
188.4(5) Business’s employment base verification. Payroll documents must be collected to

calculate and verify the business’s employment base used in each award. The payroll document must
include an ID (name, employer ID number, or social security number) and the hourly rate of pay for all
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FTEs. If the FTEs at the facility do not typically work 40 hours/week, documentation must be collected
from the business outlining what the business considers a full-time workweek and how the business’s
interpretation fits within the norms of its industry standards. This interpretation may or may not be
accepted by the authority.
[ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

261—188.5(15) Job counting using base employment analysis. The authority will count jobs to
be created or retained as part of a funded project using a base employment analysis. At the time of
application, a baseline employment number will be established using payroll records. The baseline
data will include details about how many jobs at the project location already meet the qualifying wage
thresholds (with and without the value of benefits added to the hourly wage). Changes in these baseline
employment numbers will be collected and analyzed by the authority as part of the annual reporting
process.

188.5(1) A base employment analysis will be performed at the following stages of an award:
a. At the time of application, before the award is made.
b. Annually during the reporting cycle.
c. At the project completion date.
d. At the end of the maintenance date.
188.5(2) Payroll documents or lists run from payroll systems will be used to calculate and verify

the base employment analysis. If a list run from a payroll system is used, the person who submits the
documents must, under penalty of perjury, sign the list to verify that it is true and correct. The following
items will be calculated and verified as part of the annual status report:

a. The total number of FTEs at the funded facility as of the date of the report.
b. The average wage of all FTEs.
c. The qualifying wage used in the award.
d. The benefit value used in the award.
e. The total number of FTEs at the funded facility that are currently at or above the qualifying

wage.
f. The average wage of the FTEs identified in paragraph “e.”
g. The total number of FTEs at the funded facility that are currently at or above the qualifying

wage after the benefit value has been added.
h. The average wage of the FTEs identified in paragraph “g.”
188.5(3) For projects involving more than two physical locations or involving more than 500

employees, an independent auditing service will be used to set the business’s employment base and
provide payroll analysis.

a. The following data points will be verified by the independent auditor regarding jobs:
(1) The total number of FTEs at the funded facility (the business’s employment base).
(2) The average wage of all FTEs.
(3) If applicable, the total number of FTEs working at other company facilities within the state of

Iowa (statewide base).
(4) The qualifying wage used in the award (provided by IDED).
(5) The benefit value used in the award (provided by IDED).
(6) The total number of FTEs at the funded facility that are currently at or above the qualifying

wage.
(7) The average wage of the FTEs identified in subparagraph (6).
(8) The total number of FTEs at the funded facility that are currently at or above the qualifying

wage after the benefit value has been added.
(9) The average wage of the FTEs identified in subparagraph (8).
b. All businesses are required to submit annual reports to the authority. However, if an independent

auditing agreement is in place, the business will be required to report only on the following data points
concerning jobs:

(1) The total number of FTEs at the funded facility as of the date of the report.
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(2) The average wage of all FTEs.
c. The business will not be required to verify this information as submitted for the annual reports

and will not be required to submit annual payroll information.
d. Information submitted concerning the expenditures for the annual report will not change, but

verification documents used at project closeout and at the end of project maintenance will be generated
by the independent auditor.

188.5(4) Following is an example of the format that the authority will use for job counting and
tracking using the base employment method.

[program] JOB OBLIGATIONS

Project Completion Date:

Project Maintenance Date:

Employment
Base

Jobs
to Be Created

Total
Job

Obligations

Total employment at project location 1 9 12

Average wage of total employment at project location 2

Qualifying wage (per hr) 3

Benefit value (per hr) 4

Number of jobs at or above qualifying wage 5 10 13

Average wage of jobs at or above qualifying wage 6

Number of jobs at or above qualifying wage w/benefits 7 11 14

Average wage of jobs at or above qualifying wage w/benefits 8

1. The number entered in this cell is the total number of FTEs working at the project location at the time of application. This number must be
verified with payroll documents.

2. The number entered into this cell is the average wage of all the FTEs identified in cell #1. This number must be verified with payroll documents.

3. The number entered in this cell is the 90%, 100%, 130%, etc., qualifying wage threshold used in the award. This data point must include the
wage/hr and the percentage in parentheses. [ex: $15.34/hr (130%)]

4. The number entered in this cell is the benefit value used in the award. N/A (not applicable) should be used for all projects that are not funded with
IVF (2005) or HQJC. All supporting documentation must be included in the file.

5. The number entered in this cell is the number of jobs identified in cell #1 that meet or exceed the wage reflected in cell #3. This number is
calculated using the payroll documents. If this project is not funded with IVF (2005) or HQJC, the number of “retained” jobs and retained “other”
jobs must be included in this entry. Please note that the number of retained jobs and the number entered here may not match as all jobs existing
at the project site may not be considered retained.

6. The number entered in this cell is the average wage of all FTEs identified in cell #5. This number is calculated using the payroll documents.

7. The number entered in this cell is the number of jobs identified in cell #1 that meet or exceed the wage reflected in cell #3, after the value identified
in cell #4 has been added to all base hourly wages reflected in the payroll documents. If this project is an IVF (2005) or HQJC, the number of
“retained” and retained “other” jobs must be included in this entry. Please note that the number of retained jobs and the number entered here may
not match as all jobs existing at the project site may not be considered retained.

8. The number entered in this cell is the average wage of all FTEs identified in cell #7.

9. The number entered in this cell number includes the number of “created” jobs, as well as the number of created “other” jobs.

10. The number entered in this cell is the number of “created” jobs in the project. This entry is used only for projects that are not IVF (2005) or HQJC.

11. The number entered in this cell is the number of “created” jobs in the project. This entry is used only for projects that are IVF (2005) or HQJC.

12. The number entered in this cell is the sum of cell #1 and cell #9

13. The number entered in this cell is the sum of cell #5 and cell #10.

14. The number entered in this cell is the sum of cell #7 and cell #11.

[ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

261—188.6(15) Wage determination for contract compliance purposes.
188.6(1) Applicability. This rule shall apply for purposes of administering contracts that require a

determination as to the wage-based compensation provided to employees.
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188.6(2) Definition. As used in the authority’s contracts, unless the context otherwise requires,
“wage” shall mean monetary compensation, represented in terms of an hourly rate, paid by an employer
to an employee for work or services provided, typically on a weekly or biweekly basis.

188.6(3) Determination of wages for contract administration purposes. When determining wages
for contract administration purposes, the wage will include only the regular hourly rate that serves as
the base level of compensation. The wage will not include nonregular forms of compensation such
as bonuses, unusual overtime pay, commissions, stock options, pensions, retirement or death benefits,
unemployment benefits, life or other insurance, or other fringe benefits.
[ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapters 15 and 15E and 2011 Iowa Code
Supplement chapter 15G, subchapter I.

[Filed emergency 6/15/07—published 7/4/07, effective 6/15/07]
[Filed 8/22/07, Notice 7/4/07—published 9/26/07, effective 10/31/07]

[Filed ARC 0442C (Notice ARC 0293C, IAB 8/22/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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CHAPTER 189
ANNUAL REPORTING

261—189.1(15) Annual reporting by businesses required (for period ending June 30). Recipients
shall report annually to the authority, in form and content acceptable to the authority, about the status
of the funded project. Such reports shall include, but not be limited to, data about base employment,
qualifying wages, benefits, project costs, capital investment, and compliance with the contract.
[ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

261—189.2(15) January 31 report by authority to legislature. The authority’s legal and compliance
team will use the data it collects from businesses to prepare a report on the programs covered in
261—Chapter 173 to be included in the authority’s annual report to the general assembly.
[ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09; ARC 8145B, IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09; ARC 0442C, IAB 11/14/12, effective
12/19/12]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapters 15 and 15E and 2011 Iowa Code
Supplement chapter 15G, subchapter I.

[Filed emergency 6/15/07—published 7/4/07, effective 6/15/07]
[Filed 8/22/07, Notice 7/4/07—published 9/26/07, effective 10/31/07]

[Filed Emergency ARC 7970B, IAB 7/15/09, effective 7/1/09]
[Filed ARC 8145B (Notice ARC 7971B, IAB 7/15/09), IAB 9/23/09, effective 10/28/09]
[Filed ARC 0442C (Notice ARC 0293C, IAB 8/22/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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CHAPTER 13
ISSUANCE OF TEACHER LICENSES AND ENDORSEMENTS

[Prior to 1/14/09, see Educational Examiners Board[282] Ch 14]

282—13.1(272) All applicants desiring Iowa licensure. Licenses are issued upon application filed on
a form provided by the board of educational examiners and upon completion of the following:

13.1(1) National criminal history background check. An initial applicant will be required to submit
a completed fingerprint packet that accompanies the application to facilitate a national criminal history
background check. The fee for the evaluation of the fingerprint packet will be assessed to the applicant.

13.1(2) Iowa division of criminal investigation background check. An Iowa division of criminal
investigation background check will be conducted on initial applicants. The fee for the evaluation of the
DCI background check will be assessed to the applicant.

13.1(3) Temporary permits. The executive director may issue a temporary permit to an applicant for
any type of license, certification, or authorization issued by the board, after receipt of a fully completed
application, including certification from the applicant of completion of the Praxis II examination, if
required; determination that the applicant meets all applicable prerequisites for issuance of the license,
certification, or authorization; and satisfactory evaluation of the Iowa criminal history background check.
The temporary permit shall serve as evidence of the applicant’s authorization to hold a position in Iowa
schools, pending the satisfactory completion of the national criminal history background check and the
board’s receipt of verification of completion of the Praxis II examination. The temporary permit shall
expire upon issuance of the requested license, certification, or authorization or 90 days from the date of
issuance of the permit, whichever occurs first, unless the temporary permit is extended upon a finding of
good cause by the executive director.

282—13.2(272) Applicants from recognized Iowa institutions. An applicant for initial licensure
shall complete either the teacher, administrator, or school service personnel preparation program from
a recognized Iowa institution or an alternative program recognized by the Iowa board of educational
examiners. A recognized Iowa institution is one which has its program of preparation approved by the
state board of education according to standards established by said board, or an alternative program
recognized by the state board of educational examiners. Applicants shall complete the requirements
set out in rule 282—13.1(272) and shall also have the recommendation for the specific license and
endorsement(s) or the specific endorsement(s) from the designated recommending official at the
recognized education institution where the preparation was completed.

282—13.3(272) Applicants from non-Iowa institutions.
13.3(1) Requirements for applicants from non-Iowa institutions. An applicant for licensure who

completes the teacher, administrator, or school service personnel preparation program from a non-Iowa
institution shall verify the requirements of either subrule 13.18(4) or 13.18(5).

13.3(2) Requirements for applicants from non-Iowa traditional teacher preparation
programs. Provided all requirements for Iowa licensure have been met through a state-approved
regionally accredited teacher education program at the graduate or undergraduate level in which college
or university credits were given and student teaching was required, the applicant shall:

a. Provide a recommendation for the specific license and endorsement(s) from the designated
recommending official at the recognized institution where the preparation was completed, and

b. Submit a copy of a valid regular teaching certificate or license exclusive of a temporary,
emergency or substitute license or certificate, and

c. Provide verification of successfully passing mandated tests in the state in which the applicant
is currently licensed if the applicant has fewer than three years of teaching experience.

13.3(3) Requirements for applicants from out-of-state nontraditional teacher preparation
programs. An applicant who holds a valid license from another state and whose preparation was
completed through a state-approved nontraditional teacher preparation program must:
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a. Hold a baccalaureate degree with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.50 on a 4.0
scale from a regionally accredited institution.

b. Provide a valid out-of-state teaching license based on a state-approved nontraditional teacher
preparation program.

c. Provide a recommendation from a regionally accredited institution, department of education,
or a state’s standards board indicating the completion of an approved nontraditional teacher preparation
program.

d. Provide an official institutional transcript(s) to be analyzed for the requirements necessary for
full Iowa licensure based on 13.9(4)“a”(1) to (7), 13.9(4)“c”(1) to (5), 13.18(2), 282—13.28(272), and
282—14.2(272).

e. Meet the recency requirements listed in 13.10(3).
f. If the applicant has fewer than three years of teaching experience, provide verification from the

state licensing agency/department in the state where the nontraditional teacher preparation program was
completed indicating that the applicant has successfully passed that state’s mandated tests.

g. Complete a student teaching or internship experience or verify three years of teaching
experience.

h. If through a transcript analysis the professional education core requirements set forth in
13.9(4)“a”(1) to (7), 13.9(4)“c”(1) to (5), and 13.18(2) and the content endorsement requirements
pursuant to 282—13.28(272) may be identified by course titles, published course descriptions, and
grades, then the transcripts will be reviewed to determine the applicant’s eligibility for an Iowa
teaching license. However, if the professional education core requirements of 13.9(4)“a”(1) to (7),
13.9(4)“c”(1) to (5), and 13.18(2) and the content endorsement requirements cannot be reviewed in
this manner, a portfolio review and evaluation process will be utilized.

13.3(4) Portfolio review and evaluation process. An applicant whose professional education core
requirements pursuant to 13.9(4)“a”(1) to (7), 13.9(4)“c”(1) to (5), and 13.18(2) or whose content
endorsement requirements for special education (282—subrule 14.2(2)) could not be reviewed through
transcript analysis may submit to the board a portfolio in the approved format for review and evaluation.

a. An applicant must demonstrate proficiency in seven of the nine standards in the Iowa
professional education core, set forth in 13.18(4)“a” to “i,” to be eligible to receive a license.

b. An applicant must have completed at least 75 percent of the endorsement requirements through
a two- or four-year institution in order for the endorsement to be included on the license. An applicant
who does not have at least 75 percent of one content endorsement area as described in 282—13.28(272)
completed will not be issued a license.

c. An applicant must meet with the board of educational examiners to answer any of the board’s
questions concerning the portfolio.

d. Any deficiencies in the professional education core as set forth in 13.18(4)“a” to “i” or in the
special education content endorsement area that are identified during the portfolio review and evaluation
process shall be met through coursework with course credits completed at a state-approved, regionally
accredited institution or through courses approved by the executive director. Other content deficiencies
may be met through coursework in a two- or four-year institution in which course credits are given.

13.3(5) Definitions.
“Nontraditional” means any method of teacher preparation that falls outside the traditional method

of preparing teachers, that provides at least a one- or two-year sequenced program of instruction taught
at regionally accredited and state-approved colleges or universities, that includes commonly recognized
pedagogy classes being taught for course credit, and that requires a student teaching component.

“Proficiency,” for the purposes of 13.3(4)“a,” means that an applicant has passed all parts of the
standard.

“Recognized non-Iowa teacher preparation institution” means an institution that is state-approved
and is accredited by the regional accrediting agency for the territory in which the institution is located.
[ARC 8139B, IAB 9/9/09, effective 10/14/09; ARC 8610B, IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10]
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282—13.4(272) Applicants from foreign institutions. An applicant for initial licensure whose
preparation was completed in a foreign institution must obtain a course-by-course credential evaluation
report completed by one of the board-approved credential evaluation services and then file this report
with the board of educational examiners for a determination of eligibility for licensure.

282—13.5(272) Teacher licenses. A license may be issued to applicants who fulfill the general
requirements set out in subrule 13.5(1) and the specific requirements set out for each license.

13.5(1) General requirements. The applicant shall:
a. Have a baccalaureate degree from a regionally accredited institution.
b. Have completed a state-approved teacher education program which meets the requirements of

the professional education core.
c. Have completed an approved human relations component.
d. Have completed the exceptional learner component.
e. Have completed the requirements for one of the basic teaching endorsements.
f. Meet the recency requirement of subrule 13.10(3).
13.5(2) Renewal requirements. Renewal requirements for teacher licenses are set out in

282—Chapter 20.

282—13.6(272) Specific requirements for an initial license. An initial license valid for two years may
be issued to an applicant who meets the general requirements set forth in subrule 13.5(1).

282—13.7(272) Specific requirements for a standard license. A standard license valid for five years
may be issued to an applicant who:

1. Meets the general requirements set forth in subrule 13.5(1), and
2. Shows evidence of successful completion of a state-approved mentoring and induction program

by meeting the Iowa teaching standards as determined by a comprehensive evaluation and two years’
successful teaching experience. In lieu of completion of an Iowa state-approvedmentoring and induction
program, the applicant must provide evidence of three years’ successful teaching experience in an Iowa
nonpublic school or three years’ successful teaching experience in an out-of-state K-12 educational
setting.

282—13.8(272) Specific requirements for a master educator’s license. A master educator’s license
is valid for five years and may be issued to an applicant who:

1. Is the holder of or is eligible for a standard license as set out in rule 282—13.7(272), and
2. Verifies five years of successful teaching experience, and
3. Completes one of the following options:
● Master’s degree in a recognized endorsement area, or
● Master’s degree in curriculum, effective teaching, or a similar degree program which has a

focus on school curriculum or instruction.

282—13.9(272) Teacher intern license.
13.9(1) Authorization. The teacher intern is authorized to teach in grades 7 to 12.
13.9(2) Term. The term of the teacher intern license will be one year from the date of issuance. This

license is nonrenewable. The fee for the teacher intern license is in 282—Chapter 12.
13.9(3) Teacher intern requirements. A teacher intern license shall be issued upon application

provided that the following requirements have been met. The applicant shall:
a. Hold a baccalaureate degree with a minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.50 on a 4.0

scale from a regionally accredited institution.
b. Meet the requirements of at least one of the board’s secondary (5-12) teaching endorsements

listed in rule 282—13.28(272).
c. Possess a minimum of three years of postbaccalaureate work experience. An authorized official

at a college or university with an approved teacher intern program will evaluate this experience.
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d. Successfully complete the teacher intern program requirements listed in subrule 13.9(4) and
approved by the state board of education.

e. Successfully pass a basic skills test at the level approved by the teacher education institution.
13.9(4) Program requirements. The teacher intern shall:
a. Complete the following requirements prior to the internship year:
(1) Learning environment/classroom management. The intern uses an understanding of individual

and group motivation and behavior to create a learning environment that encourages positive social
interaction, active engagement in learning, and self-motivation.

(2) Instructional planning. The intern plans instruction based upon knowledge of subject matter,
students, the community, curriculum goals, and state curriculum models.

(3) Instructional strategies. The intern understands and uses a variety of instructional strategies to
encourage students’ development of critical thinking, problem solving, and performance skills.

(4) Student learning. The intern understands how students learn and develop and provides learning
opportunities that support intellectual, career, social, and personal development.

(5) Diverse learners. The intern understands how students differ in their approaches to learning
and creates instructional opportunities that are equitable and are adaptable to diverse learners.

(6) Collaboration, ethics and relationships. The intern fosters relationships with parents, school
colleagues, and organizations in the larger community to support students’ learning and development.

(7) Assessment. The intern understands and uses formal and informal assessment strategies to
evaluate the continuous intellectual, social, and physical development of the learner.

(8) Field experiences that provide opportunities for interaction with students in an environment
that supports learning in context. These experiences shall total at least 50 contact hours in the field prior
to the beginning of the academic year of the candidate’s initial employment as a teacher intern.

b. Complete four semester hours of a teacher intern seminar during the teacher internship year to
include support and extension of coursework from the teacher intern program.

c. Complete the coursework and competencies in the following areas:
(1) Foundations, reflection, and professional development. The intern continually evaluates the

effects of the practitioner’s choices and actions on students, parents, and other professionals in the
learning community and actively seeks out opportunities to grow professionally.

(2) Communication. The intern uses knowledge of effective verbal, nonverbal, and media
communication techniques, and other forms of symbolic representation, to foster active inquiry and
collaboration and to support interaction in the classroom.

(3) Exceptional learner program, which must include preparation that contributes to the education
of individuals with disabilities and the gifted and talented.

(4) Preparation in the integration of reading strategies into the content area.
(5) Computer technology related to instruction.
(6) An advanced study of the items set forth in 13.9(4)“a”(1) to (7) above.
13.9(5) Local school district requirements. The local school district shall:
a. Provide an offer of employment to an individual who has been evaluated by a college or

university for eligibility or acceptance in the teacher intern program.
b. Participate in a mentoring and induction program.
c. Provide a district mentor for the teacher intern.
d. Provide other support and supervision, as needed, to maximize the opportunity for the teacher

intern to succeed.
e. Not overload the teacher intern with extracurricular duties not directly related to the teacher

intern’s teaching assignment.
f. Provide evidence to the board from a licensed evaluator that the teacher intern is participating

in a mentoring and induction program.
g. At the board’s request, provide information including, but not limited to, the teacher intern

selection and preparation program, institutional support, local school district mentor, and local school
district support.
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13.9(6) Requirements to convert the teacher intern license to the initial license.
a. An initial license shall be issued upon application provided that the teacher intern has met all

of the following requirements:
(1) Successful completion of the coursework and competencies in the teacher intern program

approved by the state board of education.
(2) Verification from a licensed evaluator that the teacher intern served successfully for a minimum

of 160 days.
(3) Verification from a licensed evaluator that the teacher intern is participating in a mentoring and

induction program and is being assessed on the Iowa teaching standards.
(4) Recommendation by a college or university offering an approved teacher intern program that

the individual is eligible for an initial license.
(5) At the board’s request, the teacher intern shall provide to the board information including, but

not limited to, the teacher intern selection and preparation program, institutional support, local school
district mentor, and local school district support.

b. The teacher intern year will count as one of the years that is needed for the teacher intern to
convert the initial license to the standard license if the conditions listed in paragraph 13.9(6)“a” have
been met.

13.9(7) Requirements to obtain the initial license if the teacher intern does not complete the
internship year.

a. An initial license shall be issued upon application provided that the teacher intern has met the
requirements for one of the following options:

(1) Option #1:
1. Successful completion of the coursework and competencies in the teacher intern program

approved by the state board of education; and
2. Verification by a college or university that the teacher intern successfully completed the

college’s or university’s state-approved student teaching requirements; and
3. Recommendation by a college or university offering an approved teacher intern program that

the individual is eligible for an initial license.
(2) Option #2:
1. Successful completion of the coursework and competencies in the teacher intern program

approved by the state board of education; and
2. Verification by the approved teacher intern program that the teacher intern successfully

completed 40 days of paid substitute teaching; and
3. Verification by the teacher intern program that the teacher intern successfully completed 40

days of co-teaching; and
4. Recommendation by the approved teacher intern program that the individual is eligible for an

initial license.
b. At the board’s request, the teacher intern shall provide to the board information including, but

not limited to, the teacher intern selection and preparation program, institutional support, local school
district mentor, and local school district support.

13.9(8) Requirements to extend the teacher intern license if the teacher intern does not complete all
of the education coursework during the term of the teacher intern license.

a. A one-year extension of the teacher intern license may be issued upon application provided that
the teacher intern has met both of the following requirements:

(1) Successful completion of 160 days of teaching experience during the teacher internship.
(2) Verification by the recommending official at the approved teacher intern program that the

teacher intern has not completed all of the coursework required for the initial license.
b. Only one year of teaching experience during the term of the teacher intern license or the

extension of a teacher intern license may be used to convert the teacher intern license to a standard
teaching license.
[ARC 8688B, IAB 4/7/10, effective 5/12/10; ARC 9925B, IAB 12/14/11, effective 1/18/12]
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282—13.10(272) Specific requirements for a Class A license. A nonrenewable Class A license valid
for one year may be issued to an individual who has completed a teacher education program under any
one of the following conditions:

13.10(1) Professional core requirements. The individual has not completed all of the required
courses in the professional core, 13.18(4)“a” through “j.”

13.10(2) Human relations component. The individual has not completed an approved human
relations component.

13.10(3) Recency. The individual meets the requirements for a valid license, but has had fewer
than 160 days of teaching experience during the five-year period immediately preceding the date of
application or has not completed six semester hours of college credit from a recognized institution within
the five-year period. To obtain the desired license, the applicant must complete recent credits and, where
recent credits are required, these credits shall be taken in professional education or in the applicant’s
endorsement area(s).

13.10(4) Degree not granted until next regular commencement. Rescinded IAB 9/9/09, effective
10/14/09.

13.10(5) Based on an expired Iowa certificate or license, exclusive of a Class A or Class B license.
a. The holder of an expired license, exclusive of a Class A or Class B license, shall be eligible

to receive a Class A license upon application. This license shall be endorsed for the type of service
authorized by the expired license on which it is based.

b. The holder of an expired license who is currently under contract with an Iowa educational
unit (area education agency/local education agency/local school district) and who does not meet the
renewal requirements for the license held shall be required to secure the signature of the superintendent
or designee before the license will be issued.

13.10(6) Based on a mentoring and induction program. An applicant may be eligible for a Class A
license if the school district, after conducting a comprehensive evaluation, recommends and verifies that
the applicant shall participate in the mentoring program for a third year.

13.10(7) Based on an administrative decision. The executive director is authorized to issue a Class
A license to an applicant whose services are needed to fill positions in unique need circumstances.
[ARC 7987B, IAB 7/29/09, effective 9/2/09; ARC 8134B, IAB 9/9/09, effective 10/14/09; ARC 8957B, IAB 7/28/10, effective 9/1/10]

282—13.11(272) Specific requirements for a Class B license. A Class B license, which is valid for
two years and which is nonrenewable, may be issued to an individual under the following conditions:

13.11(1) Endorsement in progress. The individual has a valid initial, standard, master educator,
permanent professional, Class A (one-year extension of an initial, standard, or master educator),
exchange, or professional service license and one or more endorsements but is seeking to obtain some
other endorsement. A Class B license may be issued if requested by an employer and if the individual
seeking to obtain some other endorsement has completed at least two-thirds of the requirements, or
one-half of the content requirements in a state-designated shortage area, leading to completion of all
requirements for the endorsement. A Class B license may not be issued for the driver’s education
endorsement.

13.11(2) Program of study for special education endorsement. The college or universitymust outline
the program of study necessary to meet the special education endorsement requirements. This program
of study must be attached to the application.

13.11(3) Request for exception. A school district administrator may file a written request with the
board for an exception to the minimum content requirements on the basis of documented need and benefit
to the instructional program. The board will review the request and provide a written decision either
approving or denying the request.

13.11(4) Provisional occupational license. If an individual is eligible for a provisional occupational
license but has not met all of the experience requirements, a Class B license may be issued while the
individual earns the necessary experience.
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13.11(5) Expiration. This license will expire on June 30 of the fiscal year in which it was issued plus
one year.
[ARC 7987B, IAB 7/29/09, effective 9/2/09; ARC 8133B, IAB 9/9/09, effective 10/14/09; ARC 9207B, IAB 11/3/10, effective
12/8/10; ARC 9573B, IAB 6/29/11, effective 8/3/11]

282—13.12(272) Specific requirements for a Class C license. Rescinded IAB 7/29/09, effective
9/2/09.

282—13.13(272) Specific requirements for a Class D occupational license. Rescinded IAB 7/29/09,
effective 9/2/09.

282—13.14(272) Specific requirements for a Class E license. A nonrenewable license valid for one
year may be issued to an individual as follows:

13.14(1) Expired license. Based on an expired Class A, Class B, or teacher exchange license, the
holder of the expired license shall be eligible to receive a Class E license upon application and submission
of all required materials.

13.14(2) Application. The application process will require transcripts of coursework completed
during the term of the expired license, a program of study indicating the coursework necessary to obtain
full licensure, and registration for coursework to be completed during the term of the Class E license.
The Class E license will be denied if the applicant has not completed any coursework during the term
of the Class A or Class B license unless extenuating circumstances are verified.
[ARC 7987B, IAB 7/29/09, effective 9/2/09]

282—13.15(272) Specific requirements for a Class G license. A nonrenewable Class G license valid
for one year may be issued to an individual who must complete a school guidance counseling practicum
or internship in an approved program in preparation for the school guidance counselor endorsement. The
Class G license may be issued under the following limited conditions:

1. Verification of a baccalaureate degree from a regionally accredited institution.
2. Verification from the institution that the individual is admitted and enrolled in an approved

school guidance counseling program.
3. Verification that the individual has completed the coursework and competencies required prior

to the practicum or internship.
4. Written documentation of the requirements listed in “1” to “3” above, provided by the official

at the institution where the individual is completing the approved school guidance counseling program
and forwarded to the Iowa board of educational examiners with the application form for licensure.

282—13.16(272) Specific requirements for a substitute teacher’s license.
13.16(1) Substitute teacher requirements. A substitute teacher’s license may be issued to an

individual who:
a. Has been the holder of, or presently holds, a license in Iowa; or holds or held a regular teacher’s

license or certificate in another state, exclusive of temporary, emergency, or substitute certificate or
license, or a certificate based on an alternative certification program; or

b. Has successfully completed all requirements of an approved teacher education program, but
did not apply for an Iowa teacher’s license at the time of completion of the approved program.

13.16(2) Validity. A substitute license is valid for five years and for not more than 90 days of teaching
in one assignment during any one school year. A school district administrator may file a written request
with the board for an extension of the 90-day limit in one assignment on the basis of documented need
and benefit to the instructional program. The board will review the request and provide a written decision
either approving or denying the request.

13.16(3) Authorization. The holder of a substitute license is authorized to teach in any school system
in any position in which a regularly licensed teacher was employed to begin the school year except in
the driver’s education classroom. In addition to the authority inherent in the initial, standard, master
educator, professional administrator, two-year exchange, and permanent professional licenses and the
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endorsement(s) held, the holder of one of these regular licenses may substitute on the same basis as the
holder of a substitute license while the regular license is in effect.
[ARC 9205B, IAB 11/3/10, effective 12/8/10; ARC 9206B, IAB 11/3/10, effective 12/8/10]

282—13.17(272) Specific requirements for exchange licenses. An applicant seeking Iowa licensure
who completes the teacher preparation program from a recognized non-Iowa institution shall verify
the requirements of subrules 13.18(4) and 13.18(5) through traditional course-based preparation
program and transcript review. A recognized non-Iowa teacher preparation institution is one that
is state-approved and is accredited by the regional accrediting agency for the territory in which the
institution is located. Applicants for nontraditional exchange licenses are not required to have received
their preparation through regionally approved teacher education programs.

13.17(1) One-year teacher exchange license.
a. For an applicant applying under 13.3(2), a one-year nonrenewable exchange license may be

issued to the applicant under the following conditions:
(1) The applicant has completed a state-approved, regionally accredited teacher education program;

and
(2) The applicant has the recommendation for the specific license and endorsement(s) from the

designated recommending official at the recognized non-Iowa institution where the preparation was
completed; and

(3) The applicant holds and submits a copy of a valid and current certificate or license in the state
in which the preparation was completed or in which the applicant is currently teaching, exclusive of a
temporary, emergency or substitute license or certificate;

1. If the applicant’s out-of-state license is expired, a one-year teacher exchange license may be
issued and the lack of a valid and current out-of-state license will be listed as a deficiency;

2. If the applicant submits verification that the applicant has applied for and will receive the
applicant’s first teaching license and is waiting for the processing or printing of a valid and current
out-of-state license, a regional exchange license may be issued and the lack of a valid and current
out-of-state license will be listed as a deficiency; and

(4) If the applicant has fewer than three years of teaching experience or is being recommended for
a K-6 elementary education endorsement, the applicant must verify successful completion of mandated
tests in the state in which the applicant is currently licensed; and

(5) Each exchange license shall be limited to the area(s) and level(s) of instruction as determined
by an analysis of the application, the transcripts and the license or certificate held in the state in which the
basic preparation for licensure was completed or of the application and the credential evaluation report.
The applicant must have completed at least 75 percent of the endorsement requirements through a two-
or four-year institution in order for the endorsement to be included on the exchange license; and

(6) The applicant is not subject to any pending disciplinary proceedings in any state or country; and
(7) The applicant complies with all requirements with regard to application processes and payment

of licensure fees.
b. After the term of the exchange license has expired, the applicant may apply to be fully licensed

if the applicant has completed all requirements and is eligible for full licensure.
c. If the lack of a valid and current out-of-state license was listed as a deficiency, the one-year

teacher exchange license shall not be converted or extended until a valid and current out-of-state license
is presented to remove the deficiency.

13.17(2) Two-year nontraditional exchange license. For an applicant applying under 13.3(3)
and 13.3(4), a two-year nontraditional teacher exchange license may be issued to the applicant from
state-approved preparation programs, under the following conditions:

a. The applicant has met the requirements of 13.3(4)“a” and “b.”
b. The applicant has met the requirements of 13.17(1)“a”(3) through (7).
c. To convert the two-year nontraditional exchange license, the applicant must meet all

deficiencies as well as meet the Iowa teaching standards as determined by a comprehensive evaluation
by a licensed evaluator, and the applicant shall have two years of successful teaching experience in
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Iowa. The evaluator may recommend extending the license for a third year to meet Iowa teaching
standards.

d. The license may be extended to meet the requirements for two years of successful teaching in
Iowa with proof of employment.

13.17(3) International teacher exchange license.
a. A nonrenewable international exchange license may be issued to an applicant under the

following conditions:
(1) The applicant has completed a teacher education program in another country; and
(2) The applicant is not subject to any pending disciplinary proceedings in any state or country; and
(3) The applicant complies with all requirements with regard to application processes and payment

of licensure fees; and
(4) The applicant is a participant in a teacher exchange program administered through the Iowa

department of education.
b. Each exchange license shall be limited to the area(s) and level(s) of instruction as determined

by an analysis of the application and the credential evaluation report.
c. This license shall not exceed three years.
d. After the term of the exchange license has expired, the applicant may apply to be fully licensed

if the applicant has completed all requirements and is eligible for full licensure.
[ARC 8138B, IAB 9/9/09, effective 10/14/09; ARC 8604B, IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10; ARC 9072B, IAB 9/8/10, effective
10/13/10; ARC 9840B, IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11]

282—13.18(272) General requirements for an original teaching subject area
endorsement. Following are the general requirements for the issuance of a license with an
endorsement.

13.18(1) Baccalaureate degree from a regionally accredited institution.
13.18(2) Completion of an approved human relations component.
13.18(3) Completion of the exceptional learner program, which must include preparation that

contributes to the education of individuals with disabilities and the gifted and talented.
13.18(4) Professional education core. Completed coursework or evidence of competency in:
a. Student learning. The practitioner understands how students learn and develop, and provides

learning opportunities that support intellectual, career, social and personal development.
b. Diverse learners. The practitioner understands how students differ in their approaches to

learning and creates instructional opportunities that are equitable and are adaptable to diverse learners.
c. Instructional planning. The practitioner plans instruction based upon knowledge of subject

matter, students, the community, curriculum goals, and state curriculum models.
d. Instructional strategies. The practitioner understands and uses a variety of instructional

strategies to encourage students’ development of critical thinking, problem solving, and performance
skills.

e. Learning environment/classroom management. The practitioner uses an understanding of
individual and group motivation and behavior to create a learning environment that encourages positive
social interaction, active engagement in learning, and self-motivation.

f. Communication. The practitioner uses knowledge of effective verbal, nonverbal, and media
communication techniques, and other forms of symbolic representation, to foster active inquiry,
collaboration, and support interaction in the classroom.

g. Assessment. The practitioner understands and uses formal and informal assessment strategies
to evaluate the continuous intellectual, social, and physical development of the learner.

h. Foundations, reflection and professional development. The practitioner continually evaluates
the effects of the practitioner’s choices and actions on students, parents, and other professionals in the
learning community, and actively seeks out opportunities to grow professionally.

i. Collaboration, ethics and relationships. The practitioner fosters relationships with parents,
school colleagues, and organizations in the larger community to support students’ learning and
development.
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j. Computer technology related to instruction.
k. Completion of pre-student teaching field-based experiences.
l. Methods of teaching with an emphasis on the subject and grade level endorsement desired.
m. Student teaching in the subject area and grade level endorsement desired.
n. Preparation in reading programs, including reading recovery, and integration of reading

strategies into content area methods coursework.
13.18(5) Content/subject matter specialization. The practitioner understands the central concepts,

tools of inquiry, and structure of the discipline(s) the practitioner teaches and creates learning experiences
that make these aspects of subject matter meaningful for students. This is evidenced by completion of
a 30-semester-hour teaching major which must minimally include the requirements for at least one of
the basic endorsement areas, special education teaching endorsements, or secondary level occupational
endorsements.

282—13.19(272) NCATE-accredited programs. Rescinded IAB 6/17/09, effective 7/22/09.

282—13.20 Reserved.

282—13.21(272) Human relations requirements for practitioner licensure. Preparation in human
relations shall be included in programs leading to teacher licensure. Human relations study shall include
interpersonal and intergroup relations and shall contribute to the development of sensitivity to and
understanding of the values, beliefs, lifestyles and attitudes of individuals and the diverse groups found
in a pluralistic society.

13.21(1) Beginning on or after August 31, 1980, each applicant for an initial practitioner’s license
shall have completed the human relations requirement.

13.21(2) On or after August 31, 1980, each applicant for the renewal of a practitioner’s license shall
have completed an approved human relations requirement.

13.21(3) Credit for the human relations requirement shall be given for licensed persons who can
give evidence that they have completed a human relations program which meets board of educational
examiners criteria (see rule 282—13.22(272)).
[ARC 0026C, IAB 3/7/12, effective 4/11/12]

282—13.22(272) Development of human relations components. Human relations components shall
be developed by teacher preparation institutions. In-service human relations components may also be
developed by educational agencies other than teacher preparation institutions, as approved by the board
of educational examiners.

13.22(1) Advisory committee. Education agencies developing human relations components shall
give evidence that in the development of their programs they were assisted by an advisory committee.
The advisory committee shall consist of equal representation of various minority and majority groups.

13.22(2) Standards for approved components. Human relations components will be approved by
the board of educational examiners upon submission of evidence that the components are designed to
develop the ability of participants to:

a. Be aware of and understand the values, lifestyles, history, and contributions of various
identifiable subgroups in our society.

b. Recognize and deal with dehumanizing biases such as sexism, racism, prejudice, and
discrimination and become aware of the impact that such biases have on interpersonal relations.

c. Translate knowledge of human relations into attitudes, skills, and techniques which will result
in favorable learning experiences for students.

d. Recognize the ways in which dehumanizing biases may be reflected in instructional materials.
e. Respect human diversity and the rights of each individual.
f. Relate effectively to other individuals and various subgroups other than one’s own.
13.22(3) Evaluation. Educational agencies providing the human relations components shall indicate

the means to be utilized for evaluation.
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282—13.23 to 13.25 Reserved.

282—13.26(272) Requirements for elementary endorsements.
13.26(1) Teacher—prekindergarten-kindergarten.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to teach at the prekindergarten/

kindergarten level.
b. Program requirements.
(1) Degree—baccalaureate, and
(2) Completion of an approved human relations program, and
(3) Completion of the professional education core. See subrule 13.18(3).
c. Content.
(1) Human growth and development: infancy and early childhood, unless completed as part of the

professional education core. See subrule 13.18(4).
(2) Curriculum development and methodology for young children.
(3) Child-family-school-community relationships (community agencies).
(4) Guidance of young children three to six years of age.
(5) Organization of prekindergarten-kindergarten programs.
(6) Child and family nutrition.
(7) Language development and learning.
(8) Kindergarten: programs and curriculum development.
13.26(2) Teacher—prekindergarten through grade three.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to teach children from birth through

grade three.
b. Program requirements.
(1) Degree—baccalaureate.
(2) Completion of an approved human relations program.
(3) Completion of the professional education core. See subrules 13.18(3) and 13.18(4).
(4) Highly qualified teacher (HQT) status. Applicants from non-Iowa institutions who have

completed the requirements for this endorsement must verify their HQT status. The board shall
determine the test and the minimum passing score for HQT status. Verification must be provided
through one of the following:

1. Written verification from the department of education in the state in which the applicant
completed the elementary teacher preparation program that the applicant has achieved HQT status in
that state; or

2. Written verification from the department of education in the state where the applicant is
currently teaching that the applicant has achieved HQT status in that state; or

3. Submission of the official test score report indicating the applicant has met the qualifying score
for licensure in the state in which the applicant completed the elementary teacher preparation program;
or

4. Obtaining the qualifying score set by the Iowa board of educational examiners if the applicant
has not been teaching within the last five years and completion of a teacher preparation program prior
to enactment of the federal highly qualified teacher legislation (June 2006). This option may also be
utilized by applicants from outside the United States.

5. For applicants who have completed the requirements for one of the Iowa elementary
endorsements, verification of HQT status by meeting the minimum score set by the Iowa board of
educational examiners if the applicant has not been teaching within the last five years and completion of
a teacher preparation program prior to enactment of the federal highly qualified teacher legislation (June
2006). This option may also be utilized by applicants who have been teaching outside the United States.

c. Content.
(1) Child growth and development with emphasis on cognitive, language, physical, social, and

emotional development, both typical and atypical, for infants and toddlers, preprimary, and primary
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school children (grades one through three), unless combined as part of the professional education core.
See subrule 13.18(4) of the licensure rules for the professional core.

(2) Historical, philosophical, and social foundations of early childhood education.
(3) Developmentally appropriate curriculum with emphasis on integrated multicultural and

nonsexist content including language, mathematics, science, social studies, health, safety, nutrition,
visual and expressive arts, social skills, higher-thinking skills, and developmentally appropriate
methodology, including adaptations for individual needs, for infants and toddlers, preprimary, and
primary school children.

(4) Characteristics of play and creativity, and their contributions to the cognitive, language,
physical, social and emotional development and learning of infants and toddlers, preprimary, and
primary school children.

(5) Classroom organization and individual interactions to create positive learning environments
for infants and toddlers, preprimary, and primary school children based on child development theory
emphasizing guidance techniques.

(6) Observation and application of developmentally appropriate assessments for infants and
toddlers, preprimary, and primary school children recognizing, referring, and making adaptations for
children who are at risk or who have exceptional educational needs and talents.

(7) Home-school-community relationships and interactions designed to promote and support
parent, family and community involvement, and interagency collaboration.

(8) Family systems, cultural diversity, and factors which place families at risk.
(9) Child and family health and nutrition.
(10) Advocacy, legislation, and public policy as they affect children and families.
(11) Administration of child care programs to include staff and program development and

supervision and evaluation of support staff.
(12) Pre-student teaching field experience with three age levels in infant and toddler, preprimary,

and primary programs, with no less than 100 clock hours, and in different settings, such as rural and
urban, socioeconomic status, cultural diversity, program types, and program sponsorship.

(13) Student teaching experiences with two different age levels, one before kindergarten and one
from kindergarten through grade three.

13.26(3) Teacher—prekindergarten through grade three, including special education.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to teach children from birth through

grade three.
b. Program requirements.
(1) Degree—baccalaureate, and
(2) Completion of an approved human relations program, and
(3) Completion of the professional education core. See subrules 13.18(3) and 13.18(4).
(4) Highly qualified teacher (HQT) status. Applicants from non-Iowa institutions who have

completed the requirements for this endorsement must verify their HQT status. The board shall
determine the test and the minimum passing score for HQT status. Verification must be provided
through one of the following:

1. Written verification from the department of education in the state in which the applicant
completed the elementary teacher preparation program that the applicant has achieved HQT status in
that state; or

2. Written verification from the department of education in the state where the applicant is
currently teaching that the applicant has achieved HQT status in that state; or

3. Submission of the official test score report indicating the applicant has met the qualifying score
for licensure in the state in which the applicant completed the elementary teacher preparation program;
or

4. Obtaining the qualifying score set by the Iowa board of educational examiners if the applicant
has not been teaching within the last five years and completion of a teacher preparation program prior
to enactment of the federal highly qualified teacher legislation (June 2006). This option may also be
utilized by applicants from outside the United States.
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5. For applicants who have completed the requirements for one of the Iowa elementary
endorsements, verification of HQT status by meeting the minimum score set by the Iowa board of
educational examiners if the applicant has not been teaching within the last five years and completion of
a teacher preparation program prior to enactment of the federal highly qualified teacher legislation (June
2006). This option may also be utilized by applicants who have been teaching outside the United States.

c. Content.
(1) Child growth and development.
1. Understand the nature of child growth and development for infants and toddlers (birth through

age 2), preprimary (age 3 through age 5) and primary school children (age 6 through age 8), both typical
and atypical, in areas of cognition, language development, physical motor, social-emotional, aesthetics,
and adaptive behavior.

2. Understand individual differences in development and learning including risk factors,
developmental variations and developmental patterns of specific disabilities and special abilities.

3. Recognize that children are best understood in the contexts of family, culture and society and
that cultural and linguistic diversity influences development and learning.

(2) Developmentally appropriate learning environment and curriculum implementation.
1. Establish learning environments with social support, from the teacher and from other students,

for all children to meet their optimal potential, with a climate characterized by mutual respect,
encouraging and valuing the efforts of all regardless of proficiency.

2. Appropriately use informal and formal assessment to monitor development of children and to
plan and evaluate curriculum and teaching practices to meet individual needs of children and families.

3. Plan, implement, and continuously evaluate developmentally and individually appropriate
curriculum goals, content, and teaching practices for infants, toddlers, preprimary and primary children
based on the needs and interests of individual children, their families and community.

4. Use both child-initiated and teacher-directed instructional methods, including strategies such as
small and large group projects, unstructured and structured play, systematic instruction, group discussion
and cooperative decision making.

5. Develop and implement integrated learning experiences for home-, center- and school-based
environments for infants, toddlers, preprimary and primary children.

6. Develop and implement integrated learning experiences that facilitate cognition,
communication, social and physical development of infants and toddlers within the context of
parent-child and caregiver-child relationships.

7. Develop and implement learning experiences for preprimary and primary children with focus
on multicultural and nonsexist content that includes development of responsibility, aesthetic and artistic
development, physical development and well-being, cognitive development, and emotional and social
development.

8. Develop and implement learning experiences for infants, toddlers, preprimary, and primary
children with a focus on language, mathematics, science, social studies, visual and expressive arts, social
skills, higher-thinking skills, and developmentally appropriate methodology.

9. Develop adaptations and accommodations for infants, toddlers, preprimary, and primary
children to meet their individual needs.

10. Adapt materials, equipment, the environment, programs and use of human resources to meet
social, cognitive, physical motor, communication, and medical needs of children and diverse learning
needs.

(3) Health, safety and nutrition.
1. Design and implement physically and psychologically safe and healthy indoor and outdoor

environments to promote development and learning.
2. Promote nutritional practices that support cognitive, social, cultural and physical development

of young children.
3. Implement appropriate appraisal and management of health concerns of young children

including procedures for children with special health care needs.
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4. Recognize signs of emotional distress, physical and mental abuse and neglect in young children
and understand mandatory reporting procedures.

5. Demonstrate proficiency in infant-child cardiopulmonary resuscitation, emergency procedures
and first aid.

(4) Family and community collaboration.
1. Apply theories and knowledge of dynamic roles and relationships within and between families,

schools, and communities.
2. Assist families in identifying resources, priorities, and concerns in relation to the child’s

development.
3. Link families, based on identified needs, priorities and concerns, with a variety of resources.
4. Use communication, problem-solving and help-giving skills in collaboration with families and

other professionals to support the development, learning and well-being of young children.
5. Participate as an effective member of a team with other professionals and families to develop

and implement learning plans and environments for young children.
(5) Professionalism.
1. Understand legislation and public policy that affect all young children, with and without

disabilities, and their families.
2. Understand legal aspects, historical, philosophical, and social foundations of early childhood

education and special education.
3. Understand principles of administration, organization and operation of programs for children

from birth to age 8 and their families, including staff and program development, supervision and
evaluation of staff, and continuing improvement of programs and services.

4. Identify current trends and issues of the profession to inform and improve practices and
advocate for quality programs for young children and their families.

5. Adhere to professional and ethical codes.
6. Engage in reflective inquiry and demonstration of professional self-knowledge.
(6) Pre-student teaching field experiences. Complete 100 clock hours of pre-student teaching field

experience with three age levels in infant and toddler, preprimary, and primary programs and in different
settings, such as rural and urban, encompassing differing socioeconomic status, ability levels, cultural
and linguistic diversity and program types and sponsorship.

(7) Student teaching. Complete a supervised student teaching experience of a total of at least 12
weeks in at least two different classrooms which include children with and without disabilities in two of
three age levels: infant and toddler, preprimary, and primary.

13.26(4) Teacher—elementary classroom.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to teach in kindergarten and grades

one through six.
b. Program requirements.
(1) Degree—baccalaureate, and
(2) Completion of an approved human relations component, and
(3) Completion of the professional education core. See subrules 13.18(3) and 13.18(4).
(4) Highly qualified teacher (HQT) status. Applicants from non-Iowa institutions who have

completed the requirements for this endorsement must verify their HQT status. The board shall
determine the test and the minimum passing score for HQT status. Verification must be provided
through one of the following:

1. Written verification from the department of education in the state in which the applicant
completed the elementary teacher preparation program that the applicant has achieved HQT status in
that state; or

2. Written verification from the department of education in the state where the applicant is
currently teaching that the applicant has achieved HQT status in that state; or

3. Submission of the official test score report indicating the applicant has met the qualifying score
for licensure in the state in which the applicant completed the elementary teacher preparation program;
or
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4. Obtaining the qualifying score set by the Iowa board of educational examiners if the applicant
has not been teaching within the last five years and completion of a teacher preparation program prior
to enactment of the federal highly qualified teacher legislation (June 2006). This option may also be
utilized by applicants from outside the United States.

5. For applicants who have completed the requirements for one of the Iowa elementary
endorsements, verification of HQT status by meeting the minimum score set by the Iowa board of
educational examiners if the applicant has not been teaching within the last five years and completion of
a teacher preparation program prior to enactment of the federal highly qualified teacher legislation (June
2006). This option may also be utilized by applicants who have been teaching outside the United States.

c. Content.
(1) Child growth and development with emphasis on the emotional, physical and mental

characteristics of elementary age children, unless completed as part of the professional education core.
See subrule 13.18(4).

(2) Methods and materials of teaching elementary language arts.
(3) Methods and materials of teaching elementary reading.
(4) Elementary curriculum (methods and materials).
(5) Methods and materials of teaching elementary mathematics.
(6) Methods and materials of teaching elementary science.
(7) Children’s literature.
(8) Methods and materials of teaching elementary social studies.
(9) Methods and materials in two of the following areas:
1. Methods and materials of teaching elementary health.
2. Methods and materials of teaching elementary physical education.
3. Methods and materials of teaching elementary art.
4. Methods and materials of teaching elementary music.
(10) Pre-student teaching field experience in at least two different grades.
(11) A field of specialization in a single discipline or a formal interdisciplinary program of at least

12 semester hours.
13.26(5) Teacher—elementary classroom. Effective September 1, 2015, the following requirements

apply to persons who wish to teach in the elementary classroom:
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to teach in kindergarten and grades

one through six.
b. Program requirements.
(1) Degree—baccalaureate, and
(2) Completion of an approved human relations component, and
(3) Completion of the professional education core. See subrules 13.18(3) and 13.18(4).
(4) Highly qualified teacher (HQT) status. Applicants from non-Iowa institutions who have

completed the requirements for this endorsement must verify their HQT status. The board shall
determine the test and the minimum passing score for HQT status. Verification must be provided
through one of the following:

1. Written verification from the department of education in the state in which the applicant
completed the elementary teacher preparation program that the applicant has achieved HQT status in
that state; or

2. Written verification from the department of education in the state where the applicant is
currently teaching that the applicant has achieved HQT status in that state; or

3. Submission of the official test score report indicating the applicant has met the qualifying score
for licensure in the state in which the applicant completed the elementary teacher preparation program;
or

4. Verification that the applicant has obtained the qualifying score set by the Iowa board of
educational examiners if the applicant has not been teaching within the last five years and completion
of a teacher preparation program prior to enactment in June 2006 of the federal highly qualified teacher
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provisions of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA). This option may also be utilized
by applicants from outside the United States.

5. For applicants who have completed the requirements for one of the Iowa elementary
endorsements, verification of HQT status by meeting the minimum score set by the Iowa board of
educational examiners if the applicant has not been teaching within the last five years and completion
of a teacher preparation program prior to enactment in June 2006 of the federal highly qualified teacher
provisions of IDEA. This option may also be utilized by applicants who have been teaching outside
the United States.

c. Content.
(1) Child growth and development with emphasis on the emotional, physical and mental

characteristics of elementary age children, unless completed as part of the professional education core.
See subrule 13.18(4).

(2) At least 9 semester hours in literacy which must include:
1. Content:
● Children’s literature;
● Oral and written communication skills for the twenty-first century.
2. Methods:
● Assessment, diagnosis and evaluation of student learning in literacy;
● Integration of the language arts (to include reading, writing, speaking, viewing, and listening);
● Integration of technology in teaching and student learning in literacy;
● Current best-practice, research-based approaches of literacy instruction;
● Classroom management as it applies to literacy methods;
● Pre-student teaching clinical experience in teaching literacy.
(3) At least 9 semester hours in mathematics which must include:
1. Content:
● Numbers and operations;
● Algebra/number patterns;
● Geometry;
● Measurement;
● Data analysis/probability.
2. Methods:
● Assessment, diagnosis and evaluation of student learning in mathematics;
● Current best-practice, research-based instructional methods in mathematical processes

(to include problem solving; reasoning; communication; the ability to recognize, make and apply
connections; integration of manipulatives; the ability to construct and to apply multiple connected
representations; and the application of content to real world experiences);

● Integration of technology in teaching and student learning in mathematics;
● Classroom management as it applies to mathematics methods;
● Pre-student teaching clinical experience in teaching mathematics.
(4) At least 9 semester hours in social sciences which must include:
1. Content:
● History;
● Geography;
● Political science/civic literacy;
● Economics;
● Behavioral sciences.
2. Methods:
● Current best-practice, research-based approaches to the teaching and learning of social sciences;
● Integration of technology in teaching and student learning in social sciences;
● Classroom management as it applies to social science methods.
(5) At least 9 semester hours in science which must include:
1. Content:
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● Physical science;
● Earth/space science;
● Life science.
2. Methods:
● Current best-practice, research-based methods of inquiry-based teaching and learning of

science;
● Integration of technology in teaching and student learning in science;
● Classroom management as it applies to science methods.
(6) At least 3 semester hours to include all of the following:
1. Methods of teaching elementary physical education, health, and wellness;
2. Methods of teaching visual arts for the elementary classroom;
3. Methods of teaching performance arts for the elementary classroom.
(7) Pre-student teaching field experience in at least two different grade levels to include one primary

and one intermediate placement.
(8) A field of specialization in a single discipline or a formal interdisciplinary program of at least

12 semester hours.
[ARC 8400B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10; ARC 8401B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10; ARC 8402B, IAB 12/16/09, effective
1/20/10; ARC 8607B, IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10; ARC 0446C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

282—13.27(272) Requirements for middle school endorsements.
13.27(1) Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to teach in the two

concentration areas in which the specific requirements have been completed as well as in other subject
areas in grades five through eight which are not the core content areas. The holder is not authorized to
teach art, industrial arts, music, reading, physical education and special education.

13.27(2) Program requirements.
a. Be the holder of a currently valid Iowa teacher’s license with either the general elementary

endorsement or one of the subject matter secondary level endorsements set out in rule 282—13.28(272)
or 282—subrules 17.1(1) and 17.1(3).

b. A minimum of 9 semester hours of required coursework in the following:
(1) Coursework in the growth and development of the middle school age child, specifically

addressing the social, emotional, physical and cognitive characteristics and needs of middle school age
children in addition to related studies completed as part of the professional education core in subrule
13.18(4).

(2) Coursework in middle school design, curriculum, instruction, and assessment including, but
not limited to, interdisciplinary instruction, teaming, and differentiated instruction in addition to related
studies completed as part of the professional education core in subrule 13.18(4).

(3) Coursework to prepare middle school teachers in literacy (reading, writing, listening and
speaking) strategies for students in grades five through eight and in methods to include these strategies
throughout the curriculum.

c. Thirty hours of middle school field experiences included in the coursework requirements listed
in 13.27(2)“b”(1) to (3).

13.27(3) Concentration areas. To obtain this endorsement, the applicant must complete the
coursework requirements in two of the following content areas:

a. Social studies concentration. The social studies concentration requires 12 semester hours of
coursework in social studies to include coursework in United States history, world history, government
and geography.

b. Mathematics concentration. The mathematics concentration requires 12 semester hours in
mathematics to include coursework in algebra.

c. Science concentration. The science concentration requires 12 semester hours in science to
include coursework in life science, earth science, and physical science.
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d. Language arts concentration. The language arts concentration requires 12 semester hours in
language arts to include coursework in composition, language usage, speech, young adult literature, and
literature across cultures.

282—13.28(272) Minimum content requirements for teaching endorsements.
13.28(1) Agriculture. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester credit hours in agriculture and agriculture

education to include:
a. Foundations of vocational and career education.
b. Planning and implementing courses and curriculum.
c. Methods and techniques of instruction to include evaluation of programs and students.
d. Coordination of cooperative education programs.
e. Coursework in each of the following areas and at least three semester credit hours in five of the

following areas:
(1) Agribusiness systems.
(2) Power, structural, and technical systems.
(3) Plant systems.
(4) Animal systems.
(5) Natural resources systems.
(6) Environmental service systems.
(7) Food products and processing systems.
13.28(2) Art. K-8 or 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in art to include coursework in art

history, studio art, and two- and three-dimensional art.
13.28(3) Business—all. 5-12. Completion of 30 semester hours in business to include 6 semester

hours in accounting, 3 semester hours in business law to include contract law, 3 semester hours in
computer and technical applications in business, 6 semester hours in marketing to include consumer
studies, 3 semester hours in management, 6 semester hours in economics, and 3 semester hours in
business communications to include formatting, language usage, and oral presentation. Coursework in
entrepreneurship and in financial literacy may be a part of, or in addition to, the coursework listed above.
Individuals who were licensed in Iowa prior to October 1, 1988, and were allowed to teach marketing
without completing the endorsement requirements must complete the endorsement requirements by July
1, 2010, in order to teach or continue to teach marketing. A waiver provision is available through the
board of educational examiners for individuals who have been successfully teaching marketing.

13.28(4) Driver education. 5-12. Completion of 9 semester hours in driver education to
include coursework in accident prevention that includes drug and alcohol abuse; vehicle safety; and
behind-the-wheel driving.

13.28(5) English/language arts.
a. K-8. Completion of 24 semester hours in English and language arts to include coursework

in oral communication, written communication, language development, reading, children’s literature,
creative drama or oral interpretation of literature, and American literature.

b. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in English to include coursework in oral
communication, written communication, language development, reading, American literature, English
literature and adolescent literature.

13.28(6) Language arts. 5-12. Completion of 40 semester hours in language arts to include
coursework in the following areas:

a. Written communication.
(1) Develops a wide range of strategies and appropriately uses writing process elements (e.g.,

brainstorming, free-writing, first draft, group response, continued drafting, editing, and self-reflection)
to communicate with different audiences for a variety of purposes.

(2) Develops knowledge of language structure (e.g., grammar), language conventions (e.g.,
spelling and punctuation), media techniques, figurative language and genre to create, critique, and
discuss print and nonprint texts.

b. Oral communication.
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(1) Understands oral language, listening, and nonverbal communication skills; knows how to
analyze communication interactions; and applies related knowledge and skills to teach students to
become competent communicators in varied contexts.

(2) Understands the communication process and related theories, knows the purpose and function
of communication and understands how to apply this knowledge to teach students to make appropriate
and effective choices as senders and receivers of messages in varied contexts.

c. Language development.
(1) Understands inclusive and appropriate language, patterns and dialects across cultures, ethnic

groups, geographic regions and social roles.
(2) Develops strategies to improve competency in the English language arts and understanding of

content across the curriculum for students whose first language is not English.
d. Young adult literature, American literature, and world literature.
(1) Reads, comprehends, and analyzes a wide range of texts to build an understanding of self as

well as the cultures of the United States and the world in order to acquire new information, to respond
to the needs and demands of society and the workplace, and for personal fulfillment. Among these texts
are fiction and nonfiction, graphic novels, classic and contemporary works, young adult literature, and
nonprint texts.

(2) Reads a wide range of literature from many periods in many genres to build an understanding
of the many dimensions (e.g., philosophical, ethical, aesthetic) of human experience.

(3) Applies a wide range of strategies to comprehend, interpret, evaluate, and appreciate texts.
Draws on prior experience, interactions with other readers and writers, knowledge of word meaning and
of other texts, word identification strategies, and an understanding of textual features (e.g., sound-letter
correspondence, sentence structure, context, graphics).

(4) Participates as a knowledgeable, reflective, creative, and critical member of a variety of literacy
communities.

e. Creative voice.
(1) Understands the art of oral interpretation and how to provide opportunities for students to

develop and apply oral interpretation skills in individual and group performances for a variety of
audiences, purposes and occasions.

(2) Understands the basic skills of theatre production including acting, stage movement, and basic
stage design.

f. Argumentation/debate.
(1) Understands concepts and principles of classical and contemporary rhetoric and is able to plan,

prepare, organize, deliver and evaluate speeches and presentations.
(2) Understands argumentation and debate and how to provide students with opportunities to apply

skills and strategies for argumentation and debate in a variety of formats and contexts.
g. Journalism.
(1) Understands ethical standards and major legal issues including First Amendment rights and

responsibilities relevant to varied communication content. Utilizes strategies to teach students about
the importance of freedom of speech in a democratic society and the rights and responsibilities of
communicators.

(2) Understands the writing process as it relates to journalism (e.g., brainstorming, questioning,
reporting, gathering and synthesizing information, writing, editing, and evaluating the final media
product).

(3) Understands a variety of forms of journalistic writing (e.g., news, sports, features, opinion,
Web-based) and the appropriate styles (e.g., Associated Press, multiple sources with attribution,
punctuation) and additional forms unique to journalism (e.g., headlines, cutlines, and/or visual
presentations).

h. Mass media production.
(1) Understands the role of the media in a democracy and the importance of preserving that role.
(2) Understands how to interpret and analyze various types of mass media messages in order for

students to become critical consumers.
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(3) Develops the technological skills needed to package media products effectively using various
forms of journalistic design with a range of visual and auditory methods.

i. Reading strategies (if not completed as part of the professional education core requirements).
(1) Uses a variety of skills and strategies to comprehend and interpret complex fiction, nonfiction

and informational text.
(2) Reads for a variety of purposes and across content areas.
13.28(7) Foreign language. K-8 and 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in each foreign

language for which endorsement is sought.
13.28(8) Health. K-8 and 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in health to include coursework in

public or community health, consumer health, substance abuse, family life education, mental/emotional
health, and human nutrition.

13.28(9) Family and consumer sciences—general. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in family
and consumer sciences to include coursework in human development, parenthood education, family
studies, consumer resource management, textiles and apparel, housing, and foods and nutrition.

13.28(10) Industrial technology. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in industrial technology
to include coursework in manufacturing, construction, energy and power, graphic communications and
transportation. The coursework is to include at least 6 semester hours in three different areas.

13.28(11) Journalism. 5-12. Completion of 15 semester hours in journalism to include coursework
in writing, editing, production and visual communications.

13.28(12) Mathematics.
a. K-8. Completion of 24 semester hours in mathematics to include coursework in algebra,

geometry, number theory, measurement, computer programming, and probability and statistics.
b. 5-12.
(1) Completion of 24 semester hours in mathematics to include a linear algebra or an abstract

(modern) algebra course, a geometry course, a two-course sequence in calculus, a computer
programming course, a probability and statistics course, and coursework in discrete mathematics.

(2) For holders of the physics 5-12 endorsement, completion of 17 semester hours in mathematics
to include a geometry course, a two-course sequence in calculus, a probability and statistics course, and
coursework in discrete mathematics.

(3) For holders of the all science 9-12 endorsement, completion of 17 semester hours in
mathematics to include a geometry course, a two-course sequence in calculus, a probability and
statistics course, and coursework in discrete mathematics.

c. 5-8 algebra for high school credit. For a 5-8 algebra for high school credit endorsement, hold
either the K-8 mathematics or middle school mathematics endorsement and complete a college algebra
or linear algebra class. This endorsement allows the holder to teach algebra to grades 5-8 for high school
credit.

13.28(13) Music.
a. K-8. Completion of 24 semester hours in music to include coursework in music theory (at least

two courses), music history, and applied music.
b. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in music to include coursework in music theory (at least

two courses), music history (at least two courses), applied music, and conducting.
13.28(14) Physical education.
a. K-8. Completion of 24 semester hours in physical education to include coursework in human

anatomy, human physiology, movement education, adapted physical education, physical education in
the elementary school, human growth and development of children related to physical education, and
first aid and emergency care.

b. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in physical education to include coursework in human
anatomy, kinesiology, human physiology, human growth and development related to maturational
and motor learning, adapted physical education, curriculum and administration of physical education,
assessment processes in physical education, and first aid and emergency care.
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13.28(15) Reading.
a. K-8 requirements. Completion of 24 semester hours in reading to include all of the following

requirements:
(1) Foundations of reading. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. The practitioner demonstrates knowledge of the psychological, sociocultural, and linguistic

foundations of reading and writing processes and instruction.
2. The practitioner demonstrates knowledge of a range of research pertaining to reading, writing,

and learning, including scientifically based reading research, and knowledge of histories of reading.
The range of research encompasses research traditions from the fields of the social sciences and other
paradigms appropriate for informing practice.

3. The practitioner demonstrates knowledge of the major components of reading, such as
phonemic awareness, word identification, phonics, vocabulary, fluency, and comprehension, and
effectively integrates curricular standards with student interests, motivation, and background knowledge.

(2) Reading in the content areas. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. The practitioner demonstrates knowledge of text structure and the dimensions of content area

vocabulary and comprehension, including literal, interpretive, critical, and evaluative.
2. The practitioner provides content area instruction in reading and writing that effectively uses a

variety of research-based strategies and practices.
(3) Practicum. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. The practitioner workswith licensed professionals who observe, evaluate, and provide feedback

on the practitioner’s knowledge, dispositions, and performance of the teaching of reading and writing.
2. The practitioner effectively uses reading and writing strategies, materials, and assessments

based upon appropriate reading and writing research and works with colleagues and families in the
support of children’s reading and writing development.

(4) Language development. This requirement includes the following competency: The practitioner
uses knowledge of language development and acquisition of reading skills (birth through sixth grade),
and the variations related to cultural and linguistic diversity to provide effective instruction in reading
and writing.

(5) Oral communication. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. The practitioner has knowledge of the unique needs and backgrounds of students with language

differences and delays.
2. The practitioner uses effective strategies for facilitating the learning of Standard English by all

learners.
(6) Written communication. This requirement includes the following competency: The practitioner

uses knowledge of reading-writing-speaking connections; the writing process; the stages of spelling
development; the different types of writing, such as narrative, expressive, persuasive, informational and
descriptive; and the connections between oral and written language development to effectively teach
writing as communication.

(7) Reading assessment, diagnosis and evaluation. This requirement includes the following
competencies:

1. The practitioner uses knowledge of a variety of instruments, procedures, and practices that
range from individual to group and from formal to informal to alternative for the identification of
students’ reading proficiencies and needs, for planning and revising instruction for all students, and for
communicating the results of ongoing assessments to all stakeholders.

2. The practitioner demonstrates awareness of policies and procedures related to special programs,
including Title I.

(8) Children’s nonfiction and fiction. This requirement includes the following competency: The
practitioner uses knowledge of children’s literature for:

1. Modeling the reading andwriting of varied genres, including fiction and nonfiction; technology-
and media-based information; and nonprint materials;

2. Motivating through the use of texts at multiple levels, representing broad interests, and
reflecting varied cultures, linguistic backgrounds, and perspectives; and
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3. Matching text complexities to the proficiencies and needs of readers.
(9) Reading instructional strategies. This requirement includes the following competency: The

practitioner uses knowledge of a range of research-based strategies and instructional technology for
designing and delivering effective instruction across the curriculum, for grouping students, and for
selecting materials appropriate for learners at various stages of reading and writing development and
from varied cultural and linguistic backgrounds.

b. 5-12 requirements. Completion of 24 semester hours in reading to include all of the following
requirements:

(1) Foundations of reading. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. The practitioner demonstrates knowledge of the psychological, sociocultural, and linguistic

foundations of reading and writing processes and instruction.
2. The practitioner demonstrates knowledge of a range of research pertaining to reading, writing,

and learning, including scientifically based reading research, and knowledge of histories of reading.
The range of research encompasses research traditions from the fields of the social sciences and other
paradigms appropriate for informing practice.

3. The practitioner demonstrates knowledge of the major components of reading such as
phonemic awareness, word identification, phonics, vocabulary, fluency, and comprehension, and
integrates curricular standards with student interests, motivation, and background knowledge.

(2) Reading in the content areas. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. The practitioner demonstrates knowledge of text structure and the dimensions of content area

vocabulary and comprehension, including literal, interpretive, critical, and evaluative.
2. The practitioner provides content area instruction in reading and writing that effectively uses a

variety of research-based strategies and practices.
(3) Practicum. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. The practitioner workswith licensed professionals who observe, evaluate, and provide feedback

on the practitioner’s knowledge, dispositions, and performance of the teaching of reading and writing.
2. The practitioner effectively uses reading and writing strategies, materials, and assessments

based upon appropriate reading and writing research, and works with colleagues and families in the
support of students’ reading and writing development.

(4) Language development. This requirement includes the following competency: The practitioner
uses knowledge of the relationship of language acquisition and language development with the
acquisition and development of reading skills, and the variations related to cultural and linguistic
diversity to provide effective instruction in reading and writing.

(5) Oral communication. This requirement includes the following competency: The practitioner
demonstrates knowledge of the unique needs and backgrounds of students with language differences and
uses effective strategies for facilitating the learning of Standard English by all learners.

(6) Written communication. This requirement includes the following competency: The practitioner
uses knowledge of reading-writing-speaking connections to teach the skills and processes necessary for
writing narrative, expressive, persuasive, informational, and descriptive texts, including text structures
and mechanics such as grammar, usage, and spelling.

(7) Reading assessment, diagnosis and evaluation. This requirement includes the following
competencies:

1. The practitioner uses knowledge of a variety of instruments, procedures, and practices that
range from individual to group and from formal to informal to alternative for the identification of
students’ reading proficiencies and needs, for planning and revising instruction for all students, and for
communicating the results of ongoing assessments to all stakeholders.

2. The practitioner demonstrates awareness of policies and procedures related to special programs.
(8) Adolescent or young adult nonfiction and fiction. This requirement includes the following

competency: The practitioner uses knowledge of adolescent or young adult literature for:
1. Modeling the reading and writing of varied genres, including fiction and nonfiction; technology

and media-based information; and nonprint materials;
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2. Motivating through the use of texts at multiple levels, representing broad interests, and
reflecting varied cultures, linguistic backgrounds and perspectives; and

3. Matching text complexities to the proficiencies and needs of readers.
(9) Reading instructional strategies. This requirement includes the following competency: The

practitioner uses knowledge of a range of research-based strategies and instructional technology for
designing and delivering instruction across the curriculum, for grouping students, and for selecting
materials appropriate for learners at various stages of reading and writing development and from varied
cultural and linguistic backgrounds.

13.28(16) Reading specialist. K-12. The applicant must have met the requirements for the standard
license and a teaching endorsement, and present evidence of at least one year of experience which
included the teaching of reading as a significant part of the responsibility.

a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to serve as a reading specialist in
kindergarten and grades one through twelve.

b. Program requirements. Degree—master’s.
c. Content. Completion of a sequence of courses and experiences which may have been a part of,

or in addition to, the degree requirements. This sequence is to be at least 27 semester hours to include
the following:

(1) Educational psychology/human growth and development.
(2) Educational measurement and evaluation.
(3) Foundations of reading.
(4) Diagnosis of reading problems.
(5) Remedial reading.
(6) Psychology of reading.
(7) Language learning and reading disabilities.
(8) Practicum in reading.
(9) Administration and supervision of reading programs at the elementary and secondary levels.
13.28(17) Science.
a. Science—basic. K-8.
(1) Required coursework. Completion of at least 24 semester hours in science to include 12 hours

in physical sciences, 6 hours in biology, and 6 hours in earth/space sciences.
(2) Pedagogy competencies.
1. Understand the nature of scientific inquiry, its central role in science, and how to use the skills

and processes of scientific inquiry.
2. Understand the fundamental facts and concepts in major science disciplines.
3. Be able to make conceptual connections within and across science disciplines, as well as to

mathematics, technology, and other school subjects.
4. Be able to use scientific understanding when dealing with personal and societal issues.
b. Biological science. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in biological science or 30 semester

hours in the broad area of science to include 15 semester hours in biological science.
c. Chemistry. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in chemistry or 30 semester hours in the

broad area of science to include 15 semester hours in chemistry.
d. Earth science. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in earth science or 30 semester hours in

the broad area of science to include 15 semester hours in earth science.
e. Basic science. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours of credit in science to include the

following:
(1) Six semester hours of credit in earth and space science to include the following essential

concepts and skills:
1. Understand and apply knowledge of energy in the earth system.
2. Understand and apply knowledge of geochemical cycles.
(2) Six semester hours of credit in life science/biological science to include the following essential

concepts and skills:
1. Understand and apply knowledge of the cell.
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2. Understand and apply knowledge of the molecular basis of heredity.
3. Understand and apply knowledge of the interdependence of organisms.
4. Understand and apply knowledge of matter, energy, and organization in living systems.
5. Understand and apply knowledge of the behavior of organisms.
(3) Six semester hours of credit in physics/physical science to include the following essential

concepts and skills:
1. Understand and apply knowledge of the structure of atoms.
2. Understand and apply knowledge of the structure and properties of matter.
3. Understand and apply knowledge of motions and forces.
4. Understand and apply knowledge of interactions of energy and matter.
(4) Six semester hours of credit in chemistry to include the following essential concepts and skills:
1. Understand and apply knowledge of chemical reactions.
2. Be able to design and conduct scientific investigations.
f. Physical science. Rescinded IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12.
g. Physics.
(1) 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in physics or 30 semester hours in the broad area of

science to include 15 semester hours in physics.
(2) For holders of the mathematics 5-12 endorsement, completion of:
1. 12 credits of physics to include coursework in mechanics, electricity, and magnetism; and
2. A methods class that includes inquiry-based instruction, resource management, and laboratory

safety.
(3) For holders of the chemistry 5-12 endorsement, completion of 12 credits of physics to include

coursework in mechanics, electricity, and magnetism.
h. All science I. Rescinded IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12.
i. All science. 9-12.
(1) Completion of 36 semester hours of credit in science to include the following:
1. Nine semester hours of credit in earth and space science to include the following essential

concepts and skills:
● Understand and apply knowledge of energy in the earth system.
● Understand and apply knowledge of geochemical cycles.
● Understand and apply knowledge of the origin and evolution of the earth system.
● Understand and apply knowledge of the origin and evolution of the universe.
2. Nine semester hours of credit in life science/biological science to include the following essential

concepts and skills:
● Understand and apply knowledge of the cell.
● Understand and apply knowledge of the molecular basis of heredity.
● Understand and apply knowledge of the interdependence of organisms.
● Understand and apply knowledge of matter, energy, and organization in living systems.
● Understand and apply knowledge of the behavior of organisms.
● Understand and apply knowledge of biological evolution.
3. Nine semester hours of credit in physics/physical science to include the following essential

concepts and skills:
● Understand and apply knowledge of the structure of atoms.
● Understand and apply knowledge of the structure and properties of matter.
● Understand and apply knowledge of motions and forces.
● Understand and apply knowledge of interactions of energy and matter.
● Understand and apply knowledge of conservation of energy and increase in disorder.
4. Nine semester hours of credit in chemistry to include the following essential concepts and skills:
● Understand and apply knowledge of chemical reactions.
● Be able to design and conduct scientific investigations.
(2) Pedagogy competencies.
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1. Understand the nature of scientific inquiry, its central role in science, and how to use the skills
and processes of scientific inquiry.

2. Understand the fundamental facts and concepts in major science disciplines.
3. Be able to make conceptual connections within and across science disciplines, as well as to

mathematics, technology, and other school subjects.
4. Be able to use scientific understanding when dealing with personal and societal issues.
13.28(18) Social sciences.
a. American government. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in American government or 30

semester hours in the broad area of social sciences to include 15 semester hours in American government.
b. American history. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in American history or 30 semester

hours in the broad area of social sciences to include 15 semester hours in American history.
c. Anthropology. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in anthropology or 30 semester hours in

the broad area of social sciences to include 15 semester hours in anthropology.
d. Economics. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in economics or 30 semester hours in the

broad area of social sciences to include 15 semester hours in economics, or 30 semester hours in the
broad area of business to include 15 semester hours in economics.

e. Geography. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in geography or 30 semester hours in the
broad area of social sciences to include 15 semester hours in geography.

f. History. K-8. Completion of 24 semester hours in history to include at least 9 semester hours
in American history and 9 semester hours in world history.

g. Psychology. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in psychology or 30 semester hours in the
broad area of social sciences to include 15 semester hours in psychology.

h. Social studies. K-8. Completion of 24 semester hours in social studies, to include coursework
from at least three of these areas: history, sociology, economics, American government, psychology and
geography.

i. Sociology. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in sociology or 30 semester hours in the
broad area of social sciences to include 15 semester hours in sociology.

j. World history. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in world history or 30 semester hours in
the broad area of social sciences to include 15 semester hours in world history.

k. All social sciences. 5-12. Completion of 51 semester hours in the social sciences to include
9 semester hours in each of American and world history, 9 semester hours in government, 6 semester
hours in sociology, 6 semester hours in psychology other than educational psychology, 6 semester hours
in geography, and 6 semester hours in economics.

13.28(19) Speech communication/theatre.
a. K-8. Completion of 20 semester hours in speech communication/theatre to include coursework

in speech communication, creative drama or theatre, and oral interpretation.
b. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in speech communication/theatre to include coursework

in speech communication, oral interpretation, creative drama or theatre, argumentation and debate, and
mass media communication.

13.28(20) English as a second language (ESL). K-12.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to teach English as a second

language in kindergarten and grades one through twelve.
b. Program requirements.
(1) Degree—baccalaureate, and
(2) Completion of an approved human relations program, and
(3) Completion of the professional education core. See subrules 13.18(3) and 13.18(4).
c. Content. Completion of 18 semester hours of coursework in English as a second language to

include the following:
(1) Knowledge of pedagogy to include the following:
1. Methods and curriculum to include the following:
● Bilingual and ESL methods.
● Literacy in native and second language.
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● Methods for subject matter content.
● Adaptation and modification of curriculum.
2. Assessment to include language proficiency and academic content.
(2) Knowledge of linguistics to include the following:
1. Psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics.
2. Language acquisition and proficiency to include the following:
● Knowledge of first and second language proficiency.
● Knowledge of first and second language acquisition.
● Language to include structure and grammar of English.
(3) Knowledge of cultural and linguistic diversity to include the following:
1. History.
2. Theory, models, and research.
3. Policy and legislation.
(4) Current issues with transient populations.
d. Other. Individuals who were licensed in Iowa prior to October 1, 1988, and were allowed to

teach English as a second language without completing the endorsement requirements must complete
the endorsement requirements by July 1, 2012, in order to teach or continue to teach English as a second
language. A waiver provision is available through the board of educational examiners for individuals
who have been successfully teaching English as a second language.

13.28(21) Elementary school teacher librarian.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to serve as a teacher librarian in

kindergarten and grades one through eight.
b. Program requirements.
(1) Degree—baccalaureate.
(2) Completion of an approved human relations program.
(3) Completion of the professional education core. See subrules 13.18(3) and 13.18(4).
c. Content—prior to September 1, 2012. The following requirements apply for endorsements

issued prior to September 1, 2012. Completion of 24 semester hours in school library coursework to
include the following:

(1) Knowledge of materials and literature in all formats for elementary children.
(2) Selection, utilization and evaluation of library resources and equipment.
(3) Design and production of instructional materials.
(4) Acquisition, cataloging and classification of library materials.
(5) Information literacy, reference services and networking.
(6) Planning, evaluation and administration of school library programs.
(7) Practicum in an elementary school media center/library.
d. Content—effective on and after September 1, 2012. The following requirements apply for

endorsements issued on and after September 1, 2012. Completion of 24 semester hours in school library
coursework to include the following:

(1) Literacy and reading. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. Practitioners collaborate with other teachers to integrate developmentally appropriate literature

in multiple formats to support literacy in children.
2. Practitioners demonstrate knowledge of resources and strategies to foster leisure reading and

model personal enjoyment of reading among children, based on familiarity with selection tools and
current trends in literature for children.

(2) Information and knowledge. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. Practitioners teach multiple strategies to locate, analyze, evaluate, and ethically use information

in the context of inquiry-based learning.
2. Practitioners advocate for flexible and open access to library resources, both physical and

virtual.
3. Practitioners uphold and promote the legal and ethical codes of their profession, including

privacy, confidentiality, freedom and equity of access to information.
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4. Practitioners use skills and knowledge to assess reference sources, services, and tools in order
to mediate between information needs and resources to assist learners in determining what they need.

5. Practitioners model and facilitate authentic learning with current and emerging digital tools for
locating, analyzing, evaluating and ethically using information resources to support research, learning,
creating, and communicating in a digital society.

6. Practitioners demonstrate knowledge of creative and innovative uses of technologies to engage
students and facilitate higher-level thinking.

7. Practitioners develop an articulated information literacy curriculum grounded in research
related to the information search process.

(3) Program administration and leadership. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. Practitioners evaluate and select print, nonprint, and digital resources using professional

selection tools and evaluation criteria to develop and manage a quality collection designed to meet the
diverse curricular, personal, and professional needs of the educational community.

2. Practitioners demonstrate knowledge necessary to organize the library collections according to
current standard library cataloging and classification principles.

3. Practitioners develop policies and procedures to support ethical use of information, intellectual
freedom, selection and reconsideration of library materials, and the privacy of users.

4. Practitioners develop strategies for working with regular classroom teachers, support services
personnel, paraprofessionals, and other individuals involved in the educational program.

(4) Practicum. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. Practitioners apply knowledge of learning styles, stages of human growth and development,

and cultural influences of learning at the elementary level.
2. Practitioners implement the principles of effective teaching and learning that contribute to an

active, inquiry-based approach to learning in a digital environment at the elementary level.
3. Practitioners understand the teacher librarian role in curriculum development and the school

improvement process at the elementary level.
4. Practitioners collaborate to integrate information literacy and emerging technologies into

content area curricula at the elementary level.
13.28(22) Secondary school teacher librarian.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to serve as a teacher librarian in

grades five through twelve.
b. Program requirements.
(1) Degree—baccalaureate.
(2) Completion of an approved human relations program.
(3) Completion of the professional education core. See subrules 13.18(3) and 13.18(4).
c. Content—prior to September 1, 2012. The following requirements apply for endorsements

issued prior to September 1, 2012. Completion of 24 semester hours in school library coursework to
include the following:

(1) Knowledge of materials and literature in all formats for adolescents.
(2) Selection, utilization and evaluation of library resources and equipment.
(3) Design and production of instructional materials.
(4) Acquisition, cataloging and classification of library materials.
(5) Information literacy, reference services and networking.
(6) Planning, evaluation and administration of school library programs.
(7) Practicum in a secondary school media center/library.
d. Content—effective on and after September 1, 2012. The following requirements apply for

endorsements issued on and after September 1, 2012. Completion of 24 semester hours in school library
coursework to include the following:

(1) Literacy and reading. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. Practitioners collaborate with other teachers to integrate developmentally appropriate literature

in multiple formats to support literacy in young adults.
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2. Practitioners demonstrate knowledge of resources and strategies to foster leisure reading and
model personal enjoyment of reading among young adults, based on familiarity with selection tools and
current trends in literature for young adults.

(2) Information and knowledge. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. Practitioners teach multiple strategies to locate, analyze, evaluate, and ethically use information

in the context of inquiry-based learning.
2. Practitioners advocate for flexible and open access to library resources, both physical and

virtual.
3. Practitioners uphold and promote the legal and ethical codes of their profession, including

privacy, confidentiality, freedom and equity of access to information.
4. Practitioners use skills and knowledge to assess reference sources, services, and tools in order

to mediate between information needs and resources to assist learners in determining what they need.
5. Practitioners model and facilitate authentic learning with current and emerging digital tools for

locating, analyzing, evaluating and ethically using information resources to support research, learning,
creating, and communicating in a digital society.

6. Practitioners demonstrate knowledge of creative and innovative uses of technologies to engage
students and facilitate higher-level thinking.

7. Practitioners develop an articulated information literacy curriculum grounded in research
related to the information search process.

(3) Program administration and leadership. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. Practitioners evaluate and select print, nonprint, and digital resources using professional

selection tools and evaluation criteria to develop and manage a quality collection designed to meet the
diverse curricular, personal, and professional needs of the educational community.

2. Practitioners demonstrate knowledge necessary to organize the library collections according to
current standard library cataloging and classification principles.

3. Practitioners develop policies and procedures to support ethical use of information, intellectual
freedom, selection and reconsideration of library materials, and the privacy of users.

4. Practitioners develop strategies for working with regular classroom teachers, support services
personnel, paraprofessionals, and other individuals involved in the educational program.

(4) Practicum. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. Practitioners apply knowledge of learning styles, stages of human growth and development,

and cultural influences of learning at the secondary level.
2. Practitioners implement the principles of effective teaching and learning that contribute to an

active, inquiry-based approach to learning in a digital environment at the secondary level.
3. Practitioners understand the teacher librarian role in curriculum development and the school

improvement process at the secondary level.
4. Practitioners collaborate to integrate information literacy and emerging technologies into

content area curricula at the secondary level.
13.28(23) School teacher librarian. PK-12.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to serve as a teacher librarian in

prekindergarten through grade twelve. The applicant must be the holder of or eligible for the initial
license.

b. Program requirements. Degree—master’s.
c. Content—prior to September 1, 2012. The following requirements apply for endorsements

issued prior to September 1, 2012. Completion of a sequence of courses and experiences which may
have been part of, or in addition to, the degree requirements. This sequence is to be at least 30 semester
hours in school library coursework, to include the following:

(1) Planning, evaluation and administration of school library programs.
(2) Curriculum development and teaching and learning strategies.
(3) Instructional development and communication theory.
(4) Selection, evaluation and utilization of library resources and equipment.
(5) Acquisition, cataloging and classification of library materials.
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(6) Design and production of instructional materials.
(7) Methods for instruction and integration of information literacy skills into the school curriculum.
(8) Information literacy, reference services and networking.
(9) Knowledge of materials and literature in all formats for elementary children and adolescents.
(10) Reading, listening and viewing guidance.
(11) Utilization and application of computer technology.
(12) Practicum at both the elementary and secondary levels.
(13) Research in library and information science.
d. Content—effective on and after September 1, 2012. The following requirements apply for

endorsements issued on and after September 1, 2012. Completion of a sequence of courses and
experiences which may have been part of, or in addition to, the degree requirements. This sequence is
to be at least 30 semester hours in school library coursework, to include the following:

(1) Literacy and reading. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. Practitioners collaborate with other teachers to integrate developmentally appropriate literature

in multiple formats to support literacy for youth of all ages.
2. Practitioners demonstrate knowledge of resources and strategies to foster leisure reading and

model personal enjoyment of reading, based on familiarity with selection tools and current trends in
literature for youth of all ages.

3. Practitioners understand how to develop a collection of reading and informational materials in
print and digital formats that supports the diverse developmental, cultural, social and linguistic needs of
all learners and their communities.

4. Practitioners model and teach reading comprehension strategies to create meaning from text for
youth of all ages.

(2) Information and knowledge. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. Practitioners teach multiple strategies to locate, analyze, evaluate, and ethically use information

in the context of inquiry-based learning.
2. Practitioners advocate for flexible and open access to library resources, both physical and

virtual.
3. Practitioners uphold and promote the legal and ethical codes of their profession, including

privacy, confidentiality, freedom and equity of access to information.
4. Practitioners use skills and knowledge to assess reference sources, services, and tools in order

to mediate between information needs and resources to assist learners in determining what they need.
5. Practitioners model and facilitate authentic learning with current and emerging digital tools for

locating, analyzing, evaluating and ethically using information resources to support research, learning,
creating, and communicating in a digital society.

6. Practitioners demonstrate knowledge of creative and innovative uses of technologies to engage
students and facilitate higher-level thinking.

7. Practitioners develop an articulated information literacy curriculum grounded in research
related to the information search process.

8. Practitioners understand the process of collecting, interpreting, and using data to develop new
knowledge to improve the school library program.

9. Practitioners employ the methods of research in library and information science.
(3) Program administration and leadership. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. Practitioners evaluate and select print, nonprint, and digital resources using professional

selection tools and evaluation criteria to develop and manage a quality collection designed to meet the
diverse curricular, personal, and professional needs of the educational community.

2. Practitioners demonstrate knowledge necessary to organize the library collections according to
current standard library cataloging and classification principles.

3. Practitioners develop policies and procedures to support ethical use of information, intellectual
freedom, selection and reconsideration of library materials, and the privacy of users of all ages.

4. Practitioners develop strategies for working with regular classroom teachers, support services
personnel, paraprofessionals, and other individuals involved in the educational program.
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5. Practitioners demonstrate knowledge of best practices related to planning, budgeting (including
alternative funding), organizing, and evaluating human and information resources and facilities to ensure
equitable access.

6. Practitioners understand strategic planning to ensure that the school library program addresses
the needs of diverse communities.

7. Practitioners advocate for school library and information programs, resources, and services
among stakeholders.

8. Practitioners promote initiatives and partnerships to further the mission and goals of the school
library program.

(4) Practicum. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. Practitioners apply knowledge of learning styles, stages of human growth and development,

and cultural influences of learning at the elementary and secondary levels.
2. Practitioners implement the principles of effective teaching and learning that contribute to an

active, inquiry-based approach to learning in a digital environment at the elementary and secondary
levels.

3. Practitioners understand the teacher librarian role in curriculum development and the school
improvement process at the elementary and secondary levels.

4. Practitioners collaborate to integrate information literacy and emerging technologies into
content area curricula.

13.28(24) Talented and gifted teacher.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to serve as a teacher or a

coordinator of programs for the talented and gifted from the prekindergarten level through grade twelve.
This authorization does not permit general classroom teaching at any level except that level or area for
which the holder is eligible or holds the specific endorsement.

b. Program requirements—content. Completion of 12 undergraduate or graduate semester hours
of coursework in the area of the talented and gifted to include the following:

(1) Psychology of the gifted.
1. Social needs.
2. Emotional needs.
(2) Programming for the gifted.
1. Prekindergarten-12 identification.
2. Differentiation strategies.
3. Collaborative teaching skills.
4. Program goals and performance measures.
5. Program evaluation.
(3) Practicum experience in gifted programs.
NOTE: Teachers in specific subject areas will not be required to hold this endorsement if they teach

gifted students in their respective endorsement areas.
c. Other. Individuals who were licensed in Iowa prior to August 31, 1995, and were allowed to

teach talented and gifted classes without completing the endorsement requirements must complete the
endorsement requirements by July 1, 2012, in order to teach or continue to teach talented and gifted
classes. A waiver provision is provided through the board of educational examiners for individuals who
have been successfully teaching students who are talented and gifted.

13.28(25) American Sign Language endorsement.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to teach American Sign Language

in kindergarten and grades one through twelve.
b. Program requirements.
(1) Degree—baccalaureate.
(2) Completion of an approved human relations program.
(3) Completion of the professional education core.
c. Content. Completion of 18 semester hours of coursework in American Sign Language to

include the following:
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(1) Second language acquisition.
(2) Sociology of the deaf community.
(3) Linguistic structure of American Sign Language.
(4) Language teaching methodology specific to American Sign Language.
(5) Teaching the culture of deaf people.
(6) Assessment of students in an American Sign Language program.
d. Other. Be the holder of or be eligible for one other teaching endorsement listed in rules

282—13.26(272) and 282—13.27(272) and this rule.
13.28(26) Elementary counselor.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement has not completed the professional education

core (subrule 13.18(4)) but is authorized to serve as a school guidance counselor in kindergarten and
grades one through eight.

b. Program requirements.
(1) Master’s degree from an accredited institution of higher education.
(2) Completion of an approved human relations component.
(3) Completion of an approved exceptional learner component.
c. Content. Completion of a sequence of courses and experiences which may have been a part of,

or in addition to, the degree requirements to include the following:
(1) Nature and needs of individuals at all developmental levels.
1. Develop strategies for facilitating development through the transition from childhood to

adolescence and from adolescence to young adulthood.
2. Apply knowledge of learning and personality development to assist students in developing their

full potential.
(2) Social and cultural foundations.
1. Demonstrate awareness of and sensitivity to the unique social, cultural, and economic

circumstances of students and their racial/ethnic, gender, age, physical, and learning differences.
2. Demonstrate sensitivity to the nature and the functioning of the student within the family, school

and community contexts.
3. Demonstrate the counseling and consultation skills needed to facilitate informed and

appropriate action in response to the needs of students.
(3) Fostering of relationships.
1. Employ effective counseling and consultation skills with students, parents, colleagues,

administrators, and others.
2. Communicate effectively with parents, colleagues, students and administrators.
3. Counsel students in the areas of personal, social, academic, and career development.
4. Assist families in helping their children address the personal, social, and emotional concerns

and problems that may impede educational progress.
5. Implement developmentally appropriate counseling interventions with children and

adolescents.
6. Demonstrate the ability to negotiate and move individuals and groups toward consensus or

conflict resolution or both.
7. Refer students for specialized help when appropriate.
8. Value the well-being of the students as paramount in the counseling relationship.
(4) Group work.
1. Implement developmentally appropriate interventions involving group dynamics, counseling

theories, group counseling methods and skills, and other group work approaches.
2. Apply knowledge of group counseling in implementing appropriate group processes for

elementary, middle school, and secondary students.
(5) Career development, education, and postsecondary planning.
1. Assist students in the assessment of their individual strengths, weaknesses, and differences,

including those that relate to academic achievement and future plans.
2. Apply knowledge of career assessment and career choice programs.
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3. Implement occupational and educational placement, follow-up and evaluation.
4. Develop a counseling network and provide resources for use by students in personalizing the

exploration of postsecondary educational opportunities.
(6) Assessment and evaluation.
1. Demonstrate individual and group approaches to assessment and evaluation.
2. Demonstrate an understanding of the proper administration and uses of standardized tests.
3. Apply knowledge of test administration, scoring, and measurement concerns.
4. Apply evaluation procedures for monitoring student achievement.
5. Apply assessment information in program design and program modifications to address

students’ needs.
6. Apply knowledge of legal and ethical issues related to assessment and student records.
(7) Professional orientation.
1. Apply knowledge of history, roles, organizational structures, ethics, standards, and

credentialing.
2. Maintain a high level of professional knowledge and skills.
3. Apply knowledge of professional and ethical standards to the practice of school counseling.
4. Articulate the counselor role to school personnel, parents, community, and students.
(8) School counseling skills.
1. Design, implement, and evaluate a comprehensive, developmental school guidance program.
2. Implement and evaluate specific strategies designed to meet program goals and objectives.
3. Consult and coordinate efforts with resource persons, specialists, businesses, and agencies

outside the school to promote program objectives.
4. Provide information appropriate to the particular educational transition and assist students in

understanding the relationship that their curricular experiences and academic achievements will have on
subsequent educational opportunities.

5. Assist parents and families in order to provide a supportive environment in which students can
become effective learners and achieve success in pursuit of appropriate educational goals.

6. Provide training, orientation, and consultation assistance to faculty, administrators, staff, and
school officials to assist them in responding to the social, emotional, and educational development of all
students.

7. Collaborate with teachers, administrators, and other educators in ensuring that appropriate
educational experiences are provided that allow all students to achieve success.

8. Assist in the process of identifying and addressing the needs of the exceptional student.
9. Apply knowledge of legal and ethical issues related to child abuse and mandatory reporting.
10. Advocate for the educational needs of students andwork to ensure that these needs are addressed

at every level of the school experience.
11. Promote use of counseling and guidance activities and programs involving the total school

community to provide a positive school climate.
(9) Classroom management.
1. Apply effective classroom management strategies as demonstrated in classroom guidance and

large group guidance lessons.
2. Consult with teachers and parents about effective classroom management and behavior

management strategies.
(10) Curriculum.
1. Write classroom lessons including objectives, learning activities, and discussion questions.
2. Utilize various methods of evaluating what students have learned in classroom lessons.
3. Demonstrate competency in conducting classroom and other large group activities, utilizing an

effective lesson plan design, engaging students in the learning process, and employing age-appropriate
classroom management strategies.

4. Design a classroom unit of developmentally appropriate learning experiences.
5. Demonstrate knowledge in writing standards and benchmarks for curriculum.
(11) Learning theory.
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1. Identify and consult with teachers about how to create a positive learning environment
utilizing such factors as effective classroom management strategies, building a sense of community in
the classroom, and cooperative learning experiences.

2. Identify and consult with teachers regarding teaching strategies designed to motivate students
using small group learning activities, experiential learning activities, student mentoring programs, and
shared decision-making opportunities.

3. Demonstrate knowledge of child and adolescent development and identify developmentally
appropriate teaching and learning strategies.

(12) Teaching and counseling practicum. The school counselor demonstrates competency in
conducting classroom sessions with elementary and middle school students. The practicum consisting
of a minimum of 500 contact hours provides opportunities for the prospective counselor, under the
supervision of a licensed professional school counselor, to engage in a variety of activities in which a
regularly employed school counselor would be expected to participate including, but not limited to,
individual counseling, group counseling, developmental classroom guidance, and consultation.

13.28(27) Secondary counselor.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement has not completed the professional education

core (subrule 13.18(4)) but is authorized to serve as a school guidance counselor in grades five through
twelve.

b. Program requirements.
(1) Master’s degree from an accredited institution of higher education.
(2) Completion of an approved human relations component.
(3) Completion of an approved exceptional learner component.
c. Content. Completion of a sequence of courses and experiences which may have been a part of,

or in addition to, the degree requirements to include the following:
(1) Nature and needs of individuals at all developmental levels.
1. Develop strategies for facilitating development through the transition from childhood to

adolescence and from adolescence to young adulthood.
2. Apply knowledge of learning and personality development to assist students in developing their

full potential.
(2) Social and cultural foundations.
1. Demonstrate awareness of and sensitivity to the unique social, cultural, and economic

circumstances of students and their racial/ethnic, gender, age, physical, and learning differences.
2. Demonstrate sensitivity to the nature and the functioning of the student within the family, school

and community contexts.
3. Demonstrate the counseling and consultation skills needed to facilitate informed and

appropriate action in response to the needs of students.
(3) Fostering of relationships.
1. Employ effective counseling and consultation skills with students, parents, colleagues,

administrators, and others.
2. Communicate effectively with parents, colleagues, students and administrators.
3. Counsel students in the areas of personal, social, academic, and career development.
4. Assist families in helping their children address the personal, social, and emotional concerns

and problems that may impede educational progress.
5. Implement developmentally appropriate counseling interventions with children and

adolescents.
6. Demonstrate the ability to negotiate and move individuals and groups toward consensus or

conflict resolution or both.
7. Refer students for specialized help when appropriate.
8. Value the well-being of the students as paramount in the counseling relationship.
(4) Group work.
1. Implement developmentally appropriate interventions involving group dynamics, counseling

theories, group counseling methods and skills, and other group work approaches.
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2. Apply knowledge of group counseling in implementing appropriate group processes for
elementary, middle school, and secondary students.

(5) Career development, education, and postsecondary planning.
1. Assist students in the assessment of their individual strengths, weaknesses, and differences,

including those that relate to academic achievement and future plans.
2. Apply knowledge of career assessment and career choice programs.
3. Implement occupational and educational placement, follow-up and evaluation.
4. Develop a counseling network and provide resources for use by students in personalizing the

exploration of postsecondary educational opportunities.
(6) Assessment and evaluation.
1. Demonstrate individual and group approaches to assessment and evaluation.
2. Demonstrate an understanding of the proper administration and uses of standardized tests.
3. Apply knowledge of test administration, scoring, and measurement concerns.
4. Apply evaluation procedures for monitoring student achievement.
5. Apply assessment information in program design and program modifications to address

students’ needs.
6. Apply knowledge of legal and ethical issues related to assessment and student records.
(7) Professional orientation.
1. Apply knowledge of history, roles, organizational structures, ethics, standards, and

credentialing.
2. Maintain a high level of professional knowledge and skills.
3. Apply knowledge of professional and ethical standards to the practice of school counseling.
4. Articulate the counselor role to school personnel, parents, community, and students.
(8) School counseling skills.
1. Design, implement, and evaluate a comprehensive, developmental school guidance program.
2. Implement and evaluate specific strategies designed to meet program goals and objectives.
3. Consult and coordinate efforts with resource persons, specialists, businesses, and agencies

outside the school to promote program objectives.
4. Provide information appropriate to the particular educational transition and assist students in

understanding the relationship that their curricular experiences and academic achievements will have on
subsequent educational opportunities.

5. Assist parents and families in order to provide a supportive environment in which students can
become effective learners and achieve success in pursuit of appropriate educational goals.

6. Provide training, orientation, and consultation assistance to faculty, administrators, staff, and
school officials to assist them in responding to the social, emotional, and educational development of all
students.

7. Collaborate with teachers, administrators, and other educators in ensuring that appropriate
educational experiences are provided that allow all students to achieve success.

8. Assist in the process of identifying and addressing the needs of the exceptional student.
9. Apply knowledge of legal and ethical issues related to child abuse and mandatory reporting.
10. Advocate for the educational needs of students andwork to ensure that these needs are addressed

at every level of the school experience.
11. Promote use of counseling and guidance activities and programs involving the total school

community to provide a positive school climate.
(9) Classroom management.
1. Apply effective classroom management strategies as demonstrated in classroom guidance and

large group guidance lessons.
2. Consult with teachers and parents about effective classroom management and behavior

management strategies.
(10) Curriculum.
1. Write classroom lessons including objectives, learning activities, and discussion questions.
2. Utilize various methods of evaluating what students have learned in classroom lessons.
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3. Demonstrate competency in conducting classroom and other large group activities, utilizing an
effective lesson plan design, engaging students in the learning process, and employing age-appropriate
classroom management strategies.

4. Design a classroom unit of developmentally appropriate learning experiences.
5. Demonstrate knowledge in writing standards and benchmarks for curriculum.
(11) Learning theory.
1. Identify and consult with teachers about how to create a positive learning environment

utilizing such factors as effective classroom management strategies, building a sense of community in
the classroom, and cooperative learning experiences.

2. Identify and consult with teachers regarding teaching strategies designed to motivate students
using small group learning activities, experiential learning activities, student mentoring programs, and
shared decision-making opportunities.

3. Demonstrate knowledge of child and adolescent development and identify developmentally
appropriate teaching and learning strategies.

(12) Teaching and counseling practicum. The school counselor demonstrates competency in
conducting classroom sessions with middle and secondary school students. The practicum consisting
of a minimum of 500 contact hours provides opportunities for the prospective counselor, under the
supervision of a licensed professional school counselor, to engage in a variety of activities in which a
regularly employed school counselor would be expected to participate including, but not limited to,
individual counseling, group work, developmental classroom guidance and consultation.

13.28(28) School nurse endorsement. The school nurse endorsement does not authorize general
classroom teaching, although it does authorize the holder to teach health at all grade levels. Alternatively,
a nurse may obtain a statement of professional recognition (SPR) from the board of educational
examiners, in accordance with the provisions set out in 282—Chapter 16, Statements of Professional
Recognition (SPR).

a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to provide service as a school nurse
at the prekindergarten and kindergarten levels and in grades one through twelve.

b. Program requirements.
(1) Degree—baccalaureate, and
(2) Completion of an approved human relations program, and
(3) Completion of the professional education core. See subrules 13.18(3) and 13.18(4).
c. Content.
(1) Organization and administration of school nurse services including the appraisal of the health

needs of children and youth.
(2) School-community relationships and resources/coordination of school and community

resources to serve the health needs of children and youth.
(3) Knowledge and understanding of the health needs of exceptional children.
(4) Health education.
d. Other. Hold a license as a registered nurse issued by the Iowa board of nursing.
13.28(29) Athletic coach. K-12. An applicant for the coaching endorsement must hold a teacher’s

license with one of the teaching endorsements.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement may serve as a head coach or an assistant coach

in kindergarten and grades one through twelve.
b. Program requirements.
(1) One semester hour college or university course in the structure and function of the human body

in relation to physical activity, and
(2) One semester hour college or university course in human growth and development of children

and youth as related to physical activity, and
(3) Two semester hour college or university course in athletic conditioning, care and prevention of

injuries and first aid as related to physical activity, and
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(4) One semester hour college or university course in the theory of coaching interscholastic
athletics.
[ARC 7986B, IAB 7/29/09, effective 9/2/09; ARC 8248B, IAB 11/4/09, effective 10/12/09; ARC 8403B, IAB 12/16/09, effective
1/20/10; ARC 9070B, IAB 9/8/10, effective 10/13/10; ARC 9071B, IAB 9/8/10, effective 10/13/10; ARC 9210B, IAB 11/3/10,
effective 12/8/10; ARC 9211B, IAB 11/3/10, effective 12/8/10; ARC 9212B, IAB 11/3/10, effective 12/8/10; ARC 9838B, IAB
11/2/11, effective 12/7/11; ARC 9839B, IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11; ARC 0448C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12; ARC
0449C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

282—13.29(272) Adding, removing or reinstating a teaching endorsement.
13.29(1) Adding an endorsement. After the issuance of a teaching license, an individual may add

other endorsements to that license upon proper application, provided current requirements for that
endorsement have been met. An updated license with expiration date unchanged from the original or
renewed license will be prepared.

a. Options. To add an endorsement, the applicant must follow one of these options:
(1) Option 1. Receive the Iowa teacher education institution’s recommendation that the current

approved program requirements for the endorsement have been met.
(2) Option 2. Receive verification from the Iowa teacher education institution that the minimum

state requirements for the endorsement have been met in lieu of the institution’s approved program.
(3) Option 3. Receive verification from a state-approved and regionally accredited institution that

the Iowa minimum requirements for the endorsement have been met.
(4) Option 4. Apply for a review of the transcripts by the board of educational examiners’ staff

to determine if all Iowa requirements have been met. The applicant must submit documentation that all
of the Iowa requirements have been met by filing transcripts and supporting documentation for review.
The fee for the transcript evaluation is in 282—Chapter 12. This fee shall be in addition to the fee for
adding the endorsement.

b. Additional requirements for adding an endorsement.
(1) In addition to meeting the requirements listed in rules 282—13.18(272) and 282—13.28(272),

applicants for endorsements shall have completed a methods class appropriate for teaching the general
subject area of the endorsement added.

(2) Practitioners who are adding an elementary or early childhood endorsement and have
not student taught on the elementary or early childhood level shall complete a teaching practicum
appropriate for teaching at the level of the new endorsement.

(3) Practitioners who are adding a secondary teaching endorsement and have not student taught on
the secondary level shall complete a teaching practicum appropriate for teaching at the level of the new
endorsement.

(4) Practitioners holding the K-8 endorsement in the content area of the 5-12 endorsement being
added may satisfy the requirement for the secondary methods class and the teaching practicum by
completing all required coursework and presenting verification of competence. This verification of
competence shall be signed by a licensed evaluator who has observed and formally evaluated the
performance of the applicant at the secondary level. This verification of competence may be submitted
at any time during the term of the Class B license. The practitioner must obtain a Class B license while
practicing with the 5-12 endorsement.

13.29(2) Removal of an endorsement; reinstatement of removed endorsement.
a. Removal of an endorsement. A practitioner may remove an endorsement from the practitioner’s

license as follows:
(1) To remove an endorsement, the practitioner shall meet the following conditions:
1. A practitioner who holds a standard or master educator license is eligible to request removal of

an endorsement from the license if the practitioner has not taught in the subject or assignment area of
the endorsement in the five years prior to the request for removal of the endorsement, and

2. The practitioner must submit a notarized written application form furnished by the board of
educational examiners to remove an endorsement at the time of licensure renewal (licensure renewal is
limited to one calendar year prior to the expiration date of the current license), and
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3. The application must be signed by the superintendent or designee in the district in which
the practitioner is under contract. The superintendent’s signature shall serve as notification and
acknowledgment of the practitioner’s intent to remove an endorsement from the practitioner’s license.
The absence of the superintendent’s or designee’s signature does not impede the removal process.

(2) The endorsement shall be removed from the license at the time of application.
(3) If a practitioner is not employed and submits an application, the provisions of

13.29(2)“a”(1)“3” shall not be required.
(4) If a practitioner submits an application that does not meet the criteria listed in

13.29(2)“a”(1)“1” to “3,” the application will be rendered void and the practitioner will forfeit the
processing fee.

(5) The executive director has the authority to approve or deny the request for removal. Any denial
is subject to the appeal process set forth in rule 282—11.35(272).

b. Reinstatement of a removed endorsement.
(1) If the practitioner wants to add the removed endorsement at a future date, all coursework for the

endorsement must be completed within the five years preceding the application to add the endorsement.
(2) The practitioner must meet the current endorsement requirements when making application.

[ARC 8248B, IAB 11/4/09, effective 10/12/09]

282—13.30(272) Licenses—issue dates, corrections, duplicates, and fraud.
13.30(1) Issue date on original license. A license is valid only from and after the date of issuance.
13.30(2) Correcting licenses. If a licensee notifies board staff of a typographical or clerical error on

the license within 30 days of the date of the board’s mailing of a license, a corrected license shall be
issued without charge to the licensee. If notification of a typographical or clerical error is made more
than 30 days after the date of the board’s mailing of a license, a corrected license shall be issued upon
receipt of the fee for issuance of a duplicate license. For purposes of this rule, typographical or clerical
errors include misspellings, errors in the expiration date of a license, errors in the type of license issued,
and the omission or misidentification of the endorsements for which application was made. A licensee
requesting the addition of an endorsement not included on the initial application must submit a new
application and the appropriate application fee.

13.30(3) Duplicate licenses. Upon application and payment of the fee set out in 282—Chapter 12,
a duplicate license shall be issued.

13.30(4) Fraud in procurement or renewal of licenses. Fraud in procurement or renewal of a license
or falsifying records for licensure purposes will constitute grounds for filing a complaint with the board
of educational examiners.

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 272.
Filed 12/23/08, Notice 10/8/08—published 1/14/09, effective 2/18/09]
[Filed 12/24/08, Notice 10/22/08—published 1/14/09, effective 2/18/09]

[Filed ARC 7869B (Notice ARC 7600B, IAB 2/25/09), IAB 6/17/09, effective 7/22/09]
[Filed ARC 7987B (Notice ARC 7751B, IAB 5/6/09), IAB 7/29/09, effective 9/2/09]
[Filed ARC 7986B (Notice ARC 7744B, IAB 5/6/09), IAB 7/29/09, effective 9/2/09]
[Filed ARC 8133B (Notice ARC 7778B, IAB 5/20/09), IAB 9/9/09, effective 10/14/09]
[Filed ARC 8134B (Notice ARC 7860B, IAB 6/17/09), IAB 9/9/09, effective 10/14/09]
[Filed ARC 8138B (Notice ARC 7871B, IAB 6/17/09), IAB 9/9/09, effective 10/14/09]
[Filed ARC 8139B (Notice ARC 7872B, IAB 6/17/09), IAB 9/9/09, effective 10/14/09]

[Filed Emergency ARC 8248B, IAB 11/4/09, effective 10/12/09]
[Filed ARC 8400B (Notice ARC 8125B, IAB 9/9/09), IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]
[Filed ARC 8401B (Notice ARC 8121B, IAB 9/9/09), IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]
[Filed ARC 8402B (Notice ARC 8126B, IAB 9/9/09), IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]
[Filed ARC 8403B (Notice ARC 8129B, IAB 9/9/09), IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]
[Filed ARC 8604B (Notice ARC 8250B, IAB 11/4/09), IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10]
[Filed ARC 8610B (Notice ARC 8249B, IAB 11/4/09), IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10]
[Filed ARC 8607B (Notice ARC 8408B, IAB 12/16/09), IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10]
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[Filed ARC 8688B (Notice ARC 8436B, IAB 1/13/10), IAB 4/7/10, effective 5/12/10]
[Filed ARC 8957B (Notice ARC 8686B, IAB 4/7/10), IAB 7/28/10, effective 9/1/10]
[Filed ARC 9072B (Notice ARC 8822B, IAB 6/2/10), IAB 9/8/10, effective 10/13/10]
[Filed ARC 9070B (Notice ARC 8824B, IAB 6/2/10), IAB 9/8/10, effective 10/13/10]
[Filed ARC 9071B (Notice ARC 8825B, IAB 6/2/10), IAB 9/8/10, effective 10/13/10]
[Filed ARC 9207B (Notice ARC 8969B, IAB 7/28/10), IAB 11/3/10, effective 12/8/10]
[Filed ARC 9205B (Notice ARC 8961B, IAB 7/28/10), IAB 11/3/10, effective 12/8/10]
[Filed ARC 9206B (Notice ARC 8968B, IAB 7/28/10), IAB 11/3/10, effective 12/8/10]
[Filed ARC 9210B (Notice ARC 8965B, IAB 7/28/10), IAB 11/3/10, effective 12/8/10]
[Filed ARC 9211B (Notice ARC 8966B, IAB 7/28/10), IAB 11/3/10, effective 12/8/10]
[Filed ARC 9212B (Notice ARC 8967B, IAB 7/28/10), IAB 11/3/10, effective 12/8/10]
[Filed ARC 9573B (Notice ARC 9382B, IAB 2/23/11), IAB 6/29/11, effective 8/3/11]
[Filed ARC 9838B (Notice ARC 9663B, IAB 8/10/11), IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11]
[Filed ARC 9839B (Notice ARC 9662B, IAB 8/10/11), IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11]
[Filed ARC 9840B (Notice ARC 9661B, IAB 8/10/11), IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11]
[Filed ARC 9925B (Notice ARC 9744B, IAB 9/7/11), IAB 12/14/11, effective 1/18/12]
[Filed ARC 0026C (Notice ARC 9924B, IAB 12/14/11), IAB 3/7/12, effective 4/11/12]
[Filed ARC 0446C (Notice ARC 0236C, IAB 7/25/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
[Filed ARC 0448C (Notice ARC 0235C, IAB 7/25/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
[Filed ARC 0449C (Notice ARC 0312C, IAB 9/5/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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CHAPTER 14
SPECIAL EDUCATION ENDORSEMENTS
[Prior to 1/14/09, see Educational Examiners Board[282] Ch 15]

282—14.1(272) Special education teaching endorsements.
14.1(1) Program requirements.
a. The applicant must meet the requirement in rules 282—13.1(272) and 282—13.5(272).
b. The applicant must complete pre-student teaching field-based experiences in special education.
c. Student teaching. Each applicant for an Iowa license with a special education instructional

endorsement must file evidence of completing an approved student teaching program in special
education. This experience must be full-time in an approved special education classroom. An approved
special education classroom is one which is recognized by the state in terms of the respective state rules
for special education. This special education student teaching experience shall qualify for each special
education instructional endorsement sought on an original application for Iowa licensure if at the same
grade level.

d. The applicant must meet the requirements to add an endorsement in rule 282—13.29(272).
14.1(2) Adding special education instructional endorsements to Iowa licenses.
a. After the issuance of a practitioner license, an individual may add other special education

instructional endorsements to that license upon proper application provided current requirements for
the specific endorsement(s) have been met.

b. If an applicant is seeking to add a special education instructional endorsement at the same level,
elementary or secondary, as other endorsements held, the student teaching component set out in the rules
for added endorsement areas is not required.

c. If the applicant holds the K-8 special education endorsement for the 5-12 endorsement area
being added, the applicant may satisfy the requirements for the secondary methods class and the student
teaching experience by completing all the required coursework and presenting verification of competence
of teaching a minimum of two years while properly licensed. This verification of competence shall be
signed by a licensed evaluator who has observed and formally evaluated the performance of the applicant
at the secondary level.

d. An updated license with expiration date unchanged from the original or renewed license will
be prepared. Licensure procedures and requirements are set out in 282—Chapter 13.
[ARC 8248B, IAB 11/4/09, effective 10/12/09]

282—14.2(272) Specific requirements. For each of the following teaching endorsements in special
education, the applicant must have completed 24 semester hours in special education.

14.2(1) Early childhood—special education.
a. This endorsement authorizes instruction at the PK-K level only for instructional special

education programs without regard to the instructional model.
b. The applicant must present evidence of having completed the following program requirements.
(1) Foundations of special education. The philosophical, historical and legal bases for special

education, including the definitions and etiologies of individuals with disabilities, exceptional child,
and including individuals from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds.

(2) Characteristics of learners. Preparation which includes an overview of current trends in
educational programming and theories of child development, both typical and atypical; the identification
of pre-, peri-, and postnatal development and factors that affect children’s development and learning.
Identification of specific disabilities, including the etiology, characteristics, and classification of
common disabilities in young children. Application of the knowledge of cultural and linguistic diversity
and the significant sociocultural context for the development of and learning in young children.

(3) Assessment, diagnosis and evaluation. Legal provisions, regulations and guidelines regarding
unbiased assessment and use of psychometric instruments and instructional assessment measures with
individuals with disabilities. Application of assessment results to individualized program development
and management, and the relationship between assessment and placement decisions. Knowledge of
any specialized strategies such as functional behavioral assessment and any specialized terminology
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used in the assessment of various disabling conditions. Assess children’s cognitive, social-emotional,
communication, motor, adaptive, and aesthetic development; and select, adapt, and administer
assessment instruments and procedures for specific sensory and motor disabilities.

(4) Methods and strategies. Methods and strategies which include numerous models to plan and
implement appropriate curricular and instructional practices based on knowledge of individual children,
the family, the community, and curricular goals and content. Select intervention curricula and methods
for children with specific disabilities including motor, sensory, health, communication, social-emotional
and cognitive disabilities. Implement developmentally and functionally appropriate individual and group
activities using a variety of formats; develop and implement an integrated curriculum that focuses on
special education children from birth to age six, and incorporate information and strategies frommultiple
disciplines in the design of intervention strategies. Curricula for the development of cognitive, academic,
social, language and functional life skills for individuals with exceptional learning needs, and related
instructional and remedial methods and techniques, including appropriate assistive technology. This
preparation must include alternatives for teaching skills and strategies to individuals with disabilities
who differ in degree and nature of disability, and the integration of appropriate age- and ability-level
academic instruction.

(5) Managing student behavior and social interaction skills. Preparation in individual behavioral
management, behavioral change strategies, and classroom management theories, methods, and
techniques for individuals with exceptional learning needs. Theories of behavior problems in individuals
with disabilities and the use of nonaversive techniques for the purpose of controlling targeted behavior
and maintaining attention of individuals with disabilities. Design, implement, and evaluate instructional
programs that enhance an individual’s social participation in family, school, and community activities.

(6) Communication and collaborative partnerships. Awareness of the sources of unique services,
networks, and organizations for individuals with disabilities including transitional support. Knowledge
of family systems, family dynamics, parent rights, advocacy, multicultural issues, and communication
to invite and appreciate many different forms of parent involvement. Strategies for working with regular
classroom teachers, support services personnel, paraprofessionals, and other individuals involved in the
educational program. Knowledge of the collaborative and consultative roles of special education teachers
in the integration of individuals with disabilities into the general curriculum and classroom.

(7) Student teaching. Student teaching in a PK-K special education program.
14.2(2) Instructional strategist I: mild and moderate.
a. Option 1—K-8 mild and moderate. This endorsement authorizes instruction in all K-8 mild

and moderate instructional special education programs without regard to the instructional model. An
applicant for this option must complete the following requirement and must hold a regular education
endorsement. See rule 282—13.26(272). The applicant must present evidence of having completed the
following program requirements.

(1) Foundations of special education. The philosophical, historical and legal bases for special
education, including the definitions and etiologies of individuals with disabilities, exceptional child,
and including individuals from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds.

(2) Characteristics of learners. Preparation which includes various etiologies of mild and
moderate disabilities, an overview of current trends in educational programming for mild and moderate
disabilities, educational alternatives and related services, and the importance of the multidisciplinary
team in providing more appropriate educational programming, and includes the general developmental,
academic, social, career and functional characteristics of individuals with mild and moderate disabilities
as the characteristics relate to levels of instructional support required, and the psychological and
social-emotional characteristics of individuals with mild and moderate disabilities.

(3) Assessment, diagnosis and evaluation. Legal provisions, regulations and guidelines regarding
unbiased assessment and use of psychometric instruments and instructional assessment measures with
individuals with disabilities. Application of assessment results to individualized program development
and management, and the relationship between assessment and placement decisions. Knowledge of any
specialized strategies such as functional behavioral assessment and any specialized terminology used in
the assessment of various disabling conditions.
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(4) Methods and strategies. Methods and strategies which include numerous models for providing
curricular and instructional methodologies utilized in the education of the mildly and moderately
disabled, and sources of curriculum materials for individuals with disabilities. Curricula for the
development of cognitive, academic, social, language and functional life skills for individuals with
exceptional learning needs, and related instructional and remedial methods and techniques, including
appropriate assistive technology. The focus of these experiences is for students at the K-8 level. This
preparation must include alternatives for teaching skills and strategies to individuals with disabilities
who differ in degree and nature of disability, and the integration of appropriate age- and ability-level
academic instruction.

(5) Managing student behavior and social interaction skills. Preparation in individual behavioral
management, behavioral change strategies, and classroom management theories, methods, and
techniques for individuals with exceptional learning needs. Theories of behavior problems in individuals
with disabilities and the use of nonaversive techniques for the purpose of controlling targeted behavior
and maintaining attention of individuals with disabilities. Design, implement, and evaluate instructional
programs that enhance an individual’s social participation in family, school, and community activities.

(6) Communication and collaborative partnerships. Awareness of the sources of unique services,
networks, and organizations for individuals with disabilities including transitional support. Knowledge
of family systems, family dynamics, parent rights, advocacy, multicultural issues, and communication
to invite and appreciate many different forms of parent involvement. Strategies for working with regular
classroom teachers, support services personnel, paraprofessionals, and other individuals involved in the
educational program. Knowledge of the collaborative and consultative roles of special education teachers
in the integration of individuals with disabilities into the general curriculum and classroom.

(7) Student teaching. Student teaching in a K-8 mild and moderate special education program.
b. Option 2—K-8 mild and moderate. To obtain this endorsement, the applicant must hold a valid

Iowa license with either a K-8 or 5-12 special education instructional endorsement and must meet the
following basic requirements in addition to those set out in paragraph 14.2(2)“a.”

(1) Child growth and development with emphasis on the emotional, physical, and mental
characteristics of elementary age children, unless completed as part of the professional education core.
See rule 282—13.18(272).

(2) Methods and materials for teaching elementary language arts.
(3) Remedial reading.
(4) Elementary curriculum methods and material, unless completed as part of another elementary

level endorsement program (e.g., rule 282—13.26(272) or a similar elementary endorsement program).
(5) Methods and materials for teaching elementary mathematics.
c. Option 1—5-12 mild and moderate. This endorsement authorizes instruction in all 5-12 mild

and moderate instructional special education programs without regard to the instructional model. An
applicant for this option must complete the following requirements and must hold a regular education
endorsement. See rule 282—13.28(272). The applicant must present evidence of having completed the
following program requirements.

(1) Foundations of special education. The philosophical, historical and legal bases for special
education, including the definitions and etiologies of individuals with disabilities, exceptional child,
and including individuals from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds.

(2) Characteristics of learners. Preparation which includes various etiologies of mild and
moderate disabilities, an overview of current trends in educational programming for mild and moderate
disabilities, educational alternatives and related services, and the importance of the multidisciplinary
team in providing more appropriate educational programming, and includes the general developmental,
academic, social, career and functional characteristics of individuals with mild and moderate disabilities
as the characteristics relate to levels of instructional support required, and the psychological and
social-emotional characteristics of individuals with mild and moderate disabilities.

(3) Assessment, diagnosis and evaluation. Legal provisions, regulations and guidelines regarding
unbiased assessment and use of psychometric instruments and instructional assessment measures with
individuals with disabilities. Application of assessment results to individualized program development
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and management, and the relationship between assessment and placement decisions. Knowledge of any
specialized strategies such as functional behavioral assessment and any specialized terminology used in
the assessment of various disabling conditions.

(4) Methods and strategies. Methods and strategies which include numerous models for providing
curricular and instructional methodologies utilized in the education of the mildly and moderately
disabled, and sources of curriculum materials for individuals with disabilities. Curricula for the
development of cognitive, academic, social, language and functional life skills for individuals with
exceptional learning needs, and related instructional and remedial methods and techniques, including
appropriate assistive technology. The focus of these experiences is for students at the 5-12 level. This
preparation must include alternatives for teaching skills and strategies to individuals with disabilities
who differ in degree and nature of disability, and the integration of appropriate age- and ability-level
academic instruction.

(5) Managing student behavior and social interaction skills. Preparation in individual behavioral
management, behavioral change strategies, and classroom management theories, methods, and
techniques for individuals with exceptional learning needs. Theories of behavior problems in individuals
with disabilities and the use of nonaversive techniques for the purpose of controlling targeted behavior
and maintaining attention of individuals with disabilities. Design, implement, and evaluate instructional
programs that enhance an individual’s social participation in family, school, and community activities.

(6) Communication and collaborative partnerships. Awareness of the sources of unique services,
networks, and organizations for individuals with disabilities including transitional support. Knowledge
of family systems, family dynamics, parent rights, advocacy, multicultural issues, and communication
to invite and appreciate many different forms of parent involvement. Strategies for working with regular
classroom teachers, support services personnel, paraprofessionals, and other individuals involved in the
educational program. Knowledge of the collaborative and consultative roles of special education teachers
in the integration of individuals with disabilities into the general curriculum and classroom.

(7) Transitional collaboration. Sources of services, organizations, and networks for individuals
with mild and moderate disabilities, including career, vocational and transitional support to postschool
settings with maximum opportunities for decision making and full participation in the community.

(8) Student teaching. Student teaching in a 5-12 mild and moderate special education program.
d. Option 2—5-12 mild and moderate. To obtain this endorsement, the applicant must hold a valid

Iowa license with either a K-8 or 5-12 special education instructional endorsement and must meet the
following basic requirements in addition to those set out in paragraph 14.2(2)“c.”

(1) Adolescent growth and development with emphasis on the emotional, physical, and mental
characteristics of adolescent age children, unless completed as part of the professional education core.
See rule 282—13.18(272).

(2) Adolescent reading or secondary content area reading.
(3) Secondary or adolescent reading diagnosis and remediation.
(4) Methods and materials for teaching adolescents with mathematics difficulties or mathematics

for the secondary level special education teacher.
(5) Secondary methods unless completed as part of the professional education core. See

282—paragraph 13.18(4)“l.”
14.2(3) Instructional strategist II: behavior disorders/learning disabilities. This endorsement

authorizes instruction in programs serving students with behavior disorders and learning disabilities
from age 5 to age 21 (and to a maximum allowable age in accordance with Iowa Code section 256B.8).
The applicant must present evidence of having completed the following program requirements.

a. Foundations of special education. The philosophical, historical and legal bases for special
education, including the definitions and etiologies of individuals with disabilities, exceptional child,
and including individuals from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds.

b. Characteristics of learners. Preparation which includes various etiologies of behavior
disorders and learning disabilities, an overview of current trends in educational programming
for students with behavior disorders and learning disabilities, educational alternatives and related
services, and the importance of the multidisciplinary team in providing more appropriate educational
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programming from age 5 to age 21. Preparation in the social, emotional and behavioral characteristics of
individuals with behavior disorders and learning disabilities including the impact of such characteristics
on classroom learning as well as associated domains such as social functioning and at-risk behaviors
which may lead to involvement with the juvenile justice or mental health system. Preparation in the
psychological and social-emotional characteristics of individuals with behavior disorders and learning
disabilities must include the major social characteristics of individuals with behavior disorders and the
effects of dysfunctional behavior on learning, and the social and emotional aspects of individuals with
learning disabilities including social imperceptiveness and juvenile delinquency. Physical development,
physical disability and health impairments as they relate to the development and behavior of students
with behavior disorders and the medical factors influencing individuals with learning disabilities,
including intelligence, perception, memory and language development.

c. Assessment, diagnosis and evaluation. Legal provisions, regulations and guidelines regarding
unbiased assessment and use of psychometric instruments and instructional assessment measures with
individuals with disabilities. Application of assessment results to individualized program development
and management, and the relationship between assessment and placement decisions. Knowledge of any
specialized strategies such as functional behavioral assessment and any specialized terminology used in
the assessment of various disabling conditions.

d. Methods and strategies. Methods and strategies which include numerous models for providing
curricular and instructional methodologies utilized in the education of behavior and learning disabled
students, and sources of curriculum materials for individuals with disabilities. Curricula for the
development of cognitive, academic, social, language and functional life skills for individuals with
exceptional learning needs, and related instructional and remedial methods and techniques, including
appropriate assistive technology. The focus of these experiences is for students at all levels from age
5 to age 21. This preparation must include alternatives for teaching skills and strategies to individuals
with disabilities who differ in degree and nature of disability, and the integration of appropriate age-
and ability-level academic instruction.

e. Managing student behavior and social interaction skills. Preparation in individual behavioral
management, behavioral change strategies, and classroom management theories, methods, and
techniques for individuals with exceptional learning needs. Theories of behavior problems in individuals
with disabilities and the use of nonaversive techniques for the purpose of controlling targeted behavior
and maintaining attention of individuals with disabilities. Design, implement, and evaluate instructional
programs that enhance an individual’s social participation in family, school, and community activities.

f. Communication and collaborative partnerships. Awareness of the sources of unique services,
networks, and organizations for individuals with disabilities including transitional support. Knowledge
of family systems, family dynamics, parent rights, advocacy, multicultural issues, and communication
to invite and appreciate many different forms of parent involvement. Strategies for working with regular
classroom teachers, support services personnel, paraprofessionals, and other individuals involved in the
educational program. Knowledge of the collaborative and consultative roles of special education teachers
in the integration of individuals with disabilities into the general curriculum and classroom.

g. Transitional collaboration. Sources of services, organizations, and networks for individuals
with behavior and learning disabilities, including career, vocational and transitional support to postschool
settings with maximum opportunities for decision making and full participation in the community.

h. Student teaching. Student teaching in programs across the age levels of this endorsement. If
the student teaching program has a unique age-level emphasis (e.g., K-8 or 5-12), there must be planned
activities which incorporate interactive experiences at the other age level.

14.2(4) Instructional strategist II: intellectual disabilities. This endorsement authorizes instruction
in programs serving students with intellectual disabilities from age 5 to age 21 (and to a maximum
allowable age in accordance with Iowa Code section 256B.8). The applicant must present evidence of
having completed the following program requirements.

a. Foundations of special education. The philosophical, historical and legal bases for special
education, including the definitions and etiologies of individuals with disabilities, exceptional child,
and including individuals from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds.
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b. Characteristics of learners. Preparation which includes various etiologies of intellectual
disabilities, an overview of current trends in educational programming for students with intellectual
disabilities, educational alternatives and related services, and the importance of the multidisciplinary
team in providing more appropriate educational programming from age 5 to age 21. Preparation must
also provide for an overview of the general developmental, academic, social, career and functional
characteristics of individuals with intellectual disabilities as the characteristics relate to levels of
instructional support required. This preparation must include the causes and theories of intellectual
disabilities and implications and preventions; the psychological characteristics of students with
intellectual and developmental disabilities, including cognition, perception, memory, and language
development; medical complications and implications for student support needs, including seizure
management, tube feeding, catheterization and CPR; and the medical aspects of intellectual disabilities
and their implications for learning. The social-emotional aspects of intellectual disabilities, including
adaptive behavior, social competence, social isolation and learned helplessness.

c. Assessment, diagnosis and evaluation. Legal provisions, regulations and guidelines regarding
unbiased assessment and use of psychometric instruments and instructional assessment measures with
individuals with disabilities. Application of assessment results to individualized program development
and management, and the relationship between assessment and placement decisions. Knowledge of any
specialized strategies such as functional behavioral assessment and any specialized terminology used in
the assessment of various disabling conditions.

d. Methods and strategies. Methods and strategies which include numerous models for providing
curricular and instructional methodologies utilized in the education of intellectually disabled students,
and sources of curriculum materials for individuals with disabilities. Curricula for the development of
cognitive, academic, social, language and functional life skills for individuals with exceptional learning
needs, and related instructional and remedial methods and techniques. The focus of these experiences
is for students at all levels from age 5 to age 21. This preparation must include alternatives for teaching
skills and strategies to individuals with disabilities who differ in degree and nature of disability, and
the integration of appropriate age- and ability-level academic instruction. Proficiency in adapting
age-appropriate curriculum to facilitate instruction within the general education setting, to include
partial participation of students in tasks, skills facilitation, collaboration, and support from peers with
and without disabilities; the ability to select and use augmentative and alternative communications
methods and systems. An understanding of the impact of speech-language development on behavior
and social interactions. Approaches to create positive learning environments for individuals with special
needs and approaches to utilize assistive devices for individuals with special needs. The design and
implementation of age-appropriate instruction based on the adaptive skills of students with intellectual
disabilities; integrate selected related services into the instructional day of students with intellectual
disabilities. Knowledge of culturally responsive functional life skills relevant to independence in the
community, personal living, and employment. Use of appropriate physical management techniques
including positioning, handling, lifting, relaxation, and range of motion and the use and maintenance of
orthotic, prosthetic, and adaptive equipment effectively.

e. Managing student behavior and social interaction skills. Preparation in individual behavioral
management, behavioral change strategies, and classroom management theories, methods, and
techniques for individuals with exceptional learning needs. Theories of behavior problems in individuals
with intellectual disabilities and the use of nonaversive techniques for the purpose of controlling
targeted behavior and maintaining attention of individuals with disabilities. Design, implement, and
evaluate instructional programs that enhance an individual’s social participation in family, school, and
community activities.

f. Communication and collaborative partnerships. Awareness of the sources of unique services,
networks, and organizations for individuals with disabilities including transitional support. Knowledge
of family systems, family dynamics, parent rights, advocacy, multicultural issues, and communication
to invite and appreciate many different forms of parent involvement. Strategies for working with regular
classroom teachers, support services personnel, paraprofessionals, and other individuals involved in the
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educational program. Knowledge of the collaborative and consultative roles of special education teachers
in the integration of individuals with disabilities into the general curriculum and classroom.

g. Transitional collaboration. Sources of services, organizations, and networks for individuals
with intellectual disabilities, including career, vocational and transitional support to postschool settings
with maximum opportunities for decision making and full participation in the community.

h. Student teaching. Student teaching in programs across the age levels of this endorsement. If
the student teaching program has a unique age-level emphasis (e.g., K-8 or 5-12), there must be planned
activities which incorporate interactive experiences at the other age level.

14.2(5) Instructional strategist II: physical disabilities. This endorsement authorizes instruction in
programs serving students with physical disabilities from age 5 to age 21 (and to a maximum allowable
age in accordance with Iowa Code section 256B.8). The applicant must present evidence of having
completed the following program requirements.

a. Foundations of special education. The philosophical, historical and legal bases for special
education, including the definitions and etiologies of individuals with disabilities, exceptional child,
and including individuals from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds.

b. Characteristics of learners. Preparation which includes various etiologies and characteristics
of physical disabilities across the life span, secondary health care issues that accompany specific physical
disabilities, an overview of current trends in educational programming for students with physical
disabilities, educational alternatives and related services, and the importance of the multidisciplinary
team in providing more appropriate educational programming from age 5 to age 21. Preparation must
also provide for an overview of the general developmental, academic, social, career and functional
characteristics of individuals with physical disabilities as the characteristics relate to levels of
instructional support required.

c. Assessment, diagnosis and evaluation. Legal provisions, regulations and guidelines regarding
unbiased assessment and use of psychometric instruments and instructional assessment measures with
individuals with disabilities. Application of assessment results to individualized program development
and management, and the relationship between assessment and placement decisions. Knowledge of any
specialized strategies such as functional behavioral assessment and any specialized terminology used in
the assessment of various disabling conditions.

d. Methods and strategies.
(1) Methods and strategies which include numerous models for providing curricular and

instructional methodologies utilized in the education of physically disabled students, and sources of
curriculum materials for individuals with disabilities. Curricula for the development of cognitive,
academic, social, language and functional life skills for individuals with exceptional learning needs,
and related instructional and remedial methods and techniques. The focus of these experiences is for
students at all levels from age 5 to age 21. This preparation must include alternatives for teaching
skills and strategies to individuals with disabilities who differ in degree and nature of disability, and the
integration of appropriate age- and ability-level academic instruction.

(2) Research-supported instructional practices, strategies, and adaptations necessary to
accommodate the physical and communication characteristics of students with physical disabilities,
including appropriate assistive technology and alternative positioning to permit students with physical
disabilities full participation and access to the general curriculum as well as social environments.
Design and implement an instructional program that addresses instruction in independent living skills,
vocational skills, and career education for students with physical disabilities and instructional strategies
for medical self-management procedures by students.

e. Managing student behavior and social interaction skills. Preparation in individual behavioral
management, behavioral change strategies, and classroom management theories, methods, and
techniques for individuals with exceptional learning needs. Theories of behavior problems in individuals
with physical disabilities and the use of nonaversive techniques for the purpose of controlling
targeted behavior and maintaining attention of individuals with disabilities. Design, implement, and
evaluate instructional programs that enhance an individual’s social participation in family, school, and
community activities.
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f. Communication and collaborative partnerships. Awareness of the sources of unique services,
networks, and organizations for individuals with disabilities including transitional support. Knowledge
of family systems, family dynamics, parent rights, advocacy, multicultural issues, and communication
to invite and appreciate many different forms of parent involvement. Strategies for working with regular
classroom teachers, support services personnel, paraprofessionals, and other individuals involved in the
educational program. Knowledge of the collaborative and consultative roles of special education teachers
in the integration of individuals with disabilities into the general curriculum and classroom.

g. Transitional collaboration. Sources of services, organizations, and networks for individuals
with physical disabilities, including career, vocational and transitional support to postschool settings
with maximum opportunities for decision making and full participation in the community.

h. Student teaching. Student teaching in programs across the age levels of this endorsement. If
the student teaching program has a unique age-level emphasis (e.g., K-8 or 5-12), there must be planned
activities which incorporate interactive experiences at the other age level.

14.2(6) K-8 mildly disabled endorsement. This endorsement authorizes instruction to mildly
disabled children who require special education program adaptations while assigned to a regular
classroom for basic instructional purposes, or mildly disabled students placed in a special education
class who receive part of their instruction in a regular classroom, or mildly disabled students requiring
specially designed instruction while assigned to a regular classroom for basic instructional purposes.
To fulfill the requirements for this endorsement, the applicant must:

a. Hold a regular education instruction endorsement at the elementary level. For the elementary
level, this is the general elementary classroom endorsement.

b. Hold one of the following endorsements at the elementary level: learning disabilities,
mild to moderate intellectual disabilities, behavioral disorders, multicategorical resource room or
multicategorical-special class with integration.

14.2(7) 5-12 mildly disabled endorsement. This endorsement authorizes instruction to mildly
disabled children who require special education program adaptations while assigned to a regular
classroom for basic instructional purposes, or mildly disabled students placed in a special education
class who receive part of their instruction in a regular classroom, or mildly disabled students requiring
specially designed instruction while assigned to a regular classroom for basic instructional purposes.
To fulfill the requirements for this endorsement, the applicant must:

a. Hold a regular education instruction endorsement at the secondary level (grades 5-12).
b. Hold one of the following endorsements at the secondary level: learning disabilities,

mild to moderate intellectual disabilities, behavioral disorders, multicategorical resource room or
multicategorical-special class with integration.

NOTE: These endorsements are designed for programs serving primarily mildly disabled students;
the sensory impaired are not included as “mildly disabled.”

14.2(8) Deaf or hard of hearing endorsement.
a. Option 1. This endorsement authorizes instruction in programs serving students with hearing

loss from birth to age 21 (and to a maximum allowable age in accordance with Iowa Code section
256B.8). An applicant for this option must complete the following requirements and must have
completed an approved program in teaching the deaf or hard of hearing from a recognized Iowa or non-
Iowa institution and must hold a regular education endorsement. See 282—Chapter 13.

(1) Foundations of special education. The philosophical, historical and legal bases for special
education, including the definitions and etiologies of individuals with disabilities, and including
individuals from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds.

(2) Characteristics of learners. Preparation which includes various etiologies of hearing loss, an
overview of current trends in educational programming for students with hearing loss and educational
alternatives and related services, and the importance of the multidisciplinary team in providing more
appropriate educational programming from birth to age 21. Preparation in the social, emotional and
behavioral characteristics of individuals with hearing loss, including the impact of such characteristics
on classroom learning. Knowledge of the anatomy and physiology of the hearing mechanism and
knowledge of the development of secondary senses when hearing is impaired, effect of hearing loss on
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learning experiences, psychological aspects of hearing loss, and effects of medications on the hearing
system. Preparation in the psychological and social-emotional characteristics of individuals with
hearing loss to include the major social characteristics of individuals with hearing loss and the effects
of this disability on learning, and the social and emotional aspects of individuals with hearing loss.
Physical development and potential health impairments as they relate to the development and behavior
of students with hearing loss. Components of linguistic and nonlinguistic communication used by
individuals who are deaf or hard-of-hearing and communication modes used by and with individuals
who are deaf or hard-of-hearing, including current theories of language development in individuals
who are deaf or hard-of-hearing.

(3) Assessment, diagnosis and evaluation. Legal provisions, regulations and guidelines regarding
unbiased assessment and use of psychometric instruments and instructional assessment measures with
individuals with disabilities, including necessary alternative assessment techniques arising out of the
nature of the disability and medical reports and other related diagnostic information. Application
of assessment results to individualized program development and management, and the relationship
between assessment and placement decisions. Knowledge of any specialized strategies such as
functional behavioral assessment and any specialized terminology used in the assessment of various
disabling conditions.

(4) Methods and strategies. Methods and strategies which include numerous models for providing
curricular and instructional methodologies utilized in the education of students who are deaf or
hard-of-hearing and sources of specialized materials for individuals who are deaf or hard-of-hearing.
These strategies must include knowledge of teaching academic subjects and language and speech to
students who are deaf or hard-of-hearing and have knowledge of American Sign Language. Curricula
for the development of cognitive, academic, social, language and functional life skills for individuals
who are deaf or hard-of-hearing, and related instructional and remedial methods and techniques,
including appropriate assistive technology. The focus of these experiences is for students at all levels
from birth to age 21. This preparation must include alternatives for teaching skills and strategies to
individuals who are deaf or hard-of-hearing who differ in degree and nature of disability, and the
integration of appropriate age- and ability-level academic instruction. Strategies for teaching technology
skills and other instructional aids for students who are deaf or hard-of-hearing.

(5) Managing student behavior and social interaction skills. Preparation in individual behavioral
management, behavioral change strategies, and classroom management theories, methods, and
techniques for individuals with exceptional learning needs. Theories of behavior problems in individuals
with disabilities and the use of nonaversive techniques for the purpose of controlling targeted behavior
and maintaining attention of individuals with disabilities. Design, implement, and evaluate instructional
programs that enhance an individual’s social participation in family, school, and community activities.

(6) Communication and collaborative partnerships. Awareness of the sources of unique services,
networks, and organizations for individuals with disabilities, including transitional support. Knowledge
of family systems, family dynamics, parent rights, advocacy, multicultural issues, and communication
to invite and appreciate many different forms of parent involvement. Strategies for working with regular
classroom teachers, support services personnel, paraprofessionals, and other individuals involved in the
educational program. Knowledge of the collaborative and consultative roles of special education teachers
in the integration of individuals with disabilities into the general curriculum and classroom.

(7) Transitional collaboration. Sources of services, organizations, and networks for individuals
who are deaf or hard-of-hearing, including career, vocational and transitional support to postschool
settings with maximum opportunities for decision making and full participation in the community.

(8) Student teaching. Student teaching in programs across the age levels of this endorsement. If
the student teaching program has a unique age-level emphasis (e.g., K-8 or 5-12), there must be planned
activities which incorporate interactive experiences at the other age level.

b. Option 2. An applicant who holds an endorsement in deaf or hard of hearing issued in another
state or who is eligible for such an endorsement but who does not also hold or is not eligible for a regular
education endorsement in Iowa (see 282—Chapter 13) must meet the following basic requirements in
addition to those set out in paragraph 14.2(8)“a.”
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(1) Child growth and development with emphasis on the emotional, physical, and mental
characteristics of elementary age children unless completed as part of the professional education core.
See 282—Chapter 13.

(2) Methods and materials of teaching elementary language arts.
(3) Methods and materials of teaching elementary reading.
(4) Elementary curriculum methods and materials unless completed as part of another elementary

level endorsement program (e.g., rule 282—13.26(272) or a similar elementary endorsement program).
(5) Methods and materials of teaching elementary mathematics.
(6) Adolescent growth and development with emphasis on the emotional, physical, and mental

characteristics of adolescent age children unless completed as part of the professional education core.
See 282—subrule 13.18(4).

(7) Adolescent literacy or secondary content area reading.
(8) Secondary methods unless completed as part of the professional education core. See

282—paragraph 13.18(4)“l.”
14.2(9) Visually disabled endorsement.
a. Option 1. This endorsement authorizes instruction in programs serving students with visual

disabilities from birth to age 21 (and to a maximum allowable age in accordance with Iowa Code
section 256B.8). An applicant for this option must complete the following requirements and must have
completed an approved program in visual disabilities from a recognized Iowa or non-Iowa institution
and must hold a regular education endorsement. See 282—Chapter 13.

(1) Foundations of special education. The philosophical, historical and legal bases for special
education, including the definitions and etiologies of individuals with disabilities, and including
individuals from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds.

(2) Characteristics of learners. Preparation which includes various etiologies of visual impairment,
an overview of current trends in educational programming for students with visual disabilities and
educational alternatives and related services, and the importance of the multidisciplinary team in
providing more appropriate educational programming from birth to age 21. Preparation in the social,
emotional and behavioral characteristics of individuals with visual disabilities, including the impact of
such characteristics on classroom learning. Development of the human visual system, development
of secondary senses when vision is impaired, effect of visual disability on development, impact of
visual disability on learning and experiences, psychological aspects of visual disability, and effects of
medications on the visual system. Preparation in the psychological and social-emotional characteristics
of individuals with visual disabilities to include the major social characteristics of individuals with
visual disabilities and the effects of this disability on learning, and the social and emotional aspects
of individuals with visual disabilities. Physical development and potential health impairments as they
relate to the development and behavior of students with visual disabilities.

(3) Assessment, diagnosis and evaluation. Legal provisions, regulations and guidelines regarding
unbiased assessment and use of psychometric instruments and instructional assessment measures with
individuals with disabilities, including necessary alternative assessment techniques arising out of the
nature of the disability and medical reports and other related diagnostic information. Application
of assessment results to individualized program development and management, and the relationship
between assessment and placement decisions. Knowledge of any specialized strategies such as
functional behavioral assessment and any specialized terminology used in the assessment of various
disabling conditions.

(4) Methods and strategies. Methods and strategies which include numerous models for providing
curricular and instructional methodologies utilized in the education of visually disabled students
and sources of curriculum materials for individuals with disabilities. These strategies must include
knowledge of teaching Braille reading and writing, the skill in teaching handwriting and signature
writing to individuals with low vision or who are blind, listening and compensatory auditory skills
and typing and keyboarding skills. Curricula for the development of cognitive, academic, social,
language and functional life skills for individuals with visual disabilities, and related instructional
and remedial methods and techniques, including appropriate assistive technology. The focus of these
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experiences is for students at all levels from birth to age 21. This preparation must include alternatives
for teaching skills and strategies to individuals with visual disabilities who differ in degree and nature of
disability, and the integration of appropriate age- and ability-level academic instruction. Strategies for
teaching technology skills, other instructional aids for visually disabled students, strategies for teaching
organization and study skills, tactual and perceptual skills, adapted physical and recreational skills and
strategies for promoting self-advocacy in individuals with visual disabilities and for structured pre-cane
orientation and mobility assessment and instruction.

(5) Managing student behavior and social interaction skills. Preparation in individual behavioral
management, behavioral change strategies, and classroom management theories, methods, and
techniques for individuals with exceptional learning needs. Theories of behavior problems in individuals
with disabilities and the use of nonaversive techniques for the purpose of controlling targeted behavior
and maintaining attention of individuals with disabilities. Design, implement, and evaluate instructional
programs that enhance an individual’s social participation in family, school, and community activities.

(6) Communication and collaborative partnerships. Awareness of the sources of unique services,
networks, and organizations for individuals with disabilities, including transitional support. Knowledge
of family systems, family dynamics, parent rights, advocacy, multicultural issues, and communication
to invite and appreciate many different forms of parent involvement. Strategies for working with regular
classroom teachers, support services personnel, paraprofessionals, and other individuals involved in the
educational program. Knowledge of the collaborative and consultative roles of special education teachers
in the integration of individuals with disabilities into the general curriculum and classroom.

(7) Transitional collaboration. Sources of services, organizations, and networks for individuals
with visual disabilities, including career, vocational and transitional support to postschool settings with
maximum opportunities for decision making and full participation in the community.

(8) Student teaching. Student teaching in programs across the age levels of this endorsement. If
the student teaching program has a unique age-level emphasis (e.g., K-8 or 5-12), there must be planned
activities which incorporate interactive experiences at the other age level.

b. Option 2. An applicant who holds an endorsement for visually disabled issued in another state
or who is eligible for such an endorsement but who does not also hold or is not eligible for a regular
education endorsement in Iowa (see 282—Chapter 13) must meet the following basic requirements in
addition to those set out in paragraph 14.2(9)“a.”

(1) Child growth and development with emphasis on the emotional, physical, and mental
characteristics of elementary age children unless completed as part of the professional education core.
See 282—Chapter 13.

(2) Methods and materials of teaching elementary language arts.
(3) Methods and materials of teaching elementary reading.
(4) Elementary curriculum methods and materials unless completed as part of another elementary

level endorsement program (e.g., rule 282—13.26(272) or a similar elementary endorsement program).
(5) Methods and materials of teaching elementary mathematics.
(6) Adolescent growth and development with emphasis on the emotional, physical, and mental

characteristics of adolescent age children unless completed as part of the professional education core.
See 282—subrule 13.18(4).

(7) Adolescent literacy or secondary content area reading.
(8) Secondary methods unless completed as part of the professional education core. See

282—paragraph 13.18(4)“l.”
[ARC 0450C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 272.
[Filed 12/24/08, Notice 10/22/08—published 1/14/09, effective 2/18/09]

[Filed Emergency ARC 8248B, IAB 11/4/09, effective 10/12/09]
[Filed ARC 0450C (Notice ARC 0229C, IAB 7/25/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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CHAPTER 19
EVALUATOR ENDORSEMENT AND LICENSE

[Prior to 1/14/09, see Educational Examiners Board[282] Ch 20]

These rules are to accompany rule 281—83.5(284), Evaluator Approval Training, adopted by the
department of education.

282—19.1(272) Evaluator endorsement and license. This endorsement or this license authorizes
services as required by Iowa Code section 284.10.

282—19.2(272) Initial evaluator endorsement. To obtain this authorization as an endorsement on an
administrator, evaluator, or teaching license, an applicant must complete the requirements as specified
in 281—83.5(284).

282—19.3(272) Evaluator endorsement. The requirements for the evaluator endorsement shall be
included in each program leading to administrator licensure and administrator endorsements in Iowa
colleges and universities approved to offer these programs.

282—19.4(272) Applicants for administrator licensure. Each applicant for an initial administrator
license shall have completed the evaluator endorsement requirements.

282—19.5(272) Evaluator license. Applicants may apply for the five-year evaluator license upon
completion of the evaluator training required in Iowa Code section 284.10.

282—19.6(272) Out-of-state applicants. An out-of-state applicant who seeks an administrator license
after July 1, 2003, will be granted a Class A license valid for one year in order to complete the evaluator
endorsement requirements. If the person does not hold an administrator license in the state where the
person completed the administrative program, then a Class A license will be granted. The Class A license
is valid for one year and is nonrenewable. The requirements for the evaluator endorsement must be met
before the issuance of the administrator license.

282—19.7(272) Renewal of administrator licenses.
19.7(1) Each applicant for renewal of an administrator license shall have completed the evaluator

endorsement requirements. A waiver of this requirement may apply if a person submits appropriate
documentation of either of the following:

a. A person is engaged in active duty in the military service of this state or of the United States.
b. A person is practicing as a licensed professional educator outside this state.
19.7(2) Extension of an administrator license:
a. May be granted to an applicant who has not completed the new evaluator renewal training

course before the expiration date on the applicant’s license; and
b. May be granted for a one-year period.

[ARC 0451C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

282—19.8(272) Renewal of evaluator endorsement or license. Coursework for renewal of
the evaluator license or the license with the evaluator endorsement must complement the initial
requirements. This coursework, approved by the Iowa department of education, must be completed
for at least one semester hour of college or university credit or for at least one renewal unit from an
approved Iowa staff development program.

19.8(1) Child and dependent adult abuse training. All applicants renewing an evaluator licensemust
submit documentation of completion of the child and dependent adult abuse training approved by the state
abuse education review panel. A waiver of this requirement may apply if a person submits appropriate
documentation of any of the following:

a. A person is engaged in active duty in the military service of this state or of the United States.
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b. The application of this requirement would impose an undue hardship on the person for whom
the waiver is requested.

c. A person is practicing a licensed profession outside this state.
d. A person is otherwise subject to circumstances that would preclude the person from satisfying

the approved child and dependent adult abuse training in this state.
19.8(2) Conversion. An individual holding the evaluator license may convert this license to an

endorsement at the time of renewal. The fee for this conversion process will equal the fee for license
renewal. The endorsement will be placed on the administrator or teaching license.

282—19.9(272) Holder of permanent professional certificate. The holder of the permanent
professional certificate with an administrator endorsement must hold a valid evaluator license if the
person serves as an administrator who evaluates licensed personnel. The holder of the permanent
professional certificate with an administrator endorsement cannot use the option in subrule 19.8(2).

282—19.10(272) Licenses—issue dates, corrections, duplicates, and fraud.
19.10(1) Issue date on original license. A license is valid only from and after the date of issuance.
19.10(2) Correcting licenses. If a licensee notifies board staff of a typographical or clerical error on

the license within 30 days of the date of the board’s mailing of a license, a corrected license shall be
issued without charge to the licensee. If notification of a typographical or clerical error is made more
than 30 days after the date of the board’s mailing of a license, a corrected license shall be issued upon
receipt of the fee for issuance of a duplicate license. For purposes of this rule, typographical or clerical
errors include misspellings, errors in the expiration date of a license, errors in the type of license issued,
and the omission or misidentification of the endorsements for which application was made. A licensee
requesting the addition of an endorsement not included on the initial application must submit a new
application and the appropriate application fee.

19.10(3) Duplicate licenses. Upon application and payment of the fee set out in 282—Chapter 12,
a duplicate license shall be issued.

19.10(4) Fraud in procurement or renewal of licenses. Fraud in procurement or renewal of a license
or falsifying records for licensure purposes will constitute grounds for filing a complaint with the board
of educational examiners.

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 272.
[Filed 12/24/08, Notice 10/22/08—published 1/14/09, effective 2/18/09]

[Filed ARC 0451C (Notice ARC 0311C, IAB 9/5/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT[641]
Rules of divisions under this department “umbrella” include Substance Abuse[643], Professional Licensure[645], Dental

Examiners[650], Medical Examiners[653], Nursing Board[655] and Pharmacy Examiners[657]

CHAPTER 1
REPORTABLE DISEASES, POISONINGS AND CONDITIONS, AND

QUARANTINE AND ISOLATION
1.1(139A) Definitions
1.2(139A) Purpose and authority

REPORTABLE COMMUNICABLE AND INFECTIOUS DISEASES
1.3(139A,141A) Reportable communicable and infectious diseases
1.4(135,139A) Reporting of reportable communicable and infectious diseases

REPORTABLE POISONINGS AND CONDITIONS—NONCOMMUNICABLE
1.5(139A,135) Reportable poisonings and conditions
1.6(135,139A) Reporting poisonings and conditions

INVESTIGATION
1.7(135,139A) Investigation of reportable diseases

ISOLATION AND QUARANTINE
1.8(139A) Isolation and quarantine
1.9(135,139A) Quarantine and isolation
1.10 and 1.11 Reserved
1.12(135,137,139A) Quarantine and isolation—model rule for local boards
1.13(135,139A) Area quarantine

SPECIFIC NONCOMMUNICABLE CONDITIONS
1.14(139A) Cancer
1.15(144) Congenital and inherited disorders
1.16(139A) Agriculturally related injury

CONFIDENTIALITY
1.17(139A,22) Confidentiality

CHAPTER 2
HEPATITIS PROGRAMS

VIRAL HEPATITIS PROGRAM—VACCINATIONS AND TESTING
2.1(135) Definitions
2.2(135) Purpose
2.3(135) Exposure risks for hepatitis C virus
2.4(135) Information for public distribution
2.5(135) Hepatitis vaccination and testing program
2.6 to 2.8 Reserved

HEPATITIS C AWARENESS PROGRAM—VETERANS
2.9(135) Definitions
2.10(135) Purpose
2.11(135) Awareness materials
2.12(135) Awareness information
2.13(135) Resources for hepatitis follow-up and treatment
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CHAPTER 3
EARLY HEARING DETECTION AND INTERVENTION
EARLY HEARING DETECTION AND INTERVENTION (EHDI) PROGRAM

3.1(135) Definitions
3.2(135) Purpose
3.3(135) Goal and outcomes
3.4(135) Program components
3.5(135) Screening the hearing of all newborns
3.6(135) Procedures required of birthing hospitals
3.7(135) Procedures required of birth centers
3.8(135) Procedures to ensure that children born in locations other than a birth center or

birthing hospital receive a hearing screening
3.9(135) Reporting hearing screening results and information to the department
3.10(135) Conducting and reporting screening results and diagnostic audiologic assessments

to the department
3.11(135) Sharing of information and confidentiality
3.12 Reserved
3.13(135) Procedure to accommodate parental objection
3.14(135) Civil/criminal liability
3.15 and 3.16 Reserved

HEARING AIDS AND AUDIOLOGIC SERVICES FUNDING PROGRAM
3.17(83GA,HF811) Eligibility criteria
3.18(83GA,HF811) Covered services
3.19(83GA,HF811) Application procedures
3.20(83GA,HF811) Hearing aids and audiologic services funding wait list
3.21(83GA,HF811) Reimbursement of providers
3.22(83GA,HF811) Appeals

CHAPTER 4
CENTER FOR CONGENITAL AND INHERITED DISORDERS

4.1(136A) Program explanation
4.2(136A) Definitions
4.3(136A) Iowa neonatal metabolic screening program (INMSP)
4.4(136A) Iowa maternal prenatal screening program (IMPSP)
4.5(136A) Regional genetic consultation service (RGCS)
4.6(136A) Neuromuscular and other related genetic disease program (NMP)
4.7(136A) Iowa registry for congenital and inherited disorders (IRCID)

CHAPTER 5
MATERNAL DEATHS

5.1(135) Reporting of maternal deaths
5.2(135) Ascertainment of maternal deaths
5.3(135) Reviewing of maternal deaths

CHAPTER 6
Reserved
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CHAPTER 7
IMMUNIZATION AND IMMUNIZATION EDUCATION: PERSONS ATTENDING ELEMENTARY
OR SECONDARY SCHOOLS, LICENSED CHILD CARE CENTERS OR INSTITUTIONS OF

HIGHER EDUCATION
7.1(139A) Definitions
7.2(139A) Persons included
7.3(139A) Persons excluded
7.4(139A) Required immunizations
7.5(139A) Required education
7.6(139A) Proof of immunization
7.7(139A) Provisional enrollment
7.8(139A) Records and reporting
7.9(139A) Providing immunization services
7.10(139A) Compliance
7.11(22) Iowa’s immunization registry
7.12(22) Release of immunization information

CHAPTER 8
IOWA CARE FOR YOURSELF (IA CFY) PROGRAM

8.1(135) Definitions
8.2(135) Components of the Iowa care for yourself (IA CFY) program
8.3(135) Participant eligibility criteria
8.4(135) Participant application procedures for IA CFY program services
8.5(135) Priority for program expenditures
8.6(135) Right to appeal
8.7(135) Verification for the breast or cervical cancer treatment (BCCT) option of Medicaid

CHAPTER 9
OUTPATIENT DIABETES EDUCATION PROGRAMS

9.1(135) Scope
9.2(135) Definitions
9.3(135) Powers and duties
9.4(135) Application procedures for American Diabetes Association-recognized and

American Association of Diabetes Educators-accredited programs
9.5(135) Renewal procedures for American Diabetes Association-recognized and American

Association of Diabetes Educators-accredited programs
9.6(135) Application procedures for programs not recognized by the American Diabetes

Association or accredited by the American Association of Diabetes Educators
9.7(135) Diabetes program management for programs not recognized by the American

Diabetes Association or accredited by the American Association of Diabetes
Educators

9.8(135) Program staff for programs not recognized by the American Diabetes Association
or accredited by the American Association of Diabetes Educators

9.9(135) Renewal application procedures for programs not recognized by the American
Diabetes Association or accredited by the American Association of Diabetes
Educators

9.10(135) Annual report
9.11(135) Enforcement
9.12(135) Complaints
9.13(135) Appeal process
9.14(135) Formal contest
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CHAPTER 10
IOWA GET SCREENED: COLORECTAL CANCER PROGRAM

10.1(135) Purpose
10.2(135) Definitions
10.3(135) Components of the Iowa get screened (IGS): colorectal cancer program
10.4(135) Medical advisory board
10.5(135) Participant eligibility criteria
10.6(135) Participant application procedures for IGS program services
10.7(135) Priority for program expenditures
10.8(135) Right to appeal
10.9(135) Colorectal cancer treatment

CHAPTER 11
ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME (AIDS)

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
TO ELIGIBLE HIV-INFECTED PATIENTS

11.1 to 11.15 Reserved
CERTIFICATION OF LABORATORIES

FOR HIV TESTING
11.16(141) Purpose
11.17(141) Definitions
11.18(141) Responsibilities of the department
11.19(141) Initial application and certification requirements
11.20 Reserved
11.21(141) Renewal of laboratory certification
11.22(141) Reinstatement of certification
11.23(141) Application fees and inspection costs
11.24(141) Requirements for laboratory personnel
11.25(141) Laboratory procedures and procedure manual requirements
11.26(141) Notification of certain changes during a certification period
11.27(141) Testing methodologies and confirmation of positive test results
11.28(141) Record maintenance and documentation of the testing process
11.29(141) Reporting of test results to the department
11.30(141) Complaints or noncompliance
11.31(141) Adverse actions and the appeal process
11.32 to 11.34 Reserved

TRAINING PROGRAMS
11.35(141) Purpose
11.36 to 11.39 Reserved

DIRECT NOTIFICATION OF AN IDENTIFIABLE THIRD PARTY
11.40(141) Purpose
11.41 to 11.44 Reserved

EMERGENCY CARE PROVIDERS
EXPOSED TO CONTAGIOUS OR

INFECTIOUS DISEASES
11.45(139B,141) Purpose
11.46(139B,141) Definitions
11.47(139B,141) General provisions
11.48(139B,141) Contagious or infectious diseases, not including HIV—hospitals
11.49(139B,141) Contagious or infectious diseases, not including HIV—health care providers
11.50(139B,141) HIV infection—hospitals
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11.51(139B,141) HIV infection—health care providers
11.52(139B,141) Immunity
11.53(139B,141) Confidentiality
11.54 to 11.69 Reserved

HIV-RELATED TEST FOR CONVICTED OR ALLEGED
SEXUAL-ASSAULT OFFENDERS AND THE VICTIMS

11.70(709B) Purpose
11.71(709B) Definitions
11.72(709B) HIV test—convicted or alleged sexual assault offender
11.73(709B) Medical examination costs
11.74(709B) Testing, reporting, and counseling—penalties
11.75 to 11.79 Reserved

HIV HOME COLLECTION
11.80(126) Purpose
11.81(126) Definitions
11.82(126) HIV home testing kit
11.83(126) HIV home collection kit

AIDS DRUG ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (ADAP)
11.84(141A) Definitions
11.85(141A) Purpose
11.86(141A) Eligibility requirements
11.87(141A) Enrollment process
11.88(141A) Distribution requirements
11.89(141A) ADAP waiting list
11.90(141A) Appeals
11.91(141A) Confidentiality

CHAPTER 12
APPROVAL OF CONFIRMATORY LABORATORIES FOR
PRIVATE SECTOR DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE TESTING

12.1(730) Purpose
12.2(730) Definitions
12.3(730) Powers and duties
12.4(730) Application procedures and requirements
12.5(730) Requirements of laboratory personnel involved in confirmatory testing for alcohol

or other drugs, or their metabolites
12.6(730) Quality assurance program and procedure manual requirements
12.7(730) Analytical quality control
12.8(730) Sample security and confidentiality of test results
12.9(730) Confirmatory testing
12.10(730) Documentation of the confirmatory testing process
12.11(730) Reporting of confirmed positive test results to the medical review officer
12.12(730) Reporting requirements to department
12.13(730) Approval, renewal, and inspection fees
12.14(730) Renewal
12.15(730) Reciprocity
12.16(730) Changes during approval periods
12.17(730) Enforcement
12.18(730) Denial, suspension, modification or revocation of approval
12.19(730) Restoration of approval
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12.20(730) Appeals process
12.21(730) Complaints

CHAPTER 13
Reserved

CHAPTER 14
WATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS

14.1(714) Purpose
14.2(714) Applicability
14.3(714) Definitions
14.4(714) Performance testing
14.5(714) Third-party testing agencies
14.6(714) Registration
14.7(714) Label and manufacturer’s performance data sheet
14.8(714) Consumer information pamphlet
14.9(714) Sales of water treatment systems
14.10(714) Treatment of records
14.11(714) Penalties

CHAPTER 15
SWIMMING POOLS AND SPAS

15.1(135I) Applicability
15.2(135I) Scope
15.3(135I) Definitions and abbreviations

SWIMMING POOLS
15.4(135I) Swimming pool operations
15.5(135I) Construction and reconstruction

ADMINISTRATION
15.6(135I) Enforcement
15.7(135I) Variances
15.8(135I) Penalties
15.9(135I) Registration
15.10(135I) Training courses
15.11(135I) Swimming pool/spa operator qualifications
15.12(135I) Fees
15.13(135I) 28E agreements
15.14(135I) Application denial or partial denial—appeal
15.15 to 15.50 Reserved

SPAS
15.51(135I) Spa operations
15.52(135I) Construction and reconstruction

CHAPTERS 16 to 19
Reserved

CHAPTER 20
COMMUNITY WATER FLUORIDATION GRANT PROGRAM

20.1(135) Purpose
20.2(135) Definitions
20.3(135) Applications
20.4(135) Review and rating of applications
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20.5(135) Project contracts
20.6(135) Implementation procedures
20.7(135) Reimbursement
20.8(135) Termination
20.9(135) Appeals

CHAPTER 21
CENTRAL REGISTRY FOR

BRAIN AND SPINAL CORD INJURIES
21.1(135) Purpose
21.2(135) Definitions
21.3(135) Reportable injuries
21.4(135) Who reports and under what circumstances
21.5(135) Method and frequency of reporting
21.6(135) Confidentiality
21.7(135) Quality assurance

CHAPTER 22
PRACTICE OF TATTOOING

22.1(135) Purpose
22.2(135) Definitions
22.3(135) General provisions
22.4(135) Sanitation and infection control
22.5(135) Equipment
22.6(135) Procedures
22.7(135) Permit issuance and renewal
22.8(135) Establishment permit requirements
22.9(135) Tattoo artist permit requirements
22.10(135) Temporary establishment permit requirements
22.11(135) Mobile unit permit requirements
22.12(135) Agreements
22.13(135) Inspection requirements
22.14(135) Tattoo inspector qualifications
22.15(135) Client records
22.16(135) Enforcement
22.17(135) Adverse actions and the appeal process

CHAPTER 23
Reserved

CHAPTER 24
PRIVATE WELL TESTING, RECONSTRUCTION, AND

PLUGGING—GRANTS TO COUNTIES
24.1(135) Applicability
24.2(135) Definitions
24.3(135) Eligibility
24.4(135) Goal and objectives
24.5(135) Eligible grant costs
24.6(135) Ineligible grant costs
24.7(135) Performance requirements
24.8(135) Contents of grant application
24.9(135) Grant application submission
24.10(135) Multicounty grant applications
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24.11(135) Grant period
24.12(135) Record keeping and retention
24.13(135) Grant amendments
24.14(135) Termination or forfeiture of grant funds

CHAPTER 25
STATE PLUMBING CODE

25.1(105) Adoption
25.2(105) Applicability
25.3(105) Fuel gas piping
25.4(105) Amendments to the Uniform Plumbing Code
25.5(105) Backflow prevention with containment

CHAPTER 26
BACKFLOW PREVENTION ASSEMBLY TESTER REGISTRATION

26.1(135K) Applicability
26.2(135K) Definitions
26.3(135K) Registration required
26.4(135K) Backflow prevention assembly tester training
26.5(135K) Registration
26.6(135K) Standards of conduct
26.7(135K) Penalty
26.8(135K) Denial, suspension or revocation

CHAPTER 27
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—ADMINISTRATIVE AND

REGULATORY AUTHORITY
27.1(17A,105) Definitions
27.2(17A,105,83GA,ch151) Purpose of board
27.3(17A,105) Organization of board and proceedings
27.4(17A,105) Official communications
27.5(17A,105) Office hours
27.6(21) Public meetings

CHAPTER 28
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—LICENSURE FEES

28.1(105) Fees
28.2(105) Annual review of fee schedule

CHAPTER 29
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—
APPLICATION, LICENSURE, AND EXAMINATION

29.1(105) Definitions
29.2(105) Available licenses and general requirements
29.3(105) Medical gas piping certification
29.4(105) Minimum qualifications for licensure
29.5(105) General requirements for application for licensure
29.6(105) Examination
29.7(105) License renewal
29.8(83GA,HF2531) Master license—exception through September 30, 2010
29.9(105) Waiver from examination for military service
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CHAPTER 30
CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR PLUMBING AND

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS PROFESSIONALS
30.1(105) Definitions
30.2(105) Continuing education requirements
30.3(105) Continuing education programs/activities
30.4(105) Course instructor(s)
30.5(105) Audit of continuing education requirements
30.6(105) Continuing education exemptions
30.7(105) Continuing education extensions
30.8(105) Continuing education reporting requirements

CHAPTER 31
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—WAIVERS OR VARIANCES FROM

ADMINISTRATIVE RULES
31.1(17A,105,272C) Definitions
31.2(17A,105,272C) Scope of chapter
31.3(17A,105,272C) Applicability of chapter
31.4(17A,105,272C) Criteria for waiver or variance
31.5(17A,105,272C) Filing of petition
31.6(17A,105,272C) Content of petition
31.7(17A,105,272C) Additional information
31.8(17A,105,272C) Notice
31.9(17A,105,272C) Hearing procedures
31.10(17A,105,272C) Ruling
31.11(17A,105,272C) Public availability
31.12(17A,105,272C) Summary reports
31.13(17A,105,272C) Cancellation of a waiver
31.14(17A,105,272C) Violations
31.15(17A,105,272C) Defense
31.16(17A,105,272C) Judicial review

CHAPTER 32
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—LICENSEE DISCIPLINE

32.1(105,272C) Definitions
32.2(105,272C) Grounds for discipline
32.3(105,272C) Method of discipline
32.4(272C) Discretion of board
32.5(105) Civil penalties

CHAPTER 33
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—CONTESTED CASES

33.1(17A,105,272C) Scope and applicability
33.2(17A,105,272C) Definitions
33.3(17A) Time requirements
33.4(17A,272C) Probable cause
33.5(17A,272C) Informal settlement
33.6(17A) Statement of charges
33.7(17A) Requests for contested case proceeding
33.8(105) Legal representation
33.9(17A,105,272C) Presiding officer in a disciplinary contested case
33.10(17A) Presiding officer in a nondisciplinary contested case
33.11(17A) Disqualification
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33.12(17A) Consolidation—severance
33.13(17A) Pleadings
33.14(17A) Service and filing
33.15(17A) Discovery
33.16(17A,272C) Subpoenas in a contested case
33.17(17A) Motions
33.18(17A) Withdrawals
33.19(17A) Intervention
33.20(17A) Telephone proceedings
33.21(17A) Prehearing conferences
33.22(17A) Continuances
33.23(272C) Settlement agreements
33.24(17A) Hearing procedures
33.25(17A) Evidence
33.26(17A) Default
33.27(17A) Ex parte communication
33.28(17A) Recording costs
33.29(17A) Interlocutory appeals
33.30(17A,272C) Decisions
33.31(17A,272C) Client notification
33.32(17A,272C) Application for rehearing
33.33(17A) Stays of board actions
33.34(17A) No factual dispute contested cases
33.35(17A) Emergency adjudicative proceedings
33.36(17A,105,272C) License denial
33.37(17A,105,272C) Denial of application to renew license
33.38(105,272C) Recovery of hearing fees and expenses
33.39(17A) Judicial review
33.40(17A,272C) Reinstatement

CHAPTER 34
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—COMPLAINTS AND INVESTIGATIONS
34.1(272C) Complaints
34.2(272C) Report of malpractice claims or actions or disciplinary actions
34.3(272C) Report of acts or omissions
34.4(272C) Investigation of complaints or reports
34.5(17A,272C) Issuance of investigatory subpoenas
34.6(272C) Peer review committees
34.7(17A) Appearance

CHAPTER 35
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—LICENSURE OF NONRESIDENT

APPLICANT—RECIPROCITY
35.1(105) Definition
35.2(105) Reciprocity agreements
35.3(105) Application by reciprocity

CHAPTER 36
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—

PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING
36.1(17A) Petition for rule making
36.2(17A) Briefs
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36.3(17A) Inquiries
36.4(17A) Board consideration

CHAPTER 37
Reserved

CHAPTER 38
GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR RADIATION MACHINES

AND RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
38.1(136C) Purpose and scope
38.2(136C) Definitions
38.3(136C) Exemptions from the regulatory requirements
38.4(136C) General regulatory requirements
38.5 Reserved
38.6(136C) Prohibited uses
38.7(136C) Communications
38.8(136C) Fees
38.9(136C) Administrative enforcement actions
38.10(136C) Deliberate misconduct

CHAPTER 39
REGISTRATION OF RADIATION MACHINE FACILITIES, LICENSURE OF RADIOACTIVE

MATERIALS AND TRANSPORTATION OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
39.1(136C) Purpose and scope
39.2(136C) Definitions
39.3(136C) Requirements for registration of X-ray and other electronic machines that produce

radiation
39.4(136C) Requirements for licensing of radioactive materials
39.5(136C) Transportation of radioactive material

CHAPTER 40
STANDARDS FOR PROTECTION AGAINST RADIATION

GENERAL PROVISIONS
40.1(136C) Purpose and scope
40.2(136C) Definitions
40.3(136C) Implementation
40.4 to 40.9 Reserved

RADIATION PROTECTION PROGRAMS
40.10(136C) Radiation protection programs
40.11 to 40.14 Reserved

OCCUPATIONAL DOSE LIMITS
40.15(136C) Occupational dose limits for adults
40.16(136C) Compliance with requirements for summation of external and internal doses
40.17(136C) Determination of external dose from airborne radioactive material
40.18(136C) Determination of internal exposure
40.19(136C) Determination of prior occupational dose
40.20(136C) Planned special exposures
40.21(136C) Occupational dose limits for minors
40.22(136C) Dose equivalent to an embryo/fetus
40.23 to 40.25 Reserved
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RADIATION DOSE LIMITS FOR INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC
40.26(136C) Dose limits for individual members of the public
40.27(136C) Compliance with dose limits for individual members of the public

RADIOLOGICAL CRITERIA FOR LICENSE TERMINATION
40.28(136C) Radiological criteria for license termination
40.29(136C) Radiological criteria for unrestricted use
40.30(136C) Criteria for license termination under restricted conditions
40.31(136C) Alternate criteria for license termination

TESTING FOR LEAKAGE OR CONTAMINATION OF SEALED SOURCES
40.32(136C) Testing for leakage or contamination of sealed sources
40.33 to 40.35 Reserved

SURVEYS AND MONITORING
40.36(136C) Surveys and monitoring—general
40.37(136C) Conditions requiring individual monitoring of external and internal occupational

dose
40.38 to 40.41 Reserved

CONTROL OF EXPOSURE FROM EXTERNAL SOURCES IN RESTRICTED AREAS
40.42(136C) Control of access to high radiation areas
40.43(136C) Control of access to very high radiation areas
40.44(136C) Control of access to very high radiation areas—irradiators
40.45 to 40.47 Reserved

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION AND CONTROLS TO RESTRICT
INTERNAL EXPOSURE IN RESTRICTED AREAS

40.48(136C) Use of process or other engineering controls
40.49(136C) Use of other controls
40.50(136C) Use of individual respiratory protection equipment
40.51 to 40.53 Reserved

STORAGE AND CONTROL OF LICENSED OR REGISTERED
SOURCES OF RADIATION

40.54(136C) Security and control of licensed radioactive material in quantities of concern
40.55(136C) Security and control of licensed or registered sources of radiation
40.56(136C) Control of sources of radiation not in storage
40.57 to 40.59 Reserved

PRECAUTIONARY PROCEDURES
40.60(136C) Caution signs
40.61(136C) Posting requirements
40.62(136C) Exceptions to posting requirements
40.63(136C) Labeling containers and radiation machines
40.64(136C) Exemptions to labeling requirements
40.65(136C) Procedures for receiving and opening packages
40.66 to 40.69 Reserved

WASTE DISPOSAL
40.70(136C) General requirements
40.71(136C) Method for obtaining approval of proposed disposal procedures
40.72(136C) Disposal by release into sanitary sewerage
40.73(136C) Treatment or disposal by incineration
40.74(136C) Disposal of specific wastes
40.75(136C) Transfer for disposal and manifests
40.76(136C) Compliance with environmental and health protection regulations
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40.77(136C) Disposal of certain by-product material
40.78 and 40.79 Reserved

RECORDS
40.80(136C) General provisions
40.81(136C) Records of radiation protection programs
40.82(136C) Records of surveys
40.83(136C) Records of tests for leakage or contamination of sealed sources
40.84(136C) Records of prior occupational dose
40.85(136C) Records of planned special exposures
40.86(136C) Records of individual monitoring results
40.87(136C) Records of dose to individual members of the public
40.88(136C) Records of waste disposal
40.89(136C) Records of testing entry control devices for very high radiation areas
40.90(136C) Form of records
40.91 to 40.94 Reserved

REPORTS
40.95(136C) Reports of stolen, lost, or missing licensed or registered sources of radiation
40.96(136C) Notification of incidents
40.97(136C) Reports of exposures, radiation levels, and concentrations of radioactive material

exceeding the constraints or limits
40.98(136C) Reports of planned special exposures
40.99(136C) Reports of transactions involving nationally tracked sources
40.100(136C) Reports of individual monitoring
40.101(136C) Notifications and reports to individuals
40.102(136C) Reports of leaking or contaminated sealed sources
40.103 and 40.104 Reserved

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
40.105(136C) Vacating premises
40.106 to 40.109 Reserved

NOTICES, INSTRUCTIONS, AND REPORTS TO WORKERS; INSPECTIONS
40.110(136C) Posting of notices to workers
40.111(136C) Instructions to workers
40.112(136C) Notifications and reports to individuals
40.113(136C) Presence of representatives of licensees or registrants and workers during

inspection
40.114(136C) Consultation with workers during inspections
40.115(136C) Requests by workers for inspections
40.116(136C) Inspections not warranted—informal review
40.117(136C) Employee protection

CHAPTER 41
SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE USE OF
RADIATION MACHINES AND CERTAIN USES

OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
41.1(136C) X-rays in the healing arts
41.2(136C) Use of radionuclides in the healing arts
41.3(136C) Therapeutic use of radiation machines
41.4 and 41.5 Reserved
41.6(136C) X-ray machines used for screening and diagnostic mammography
41.7(136C) X-ray machines used for stereotactically guided breast biopsy
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CHAPTER 42
MINIMUM CERTIFICATION STANDARDS FOR DIAGNOSTIC RADIOGRAPHERS,

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGISTS, AND RADIATION THERAPISTS
42.1(136C) Purpose and scope
42.2(136C) General requirements
42.3(136C) Specific requirements for diagnostic radiographers
42.4(136C) Specific requirements for nuclear medicine technologists
42.5(136C) Specific requirements for radiation therapists
42.6(136C) Specific eligibility requirements for radiologist assistant
42.7(136C) Specific requirements for podiatric radiographers

CHAPTER 43
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR RADON TESTING AND ANALYSIS

43.1(136B) Purpose and scope
43.2(136B) Definitions
43.3(136B) General provisions
43.4(136B) Application for certification
43.5(136B) Revocation of certification
43.6(136B) Reporting requirements
43.7(136B) Training and continuing education programs
43.8(136B) Exemptions
43.9(136B) Enforcement
43.10(136B) Penalties
43.11(136B) Persons exempted from certification

CHAPTER 44
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR RADON MITIGATION

44.1(136B) Purpose and scope
44.2(136B) Definitions
44.3(136B) General provisions
44.4(136B) Application for credentialing
44.5(136B) Revocation of credentialing
44.6(136B) Additional record-keeping requirements
44.7(136B) Continuing education
44.8(136B) Exemptions
44.9(136B) Enforcement
44.10(136B) Penalties

CHAPTER 45
RADIATION SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR INDUSTRIAL

RADIOGRAPHIC OPERATIONS
45.1(136C) General requirements for industrial radiography operations
45.2(136C) Radiation safety requirements for the use of radiation machines in industrial

radiography
45.3(136C) Radiation safety requirements for use of sealed sources of radiation in industrial

radiography
45.4(136C) Radiation safety requirements for the use of particle accelerators for nonhuman use
45.5(136C) Radiation safety requirements for analytical X-ray equipment
45.6(136C) Radiation safety requirements for well-logging, wireline service operations and

subsurface tracer studies
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CHAPTER 46
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR TANNING FACILITIES

46.1(136D) Purpose and scope
46.2(136D) Definitions
46.3(136D) Exemptions
46.4(136D) Permits and fees
46.5(136D) Construction and operation of tanning facilities
46.6(136D) Inspections, violations and injunctions

CHAPTERS 47 to 49
Reserved

CHAPTER 50
ORAL HEALTH

50.1(135) Purpose
50.2(135) Definitions
50.3(135) Dental director responsibilities
50.4(135) Oral health bureau functions
50.5(135) Funding

CHAPTER 51
DENTAL SCREENING

51.1(135) Purpose
51.2(135) Definitions
51.3(135) Persons included
51.4(135) Persons excluded
51.5(135) Dental screening components
51.6(135) Dental screening providers
51.7(135) Time line for valid dental screening
51.8(135) Proof of dental screening
51.9(135) Dental screening documentation
51.10(135) Assuring dental screening services
51.11(135) Records
51.12(135) Reporting
51.13(135) Iowa’s dental screening database
51.14(135) Release of dental screening information
51.15(135) Referral requirements
51.16(135) Provider training

CHAPTERS 52 to 54
Reserved

CHAPTER 55
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON BRAIN INJURIES

55.1(135) Definitions
55.2(135) Mission of council
55.3(135) Council established
55.4(135) Officers
55.5(135) Duties of the council
55.6(135) Meetings
55.7(135) Minutes
55.8(135) Task forces
55.9(135) Expenses of advisory council members
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CHAPTER 56
BRAIN INJURY SERVICES PROGRAM

56.1(135) Definitions
56.2(135) Purpose
56.3(135) Waiver-eligible component
56.4(135) Cost-share component
56.5(135) Application process
56.6(135) Service providers and reimbursement
56.7(135) Available services/service plan
56.8(135) Redetermination
56.9(135) Appeal rights

CHAPTER 57
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—

DECLARATORY ORDERS
57.1(17A) Petition for declaratory order
57.2(17A) Notice of petition
57.3(17A) Intervention
57.4(17A) Briefs
57.5(17A) Inquiries
57.6(17A) Service and filing of petitions and other papers
57.7(17A) Consideration
57.8(17A) Action on petition
57.9(17A) Refusal to issue order
57.10(17A) Contents of declaratory order—effective date
57.11(17A) Copies of orders
57.12(17A) Effect of a declaratory order

CHAPTER 58
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—

AGENCY PROCEDURE FOR RULE MAKING
58.1(17A) Applicability
58.2(17A) Advice on possible rules before notice of proposed rule adoption
58.3(17A) Public rule-making docket
58.4(17A) Notice of proposed rule making
58.5(17A) Public participation
58.6(17A) Regulatory analysis
58.7(17A) Fiscal impact statement
58.8(17A) Time and manner of rule adoption
58.9(17A) Variance between adopted rule and published notice of proposed rule adoption
58.10(17A) Exemptions from public rule-making procedures
58.11(17A) Concise statement of reasons
58.12(17A) Contents, style, and form of rule
58.13(17A) Agency rule-making record
58.14(17A) Filing of rules
58.15(17A) Effectiveness of rules prior to publication
58.16(17A) General statements of policy
58.17(17A) Review by agency of rules
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CHAPTER 59
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—FAIR INFORMATION

PRACTICES AND PUBLIC RECORDS
59.1(17A,22) Definitions
59.2(17A,22) Statement of policy
59.3(17A,22) Requests for access to records
59.4(17A,22) Access to confidential records
59.5(17A,22) Requests for treatment of a record as a confidential record and its withholding

from examination
59.6(17A,22) Procedure by which additions, dissents, or objections may be entered into certain

records
59.7(17A,22) Consent to disclosure by the subject of a confidential record
59.8(17A,22) Notice to suppliers of information
59.9(17A,22) Disclosures without the consent of the subject
59.10(17A,22) Routine use
59.11(17A,22) Consensual disclosure of confidential records
59.12(17A,22) Release to subject
59.13(17A,22) Availability of records
59.14(17A,22) Personally identifiable information
59.15(17A,22) Other groups of records routinely available for public inspection
59.16(17A,22) Applicability

CHAPTER 60
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—

NONCOMPLIANCE REGARDING CHILD SUPPORT, NONPAYMENT OF STATE DEBT,
AND NONCOMPLIANCE REGARDING STUDENT LOAN REPAYMENT

60.1(252J) Child support noncompliance
60.2(272D) Nonpayment of state debt
60.3(261) Student loan repayment noncompliance

CHAPTERS 61 to 66
Reserved

CHAPTER 67
BLOOD LEAD TESTING

67.1(135) Purpose
67.2(135) Definitions
67.3(135) Persons included
67.4(135) Persons excluded
67.5(135) Blood lead testing requirement
67.6(135) Time line for valid blood lead testing
67.7(135) Proof of blood lead testing
67.8(135) Referral requirements
67.9(135) Blood lead testing documentation
67.10(135) Records
67.11(135) Provider training

CHAPTER 68
CONTROL OF LEAD-BASED PAINT HAZARDS

68.1(135) Applicability
68.2(135) Definitions
68.3(135) Elevated blood lead (EBL) inspections required
68.4(135) Refusal of admittance
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68.5(135) Lead hazard reduction required
68.6(135) Retaliation prohibited
68.7(135) Enforcement
68.8(135) Hearings
68.9(135) Variances
68.10(135) Injunction
68.11(135) Effective date

CHAPTER 69
RENOVATION, REMODELING, AND REPAINTING—

LEAD HAZARD NOTIFICATION PROCESS
69.1(135) Applicability
69.2(135) Definitions
69.3(135) Notification required in target housing
69.4(135) Notification required in multifamily housing
69.5(135) Emergency renovation, remodeling, or repainting in target housing
69.6(135) Certification of attempted delivery in target housing
69.7(135) Notification required in child-occupied facilities
69.8(135) Emergency renovation, remodeling, or repainting in child-occupied facilities
69.9(135) Certification of attempted delivery for child-occupied facilities
69.10(135) Subcontracts
69.11(135) Exemption
69.12(135) Record-keeping requirements
69.13(135) Compliance inspections
69.14(135) Enforcement
69.15(135) Waivers

CHAPTER 70
LEAD-BASED PAINT ACTIVITIES

70.1(135) Applicability
70.2(135) Definitions
70.3(135) Lead professional certification
70.4(135) Course approval and standards
70.5(135) Certification, interim certification, and recertification
70.6(135) Work practice standards for lead professionals conducting lead-based paint

activities in target housing and child-occupied facilities
70.7(135) Firms
70.8 Reserved
70.9(135) Compliance inspections
70.10(135) Denial, suspension, or revocation of certification; denial, suspension, revocation,

or modification of course approval; and imposition of penalties
70.11(135) Waivers

CHAPTER 71
EMERGENCY INFORMATION SYSTEM ON PESTICIDES FOR USE BY HEALTH CARE

PROVIDERS DURING MEDICAL EMERGENCIES
71.1(139A) Scope
71.2(139A) Definitions
71.3(139A) Operation of EIS
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CHAPTER 72
CHILDHOOD LEAD POISONING

PREVENTION PROGRAM
72.1(135) Definitions
72.2(135) Approved programs
72.3(135) Level of funding
72.4(135) Appeals

CHAPTER 73
SPECIAL SUPPLEMENTAL NUTRITION PROGRAM
FOR WOMEN, INFANTS, AND CHILDREN (WIC)

73.1(135) Program explanation
73.2(135) Adoption by reference
73.3(135) Availability of rules
73.4(135) Certain rules exempted from public participation
73.5(135) Definitions
73.6(135) Staffing of contract agencies
73.7(135) Certification of participants
73.8(135) Food delivery
73.9(135) Food package
73.10(135) Education
73.11(135) Health services
73.12(135) Appeals and fair hearings—local agencies and vendors
73.13(135) Right to appeal—participant
73.14(135) State monitoring of contract agencies
73.15(135) Migrant services
73.16(135) Civil rights
73.17(135) Audits
73.18(135) Reporting
73.19(135) Program violation
73.20(135) Data processing
73.21(135) Outreach
73.22(135) Caseload management
73.23(135) Grant application procedures for contract agencies
73.24(135) Participant rights

CHAPTER 74
FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES

74.1(135) Program explanation
74.2(135) Adoption by reference
74.3(135) Rule coverage
74.4(135) Definitions
74.5(135) Grant application procedures for contract agencies
74.6(135) Funding levels for contract agencies
74.7(135) Agency performance
74.8(135) Reporting
74.9(135) Fiscal management
74.10(135) Audits
74.11(135) Denial, suspension, revocation, or reduction of contracts with contract agencies
74.12(135) Right to appeal—contract agency
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CHAPTER 75
STATEWIDE OBSTETRICAL AND

NEWBORN INDIGENT PATIENT CARE PROGRAM
75.1(255A) Definitions
75.2(255A) Covered services
75.3(255A) Quota assignment
75.4(255A) Eligibility criteria
75.5(255A) Application procedures
75.6(255A) Reimbursement of providers
75.7(255A) Reassignment of county quotas
75.8(255A) Appeals and fair hearings

CHAPTER 76
MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH PROGRAM

76.1(135) Program overview
76.2(135) Adoption by reference
76.3(135) Rule coverage
76.4(135) Definitions
76.5(135) MCH services
76.6(135) Client eligibility criteria
76.7(135) Client application procedures for MCH services
76.8(135) Right to appeal—client
76.9(135) Grant application procedures for community-based contract agencies
76.10(135) Funding levels for community-based contract agencies
76.11(135) Contract agency performance
76.12(135) Reporting
76.13(135) Fiscal management
76.14(135) Audits
76.15 Reserved
76.16(135) Denial, suspension, revocation or reduction of contracts with contract agencies
76.17(135) Right to appeal—contract agency
76.18 to 76.20 Reserved

MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH ADVISORY COUNCIL
76.21(135) Purpose
76.22(135) Mission
76.23(135) Membership
76.24(135) Officers
76.25(135) Duties of the council
76.26(135) Meetings
76.27(135) Executive committee
76.28(135) Committees

CHAPTER 77
LOCAL BOARDS OF HEALTH

77.1(137) Purpose
77.2(137) Definitions
77.3(137) Local boards of health—roles and responsibilities
77.4(137) Local boards of health—Iowa public health standards
77.5(137) Organization of local boards of health
77.6(137) Operation of local boards of health
77.7(137) Expenses of local board of health members
77.8(137) District boards of health
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77.9(137) Approval of district board of health formation
77.10(137) Denial of district board of health formation
77.11(137) Adding to a district board of health
77.12(137) Withdrawal from a district board of health

CHAPTERS 78 and 79
Reserved

CHAPTER 80
LOCAL PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES

80.1(135) Purpose
80.2(135) Definitions
80.3(135) Local public health services state grant
80.4(135) Billing services to the local public health services state grant
80.5(135) Right to appeal
80.6(135) Case management
80.7(135) Local board of health services
80.8(135) Local public health services
80.9(135) Public health nursing services
80.10(135) Home care aide services

CHAPTER 81
GENERAL RULES FOR MIGRATORY LABOR CAMPS

81.1(138) Shelters
81.2(138) Water supply
81.3(138) Waste disposal
81.4(138) Bathing facilities
81.5(138) Central dining facilities
81.6(138) Safety and fire

CHAPTER 82
OFFICE OF MINORITY AND MULTICULTURAL HEALTH

82.1(135) Purpose
82.2(135) Definitions
82.3(135) Responsibilities of the office of minority and multicultural health
82.4(135) Advisory council

CHAPTERS 83 and 84
Reserved

CHAPTER 85
LOCAL SUBSTITUTE MEDICAL DECISION-MAKING BOARDS

85.1(135) Purpose
85.2(135) Definitions
85.3(135) Appointment of local boards
85.4(135) Filing an application
85.5(135) Notification of patient and review of application
85.6(135) Panel appointment and procedures
85.7(135) Panel determination of need for surrogate decision making
85.8(135) Panel determination regarding proposed medical care decision
85.9(135) Right of appeal
85.10(135) Records and reports
85.11(135) Liability
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CHAPTER 86
PLACES WHERE DEAD HUMAN BODIES ARE PREPARED

FOR BURIAL OR ENTOMBMENT
86.1(156) Purpose
86.2(156) Definitions
86.3(156) Licensing
86.4(156) Public access areas
86.5(156) Preparation room
86.6(156) Crematorium chambers
86.7(156) Inspection fees

CHAPTER 87
HEALTHY FAMILIES IOWA (HFI)

87.1(135) Purpose
87.2(135) Definitions
87.3(135) Applicant eligibility
87.4(135) Participant eligibility
87.5(135) Program requirements
87.6(135) Contractor assurance
87.7(135) Applicant appeal process
87.8(135) Participant right to appeal

CHAPTER 88
VOLUNTEER HEALTH CARE PROVIDER PROGRAM

88.1(135) Purpose
88.2(135) Definitions
88.3(135) Eligibility for the volunteer health care provider program
88.4(135) Sponsor entity and protected clinic
88.5(135) Covered health care services
88.6(135) Defense and indemnification
88.7(135) Term of agreement
88.8(135) Reporting requirements and duties
88.9(135) Revocation of agreement
88.10(135) Procedure for revocation of agreement
88.11(135) Effect of suspension or revocation
88.12(135) Protection denied
88.13(135) Board notice of disciplinary action
88.14(135) Effect of eligibility protection
88.15(135) Reporting by a protected clinic or sponsor entity

CHAPTER 89
DECISION-MAKING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
AND PARENTAL NOTIFICATION OF INTENT

TO TERMINATE A PREGNANCY THROUGH ABORTION
89.1(135L) Title
89.2(135L) Purpose and scope
89.3(135L) Definitions
89.4 to 89.10 Reserved
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DECISION-MAKING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
89.11(135L) Purpose
89.12(135L) Initial appointment of a pregnant minor with a licensed physician from whom an

abortion is sought and certification procedure for the decision-making assistance
program

89.13 to 89.20 Reserved
NOTIFICATION PROCESS

89.21(135L) Notification of parent prior to the performance of abortion on a pregnant minor
89.22(135L) Exceptions to notification of parent
89.23(135L) Physician compliance
89.24 and 89.25 Reserved
89.26(135L) Fraudulent practice

CHAPTER 90
IOWA CHILD DEATH REVIEW TEAM

90.1(135) Purpose
90.2(135) Definitions
90.3(135) Agency
90.4(135) Membership
90.5(135) Officers
90.6(135) Meetings
90.7(135) Expenses of team members
90.8(135) Team responsibilities
90.9(135) Liaisons
90.10(135) Confidentiality and disclosure of information
90.11(135) Immunity and liability

CHAPTER 91
IOWA DOMESTIC ABUSE DEATH REVIEW TEAM

91.1(135) Purpose
91.2(135) Definitions
91.3(135) Agency
91.4(135) Membership
91.5(135) Officers
91.6(135) Meetings
91.7(135) Expenses of team members
91.8(135) Team duties and responsibilities
91.9(135) Liaisons
91.10(135) Confidentiality and disclosure of information
91.11(135) Immunity and liability

CHAPTER 92
IOWA FATALITY REVIEW COMMITTEE

92.1(135) Purpose
92.2(135) Definitions
92.3(135) Committee
92.4(135) Formation of the committee
92.5(135) Committee protocol for review
92.6(135) Content of report
92.7(135) Consultation with county attorney
92.8(135) Supplemental report
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92.9(135) Confidentiality and disclosure of information
92.10(135) Immunity and liability

CHAPTER 93
ABUSE EDUCATION REVIEW PANEL

93.1(135) Purpose
93.2(135) Panel
93.3(135) Meetings
93.4(135) Duties
93.5(135) Standards for approval of curricula
93.6(135) Process for application review and approval
93.7(135) Process for appeal

CHAPTER 94
CHILD PROTECTION CENTER GRANT PROGRAM

94.1(135) Scope and purpose
94.2(135) Definitions
94.3(135) Goals
94.4(135) Review process
94.5(135) Eligibility and criteria
94.6(135) Appeals

CHAPTER 95
CERTIFICATE OF BIRTH—REGISTRATION FEE

95.1(144) Birth certificates—when filing fee required
95.2(144) Collection
95.3(144) Waivers
95.4(144) Fee deposit
95.5(144) Responsibilities of institutions
95.6 Reserved
95.7(144) County registrars
95.8(144) State registrar
95.9(144) Retention
95.10(144) Forms

CHAPTER 96
VITAL RECORDS

96.1(144) Definitions
96.2(144) Specification
96.3(144) Handling
96.4(144) Fees
96.5(144) Additional statistical data
96.6(144) General public accessibility
96.7(144) Direct tangible interest accessibility
96.8(144) County custodians’ responsibility for maintenance of confidentiality

CHAPTER 97
Reserved

CHAPTER 98
FORMS UNIFORM

98.1(144) Forms property of Iowa department of public health
98.2(144) Preparation of certificates
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CHAPTER 99
DELAYED BIRTH, DEATH AND MARRIAGE REGISTRATION

99.1(144) Foundling registration
99.2(144) Birth registration—five days to one year
99.3(144) Delayed birth registration—after one year
99.4(144) Who may file delayed certificate
99.5(144) Delayed certificate to be signed
99.6(144) Facts to be established for delayed registration of birth
99.7(144) Documentary evidence
99.8(144) Abstraction and certification by state registrar
99.9(144) Documents returned
99.10(144) Cancellation after one year
99.11(144) Duties of county registrar
99.12(144) Delayed registration of death records
99.13(144) Delayed registration of marriage records

CHAPTER 100
ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW CERTIFICATES OF BIRTH

100.1(144) Certificates, forms
100.2(144) Data required
100.3(144) Certificate following adoption
100.4(144) Certificate following legitimation
100.5(144) Certificate following determination of paternity
100.6(144) Minimum information required
100.7(144) Original certificate to be sealed

CHAPTER 101
DEATH CERTIFICATION, AUTOPSY AND DISINTERMENT

101.1(144) Report of autopsy findings
101.2(144) Attending physician not available
101.3(144) Hospital or institution may assist in preparation of certificate
101.4(135) Removal of dead body or fetus
101.5(144) Burial-transit permit
101.6(135) Transportation and disposition of dead body or fetus
101.7(135,144) Disinterment permits
101.8(144) Extension of time

CHAPTER 102
CORRECTION AND AMENDMENT OF VITAL RECORDS

102.1(144) Application to amend records
102.2(144) Correction of minor errors within first year
102.3(144) Amendments or major corrections
102.4(144) Correction of same item more than once
102.5(144) Methods of amending certificates
102.6(144) Amendment of birth certificate by paternity affidavit
102.7(144) Change of given names within first year
102.8(144) Addition of given names until seventh birthday
102.9(144) Addition of given name after seventh birthday
102.10(144) Legal change of name
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CHAPTER 103
CONFIDENTIALITY OF RECORDS

103.1(144) Disclosure of data

CHAPTER 104
COPIES OF VITAL RECORDS

104.1(144) Certified copies and verifications
104.2(144) Cancellation of fraudulent records

CHAPTER 105
DECLARATION OF PATERNITY REGISTRY

105.1(144) Definitions
105.2(144) Registry established
105.3(144) Information to be provided
105.4(144) Change of address
105.5(144) Fees
105.6(144) Access to registry information
105.7(144) Revocation
105.8(144) Forms

CHAPTER 106
REPORTING OF TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY

106.1(144) Definitions
106.2(144) Report of termination of pregnancy
106.3(144) Confidentiality of released information
106.4(144) Confidentiality of reports submitted
106.5(144) Provider codes
106.6(144) Unlawful acts—punishment

CHAPTER 107
MUTUAL CONSENT VOLUNTARY ADOPTION REGISTRY

107.1(78GA,HF497) Definitions
107.2(78GA,HF497) Eligibility
107.3(78GA,HF497) Exception
107.4(78GA,HF497) Application
107.5(78GA,HF497) Notification
107.6(78GA,HF497) Withdrawal
107.7(78GA,HF497) Fees

CHAPTER 108
Reserved

CHAPTER 109
PRESCRIPTION DRUG DONATION REPOSITORY PROGRAM

109.1(135M) Definitions
109.2(135M) Purpose
109.3(135M) Eligibility criteria for program participation by medical facilities and pharmacies
109.4(135M) Standards and procedures for accepting donated prescription drugs and supplies
109.5(135M) Standards and procedures for inspecting and storing donated prescription drugs

and supplies
109.6(135M) Standards and procedures for dispensing donated prescription drugs and supplies
109.7(135M) Eligibility criteria for individuals to receive donated prescription drugs and supplies
109.8(135M) Forms and record keeping
109.9(135M) Handling fee
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109.10(135M) List of drugs and supplies program will accept
109.11(135M) Exemption from disciplinary action, civil liability and criminal prosecution
109.12 and 109.13 Reserved
109.14(135M) Prescription drug donation repository in disaster emergencies

CHAPTER 110
CENTER FOR RURAL HEALTH

AND PRIMARY CARE
110.1(135) Purpose and scope
110.2(135) Definitions
110.3(135) Responsibilities of the center
110.4(135) Advisory committee to the center for rural health and primary care
110.5(135) Organization
110.6(135) Meetings
110.7 to 110.10 Reserved

PRIMECARRE COMMUNITY GRANT PROGRAM
110.11(135) Purpose
110.12 to 110.15 Reserved

PRIMECARRE PRIMARY CARE PROVIDER
COMMUNITY SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

110.16(135) Purpose
110.17 to 110.20 Reserved

PRIMECARRE PRIMARY CARE PROVIDER LOAN REPAYMENT PROGRAM
110.21(135) Purpose

CHAPTER 111
IOWA NEEDS NURSES NOW INFRASTRUCTURE ACCOUNT

111.1(135) Scope and purpose
111.2(135) Definitions
111.3(135) Eligibility and criteria
111.4(135) Review process
111.5(135) Performance standards
111.6(135) Appeals

CHAPTER 112
BIOLOGICAL AGENT RISK ASSESSMENT

112.1(135) Purpose
112.2(135) Definitions
112.3(135) Biosecurity council established
112.4(135) Biological agent risk assessment
112.5(135) Requests for biological agent information
112.6(135) Exceptions

CHAPTER 113
PUBLIC HEALTH RESPONSE TEAMS

113.1(135) Definitions
113.2(135) Purpose
113.3(135) Sponsor agency
113.4(135) Public health response team members
113.5(135) Disaster medical assistance team
113.6(135) Environmental health response team
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113.7(135) Legal and other protections
113.8(135) Reporting requirements and duties

CHAPTER 114
PREPAREDNESS ADVISORY COMMITTEE

114.1(135) Definitions
114.2(135) Purpose
114.3(135) Appointment
114.4(135) Membership
114.5(135) Officers
114.6(135) Meetings
114.7(135) Subcommittees
114.8(135) Expenses of preparedness advisory committee voting members
114.9(135) Gender balance

CHAPTERS 115 to 123
Reserved

CHAPTER 124
INTERAGENCY COORDINATING COUNCIL
FOR THE STATE MEDICAL EXAMINER

124.1(691) Purpose
124.2(691) Membership
124.3(691) Meetings
124.4(691) Duties
124.5(691) Minutes

CHAPTER 125
ADVISORY COUNCIL FOR THE STATE MEDICAL EXAMINER

125.1(691) Purpose
125.2(691) Membership
125.3(691) Meetings
125.4(691) Duties
125.5(691) Minutes

CHAPTER 126
STATE MEDICAL EXAMINER

126.1(144,331,691) Definitions
126.2 Reserved
126.3(691) Fees for autopsies and related services and reimbursement for related expenses
126.4(691) Fees for tissue recovery

CHAPTER 127
COUNTY MEDICAL EXAMINERS

127.1(144,331,691) Definitions
127.2(331,691) Duties of medical examiners—jurisdiction over deaths which affect the public

interest
127.3(331,691) Autopsies
127.4(331,691) Fees
127.5(144,331,691) Death certificates—deaths affecting the public interest
127.6(331,691) Cremation
127.7(331,691) County medical examiner investigators
127.8(331,691) Deputy county medical examiners
127.9(331,691) Failure to comply with rules
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127.10(331,691,22) Confidentiality
127.11(331,691,670) Indemnification

CHAPTERS 128 and 129
Reserved

CHAPTER 130
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES ADVISORY COUNCIL

130.1(147A) Definitions
130.2(147A) Purpose
130.3(147A) Appointment
130.4(147A) Absences
130.5(147A) Officers
130.6(147A) Meetings
130.7(147A) Subcommittees
130.8(147A) Expenses of advisory council members
130.9(147A) Gender balance

CHAPTER 131
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES—PROVIDER

EDUCATION/TRAINING/CERTIFICATION
131.1(147A) Definitions
131.2(147A) Emergency medical care providers—requirements for enrollment in training

programs
131.3(147A) Emergency medical care providers—authority
131.4(147A) Emergency medical care providers—certification, renewal standards, procedures,

continuing education, and fees
131.5(147A) Training programs—standards, application, inspection and approval
131.6(147A) Continuing education providers—approval, record keeping and inspection
131.7(147A) Complaints and investigations—denial, citation and warning, probation,

suspension, or revocation of emergency medical care personnel certificates or
renewal

131.8(147A) Complaints and investigations—denial, citation and warning, probation,
suspension, or revocation of training program approval or renewal

131.9(147A) Reinstatement of certification
131.10(147A) Certification denial
131.11(147A) Emergency adjudicative proceedings
131.12(147A) Complaints, investigations and appeals

CHAPTER 132
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES—SERVICE PROGRAM AUTHORIZATION

132.1(147A) Definitions
132.2(147A) Authority of emergency medical care provider
132.3 to 132.6 Reserved
132.7(147A) Service program—authorization and renewal procedures, inspections and transfer

or assignment of certificates of authorization
132.8(147A) Service program levels of care and staffing standards
132.9(147A) Service program—off-line medical direction
132.10(147A) Complaints and investigations—denial, citation and warning, probation,

suspension or revocation of service program authorization or renewal
132.11 to 132.13 Reserved
132.14(147A) Temporary variances
132.15(147A) Transport options for fully authorized EMT-P, PS, and paramedic service programs
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CHAPTER 133
WHITE FLASHING LIGHT AUTHORIZATION

133.1(321) Definitions
133.2(321) Purpose
133.3(321) Application
133.4(321) Approval, denial, probation, suspension and revocation of authorization
133.5(321) Appeal of denial, probation, or revocation of authorization

CHAPTER 134
TRAUMA CARE FACILITY CATEGORIZATION

AND VERIFICATION
134.1(147A) Definitions
134.2(147A) Trauma care facility categorization and verification
134.3(147A) Complaints and investigations and appeals—denial, citation and warning,

probation, suspension, and revocation of verification as a trauma care facility

CHAPTER 135
TRAUMA TRIAGE AND TRANSFER PROTOCOLS

135.1(147A) Definitions
135.2(147A) Trauma triage and transfer protocols
135.3(147A) Offenses and penalties

CHAPTER 136
TRAUMA REGISTRY

136.1(147A) Definitions
136.2(147A) Trauma registry
136.3(147A) Offenses and penalties

CHAPTER 137
TRAUMA EDUCATION AND TRAINING

137.1(147A) Definitions
137.2(147A) Initial trauma education for Iowa’s trauma system
137.3(147A) Continuing trauma education for Iowa’s trauma system
137.4(147A) Offenses and penalties

CHAPTER 138
TRAUMA SYSTEM EVALUATION QUALITY IMPROVEMENT COMMITTEE

138.1(147A) Definitions
138.2(147A) System evaluation quality improvement committee (SEQIC)

CHAPTER 139
IOWA LAW ENFORCEMENT EMERGENCY CARE PROVIDER

139.1(147A) Definitions
139.2(147A) Authority of Iowa law enforcement emergency care provider
139.3(147A) Iowa law enforcement emergency care providers—requirements for enrollment in

training programs
139.4(147A) Iowa law enforcement emergency care providers—certification, renewal standards

and procedures, and fees
139.5(147A) Iowa law enforcement training programs
139.6(147A) Law enforcement AED service program authorization
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CHAPTER 140
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT GRANTS FUND

140.1(135) Definitions
140.2(135) Purpose
140.3(135) County EMS associations
140.4(135) County EMS system development grants

CHAPTER 141
LOVE OUR KIDS GRANT

141.1(321) Definitions
141.2(321) Purpose
141.3(321) Funding limitations
141.4(321) Use of funds
141.5(321) Application process
141.6(321) Application denial or partial denial—appeal

CHAPTER 142
OUT-OF-HOSPITAL DO-NOT-RESUSCITATE ORDERS

142.1(144A) Definitions
142.2(144A) Purpose
142.3(144A,147A) Responsibilities of the department
142.4(144A,147A) EMS providers
142.5(144A) Guidelines for non-EMS health care providers, patients, and organizations
142.6(144A) Revocation of the out-of-hospital do-not-resuscitate order
142.7(144A) Personal wishes of family members or other individuals who are not authorized

to act on the patient’s behalf
142.8(144A) Transfer of patients
142.9(144A) Application to existing orders

CHAPTER 143
AUTOMATED EXTERNAL DEFIBRILLATOR PROGRAM

AUTOMATED EXTERNAL DEFIBRILLATOR GRANT PROGRAM
143.1(135) Purpose
143.2(135) Definitions
143.3(135) Application process
143.4(135) Early defibrillation program
143.5(135) Review process
143.6(135) Appeals
143.7 to 143.9 Reserved

AUTOMATED EXTERNAL DEFIBRILLATOR MAINTENANCE
143.10(135) Purpose
143.11(135) Definition
143.12(135) AED maintenance
143.13 to 143.15 Reserved

FIRE DEPARTMENT RESPONSE WITH AUTOMATED EXTERNAL DEFIBRILLATOR
143.16(147A) Purpose
143.17(147A) Definitions
143.18(147A) Local fire department AED service registration
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CHAPTER 144
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES—AIR MEDICAL SERVICE

PROGRAM AUTHORIZATION
144.1(147A) Definitions
144.2(147A) Authority of emergency medical care provider
144.3(147A) Air ambulance service program—authorization and renewal procedures,

inspections and transfer or assignment of certificates of authorization
144.4(147A) Service program levels of care and staffing standards
144.5(147A) Air ambulance service program—off-line medical direction
144.6(147A) Complaints and investigations—denial, citation and warning, probation,

suspension or revocation of service program authorization or renewal
144.7(147A) Temporary variances
144.8(147A) Transport options for air medical services

CHAPTERS 145 to 149
Reserved

CHAPTER 150
IOWA REGIONALIZED SYSTEM OF PERINATAL HEALTH CARE

150.1(135,77GA,ch1221) Purpose and scope
150.2(135,77GA,ch1221) Definitions
150.3(135,77GA,ch1221) Perinatal guidelines advisory committee
150.4(135,77GA,ch1221) Categorization and selection of level of care designation
150.5(135,77GA,ch1221) Recommendation by the statewide perinatal care program
150.6(135,77GA,ch1221) Level I hospitals
150.7(135,77GA,ch1221) Level II hospitals
150.8(135,77GA,ch1221) Level II regional centers
150.9(135,77GA,ch1221) Level II regional neonatology centers
150.10(135,77GA,ch1221) Level III centers
150.11(135,77GA,ch1221) Grant or denial of certificate of verification; and offenses and penalties
150.12(135,77GA,ch1221) Prohibited acts
150.13(135,77GA,ch1221) Construction of rules

CHAPTER 151
TOBACCO USE PREVENTION AND CONTROL

COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP INITIATIVE
151.1(142A) Scope
151.2(142A) Community partnership areas
151.3(142A) Community partnerships
151.4(142A) Application requirements for community partnerships
151.5(142A) Performance indicators
151.6(142A) Application deadline
151.7(142A) Distribution of funding
151.8(142A) Gifts

CHAPTER 152
TOBACCO USE PREVENTION AND CONTROL FUNDING PROCESS

152.1(78GA,HF2565) Scope and purpose
152.2(78GA,HF2565) Funding
152.3(78GA,HF2565) Appeals
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CHAPTER 153
SMOKEFREE AIR

153.1(82GA,HF2212) Purpose and scope
153.2(82GA,HF2212) Definitions
153.3(82GA,HF2212) Prohibition of smoking
153.4(82GA,HF2212) Areas where smoking not regulated
153.5(82GA,HF2212) Duties of employers, owners, operators, managers, and persons having

custody or control of a public place, place of employment, area declared
nonsmoking pursuant to 2008 Iowa Acts, House File 2212, section 5, or
outdoor areas where smoking is prohibited

153.6(82GA,HF2212) Duties of other state agencies and political subdivisions
153.7(82GA,HF2212) Leases
153.8(82GA,HF2212) Complaints and enforcement
153.9(82GA,HF2212) Limitation of rules

CHAPTER 154
Reserved

CHAPTER 155
LICENSURE STANDARDS FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND PROBLEM GAMBLING

TREATMENT PROGRAMS
155.1(125,135) Definitions
155.2(125,135) Licensing
155.3(125,135) Type of licenses
155.4(125,135) Nonassignability; program closure
155.5(125,135) Application procedures
155.6(125,135) Application review
155.7(125,135) Inspection of licensees
155.8(125,135) Licenses—renewal
155.9(125,135) Corrective action plan
155.10(125,135) Grounds for denial of initial license
155.11(125,135) Suspension, revocation, or refusal to renew a license
155.12(125,135) Contested case hearing
155.13(125,135) Rehearing application
155.14(125,135) Judicial review
155.15(125,135) Reissuance or reinstatement
155.16(125,135) Complaints and investigations
155.17 Reserved
155.18(125,135) Deemed status
155.19(125,135) Funding
155.20(125,135) Inspection
155.21(125,135) General standards for all treatment programs
155.22(125,135) Inpatient, residential, and halfway house safety
155.23(125,135) Specific standards for inpatient, residential, and halfway house service
155.24(125,135) Specific standards for inpatient, residential, and halfway house services for

juveniles
155.25(125,135) Specific standards for assessment and evaluation programs
155.26 to 155.34 Reserved
155.35(125,135) Specific standards for opioid treatment programs
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TUBERCULOSIS (TB) SCREENING:
HEALTH CARE WORKERS AND RESIDENTS

155.36(125,135) Purpose
155.37(125,135) Definitions
155.38(125,135) Tuberculosis screening of staff and residents

CHAPTER 156
LICENSURE STANDARDS FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAMS

IN CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES
156.1(125) Definitions
156.2(125) Inspection
156.3(125) General standards for all correctional substance abuse treatment programs

CHAPTER 157
STANDARDS FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT AND

ASSESSMENT PROGRAMS AND THE OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE
WHILE INTOXICATED (OWI) LAW

157.1(125) Definitions
157.2(125) Screening, evaluation, treatment, and drinking drivers course
157.3(125) Screening, evaluation, treatment, and drinking drivers course completion
157.4(125) Cost of evaluation and treatment
157.5(125) Timeliness
157.6(125) Confidentiality
157.7(125) Records
157.8(125) Reciprocity

CHAPTER 158
REGIONS FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT

158.1(125) Service areas established
158.2(125) Request for a change in service areas
158.3(125) Application
158.4(125) Notification of affected parties
158.5(125) Public hearing
158.6(125) Proposed decision
158.7(125) Change during term of contract
158.8(125) State board of health review
158.9(125) State board of health decision

CHAPTERS 159 to 169
Reserved

CHAPTER 170
ORGANIZATION OF THE DEPARTMENT

170.1(17A,135) Definitions
170.2(17A,135) Mission
170.3(17A,136) State board of health
170.4(17A,135) Director of the department of public health
170.5(17A,135) Deputy director
170.6(17A,135) Executive team
170.7(17A,135) Administrative divisions of the department
170.8(17A) Central office
170.9(17A) Business hours
170.10(17A) Submission of materials
170.11(17A) Requests for information
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CHAPTER 171
PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING

171.1(17A) Petition for rule making
171.2(17A) Briefs
171.3(17A) Inquiries
171.4(17A) Department consideration

CHAPTER 172
DECLARATORY ORDERS

172.1(17A) Petition for declaratory order
172.2(17A) Notice of petition
172.3(17A) Intervention
172.4(17A) Briefs
172.5(17A) Inquiries
172.6(17A) Service and filing of petitions and other papers
172.7(17A) Consideration
172.8(17A) Action on petition
172.9(17A) Refusal to issue order
172.10(17A) Contents of declaratory order—effective date
172.11(17A) Copies of orders
172.12(17A) Effect of a declaratory order

CHAPTER 173
CONTESTED CASES

173.1(17A) Scope and applicability
173.2(17A) Definitions
173.3(17A) Time requirements
173.4(17A) Requests for contested case proceeding
173.5(17A) Notice of hearing
173.6(17A) Presiding officer
173.7(17A) Waiver of procedures
173.8(17A) Telephone proceedings
173.9(17A) Disqualification
173.10(17A) Consolidation—severance
173.11(17A) Pleadings
173.12(17A) Service and filing of pleadings and other papers
173.13(17A) Discovery
173.14(17A,135) Subpoenas
173.15(17A) Motions
173.16(17A) Prehearing conference
173.17(17A) Continuances
173.18(17A) Withdrawals
173.19(17A) Intervention
173.20(17A) Hearing procedures
173.21(17A) Evidence
173.22(17A) Default
173.23(17A) Ex parte communication
173.24(17A) Recording costs
173.25(17A) Interlocutory appeals
173.26(17A) Final decision
173.27(17A) Appeals and review
173.28(17A) Applications for rehearing
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173.29(17A) Stays of department actions
173.30(17A) No factual dispute contested cases
173.31(17A) Emergency adjudicative proceedings

CHAPTER 174
AGENCY PROCEDURE FOR RULE MAKING

(Uniform Rules)

174.3(17A) Public rule-making docket
174.4(17A) Notice of proposed rule making
174.5(17A) Public participation
174.6(17A) Regulatory flexibility analysis
174.11(17A) Concise statement of reasons
174.13(17A) Agency rule-making record

CHAPTER 175
FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES AND PUBLIC RECORDS

175.1(17A,22) Definitions
175.2(17A,22) Statement of policy
175.3(17A,22) Requests for access to records
175.4(17A,22) Access to confidential records
175.5(17A,22) Requests for treatment of a record as a confidential record and its withholding

from examination
175.6(17A,22) Procedure by which additions, dissents, or objections may be entered into certain

records
175.7(17A,22) Consent to disclosure by the subject of a confidential record
175.8(17A,22) Notice to suppliers of information
175.9(17A,22) Disclosures without the consent of the subject
175.10(17A,22) Routine use
175.11(17A,22) Consensual disclosure of confidential records
175.12(17A,22) Release to subject
175.13(17A,22) Availability of records
175.14(17A,22) Personally identifiable information
175.15(17A,22) Other groups of records
175.16(17A,22) Data processing systems
175.17(17A,22) Applicability

CHAPTER 176
CRITERIA FOR AWARDS OR GRANTS

176.1(135,17A) Purpose
176.2(135,17A) Definitions
176.3(135,17A) Exceptions
176.4(135,17A) Requirements
176.5(135,17A) Review process (competitive applications only)
176.6 Reserved
176.7(135,17A) Public notice of available funds
176.8(135,17A) Appeals

CHAPTER 177
HEALTH DATA

177.1(76GA,ch1212) Purpose
177.2(76GA,ch1212) Definitions
177.3(76GA,ch1212) Description of data to be submitted
177.4(76GA,ch1212) Department studies
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177.5(76GA,ch1212) Fees
177.6(76GA,ch1212) Patient confidentiality
177.7(76GA,ch1212) Department contracting
177.8(76GA,ch1212) Address and specification for data submissions

CHAPTER 178
VARIANCES AND WAIVERS OF PUBLIC HEALTH

ADMINISTRATIVE RULES
178.1(17A,135) Waivers
178.2(17A,135) Sample petition for waiver

CHAPTERS 179 to 185
Reserved

CHAPTER 186
GOVERNMENTAL PUBLIC HEALTH ADVISORY BODIES

186.1(135A) Purpose
186.2(135A) Definitions
186.3(135A) Roles and responsibilities of advisory bodies
186.4(135A) Officers
186.5(135A) Members of advisory bodies
186.6(135A) Meetings
186.7(135A) Conflict of interest
186.8(135A) Subcommittees

CHAPTERS 187 to 190
Reserved

CHAPTER 191
ADVISORY BODIES OF THE DEPARTMENT

191.1(135) Definitions
191.2(135) Purpose
191.3(135) Appointment
191.4(135) Officers
191.5(135) Meetings
191.6(135) Subcommittees
191.7(135) Expenses of advisory body members
191.8(135) Gender balance

CHAPTER 192
CHILD SUPPORT NONCOMPLIANCE

192.1(252J) Definitions
192.2(252J) Issuance or renewal of a license—denial
192.3(252J) Suspension or revocation of a license
192.4(17A,22,252J) Sharing of information

CHAPTER 193
IMPAIRED PRACTITIONER REVIEW COMMITTEE

193.1(272C) Definitions
193.2(272C) Purpose
193.3(272C) Composition of the committee
193.4(272C) Eligibility
193.5(272C) Terms of participation in the impaired practitioner recovery program
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193.6(272C) Limitations
193.7(272C) Confidentiality

CHAPTER 194
NONPAYMENT OF STATE DEBT

194.1(272D) Definitions
194.2(272D) Issuance or renewal of a license—denial
194.3(272D) Suspension or revocation of a license
194.4(272D) Sharing of information

CHAPTER 195
STUDENT LOAN DEFAULT/NONCOMPLIANCE WITH AGREEMENT

FOR PAYMENT OF OBLIGATION
195.1(261) General definitions
195.2(261) Issuance or renewal of a license—denial
195.3(261) Suspension or revocation of a license
195.4(17A,22,261) Sharing of information

CHAPTERS 196 to 200
Reserved

CHAPTER 201
ORGANIZED DELIVERY SYSTEMS

LICENSURE AND REGULATION
201.1(135,75GA,ch158) Purpose and scope
201.2(135,75GA,ch158) Definitions
201.3(135,75GA,ch158) Application
201.4(135,75GA,ch158) Governing body
201.5(135,75GA,ch158) Service area/geographic access
201.6(135,75GA,ch158,78GA,ch41) Provider network and contracts; treatment and services
201.7(135,75GA,ch158) Complaints
201.8(135,75GA,ch158) Accountability
201.9(135,75GA,ch158) Reporting
201.10(135,75GA,ch158) Evaluation
201.11(135,75GA,ch158) Annual report
201.12(135,75GA,ch158) Finance and solvency
201.13(135,75GA,ch158) Investment
201.14(135,75GA,ch158) Rating practices
201.15(135,75GA,ch158) Name
201.16(135,75GA,ch158) Change in organizational documents or control
201.17(135,75GA,ch158) Appeal
201.18(135,78GA,ch41) External review
201.19 Reserved

ANTITRUST
201.20(135,75GA,ch158) Purpose
201.21(135,75GA,ch158) Definitions
201.22(135,75GA,ch158) Scope
201.23(135,75GA,ch158) Application
201.24(135,75GA,ch158) Notice and comment
201.25(135,75GA,ch158) Procedure for review of applications
201.26(135,75GA,ch158) Criteria for decision
201.27(135,75GA,ch158) Decision
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201.28(135,75GA,ch158) Appeal
201.29(135,75GA,ch158) Supervision after approval
201.30(135,75GA,ch158) Revocation

CHAPTER 202
CERTIFICATE OF NEED PROGRAM

202.1(135) Definitions
202.2(135) Letter of intent
202.3(135) Preliminary review
202.4(135) Submission of application
202.5(135) Organizational procedures
202.6(135) Public hearing on application
202.7(135) Summary review
202.8(135) Extension of review time
202.9(135) Rehearing of certificate of need decision
202.10(135) Status reports to affected persons
202.11(135) Finality
202.12(135) Project progress reports
202.13(135) Request for extension of certificate
202.14(135) Application changes after approval
202.15(135) Sanctions

CHAPTER 203
STANDARDS FOR CERTIFICATE OF NEED REVIEW

203.1(135) Acute care bed need
203.2(135) Cardiac catheterization and cardiovascular surgery standards
203.3(135) Radiation therapy or radiotherapy standards
203.4(135) Computerized tomography standards
203.5(135) Long-term care
203.6(135) Bed need formula for mentally retarded
203.7(135) End-stage renal disease standards
203.8(135) Financial and economic feasibility
203.9(135) Obstetrical services and neonatal intensive care unit standards
203.10(135) Designated pediatric units standards
203.11(135) Designated inpatient substance abuse treatment unit standards
203.12(135) Magnetic resonance imaging services standards
203.13(135) Positron emission tomography services standards

CHAPTER 204
UNIFORM REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

204.1(135) Reporting requirements
204.2(135) Initial reporting period
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CHAPTER 36
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—

PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING

641—36.1(17A) Petition for rule making. Any person or agency may file a petition for rule making
with the Iowa Plumbing andMechanical Systems Board, Lucas State Office Building, 321 E. 12th Street,
Des Moines, Iowa 50319-0075. A petition is deemed filed when it is received by the board. The board
must provide the petitioner with a file-stamped copy of the petition if the petitioner provides the board
an extra copy for this purpose. The petition must be typewritten, or legibly hand-written in ink and must
substantially conform to the following form:

THE IOWA PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD

Petition by (Name of Petitioner)
for the (adoption, amendment, or
repeal) of rules relating to (state
subject matter).

} PETITION FOR
RULE MAKING

The petition must provide the following information:
1. A statement of the specific rule-making action sought by the petitioner including the text or a

summary of the contents of the proposed rule or amendments to a rule and, if it is a petition to amend or
repeal a rule, a citation and the relevant language to the particular portion or portions of the rule proposed
to be amended or repealed.

2. A citation to any law deemed relevant to the board’s authority to take the action urged or to the
desirability of that action.

3. A brief summary of petitioner’s arguments in support of the action urged in the petition.
4. A brief summary of the data supporting the action urged in the petition.
5. The names and addresses of other persons, or a description of any class of persons, known by

petitioner to be affected by or interested in, the proposed action which is the subject of the petition.
6. Any request by petitioner for a meeting provided for by rule 641—36.4(17A).
36.1(1) The petition must be dated and signed by the petitioner or the petitioner’s representative.

It must also include the name, mailing address, and telephone number of the petitioner and petitioner’s
representative, and a statement indicating the person to whom communications concerning the petition
should be directed.

36.1(2) The board may deny a petition because it does not substantially conform to the required
form.
[ARC 0453C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—36.2(17A) Briefs. The petitioner may attach a brief to the petition in support of the action urged
in the petition. The board may request a brief from the petitioner or from any other person concerning
the substance of the petition.
[ARC 0453C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—36.3(17A) Inquiries. Inquiries concerning the status of a petition for rule making may be made
to Iowa Plumbing and Mechanical Systems Board, Lucas State Office Building, 321 E. 12th Street, Des
Moines, Iowa 50319-0075.
[ARC 0453C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—36.4(17A) Board consideration.
36.4(1) Within 14 days after the filing of a petition, the board must submit a copy of the petition and

any accompanying brief to the administrative rules coordinator and to the administrative rules review
committee. Upon request by petitioner in the petition, the board must schedule a brief and informal
meeting between the petitioner and the board, a member of the board, or a member of the staff of the
board, to discuss the petition. The board may request the petitioner to submit additional information
or argument concerning the petition. The board may also solicit comments from any person on the
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substance of the petition. Also, comments on the substance of the petition may be submitted to the board
by any person.

36.4(2) Within 60 days after the filing of the petition, or within any longer period agreed to by
the petitioner, the board must, in writing, deny the petition, and notify petitioner of its action and the
specific grounds for the denial, or grant the petition and notify petitioner that it has instituted rule-making
proceedings on the subject of the petition. Petitioner shall be deemed notified of the denial or grant of
the petition on the date when the board mails or delivers the required notification to petitioner.

36.4(3) Denial of a petition because it does not substantially conform to the required form does not
preclude the filing of a new petition on the same subject that seeks to eliminate the grounds for the board’s
rejection of the petition.
[ARC 0453C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code sections 17A.7 and 105.4.
[Filed Emergency After Notice ARC 8534B (Notice ARC 8366B, IAB 12/2/09), IAB 2/24/10,

effective 1/26/10]
[Filed ARC 0453C (Notice ARC 0314C, IAB 9/5/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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CHAPTER 57
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—

DECLARATORY ORDERS

641—57.1(17A) Petition for declaratory order. Any person may file a petition with the board for a
declaratory order as to the applicability to specified circumstances of a statute, rule, or order within
the primary jurisdiction of the board, at Iowa Plumbing and Mechanical Systems Board, Lucas State
Office Building, 321 E. 12th Street, Des Moines, Iowa 50319-0075. A petition is deemed filed when it
is received by that office. The board shall provide the petitioner with a file-stamped copy of the petition
if the petitioner provides the board an extra copy for this purpose. The petition must be typewritten or
legibly handwritten in ink and must substantially conform to the following form:

BEFORE THE IOWA PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD

Petition by (Name of Petitioner)
for a Declaratory Order on
(Cite provisions of law involved). } PETITION FOR

DECLARATORY ORDER

The petition must provide the following information:
1. A clear and concise statement of all relevant facts on which the order is requested.
2. A citation and the relevant language of the specific statutes, rules, policies, decisions, or orders,

whose applicability is questioned, and any other relevant law.
3. The questions petitioner wants answered, stated clearly and concisely.
4. The answers to the questions desired by the petitioner and a summary of the reasons urged by

the petitioner in support of those answers.
5. The reasons for requesting the declaratory order and disclosure of the petitioner’s interest in the

outcome.
6. A statement indicating whether the petitioner is currently a party to another proceeding

involving the questions at issue and whether, to the petitioner’s knowledge, those questions have been
decided by, are pending determination by, or are under investigation by, any governmental entity.

7. The names and addresses of other persons, or a description of any class of persons, known by
petitioner to be affected by, or interested in, the questions presented in the petition.

8. Any request by petitioner for a meeting provided for by 641—57.7(17A).
The petition must be dated and signed by the petitioner or the petitioner’s representative. It

must also include the name, mailing address, and telephone number of the petitioner and petitioner’s
representative and a statement indicating the person to whom communications concerning the petition
should be directed.
[ARC 0454C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—57.2(17A) Notice of petition. Within 15 days after receipt of a petition for a declaratory order,
the board shall give notice of the petition to all persons not served by the petitioner pursuant to
641—57.6(17A) to whom notice is required by any provision of law. The board may also give notice
to any other persons.
[ARC 0454C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—57.3(17A) Intervention.
57.3(1) Persons who qualify under any applicable provision of law as an intervenor and who file a

petition for intervention within 15 days of the filing of a petition for declaratory order shall be allowed
to intervene in a proceeding for a declaratory order.

57.3(2) Any person who files a petition for intervention at any time prior to the issuance of an order
may be allowed to intervene in a proceeding for a declaratory order at the discretion of the board.
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57.3(3) A petition for intervention shall be filed with the Iowa Plumbing and Mechanical Systems
Board, Lucas State Office Building, 321 E. 12th Street, DesMoines, Iowa 50319-0075. Such a petition is
deemed filed when it is received by that office. The board will provide the petitioner with a file-stamped
copy of the petition for intervention if the petitioner provides an extra copy for this purpose. A petition
for intervention must be typewritten or legibly handwritten in ink and must substantially conform to the
following form:

BEFORE THE IOWA PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD

Petition by (Name of Original Petitioner)
for a Declaratory Order on (Cite
provisions of law cited in original petition). } PETITION FOR

INTERVENTION

The petition for intervention must provide the following information:
1. Facts supporting the intervenor’s standing and qualifications for intervention.
2. The answers urged by the intervenor to the question or questions presented and a summary of

the reasons urged in support of those answers.
3. Reasons for requesting intervention and disclosure of the intervenor’s interest in the outcome.
4. A statement indicating whether the intervenor is currently a party to any proceeding involving

the questions at issue and whether, to the intervenor’s knowledge, those questions have been decided by,
are pending determination by, or are under investigation by, any governmental entity.

5. The names and addresses of any additional persons, or a description of any additional class of
persons, known by the intervenor to be affected by, or interested in, the questions presented.

6. Whether the intervenor consents to be bound by the determination of the matters presented in
the declaratory order proceeding.

The petition must be dated and signed by the intervenor or the intervenor’s representative. It
must also include the name, mailing address, and telephone number of the intervenor and intervenor’s
representative, and a statement indicating the person to whom communications should be directed.
[ARC 0454C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—57.4(17A) Briefs. The petitioner or any intervenor may file a brief in support of the position urged.
The board may request a brief from the petitioner, any intervenor, or any other person concerning the
questions raised.
[ARC 0454C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—57.5(17A) Inquiries. Inquiries concerning the status of a declaratory order proceeding may be
made to the board’s executive officer at Iowa Plumbing and Mechanical Systems Board, Lucas State
Office Building, 321 E. 12th Street, Des Moines, Iowa 50319-0075.
[ARC 0454C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—57.6(17A) Service and filing of petitions and other papers.
57.6(1) When service required. Except where otherwise provided by law, every petition for

declaratory order, petition for intervention, brief, or other paper filed in a proceeding for a declaratory
order shall be served upon each of the parties of record to the proceeding, and on all other persons
identified in the petition for declaratory order or petition for intervention as affected by or interested in
the questions presented, simultaneously with their filing. The party filing a document is responsible for
service on all parties and other affected or interested persons.

57.6(2) Filing—when required. All petitions for declaratory orders, petitions for intervention,
briefs, or other papers in a proceeding for a declaratory order shall be filed with the Iowa Plumbing
and Mechanical Systems Board, Lucas State Office Building, 321 E. 12th Street, Des Moines, Iowa
50319-0075. All petitions, briefs, or other papers that are required to be served upon a party shall be
filed simultaneously with the board.
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57.6(3) Method of service, time of filing, and proof of mailing. Method of service, time of filing, and
proof of mailing shall be as provided by 641—33.14(17A).
[ARC 0454C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—57.7(17A) Consideration. Upon request by petitioner, the board must schedule a brief and
informal meeting between the original petitioner, all intervenors, and the board, a member of the board,
or a member of the staff of the board, to discuss the questions raised. The board may solicit comments
from any person on the questions raised. Also, comments on the questions raised may be submitted
to the board by any person.
[ARC 0454C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—57.8(17A) Action on petition.
57.8(1) Within the time allowed by Iowa Code section 17A.9(5), after receipt of a petition for a

declaratory order, the board’s executive officer or designee shall take action on the petition as required
by Iowa Code section 17A.9(5).

57.8(2) The date of issuance of an order or of a refusal to issue an order means the date of mailing
of a decision or order or date of delivery if service is by other means unless another date is specified in
the order.
[ARC 0454C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—57.9(17A) Refusal to issue order.
57.9(1) The board shall not issue a declaratory order where prohibited by Iowa Code section

17A.9(1), and may refuse to issue a declaratory order on some or all questions raised for the following
reasons:

1. The petition does not substantially comply with the required form.
2. The petition does not contain facts sufficient to demonstrate that the petitioner will be aggrieved

or adversely affected by the failure of the board to issue an order.
3. The board does not have jurisdiction over the questions presented in the petition.
4. The questions presented by the petition are also presented in a current rule making, contested

case, or other agency or judicial proceeding, that may definitively resolve them.
5. The questions presented by the petition would more properly be resolved in a different type of

proceeding or by another body with jurisdiction over the matter.
6. The facts or questions presented in the petition are unclear, overbroad, insufficient, or otherwise

inappropriate as a basis upon which to issue an order.
7. There is no need to issue an order because the questions raised in the petition have been settled

due to a change in circumstances.
8. The petition is not based upon facts calculated to aid in the planning of future conduct but is,

instead, based solely upon prior conduct in an effort to establish the effect of that conduct or to challenge
a board decision already made.

9. The petition requests a declaratory order that would necessarily determine the legal rights,
duties, or responsibilities of other persons who have not joined in the petition, intervened separately,
or filed a similar petition and whose position on the questions presented may fairly be presumed to be
adverse to that of petitioner.

10. The petitioner requests the board to determine whether a statute is unconstitutional on its face.
57.9(2) A refusal to issue a declaratory order must indicate the specific grounds for the refusal and

constitutes final agency action on the petition.
57.9(3) Refusal to issue a declaratory order pursuant to this provision does not preclude the filing of

a new petition that seeks to eliminate the grounds for the refusal to issue an order.
[ARC 0454C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—57.10(17A) Contents of declaratory order—effective date. In addition to the order itself, a
declaratory order must contain the date of its issuance, the name of petitioner and all intervenors, the
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specific statutes, rules, policies, decisions, or orders involved, the particular facts upon which it is based,
and the reasons for its conclusion. A declaratory order is effective on the date of issuance.
[ARC 0454C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—57.11(17A) Copies of orders. A copy of all orders issued in response to a petition for a declaratory
order shall be mailed promptly to the original petitioner and all intervenors.
[ARC 0454C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—57.12(17A) Effect of a declaratory order. A declaratory order has the same status and binding
effect as a final order issued in a contested case proceeding. It is binding on the board, the petitioner, and
any intervenors (who consent to be bound) and is applicable only in circumstances where the relevant
facts and the law involved are indistinguishable from those on which the order was based. As to all other
persons, a declaratory order serves only as precedent and is not binding on the board. The issuance of a
declaratory order constitutes final agency action on the petition.
[ARC 0454C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code section 17A.9.
[Filed ARC 0454C (Notice ARC 0315C, IAB 9/5/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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CHAPTER 58
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—

AGENCY PROCEDURE FOR RULE MAKING

641—58.1(17A) Applicability. Except to the extent otherwise expressly provided by statute, all rules
adopted by the board are subject to the provisions of Iowa Code chapter 17A, the Iowa administrative
procedure Act, and the provisions of this chapter.
[ARC 0456C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—58.2(17A) Advice on possible rules before notice of proposed rule adoption. In addition to
seeking information by other methods, the board may, before publication of a Notice of Intended Action
under Iowa Code section 17A.4(1)“a,” solicit comments from the public on a subject matter of possible
rule making by the board by causing notice to be published in the Iowa Administrative Bulletin of the
subject matter and indicating where, when, and how persons may comment.
[ARC 0456C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—58.3(17A) Public rule-making docket.
58.3(1) Docket maintained. The board shall maintain a current public rule-making docket.
58.3(2) Anticipated rule making. The rule-making docket shall list each anticipated rule-making

proceeding. A rule-making proceeding is deemed “anticipated” from the time a draft of proposed rules
is distributed for internal discussion within the board. For each anticipated rule-making proceeding the
docket shall contain a listing of the precise subject matter which may be submitted for consideration by
the board for subsequent proposal under the provisions of Iowa Code section 17A.4(1)“a,” the name
and address of board personnel with whom persons may communicate with respect to the matter, and an
indication of the present status within the board of that possible rule. The board may also include in the
docket other subjects upon which public comment is desired.

58.3(3) Pending rule-making proceedings. The rule-making docket shall list each pending
rule-making proceeding. A rule-making proceeding is pending from the time it is commenced, by
publication in the Iowa Administrative Bulletin of a Notice of Intended Action pursuant to Iowa Code
section 17A.4(1)“a,” to the time it is terminated, by publication of a Notice of Termination in the Iowa
Administrative Bulletin or the rule becoming effective. For each rule-making proceeding, the docket
shall indicate:

a. The subject matter of the proposed rule;
b. A citation to all published notices relating to the proceeding;
c. Where written submissions on the proposed rule may be inspected;
d. The time during which written submissions may be made;
e. The names of persons who have made written requests for an opportunity to make oral

presentations on the proposed rule, where those requests may be inspected, and where and when oral
presentations may be made;

f. Whether a written request for the issuance of a regulatory analysis, or a concise statement of
reasons, has been filed, whether such an analysis or statement or a fiscal impact statement has been
issued, and where any such written request, analysis, or statement may be inspected;

g. The current status of the proposed rule and any board determinations with respect thereto;
h. Any known timetable for board decisions or other action in the proceeding;
i. The date of the rule’s adoption;
j. The date of the rule’s filing, indexing, and publication;
k. The date on which the rule will become effective; and
l. Where the rule-making record may be inspected.

[ARC 0456C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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641—58.4(17A) Notice of proposed rule making.
58.4(1) Contents. At least 35 days before the adoption of a rule, the board shall cause Notice of

Intended Action to be published in the Iowa Administrative Bulletin. The Notice of Intended Action
shall include:

a. A brief explanation of the purpose of the proposed rule;
b. The specific legal authority for the proposed rule;
c. Except to the extent impracticable, the text of the proposed rule;
d. Where, when, and how persons may present their views on the proposed rule; and
e. Where, when, and how persons may demand an oral proceeding on the proposed rule if the

notice does not already provide for one.
Where inclusion of the complete text of a proposed rule in the Notice of Intended Action is

impracticable, the board shall include in the notice a statement fully describing the specific subject
matter of the omitted portion of the text of the proposed rule, the specific issues to be addressed by that
omitted text of the proposed rule, and the range of possible choices being considered by the board for
the resolution of each of those issues.

58.4(2) Incorporation by reference. A proposed rule may incorporate other materials by reference
only if it complies with all of the requirements applicable to the incorporation by reference of other
materials in an adopted rule that are contained in subrule 58.12(2) of this chapter.

58.4(3) Copies of notices. Persons desiring to receive copies of future Notices of Intended Action
by subscription must file with the board a written request indicating the name and address to which
such notices should be sent. Within seven days after submission of a Notice of Intended Action to the
administrative rules coordinator for publication in the Iowa Administrative Bulletin, the board shall mail
or electronically transmit a copy of that notice to subscribers who have filed a written request for either
mailing or electronic transmittal with the board for Notices of Intended Action. The written request shall
be accompanied by payment of the subscription price which may cover the full cost of the subscription
service, including its administrative overhead and the cost of copying andmailing the Notices of Intended
Action for a period of one calendar year.
[ARC 0456C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—58.5(17A) Public participation.
58.5(1) Written comments. For at least 20 days after publication of the Notice of Intended Action,

persons may submit argument, data, and views, in writing, on the proposed rule. Such written
submissions should identify the proposed rule to which they relate and should be submitted to Iowa
Plumbing and Mechanical Systems Board, Lucas State Office Building, 321 E. 12th Street, Des Moines,
Iowa 50319-0075, or the person designated in the Notice of Intended Action.

58.5(2) Oral proceedings. The board may, at any time, schedule an oral proceeding on a proposed
rule. The board shall schedule an oral proceeding on a proposed rule if, within 20 days after the published
Notice of Intended Action, a written request for an opportunity to make oral presentations is submitted
to the board by the administrative rules review committee, a governmental subdivision, an agency, an
association having not less than 25 members, or at least 25 persons. That request must also contain the
following additional information:

1. A request by one or more individual persons must be signed by each of them and include the
address and telephone number of each of them.

2. A request by an association must be signed by an officer or designee of the association and must
contain a statement that the association has at least 25 members and the address and telephone number
of the person signing that request.

3. A request by an agency or governmental subdivision must be signed by an official having
authority to act on behalf of the entity and must contain the address and telephone number of the person
signing that request.
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58.5(3) Conduct of oral proceedings.
a. Applicability. This subrule applies only to those oral rule-making proceedings in which an

opportunity to make oral presentations is authorized or required by Iowa Code section 17A.4(1)“b”
or this chapter.

b. Scheduling and notice. An oral proceeding on a proposed rule may be held in one or more
locations and shall not be held earlier than 20 days after notice of its location and time is published in
the Iowa Administrative Bulletin. That notice shall also identify the proposed rule by ARC number and
citation to the Iowa Administrative Bulletin.

c. Presiding officer. The board, a member of the board, or another person designated by the board
who will be familiar with the substance of the proposed rule, shall preside at the oral proceeding on
a proposed rule. If the board does not preside, the presiding officer shall prepare a memorandum for
consideration by the board summarizing the contents of the presentations made at the oral proceeding
unless the board determines that such a memorandum is unnecessary because the board will personally
listen to or read the entire transcript of the oral proceeding.

d. Conduct of proceeding. At an oral proceeding on a proposed rule, persons may make oral
statements and make documentary and physical submissions, which may include data, views, comments
or arguments concerning the proposed rule. Persons wishing to make oral presentations at such a
proceeding are encouraged to notify the board at least one business day prior to the proceeding and
indicate the general subject of their presentations. At the proceeding, those who participate shall
indicate their names and addresses, identify any persons or organizations they may represent, and
provide any other information relating to their participation deemed appropriate by the presiding officer.
Oral proceedings shall be open to the public and shall be recorded by stenographic or electronic means.

(1) At the beginning of the oral proceeding, the presiding officer shall give a brief synopsis of
the proposed rule, a statement of the statutory authority for the proposed rule, and the reasons for the
board decision to propose the rule. The presiding officer may place time limitations on individual oral
presentations when necessary to ensure the orderly and expeditious conduct of the oral proceeding. To
encourage joint oral presentations and to avoid repetition, additional time may be provided for persons
whose presentations represent the views of other individuals as well as their own views.

(2) Persons making oral presentations are encouraged to avoid restatingmatters which have already
been submitted in writing.

(3) To facilitate the exchange of information, the presiding officer may, where time permits, open
the floor to questions or general discussion.

(4) The presiding officer shall have the authority to take any reasonable action necessary for the
orderly conduct of the meeting.

(5) Physical and documentary submissions presented by participants in the oral proceeding shall
be submitted to the presiding officer. Such submissions become the property of the board.

(6) The oral proceeding may be continued by the presiding officer to a later time without notice
other than by announcement at the hearing.

(7) Participants in an oral proceeding shall not be required to take an oath or to submit to
cross-examination. However, the presiding officer in an oral proceeding may question participants and
permit the questioning of participants by other participants about any matter relating to that rule-making
proceeding, including any prior written submissions made by those participants in that proceeding; but
no participant shall be required to answer any question.

(8) The presiding officer in an oral proceeding may permit rebuttal statements and request the filing
of written statements subsequent to the adjournment of the oral presentations.

58.5(4) Additional information. In addition to receiving written comments and oral presentations on
a proposed rule according to the provisions of this rule, the board may obtain information concerning a
proposed rule through any other lawful means deemed appropriate under the circumstances.

58.5(5) Accessibility. The board shall schedule oral proceedings in rooms accessible to and
functional for persons with physical disabilities. Persons who have special requirements should contact
the board’s executive officer at (515)281-6881 in advance to arrange access or other needed services.
[ARC 0456C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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641—58.6(17A) Regulatory analysis.
58.6(1) Definition of small business. A “small business” is defined in Iowa Code section 17A.4A(8).
58.6(2) Mailing list. Small businesses or organizations of small businesses may be registered on

the board’s small business impact list by making a written application addressed to: Iowa Plumbing
and Mechanical Systems Board, Lucas State Office Building, 321 E. 12th Street, Des Moines, Iowa
50319-0075. The application for registration shall state:

a. The name of the small business or organization of small businesses;
b. Its address;
c. The name of a person authorized to transact business for the applicant;
d. A description of the applicant’s business or organization. An organization representing 25 or

more persons who qualify as a small business shall indicate that fact.
e. Whether the registrant desires copies of Notices of Intended Action at cost, or desires advance

notice of the subject of all or some specific category of proposed rule making affecting small business.
The board may at any time request additional information from the applicant to determine whether

the applicant is qualified as a small business or as an organization of 25 or more small businesses. The
board may periodically send a letter to each registered small business or organization of small businesses
asking whether that business or organization wishes to remain on the registration list. The name of a
small business or organization of small businesses will be removed from the list if a negative response
is received, or if no response is received within 30 days after the letter is sent.

58.6(3) Time of mailing. Within seven days after submission of a Notice of Intended Action to the
administrative rules coordinator for publication in the Iowa Administrative Bulletin, the board shall mail
to all registered small businesses or organizations of small businesses, in accordance with their request,
either a copy of the Notice of Intended Action or notice of the subject of that proposed rule making. In
the case of a rule that may have an impact on small business adopted in reliance upon Iowa Code section
17A.4(3), the board shall mail notice of the adopted rule to registered businesses or organizations prior
to the time the adopted rule is published in the Iowa Administrative Bulletin.

58.6(4) Qualified requesters for regulatory analysis—economic impact. The board shall issue
a regulatory analysis of a proposed rule that conforms to the requirements of Iowa Code section
17A.4A(2)“a” after a proper request from:

a. The administrative rules coordinator;
b. The administrative rules review committee.
58.6(5) Qualified requesters for regulatory analysis—business impact. The board shall issue

a regulatory analysis of a proposed rule that conforms to the requirements of Iowa Code section
17A.4A(2)“b” after a proper request from:

a. The administrative rules review committee;
b. The administrative rules coordinator;
c. At least 25 or more persons who sign the request provided that each represents a different small

business;
d. An organization representing at least 25 small businesses. That organization shall list the name,

address and telephone number of not less than 25 small businesses it represents.
58.6(6) Time period for analysis. Upon receipt of a timely request for a regulatory analysis, the board

shall adhere to the time lines described in Iowa Code sections 17A.4A(4) and 17A.4A(5).
58.6(7) Contents of request. A request for a regulatory analysis ismadewhen it is mailed or delivered

to the board. The request shall be in writing and satisfy the requirements of Iowa Code section 17A.4A.
58.6(8) Contents of concise summary. The contents of the concise summary shall conform to the

requirements of Iowa Code section 17A.4A.
58.6(9) Publication of a concise summary. The board shall make available, to the maximum extent

feasible, copies of the published summary in conformance with Iowa Code section 17A.4A.
58.6(10) Regulatory analysis contents—rules review committee or rules coordinator. When a

regulatory analysis is issued in response to a written request from the administrative rules review
committee, or the administrative rules coordinator, the regulatory analysis shall conform to the
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requirements of Iowa Code section 17A.4A(2)“a,” unless a written request expressly waives one or
more of the items listed in the section.

58.6(11) Regulatory analysis contents—substantial impact on small business. When a regulatory
analysis is issued in response to a written request from the administrative rules review committee, the
administrative rules coordinator, at least 25 persons signing that request who each qualify as a small
business or by an organization representing at least 25 small businesses, the regulatory analysis shall
conform to the requirements of Iowa Code section 17A.4A(2)“b.”
[ARC 0456C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—58.7(17A) Fiscal impact statement.
58.7(1) A proposed rule that mandates additional combined expenditures exceeding $100,000 by

all affected political subdivisions or agencies and entities which contract with political subdivisions to
provide services must be accompanied by a fiscal impact statement outlining the costs associated with
the rule. A fiscal impact statement must satisfy the requirements of Iowa Code section 25B.6.

58.7(2) If the board determines at the time it adopts a rule that the fiscal impact statement upon
which the rule is based contains errors, the board shall, at the same time, issue a corrected fiscal impact
statement and publish the corrected fiscal impact statement in the Iowa Administrative Bulletin.
[ARC 0456C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—58.8(17A) Time and manner of rule adoption.
58.8(1) Time of adoption. The board shall not adopt a rule until the period for making written

submissions and oral presentations has expired. Within 180 days after the later of the publication of the
Notice of Intended Action, or the end of oral proceedings thereon, the board shall adopt a rule pursuant
to the rule-making proceeding or terminate the proceeding by publication of a notice to that effect in
the Iowa Administrative Bulletin.

58.8(2) Consideration of public comment. Before the adoption of a rule, the board shall consider
fully all of the written submissions and oral submissions received in that rule-making proceeding or any
memorandum summarizing such oral submissions, and any regulatory analysis or fiscal impact statement
issued in that rule-making proceeding.

58.8(3) Reliance on board expertise. Except as otherwise provided by law, the board may use its
own experience, technical competence, specialized knowledge, and judgment in the adoption of a rule.
[ARC 0456C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—58.9(17A) Variance between adopted rule and published notice of proposed rule adoption.
58.9(1) The board shall not adopt a rule that differs from the rule proposed in the Notice of Intended

Action on which the rule is based unless:
a. The differences are within the scope of the subject matter announced in the Notice of Intended

Action and are in character with the issues raised in that notice; and
b. The differences are a logical outgrowth of the contents of that Notice of Intended Action and

the comments submitted in response thereto; and
c. The Notice of Intended Action provided fair warning that the outcome of that rule-making

proceeding could be the rule in question.
58.9(2) In determiningwhether theNotice of IntendedAction provided fair warning that the outcome

of that rule-making proceeding could be the rule in question, the board shall consider the following
factors:

a. The extent to which persons who will be affected by the rule should have understood that the
rule-making proceeding on which it is based could affect their interests;

b. The extent to which the subject matter of the rule or the issues determined by the rule are
different from the subject matter or issues contained in the Notice of Intended Action; and

c. The extent to which the effects of the rule differ from the effects of the proposed rule contained
in the Notice of Intended Action.

58.9(3) The board shall commence a rule-making proceeding within 60 days of its receipt of a
petition for rule making seeking the amendment or repeal of a rule that differs from the proposed rule
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contained in the Notice of Intended Action upon which the rule is based, unless the board finds that
the differences between the adopted rule and the proposed rule are so insubstantial as to make such a
rule-making proceeding wholly unnecessary. A copy of any such finding and the petition to which it
responds shall be sent to petitioner, the administrative rules coordinator, and the administrative rules
review committee, within three days of its issuance.

58.9(4) Concurrent rule-making proceedings. Nothing in this rule disturbs the discretion of the board
to initiate, concurrently, several different rule-making proceedings on the same subject with several
different published Notices of Intended Action.
[ARC 0456C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—58.10(17A) Exemptions from public rule-making procedures.
58.10(1) Omission of notice and comment. To the extent the board for good cause finds that public

notice and participation are unnecessary, impracticable, or contrary to the public interest in the process
of adopting a particular rule, the board may adopt that rule without publishing advance Notice of
Intended Action in the Iowa Administrative Bulletin and without providing for written or oral public
submissions prior to its adoption. The board shall incorporate the required finding and a brief statement
of its supporting reasons in each rule adopted in reliance upon this subrule.

58.10(2) Categories exempt. The following narrowly tailored categories of rules are exempted
from the usual public notice and participation requirements because those requirements are unnecessary,
impracticable, or contrary to the public interest with respect to each and every member of the defined
class: rules mandated by either state or federal law.

58.10(3) Public proceedings on rules adopted without them. The board may, at any time, commence
a standard rule-making proceeding for the adoption of a rule that is identical or similar to a rule it adopts in
reliance upon subrule 58.10(1). Upon written petition by a governmental subdivision, the administrative
rules review committee, an agency, the administrative rules coordinator, an association having not less
than 25 members, or at least 25 persons, the board shall commence a standard rule-making proceeding
for any rule specified in the petition that was adopted in reliance upon subrule 58.10(1). Such a petition
must be filed within one year of the publication of the specified rule in the Iowa Administrative Bulletin
as an adopted rule. The rule-making proceeding on that rule must be commenced within 60 days of the
receipt of such a petition. After a standard rule-making proceeding commenced pursuant to this subrule,
the board may either readopt the rule it adopted without benefit of all usual procedures on the basis of
subrule 58.10(1), or may take any other lawful action, including the amendment or repeal of the rule in
question, with whatever further proceedings are appropriate.
[ARC 0456C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—58.11(17A) Concise statement of reasons.
58.11(1) General. When requested by a person, either prior to the adoption of a rule or within 30

days after its publication in the Iowa Administrative Bulletin as an adopted rule, the board shall issue
a concise statement of reasons for the rule. Requests for such a statement must be in writing and be
delivered to Iowa Plumbing and Mechanical Systems Board, Lucas State Office Building, 321 E. 12th
Street, Des Moines, Iowa 50319-0075. The request should indicate whether the statement is sought for
all or only a specified part of the rule. Requests will be considered made on the date received.

58.11(2) Contents. The concise statement of reasons shall contain:
a. The reasons for adopting the rule;
b. An indication of any change between the text of the proposed rule contained in the published

Notice of Intended Action and the text of the rule as finally adopted, with the reasons for any such change;
c. The principal reasons urged in the rule-making proceeding for and against the rule, and the

board’s reasons for overruling the arguments made against the rule.
58.11(3) Time of issuance. After a proper request, the board shall issue a concise statement of reasons

by the later of the time the rule is adopted or 35 days after receipt of the request.
[ARC 0456C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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641—58.12(17A) Contents, style, and form of rule.
58.12(1) Contents. Each rule adopted by the board shall contain the text of the rule and, in addition:
a. The date the board adopted the rule;
b. A brief explanation of the principal reasons for the rule-making action if such reasons are

required by Iowa Code section 17A.4(2) or the board in its discretion decides to include such reasons;
c. A reference to all rules repealed, amended, or suspended by the rule;
d. A reference to the specific statutory or other authority authorizing adoption of the rule;
e. Any findings required by any provision of law as a prerequisite to adoption or effectiveness of

the rule;
f. A brief explanation of the principal reasons for the failure to provide for waivers to the rule if

no waiver provision is included and a brief explanation of any waiver or special exceptions provided in
the rule if such reasons are required by Iowa Code section 17A.4(2) or the board in its discretion decides
to include such reasons; and

g. The effective date of the rule.
58.12(2) Incorporation by reference. The board may incorporate by reference in a proposed or

adopted rule, and without causing publication of the incorporated matter in full, all or any part of a
code, standard, rule, or other matter if the board finds that the incorporation of its text in the board
proposed or adopted rule would be unduly cumbersome, expensive, or otherwise inexpedient. The
reference in the board proposed or adopted rule shall fully and precisely identify the incorporated matter
by location, title, citation, date, and edition, if any; shall briefly indicate the precise subject and the
general contents of the incorporated matter; and shall state that the proposed or adopted rule does not
include any later amendments or editions of the incorporated matter. The board may incorporate such
matter by reference in a proposed or adopted rule only if the board makes copies of it readily available
to the public. The rule shall state how and where copies of the incorporated matter may be obtained at
cost from this board, and how and where copies may be obtained from the agency of the United States,
this state, another state, or the organization, association, or persons, originally issuing that matter. The
board shall retain permanently a copy of any materials incorporated by reference in a rule of the board.

If the board adopts standards by reference to another publication, it shall provide a copy of the
publication containing the standards to the administrative rules coordinator for deposit in the state law
library and may make the standards available electronically.

58.12(3) References to materials not published in full. When the administrative code editor decides
to omit the full text of a proposed or adopted rule because publication of the full text would be
unduly cumbersome, expensive, or otherwise inexpedient, the board shall prepare and submit to the
administrative code editor for inclusion in the Iowa Administrative Bulletin and Iowa Administrative
Code a summary statement describing the specific subject matter of the omitted material. This summary
statement shall include the title and a brief description sufficient to inform the public of the specific
nature and subject matter of the proposed or adopted rules, and of significant issues involved in these
rules. The summary statement shall also describe how a copy of the full text of the proposed or adopted
rule, including any unpublished matter and any matter incorporated by reference, may be obtained from
the board. The board will provide a copy of that full text (at actual cost) upon request and shall make
copies of the full text available for review at the state law library and may make the standards available
electronically.

At the request of the administrative code editor, the board shall provide a proposed statement
explaining why publication of the full text would be unduly cumbersome, expensive, or otherwise
inexpedient.

58.12(4) Style and form. In preparing its rules, the board shall follow the uniform numbering system,
form, and style prescribed by the administrative rules coordinator.
[ARC 0456C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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641—58.13(17A) Agency rule-making record.
58.13(1) Requirement. The board shall maintain an official rule-making record for each rule it

proposes by publication in the Iowa Administrative Bulletin of a Notice of Intended Action, or adopts.
The rule-making record and materials incorporated by reference must be available for public inspection.

58.13(2) Contents. The board rule-making record shall contain:
a. Copies of all publications in the Iowa Administrative Bulletin with respect to the rule or

the proceeding upon which the rule is based and any file-stamped copies of board submissions to the
administrative rules coordinator concerning that rule or the proceeding upon which it is based;

b. Copies of any portions of the board’s public rule-making docket containing entries relating to
the rule or the proceeding upon which the rule is based;

c. All written petitions, requests, and submissions received by the board, and all other written
materials of a factual nature as distinguished from opinion that are relevant to the merits of the rule
and that were created or compiled by the board and considered by the board, in connection with the
formulation, proposal, or adoption of the rule or the proceeding upon which the rule is based, except to
the extent the board is authorized by law to keep them confidential; provided, however, that when any
such materials are deleted because they are authorized by law to be kept confidential, the board shall
identify in the record the particular materials deleted and state the reasons for that deletion;

d. Any official transcript of oral presentations made in the proceeding upon which the rule is based
or, if not transcribed, the stenographic record or electronic recording of those presentations, and any
memorandum prepared by a presiding officer summarizing the contents of those presentations;

e. A copy of any regulatory analysis or fiscal impact statement prepared for the proceeding upon
which the rule is based;

f. A copy of the rule and any concise statement of reasons prepared for that rule;
g. All petitions for amendment or repeal or suspension of the rule;
h. A copy of any objection to the issuance of that rule without public notice and participation that

was filed pursuant to Iowa Code section 17A.4(3) by the administrative rules review committee, the
governor, or the attorney general;

i. A copy of any objection to the rule filed by the administrative rules review committee, the
governor, or the attorney general pursuant to Iowa Code section 17A.4(6), and any board response to
that objection;

j. A copy of any significant written criticism of the rule, including a summary of any petitions for
waiver of the rule; and

k. A copy of any executive order concerning the rule.
58.13(3) Effect of record. Except as otherwise required by a provision of law, the board rule-making

record required by this rule need not constitute the exclusive basis for board action on that rule.
58.13(4) Maintenance of record. The board shall maintain the rule-making record for a period of

not less than five years from the later of the date the rule to which it pertains became effective, the date
of the Notice of Intended Action, or the date of any written criticism as described in 58.13(2)“g,” “h,”
“i,” or “j.”
[ARC 0456C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—58.14(17A) Filing of rules. The board shall file each rule it adopts in the office of the
administrative rules coordinator. The filing must be executed as soon after adoption of the rule as is
practicable. At the time of filing, each rule must have attached to it any fiscal impact statement and any
concise statement of reasons that was issued with respect to that rule. If a fiscal impact statement or
statement of reasons for that rule was not issued until a time subsequent to the filing of that rule, the
note or statement must be attached to the filed rule within five working days after the note or statement
is issued. In filing a rule, the board shall use the standard form prescribed by the administrative rules
coordinator.
[ARC 0456C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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641—58.15(17A) Effectiveness of rules prior to publication.
58.15(1) Grounds. The board may make a rule effective after its filing at any stated time prior to

35 days after its indexing and publication in the Iowa Administrative Bulletin if it finds that a statute so
provides, the rule confers a benefit or removes a restriction on some segment of the public, or that the
effective date of the rule is necessary to avoid imminent peril to the public health, safety, or welfare. The
board shall incorporate the required finding and a brief statement of its supporting reasons in each rule
adopted in reliance upon this subrule.

58.15(2) Special notice. When the board makes a rule effective prior to its indexing and publication
in reliance upon the provisions of Iowa Code section 17A.5(2)“b”(3), the board shall employ all
reasonable efforts to make its contents known to the persons who may be affected by that rule prior to
the rule’s indexing and publication. The term “all reasonable efforts” requires the board to employ the
most effective and prompt means of notice rationally calculated to inform potentially affected parties
of the effectiveness of the rule that is justified and practical under the circumstances considering the
various alternatives available for this purpose, the comparative costs to the board of utilizing each of
those alternatives, and the harm suffered by affected persons from any lack of notice concerning the
contents of the rule prior to its indexing and publication. The means that may be used for providing
notice of such rules prior to their indexing and publication include, but are not limited to, any one or
more of the following means: radio, newspaper, television, signs, mail, telephone, personal notice or
electronic means.

A rule made effective prior to its indexing and publication in reliance upon the provisions of Iowa
Code section 17A.5(2)“b”(3) shall include in that rule a statement describing the reasonable efforts that
will be used to comply with the requirements of subrule 58.15(2).
[ARC 0456C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—58.16(17A) General statements of policy.
58.16(1) Compilation, indexing, public inspection. The board shall maintain an official, current, and

dated compilation that is indexed by subject, containing all of its general statements of policy within the
scope of Iowa Code section 17A.2(11)“a,” “c,” “f,” “g,” “h,” “k.” Each addition to, change in, or
deletion from the official compilation must also be dated, indexed, and a record thereof kept. Except for
those portions containing rules governed by Iowa Code section 17A.2(11)“f,” or otherwise authorized
by law to be kept confidential, the compilation must be made available for public inspection and copying.

58.16(2) Enforcement of requirements. A general statement of policy subject to the requirements
of this rule shall not be relied on by the board to the detriment of any person who does not have actual,
timely knowledge of the contents of the statement until the requirements of subrule 58.16(1) are satisfied.
This provision is inapplicable to the extent necessary to avoid imminent peril to the public health, safety,
or welfare.
[ARC 0456C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—58.17(17A) Review by agency of rules.
58.17(1) Any interested person, association, agency, or political subdivision may submit a written

request to the administrative rules coordinator requesting the board to conduct a formal review of a
specified rule. Upon approval of that request by the administrative rules coordinator, the board shall
conduct a formal review of a specified rule to determine whether a new rule should be adopted instead
or the rule should be amended or repealed. The board may refuse to conduct a review if it has conducted
such a review of the specified rule within five years prior to the filing of the written request.

58.17(2) In conducting the formal review, the board shall prepare within a reasonable time a written
report summarizing its findings, its supporting reasons, and any proposed course of action. The report
must include a concise statement of the board’s findings regarding the rule’s effectiveness in achieving
its objectives, including a summary of any available supporting data. The report shall also concisely
describe significant written criticisms of the rule received during the previous five years, including a
summary of any petitions for waiver of the rule received by the board or granted by the board. The report
shall describe alternative solutions to resolve the criticisms of the rule, the reasons any were rejected, and
any changes made in the rule in response to the criticisms as well as the reasons for the changes. A copy
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of the board’s report shall be sent to the administrative rules review committee and the administrative
rules coordinator. The report must also be available for public inspection.
[ARC 0456C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code section 17A.4.
[Filed ARC 0456C (Notice ARC 0316C, IAB 9/5/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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CHAPTER 59
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—FAIR INFORMATION

PRACTICES AND PUBLIC RECORDS

641—59.1(17A,22) Definitions. As used in this chapter:
“Agency” or “board” means the Iowa plumbing and mechanical systems board.
“Confidential record” means a record which is not available as a matter of right for examination

and copying by members of the public under applicable provisions of law. Confidential records include
records or information contained in records that the board is prohibited by law frommaking available for
examination by members of the public, and records or information contained in records that are specified
as confidential by Iowa Code section 22.7, or other provision of law, but that may be disclosed upon order
of a court, the lawful custodian of the record, or by another person duly authorized to release the record.
Mere inclusion in a record of information declared confidential by an applicable provision of law does
not necessarily make that entire record a confidential record.

“Custodian” means the board, or a person lawfully delegated authority by the board to act for the
board in implementing Iowa Code chapter 22.

“Open record” means a record other than a confidential record.
“Personally identifiable information” means information about or pertaining to an individual in a

record which identifies the individual and which is contained in a record system.
“Record” means the whole or a part of a “public record” as defined in Iowa Code section 22.1, that

is owned by or in the physical possession of the board.
“Record system” means any group of records under the control of the board from which a record

may be retrieved by a personal identifier such as the name of an individual, number, symbol, or other
unique retriever assigned to an individual.
[ARC 0457C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—59.2(17A,22) Statement of policy. The purpose of this chapter is to facilitate broad public access
to open records and sound board determinations with respect to the handling of confidential records and
the implementation of the fair information practices Act. The board is committed to the policies set forth
in Iowa Code chapter 22; board staff shall cooperate with members of the public in implementing the
provisions of that chapter.
[ARC 0457C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—59.3(17A,22) Requests for access to records.
59.3(1) Location of record. A request for access to a record should be directed to the board’s

executive officer or the board office where the record is kept. If the location of the record is not known
by the requester, the request shall be directed to Iowa Plumbing and Mechanical Systems Board, Lucas
State Office Building, 321 E. 12th Street, Des Moines, Iowa 50319-0075. If a request for access to
a record is misdirected, board personnel will promptly forward the request to the appropriate person
within the agency.

59.3(2) Office hours. Open records shall be made available during all customary office hours, which
are 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays.

59.3(3) Request for access. Requests for access to open records may be made in writing, in person,
or by telephone. Requests shall identify the particular records sought by name or description in order
to facilitate the location of the records. Mail or telephone requests shall include the name, address, and
telephone number of the person requesting the information. A person shall not be required to give a
reason for requesting an open record.

59.3(4) Response to requests. Access to an open record shall be provided promptly by the custodian
upon request unless the size or nature of the request makes prompt access infeasible. If the size or nature
of the request for access to an open record requires time for compliance, the custodian shall comply
with the request as soon as feasible. Access to an open record may be delayed for one of the purposes
authorized by Iowa Code section 22.8(4) or 22.10(4). The custodian shall promptly give notice to the
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requester of the reason for any delay in access to an open record and an estimate of the length of that
delay and, upon request, shall promptly provide that notice to the requester in writing.

The custodian of a record may deny access to the record by members of the public only on the
grounds that such a denial is warranted under Iowa Code sections 22.8(4) and 22.10(4), or that it is a
confidential record, or that its disclosure is prohibited by a court order. Access by members of the public
to a confidential record is limited by law and, therefore, may generally be provided only in accordance
with the provisions of rule 641—59.4(17A,22) and other applicable provisions of law.

59.3(5) Security of record. No person may, without permission from the custodian, search or remove
any record from board files. Examination and copying of board records shall be supervised by the
custodian or a designee of the custodian. Records shall be protected from damage and disorganization.

59.3(6) Copying. A reasonable number of copies of an open record may be made in the board’s
office. If photocopy equipment is not available in the board office where an open record is kept, the
custodian shall permit its examination in that office and shall arrange to have copies promptly made
elsewhere.

59.3(7) Fees.
a. When charged. The board may charge fees in connection with the examination or copying of

records only if the fees are authorized by law. To the extent permitted by applicable provisions of law,
the payment of fees may be waived when the imposition of fees is inequitable or when a waiver is in the
public interest.

b. Copying and postage costs. Price schedules for published materials and for photocopies of
records supplied by the board shall be prominently posted in the board office. Copies of records may be
made by or for members of the public on board photocopy machines or from electronic storage systems
at cost as determined and posted in the board office by the custodian. When the mailing of copies of
records is requested, the actual costs of such mailing may also be charged to the requester.

c. Search and supervisory fee. An hourly fee may be charged for actual board expenses in
searching for and supervising the examination and copying of requested records when the time required
is in excess of one hour. The custodian shall prominently post in the board office the hourly fee to
be charged for search and supervision of records. That hourly fee shall not be in excess of the hourly
wage of a board clerical employee who ordinarily would be appropriate and suitable to perform this
supervisory function.

d. Advance deposits.
(1) When the estimated total fee chargeable under this subrule exceeds $25, the custodian may

require a requester to make an advance payment to cover all or a part of the estimated fee.
(2) When a requester has previously failed to pay a fee chargeable under this subrule, the custodian

may require advance payment of the full amount of any estimated fee before the custodian processes a
new request from that requester.
[ARC 0457C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—59.4(17A,22) Access to confidential records. Under Iowa Code section 22.7 or other applicable
provisions of law, the lawful custodian may disclose certain confidential records to one or more members
of the public. Other provisions of law authorize or require the custodian to release specified confidential
records under certain circumstances or to particular persons. In requesting the custodian to permit the
examination and copying of such a confidential record, the following procedures apply and are in addition
to those specified for requests for access to records in rule 641—59.3(17A,22).

59.4(1) Proof of identity. A person requesting access to a confidential record may be required to
provide proof of identity or authority to secure access to the record.

59.4(2) Requests. The custodian may require a request to examine and copy a confidential record to
be in writing. A person requesting access to such a record may be required to sign a certified statement
or affidavit enumerating the specific reasons justifying access to the confidential record and to provide
any proof necessary to establish relevant facts.

59.4(3) Notice to subject of record and opportunity to obtain injunction. After the custodian receives
a request for access to a confidential record, and before the custodian releases such a record, the custodian
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may make reasonable efforts to notify promptly any person who is a subject of that record, is identified
in that record, and whose address or telephone number is contained in that record. To the extent such a
delay is practicable and in the public interest, the custodian may give the subject of such a confidential
record to whom notification is transmitted a reasonable opportunity to seek an injunction under Iowa
Code section 22.8, and indicate to the subject of the record the specific period of time during which
disclosure will be delayed for that purpose.

59.4(4) Request denied. When the custodian denies a request for access to a confidential record, the
custodian shall promptly notify the requester. If the requester indicates to the custodian that a written
notification of the denial is desired, the custodian shall promptly provide such a notification that is signed
by the custodian and that includes:

a. The name and title or position of the custodian responsible for the denial; and
b. A citation to the provision of law vesting authority in the custodian to deny disclosure of the

record and a brief statement of the reasons for the denial to this requester.
59.4(5) Request granted. When the custodian grants a request for access to a confidential record to

a particular person, the custodian shall notify that person and indicate any lawful restrictions imposed
by the custodian on that person’s examination and copying of the record.
[ARC 0457C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—59.5(17A,22) Requests for treatment of a record as a confidential record and its withholding
from examination. The custodian may treat a record as a confidential record and withhold it from
examination only to the extent that the custodian is authorized by Iowa Code section 22.7, another
applicable provision of law, or a court order, to refuse to disclose that record to members of the public.

59.5(1) Persons who may request. Any person who would be aggrieved or adversely affected by
disclosure of a record and who asserts that Iowa Code section 22.7, another applicable provision of law,
or a court order authorizes the custodian to treat the record as a confidential record may request the
custodian to treat that record as a confidential record and to withhold it from public inspection.

59.5(2) Request. A request that a record be treated as a confidential record and be withheld from
public inspection shall be in writing and shall be filed with the custodian. The request must set forth the
legal and factual basis justifying such confidential record treatment for that record, and the name, address,
and telephone number of the person authorized to respond to any inquiry or action of the custodian
concerning the request. A person requesting treatment of a record as a confidential record may also be
required to sign a certified statement or affidavit enumerating the specific reasons justifying the treatment
of that record as a confidential record and to provide any proof necessary to establish relevant facts.
Requests for treatment of a record as such a confidential record for a limited time period shall also specify
the precise period of time for which that treatment is requested.

A person filing such a request shall, if possible, accompany the request with a copy of the record
in question from which those portions for which such confidential record treatment has been requested
have been deleted. If the original record is being submitted to the board by the person requesting such
confidential treatment at the time the request is filed, the person shall indicate conspicuously on the
original record that all or portions of it are confidential.

59.5(3) Failure to request. Failure of a person to request confidential record treatment for a record
does not preclude the custodian from treating it as a confidential record. However, if a person who has
submitted business information to the board does not request that it be withheld from public inspection
under Iowa Code sections 22.7(3) and 22.7(6), the custodian of records containing that information may
proceed as if that person has no objection to its disclosure to members of the public.

59.5(4) Timing of decision. A decision by the custodian with respect to the disclosure of a record to
members of the public may be made when a request for its treatment as a confidential record that is not
available for public inspection is filed, or when the custodian receives a request for access to the record
by a member of the public.

59.5(5) Request granted or deferred. If a request for such confidential record treatment is granted,
or if action on such a request is deferred, a copy of the record from which the matter in question has been
deleted and a copy of the decision to grant the request or to defer action upon the request will be made
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available for public inspection in lieu of the original record. If the custodian subsequently receives a
request for access to the original record, the custodian will make reasonable and timely efforts to notify
any person who has filed a request for its treatment as a confidential record that is not available for public
inspection of the pendency of that subsequent request.

59.5(6) Request denied and opportunity to seek injunction. If a request that a record be treated as
a confidential record and be withheld from public inspection is denied, the custodian shall notify the
requester in writing of that determination and the reasons therefor. On application by the requester, the
custodian may engage in a good-faith, reasonable delay in allowing examination of the record so that the
requester may seek injunctive relief under the provisions of Iowa Code section 22.8, or other applicable
provision of law. However, such a record shall not be withheld from public inspection for any period
of time if the custodian determines that the requester had no reasonable grounds to justify the treatment
of that record as a confidential record. The custodian shall notify requester in writing of the time period
allowed to seek injunctive relief or the reasons for the determination that no reasonable grounds exist
to justify the treatment of that record as a confidential record. The custodian may extend the period
of good-faith, reasonable delay in allowing examination of the record so that the requester may seek
injunctive relief only if no request for examination of that record has been received, or if a court directs
the custodian to treat it as a confidential record, or to the extent permitted by another applicable provision
of law, or with the consent of the person requesting access.
[ARC 0457C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—59.6(17A,22) Procedure by which additions, dissents, or objections may be entered into
certain records. Except as otherwise provided by law, a person may file a request with the custodian
to review, and to have a written statement of additions, dissents, or objections entered into, a record
containing personally identifiable information pertaining to that person. However, this does not
authorize a person who is a subject of such a record to alter the original copy of that record or to expand
the official record of any board proceeding. Requester shall send the request to review such a record
or the written statement of additions, dissents, or objections to the custodian or to Iowa Plumbing
and Mechanical Systems Board, Lucas State Office Building, 321 E. 12th Street, Des Moines, Iowa
50319-0075. The request to review such a record or the written statement of such a record of additions,
dissents, or objections must be dated and signed by requester, and shall include the current address and
telephone number of the requester or the requester’s representative.
[ARC 0457C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—59.7(17A,22) Consent to disclosure by the subject of a confidential record. To the extent
permitted by any applicable provision of law, a person who is the subject of a confidential record may
have a copy of the portion of that record concerning the subject disclosed to a third party. A request
for such a disclosure must be in writing and must identify the particular record or records that may be
disclosed, the particular person or class of persons to whom the record may be disclosed and, where
applicable, the time period during which the record may be disclosed. The person who is the subject of
the record and, where applicable, the person to whom the record is to be disclosed, may be required to
provide proof of identity. (Additional requirements may be necessary for special classes of records.)
Appearance of counsel before the board on behalf of a person who is the subject of a confidential record
is deemed to constitute consent for the board to disclose records about that person to the person’s
attorney.
[ARC 0457C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—59.8(17A,22) Notice to suppliers of information. When the board requests a person to supply
information about that person, the board shall notify the person of the use that will be made of the
information, which persons outside the agency might routinely be provided this information, which parts
of the requested information are required and which are optional, and the consequences of a failure to
provide the information requested. This notice may be given in these rules, on the written form used to
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collect the information, on a separate fact sheet or letter, in brochures, in formal agreements, in contracts,
in handbooks, in manuals, verbally, or by other appropriate means.
[ARC 0457C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—59.9(17A,22) Disclosures without the consent of the subject.
59.9(1) Open records are routinely disclosed without the consent of the subject.
59.9(2) To the extent allowed by law, disclosure of confidential records may occur without the

consent of the subject. Following are instances where disclosure, if lawful, will generally occur without
notice to the subject:

a. For a routine use as defined in rule 641—59.10(17A,22) or in the notice for a particular record
system.

b. To a recipient who has provided the board with advance written assurance that the record will
be used solely as a statistical research or reporting record, provided that the record is transferred in a
form that does not identify the subject.

c. Investigative information in the possession of the board or its employees or agents which relates
to license discipline may be disclosed to appropriate licensing authorities within the state, the appropriate
licensing authority in another state, the District of Columbia, or territory or country in which the licensee
is licensed or has applied for a license. If the investigative information in the possession of the board or
its employees or agents indicates a crime has been committed, the information shall be reported to the
proper law enforcement agency.

d. To the legislative services agency under Iowa Code section 2A.3.
e. Disclosures in the course of employee disciplinary proceedings.
f. In response to a court order or subpoena.
g. To the office of citizens’ aide pursuant to Iowa Code section 2C.9.

[ARC 0457C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—59.10(17A,22) Routine use.
59.10(1) Defined. “Routine use” means the disclosure of a record without the consent of the subject

or subjects, for a purpose which is compatible with the purpose for which the record was collected.
“Routine use” includes disclosures required to be made by statute other than the public records law,
Iowa Code chapter 22.

59.10(2) To the extent allowed by law, the following uses are considered routine use of all board
records:

a. Disclosure to those officers, employees, and agents of the board who have a need for the
record in the performance of their duties. The custodian of the record may, upon request of any office
or employee, or on the custodian’s own initiative, determine what constitutes legitimate need to use
confidential records.

b. Disclosure of information indicating an apparent violation of the law to appropriate law
enforcement authorities for investigation and possible criminal prosecution, civil court action, or
regulatory order.

c. Disclosure to the department of inspections and appeals and the attorney general’s office for the
matters in which they are performing services or functions on behalf of the board.

d. Transfers of information within the board office and among board members, to other state
boards and departments, or to local units of government as appropriate to carry out the board’s statutory
authority.

e. Disclosure of information relating to staff of federal and state entities for audit purposes or for
purposes of determining whether the board is operating a program lawfully.

f. Any disclosure specifically authorized by the statute or rule under which the record was
collected and maintained.

g. Disclosures to the public and news media of pleadings, motions, orders, final decisions, and
informal settlements filed in licensee disciplinary proceedings.
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h. Transmittal to the district court of the record in a disciplinary hearing, pursuant to Iowa Code
section 17A.19(6), regardless of whether the hearing was open or closed.
[ARC 0457C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—59.11(17A,22) Consensual disclosure of confidential records.
59.11(1) Consent to disclosure by a subject individual. To the extent permitted by law, the subject

may consent in writing to board disclosure of confidential records as provided in rule 641—59.7(17A,22).
59.11(2) Complaints to public officials. A letter from the subject of a confidential record to a public

official which seeks the official’s intervention on behalf of the subject in a matter that involves the board
may to the extent permitted by law be treated as an authorization to release sufficient information about
the subject to the official to resolve the matter.
[ARC 0457C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—59.12(17A,22) Release to subject.
59.12(1) The subject of a confidential record may file a written request to review confidential records

about that person as provided in rule 641—59.6(17A,22). However, the board need not release the
following records to the subject:

a. The identity of a person providing information to the board need not be disclosed directly or
indirectly to the subject of the information when the information is authorized to be held confidential
pursuant to Iowa Code section 22.7(18) or other provision of law.

b. Records need not be disclosed to the subject when they are the work product of an attorney or
are otherwise privileged.

c. Peace officers’ investigative reports may be withheld from the subject, except as required by
the Iowa Code.

d. As otherwise authorized by law.
59.12(2) Where a record has multiple subjects with interest in the confidentiality of the record, the

board shall take reasonable steps to protect confidential information relating to another subject.
[ARC 0457C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—59.13(17A,22) Availability of records.
59.13(1) General. Board records are open for public inspection and copying unless otherwise

provided by rule or law.
59.13(2) Confidential records. The following records may be withheld from public inspection.

Records are listed by category, according to the legal basis for withholding them from public inspection.
a. All information in complaint and investigation files maintained by the board, or peer review

committee acting under the authorization of the board, for purposes of license discipline is confidential
in accordance with Iowa Code section 272C.6(4), except that the information may be released to the
licensee once a licensee disciplinary proceeding has been initiated by the filing of formal charges and a
notice of hearing.

b. The record of a disciplinary hearing which is closed to the public pursuant to Iowa Code section
272C.6(1) is confidential under Iowa Code section 21.5(4). However, in the event a record is transmitted
to the district court pursuant to Iowa Code section 17A.19(6) for purposes of judicial review, the record
shall not be considered confidential unless the district court so orders.

c. Minutes and tape recordings of portions of board meetings held in closed session, pursuant to
Iowa Code section 21.5(4).

d. Records which are exempt from disclosure under Iowa Code section 22.7.
e. Identifying details in final orders, decisions, and opinions to the extent required to prevent a

clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy or trade secrets under Iowa Code section 17A.3(1)“e.”
f. Those portions of board staff manuals, instructions, or other statements issued which set forth

criteria or guidelines to be used by board staff in auditing, in making inspections, in settling commercial
disputes or negotiating commercial arrangements, or in the selection or handling of cases, such as
operational tactics or allowable tolerances or criteria for the defense, prosecution or settlement of cases,
when disclosure of these statements pursuant to Iowa Code sections 17A.2 and 17A.3 would:
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(1) Enable law violators to avoid detection;
(2) Facilitate disregard of requirements imposed by law; or
(3) Give a clearly improper advantage to persons who are in an adverse position to the board.
g. Information in nonlicensee and investigation files maintained by the board which is otherwise

exempt from disclosure under Iowa Code section 22.7 or other provision of law.
59.13(3) Authority to release confidential records. The board may have discretion to disclose some

confidential records which are exempt from disclosure under Iowa Code section 22.7 or other provision
of law. Any person may request permission to inspect records withheld from inspection under a statute
which authorizes limited discretionary disclosure as provided in rule 641—59.4(17A,22). If the board
initially determines that it will release such records, the board may, where appropriate, notify interested
parties and withhold the records from inspection as provided in subrule 59.4(3).
[ARC 0457C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—59.14(17A,22) Personally identifiable information. This rule describes the nature and extent
of personally identifiable information which is collected, maintained, and retrieved by the board by
personal identifier in record systems as defined in rule 641—59.1(17A,22). For each record system, this
rule describes the legal authority for the collection of that information, and the means of storage of that
information. The board does not use a data processing system to match, collate, or permit the comparison
of personally identifiable information in one record system with personally identifiable information in
another record system. The record systems maintained by the board are as follows:

59.14(1) Records of board disciplinary hearings. These records contain information about licensees
who are the subject of a board disciplinary proceeding or other action. This information is stored on
paper, and electronically in the event the hearing is tape-recorded.

59.14(2) Complaint reports. These records contain information about licensees and the people
they serve. This information is collected pursuant to Iowa Code sections 272C.3 and 272C.4. This
information is stored on paper only.

59.14(3) Investigative reports. These records contain information about the subjects of board
investigations and the activities of board investigators. The records may include a variety of attachments
such as interviews, audits, medical records, exhibits, police reports, and investigators’ comments,
conclusions, and recommendations. This information is collected pursuant to Iowa Code sections
272C.3, 272C.4, and 272C.5. This information is stored on paper and electronically.

59.14(4) Declaratory rulings.
59.14(5) Licensure records. These records contain information about the licensee including any

or all of the following: applications for examination, collected pursuant to Iowa Code section 105.5;
applications for licensure, collected pursuant to Iowa Code section 105.8; references, collected pursuant
to Iowa Code section 105.18; examination scores, collected pursuant to Iowa Code section 105.18;
past felony records, collected pursuant to Iowa Code section 105.18; and continuing education records,
collected pursuant to Iowa Code section 272C.2. This information is stored on paper and electronically.

59.14(6) Information on nonlicensee complaint and nonlicensee investigation files maintained by
the board. This information is collected pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 105. This information is stored
on paper.
[ARC 0457C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—59.15(17A,22) Other groups of records routinely available for public inspection. This rule
describes groups of records maintained by the board other than record systems as defined in rule
641—59.2(17A,22). These records are not maintained or retrieved by personal identifiers. These
records are routinely available to the public. However, the board’s files of these records listed in subrules
59.14(1) to 59.14(6) may contain information about individuals. The information stored electronically
includes names, business addresses, current status of licenses, licensee number, and statistical
information pertaining to individuals. All other information is stored on paper and electronically. Other
groups of records routinely available for public inspection include:

59.15(1) Records of board rule-making procedures. Rule-making records may contain information
about individuals making written or oral comments on proposed rules.
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59.15(2) Agendas, minutes, and materials presented to the board are available from the office of
the board, except those records concerning closed sessions which are exempt from disclosure under
Iowa Code section 21.5(4). Records which are exempt from disclosure may contain information about
individuals who participate in board meetings.

59.15(3) Publications. News releases, annual reports, project reports, and board newsletters are
available from the office of the board. Brochures describing various board programs are available at the
office of the board.

Board news releases, project reports, and newsletters may contain information about individuals,
including board members or staff.

59.15(4) Statistical reports. Statistical reports do not contain personally identifiable information.
59.15(5) Board decisions, final orders or agreements, advisory opinions, and other statements of law

or policy issued by the board in the performance of its functions. These records are open pursuant to Iowa
Code section 272C.6(4) except for information that is confidential pursuant to paragraph 59.13(2)“c.”

59.15(6) Financial reports pertaining to the board’s budget including its revenues and expenses. This
information is stored electronically and on paper.

59.15(7) Blank forms utilized by the board and its staff in the performance of its function. This
information is stored on paper only.

59.15(8) A record inventory of all categories of information and records kept by or on behalf of the
board. This inventory is stored on paper only.

59.15(9) All other records that are not exempt from disclosure by law.
[ARC 0457C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—59.16(17A,22) Applicability. This chapter does not:
1. Require the board to index or retrieve records which contain information about individuals by

that person’s name or other personal identifier.
2. Make available to the general public records which would otherwise not be available under the

public records law, Iowa Code chapter 22.
3. Govern the maintenance or disclosure of, notification of, or access to records in the possession

of the board which are governed by the rules of another agency.
4. Apply to grantees, including local governments or subdivisions thereof, administering

state-funded programs, unless otherwise provided by law or agreement.
5. Make available records compiled by the board in reasonable anticipation of court litigation

or formal administrative proceedings. The availability of such records to the general public or to any
individual or party subject to such litigation or proceedings shall be governed by applicable legal and
constitutional principles, statutes, rules of discovery, evidentiary privileges, and applicable rules of the
board.
[ARC 0457C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code section 22.11.
[Filed ARC 0457C (Notice ARC 0317C, IAB 9/5/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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CHAPTER 60
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—

NONCOMPLIANCE REGARDING CHILD SUPPORT, NONPAYMENT OF STATE DEBT,
AND NONCOMPLIANCE REGARDING STUDENT LOAN REPAYMENT

641—60.1(252J) Child support noncompliance. The board hereby adopts by reference 641—Chapter
192, “Child Support Noncompliance,” Iowa Administrative Code.
[ARC 0458C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—60.2(272D) Nonpayment of state debt. The board hereby adopts by reference 641—Chapter 194,
“Nonpayment of State Debt,” Iowa Administrative Code.
[ARC 0458C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

641—60.3(261) Student loan repayment noncompliance. The board hereby adopts by reference
641—Chapter 195, “Student Loan Default/Noncompliance with Agreement for Payment of Obligation,”
Iowa Administrative Code.
[ARC 0458C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapters 252J and 272D and section 261.126.
[Filed ARC 0458C (Notice ARC 0313C, IAB 9/5/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
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CHAPTERS 61 to 66
Reserved
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CHAPTER 8
IOWA YOUTH MENTORING PROGRAM CERTIFICATION

The purpose of the Iowa mentoring partnership is to certify mentoring programs that meet standards
outlined in the Elements of Effective Practice for Mentoring™, published by the National Mentoring
Partnership, that have been established for youth mentoring programs. The Iowa mentoring partnership
also provides training, resources and support services to local mentoring programs. In partnership
with certified programs, the Iowa mentoring partnership strives to increase the capacity of mentoring
programs, raise statewide awareness of the positive benefits of mentoring children and youth, promote
effective screening and safety procedures, and enhance the quality of mentoring relationships in Iowa.
[ARC 9574B, IAB 6/29/11, effective 8/3/11; ARC 0439C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

817—8.1(15H) Definitions.
“Certification” means the process for identifying youth mentoring programs as meeting the criteria

for effective practice in order to become eligible for financial and technical assistance.
“Commission” means the Iowa commission on volunteer service.
“Conditional certification” means a temporary certification identifying a youth mentoring program

before the program is fully operational in order for the program to apply for financial and technical
assistance.

“Mentoring certification application” means the application, which was developed by the Iowa
mentoring partnership and Iowa commission on volunteer service and which can be adopted by all
agencies and departments of state government to determine an applicant’s designation as a certified
mentoring program. The application contains information that can be used to determine an applicant’s
designation as a certified mentoring program.

“Mentoring program” or “youth mentoring program”means a program that provides older mentors
to youth, provided that the program meets all of the following requirements:

1. The program is located in this state;
2. The program is operated as a public or private not-for-profit entity, part of a school or area

education agency, or part of a faith-based community;
3. Youth served by the program are between the ages of 5 and 23.

[ARC 9574B, IAB 6/29/11, effective 8/3/11]

817—8.2(15H) Certification. Based on each mentoring program’s self-assessment (completed via the
mentoring certification application), the commission is responsible for ascertaining whether a youth
mentoring program is qualified to be designated as a certified mentoring program.

8.2(1) Full certification. Before a mentoring program can participate in the Iowa mentoring
partnership, it must be certified by the commission.

a. A review team shall review applications from youth mentoring programs to determine whether
the mentoring programs are eligible to participate in the program.

b. Full certification means the commission has determined that the youth mentoring program has
met the established standards.

c. Applications for mentoring program certification are available from the Iowa Commission
on Volunteer Service, 200 East Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50309 and the Iowa mentoring
partnership’s Web site (www.iowamentoring.org).

d. Applicants shall receive written notification of the commission’s decision.
e. To remain in good standing as a programwith full certification, mentoring programsmust verify

continued certification by submitting required reports.
8.2(2) Conditional certification. Some mentoring programs are temporarily certified before the

program becomes fully operational or before the program has met the standards for full certification.
a. Conditional certification may be in effect for six months and may be used for the purpose

of applying for financial and technical assistance available to certified mentoring programs. The
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commission may grant an extension of conditional certification if it is determined that significant
progress is being made toward meeting the requirements for full certification.

b. The mentoring program name will not be included on the Iowa mentoring partnership Web site,
nor will the program be referred potential mentors, until the mentoring program has been fully certified.
The Web site of the Iowa mentoring partnership is www.iowamentoring.org.

c. It shall be the responsibility of the mentoring program to notify the commission when the
program believes it has met the certification criteria.

d. Additional documentation may be required of new mentoring programs to verify elements of
the application. Mentoring programs may be requested to provide documentation of continued eligibility
at any time during and after conditional certification.

8.2(3) Recertification. Certified youth mentoring programs shall submit verification of continued
eligibility to the commission at least every two years.

a. The form for recertification shall be provided by the commission.
b. Other documents and regular reporting will be requested throughout the certification period to

verify the continuing eligibility of the mentoring program.
8.2(4) Documentation. Various and specific documentation may be required by the commission

during the certification process. Each program shall provide relevant information upon the commission’s
request in order to be considered for certification.

Applications shall be signed by an authorized representative of the organization.
8.2(5) Reapplication. A mentoring program may reapply upon proof of compliance with Iowa

youth mentoring program certification standards. Any program that is denied certification or decertified
for any reason bears the burden of proving that all deficiencies previously cited have been corrected.
Corrections shall be in accordance with requirements of the Iowa mentoring partnership. Applications
may be requested from the Iowa Commission on Volunteer Service, 200 East Grand Avenue, Des
Moines, Iowa 50309, or the Iowa mentoring partnership’s Web site (www.iowamentoring.org).

8.2(6) Notification. The commission shall be notified within 30 days following a change in the
mentoring program director or authorized representative of the certified mentoring program.
[ARC 9574B, IAB 6/29/11, effective 8/3/11]

817—8.3(15H) Description of application. The Iowa mentoring partnership application requires
information about individuals who manage and administer the local mentoring program.

8.3(1) Specific questions are included on the application regarding mentoring program operations,
screening and safety procedures, training, number of mentors and mentees, structure of the program,
and other information to determine whether the program meets the certification standards established in
rules 817—8.4(15H) and 817—8.5(15H).

8.3(2) Information contained in the application may be reviewed by the applicant upon request to
the Iowa Commission on Volunteer Service, 200 East Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50309. Material
to be added to a file may be sent to the commission at the above address.
[ARC 9574B, IAB 6/29/11, effective 8/3/11; ARC 0439C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

817—8.4(15H) Basis for certification standards. The commission has established standards to
certify youth mentoring programs. These standards are based on the Elements of Effective Practice
for Mentoring™, published by the National Mentoring Partnership. These elements are based on the
work of a panel of experts convened by the National Mentoring Partnership to produce a set of rigorous
mentoring guidelines, providing the gold standard for quality mentoring for more than a decade.

8.4(1) Statement of purpose. The mentoring program should have a statement of purpose and a
long-range plan that includes:

a. Who, what, where, when, why, and how activities will be performed.
b. Input from originators, staff, funders, potential volunteers, and participants.
c. Assessment of community need.
d. Realistic, attainable, and easy-to-understand operational plan.
e. Funding and resource development plan.
f. Risk management plan.
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8.4(2) Recruitment plan. The mentoring program shall have recruitment plans for both mentors and
participants that include:

a. Strategies that portray accurate expectations and benefits.
b. Year-round marketing and public relations strategies.
c. Targeted outreach based on participants’ needs.
d. Volunteer opportunities beyond mentoring.
e. A goal of serving at least 12 youth, computed as an average of the number of youth served over

the preceding three program years.
8.4(3) Orientation. The mentoring program shall have an orientation for mentors and mentees that

includes:
a. Program overview.
b. Description of eligibility, screening process, and suitability requirements.
c. Level of commitment expected (time, energy, flexibility).
d. Expectations and restrictions (accountability).
e. Expected benefits and rewards of the program.
f. A separate focus for potential mentors and participants.
g. A summary of program policies, including but not limited to policies on written reports,

interviews, evaluations, and reimbursement.
h. Definition of appropriate and inappropriate contact, and a statement that informs mentees and

parents/guardians on how to report inappropriate contact.
8.4(4) Eligibility. The mentoring program shall have eligibility screening for mentors and

participants that includes:
a. A written application and review process.
b. A face-to-face interview and, for community-based programs, a home visit.
c. Reference checks for mentors, which may include character references, a child abuse registry

check, a driving record check, and a criminal record check as legally permissible.
d. Suitability criteria that relate to the program’s statement of purpose and needs of the target

population. Criteria may include some or all of the following: personality profile, skills identification,
gender, age, language, racial requirements, level of education, career interests, motivation for
volunteering, and academic standing.

e. Successful completion of prematch training and orientation.
8.4(5) Training curriculum. The mentoring program shall have a readiness and training curriculum

for all mentors and participants that includes:
a. Knowledgeable trainers.
b. Orientation to the program and resource network, including information and referral, other

support services, and schools.
c. Skills development as appropriate.
d. Cultural/heritage sensitivity and appreciation training.
e. Guidelines for participants on how to get the most out of the mentoring relationship.
f. Dos and don’ts of relationship management.
g. Job and role descriptions.
h. Confidentiality and liability information.
i. Crisis management/problem-solving resources.
j. Communications skills development.
k. Ongoing sessions as necessary.
l. Information on what is considered inappropriate contact and what to do if such contact occurs.
m. Information regarding safe meeting spaces and meeting place guidelines and restrictions.
8.4(6) Matching strategy. The mentoring program should have a matching strategy that includes:
a. A commitment to consistency.
b. A grounding in the program’s eligibility criteria.
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c. Appropriate criteria for matches, including some or all of the following: gender, age, language
requirements, availability, needs, interests, preferences of volunteer and participant, life experience, and
temperament.

d. Staff assistance with the first meeting.
8.4(7) Monitoring process. The mentoring program should have a monitoring process that includes:
a. Consistent, scheduled meetings with staff, mentors, and participants.
b. A tracking system for ongoing assessment.
c. Written records.
d. Input from community partners, family, and significant others.
e. A process for managing grievances, praise, rematching, interpersonal problem solving, and

premature relationship closure.
8.4(8) Mentor support and recognition. The mentoring program should have a support, recognition,

and retention component that includes:
a. Ongoing peer support groups for volunteers, participants, and others.
b. Ongoing training and development.
c. Relevant discussion of issues and dissemination of information.
d. Regular mentor recognition and appreciation.
8.4(9) Closure. The mentoring program should have closure steps that include:
a. Private and confidential exit interviews regarding the mentoring relationship between:
(1) Participant and staff;
(2) Mentor and staff; and
(3) Program staff and teachers or parents or both, as appropriate.
b. Clearly stated policy for future contacts.
c. Assistance to participants in defining future steps for achieving personal goals.
8.4(10) Evaluation. The mentoring program should have an evaluation process based on:
a. Outcome analysis of the program and mentoring relationships.
b. Program criteria and statement of purpose.
c. Informational needs of board, funders, community partners, and other supporters of the

program.
8.4(11) Additional certification standards. The commission also utilizes the Elements of Effective

Practice for Mentoring™, published by the National Mentoring Partnership, to determine the primary
areas of review for mentoring program certification. These areas are intended to indicate whether
programs are operating under the quality policies and procedures established by a national panel of
mentoring program experts, researchers and others.

a. History of operation. Mentoring programs shall have an established history of operation of
two years (24 months). Programs that have been operating less than 24 months may be granted full
certification but will be required to provide quarterly updates to the Iowa mentoring partnership.

b. Length of match. Mentoring programs shall meet minimum requirements for length of match
based on program type.

(1) Community-based programs, including E-mentoring programs, shall establish an initial
commitment of one year with new or potential mentors.

(2) School-based programs, including E-mentoring programs, shall establish an initial commitment
of nine months with new or potential mentors.

c. Minimummonthly contact. Mentoring programs shall meet minimum requirements for monthly
contact based on program type.

(1) Matches in community-based programs shall meet for a minimum of four hours per month with
a consistent schedule.

(2) School-based programs shall meet for a minimum of two hours per month with a consistent
schedule.

(3) E-mentoring programs shall have contact via secure, supervised e-mail a minimum of once per
week.
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d. Background checks. Mentoring programs shall meet minimum requirements for checking the
background of mentor applicants.

(1) Criminal background and sex offender registry checks for mentors over the age of 18.
(2) Reference checks for mentors under the age of 18.
e. Pre-matchmentor training. Mentoring programs shall meet minimum requirements for training

of mentors. At least two hours of pre-match training and preparation activities shall be provided to new
mentors.
[ARC 9574B, IAB 6/29/11, effective 8/3/11; ARC 0439C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

817—8.5(15H) Special consideration. In addition to the standards set forth in rule 817—8.4(15H), the
commission may give consideration to other factors to determine certification status in order to ensure
that only high-quality youth mentoring programs are certified.

8.5(1) On-site audits. At the discretion of the commission, on-site audits may be conducted to
determine certification.

8.5(2) Reporting. Programs that fail to submit required documentation are at risk of decertification
and may be deemed ineligible to receive the benefits of certification, including complimentary training
registration and inclusion on the Iowa mentoring partnership Web site.
[ARC 9574B, IAB 6/29/11, effective 8/3/11]

817—8.6(15H) Decertification. A youth mentoring program shall be decertified by the commission
if it is determined that the program no longer meets the certification standards identified herein for a
high-quality mentoring program, if program personnel cannot be contacted by the commission, if the
program fails to provide documents requested by the commission or if the program fails to complete the
required Iowa mentoring partnership quarterly reports.

8.6(1) Written notice of the intent to revoke certification shall be provided to a youth mentoring
program when the commission determines that there is reasonable cause to believe the program does
not comply with the rules contained herein. Notice shall be sent by United States mail at least 20 days
before decertification becomes effective.

8.6(2) If the commission sends a letter by first-class mail to the last-known address provided to the
commission by the youth mentoring program and the letter is returned as undeliverable, this may be
considered grounds for decertification.

8.6(3) Decertification procedures may be initiated by the commission or following investigation of
a complaint filed by the general public. A request for an investigation from the public must be in written
form and shall specify the reason(s) why the certified youth mentoring program no longer meets the
certification standards. Supporting documentation may be attached to the request. The identity of the
complainant is confidential pursuant to Iowa Code section 22.7(18).

8.6(4) Benefits and designation as a certifiedmentoring programwill continue until the final decision
is issued by the commission.
[ARC 9574B, IAB 6/29/11, effective 8/3/11]

817—8.7(15H) Fraudulent practices in connection with certified mentoring programs. A person
is considered to be guilty of a fraudulent practice if the person knowingly falsifies information on an
application for the purpose of obtaining certification and any other potential benefits, including those
offered through the Iowa mentoring partnership or other state contracts and grants available only to
certified mentoring programs.

The commission may investigate allegations or complaints of fraudulent practices and will take
action to decertify a youth mentoring program upon concluding that a violation has occurred.

A violation under this rule is grounds for decertification of the youth mentoring program responsible
for the violation. Decertification shall be in addition to any penalty otherwise authorized.

817—8.8(15H) Appeal procedure. Commission decisions regarding certified mentoring programs may
be contested by an adversely affected party as detailed in 817—Chapter 5.

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 15H.
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[Filed 9/7/07, Notice 5/9/07—published 9/26/07, effective 10/31/07]
[Filed ARC 9574B (Notice ARC 9341B, IAB 1/26/11), IAB 6/29/11, effective 8/3/11]

[Filed ARC 0439C (Notice ARC 0291C, IAB 8/22/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]


